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Foreword 

The recent development of cognitive theories and therapies within 
the ranks of behavior therapy has to be classified as one of the more 
intriguing developments in contemporary clinical psychology. After 
all, "behaviorists" have long been stereotyped as cold, hard-headed 
environmentalists who have been anything but subtle in their at
tacks on mentalism. To those who have accepted such a stereotype, 
a "cognitive behavior therapist" might sound like a self-contradic
tory creature, one steeped in two separate and incompatible psy
chological traditions. How can one be both "cognitive" and "be
havioral"? This is only one of the issues addressed in the present 
volume, which represents a valuable contribution toward both the
oretical and empirical refinements in the area. Here one can read 
how the behavioristic emphases on assessment and experi
mentation can be fruitfully integrated with therapeutic procedures 
designed to alter patterns of human distress. Many of those 
procedures involve specific focus on a client's thoughts and 
fantasies. 

This book represents a strong and timely overview of an excit
ing new area, and its contributors include some of the most ener
getic researchers in the field. A theme of cautious optimism is 
blended with a commitment to empirical scrutiny, and there is an 
admirable recognition of the important difference between inferred 
therapeutic process and operationally specified therapeutic proce
dure. It is therefore a volume that should appeal to both researcher 
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viii FOREWORD 

and practitioner, and it is a valuable resource for exploring some of 
the newer applications of cognitive behavioral techniques. 

There are those within behavioral and nonbehavioral camps 
who will be dismayed by the appearance of a volume such as the 
present one. They are, however (1 think), in the minority relative to 
the number of professionals who will be intrigued by these strange 
bedfellows and eager to explore their theoretical and pragmatic via
bility. A recent survey of American clinical psychologists suggests 
that cognitive behavioral approaches are now more popular than 
client-centered therapy, and that the recent increase in ideological 
eclecticism may partially reflect the increasing permeability be
tween former polarities. The behavior therapist is now relying on 
assessment and treatment strategies that acknowledge the impor
tance of cognitive processes in human adaptation. Likewise, the 
nonbehavioral counselor seems to be more frequently borrowing 
from traditionally behavioral methods. In integrating their relative 
skills and special interests, it is my hope that we may soon be able 
to abandon the unfortunate polarities and isolationism that have 
dominated clinical psychology and psychiatry. 

The present volume is, I think, a valuable step toward demon
strating the compatability and rich therapeutic promise of combin
ing intrapersonal, environmental, and scientific concerns. It does 
not promise miracles and is, in fact, commendable in its critical 
self-scrutiny. With modeling such as that offered in this book, we 
may hope to see continuing refinements of our understanding as 
well as revisions of our treatment strategies. Cognitive Behavior 
Therapy: Research and Application represents a welcome addition to 
the literature. 

MICHAEL J. MAHONEY 

Pennsylvania State University 



Preface 

Commenting on the first 50 years of behaviorism, Skinner (1964L in 
the early 1960s, noted: 

No entity or process which has any useful explanatory force is to be 
rejected on the ground that it is subjective or mental. The data which 
have made it important must, however, be studied and formulated in 
effective ways. The assignment is well within the scope of an experi
mental analysis of behavior, which thus offers a promising alternative 
to a commitment to pure description on the one hand and an appeal to 
mentalistic theories on the other. (Skinner, B. F. Behaviorism at fifty. In 
T.W. Wann (Ed.), Behaviorism and phenomenology: Contrasting bases for 
modern psychology. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1964, p. 
96.) 

In the intervening years, psychologists applying behavioral 
principles to clinical problems have attempted to provide the data 
Skinner suggests. In particular, the work of Albert Ellis, Aaron 
Beck, and Albert Bandura has steadily kept alive a cognitive frame
work introduced by the early social psychologists such as Julian 
Rotter and George Kelly. 

The renewed interest in a merger or at least dialogue between 
the proponents of a cognitive and a behavioral perspective in un
derstanding human behavior is an exciting recent development in 
the field of psychology. In addition to the intellectual stimulation 
provided by such a rapprochement, practical implications for clini
cal treatment may also be forthcoming. 

This book is an effort to explore current answers to the ques
ix 
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tion, What is the role of cognitive factors in clinical treatment? Each 
of the authors presents a unique perspective revealing no overall 
consensus but rather a diverse collection of thought-provoking pos
sibilities. 

The idea for this volume originated at the Sixth Annual Sym
posium of the Houston Behavior Therapy Association (HBTA), 
Houston, Texas. We are deeply indebted to each of the authors for 
their outstanding contributions. We are also grateful to the co-spon
sors of the symposium: University of Houston, Rice University, 
Baylor College of Medicine, and Spring Branch Academy, Houston, 
Texas. Each year HBT A presents a topic of significance to behavior 
therapists and others concerned with behavioral issues. Our sym
posium is successful only because of the hard work of many people, 
including HBTA members Drs. Pat Doyle, Richard Jones, Ed Keuer, 
Paul Mader, Sander Martin, Ben Williams, and in particular, Martha 
Frede and Larry Brandt who co-chaired the conference. Thanks also 
to Mr. Bill Kortas for his hard work and Ms. Susi LeBaron for her 
never-ending task of typing the manuscript. To all of them, our 
deepest gratitude. 

Houston Texas 

JOHN P. FOREYT 

DIANA P. RATHJEN 
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Introduction 

The present book provides several perspectives to the question, 
What is the role of cognitive factors in clinical treatment? In the first 
chapter, Wilson traces the growth of interest in cognitive variables 
within the behavior therapy field and identifies the major concep
tual models: applied behavior analysis, with its emphasis on overt 
behavior; the neobehavioristic mediational S-R model, applying clas
sical conditioning and counterconditioning principles to the treat
ment of abnormal behavior; social learning theory, in which cogni
tive mediational processes, in addition to classical and operant 
conditioning, play an important role in the development of learn
ing; and cognitive behavior therapy, or what Wilson terms the "cog
nitive connection." Included in the areas of cognitive behavior ther
apy, according to the author, are the rational psychotherapies, 
coping-skills therapies, and problem-solving therapies. 

Wilson perceptively cautions cognitive therapists against an 
exclusive focus on thinking to the point that behavior is overlooked 
and the patients are left immersed in introspection, much as Tol
man's rats were said to have been at the choice point in the maze. 

Another cogent criticism presented by Wilson is the distinction 
between theoretical process and treatment procedure. Although 
cognitive mechanisms are increasingly used to explain the acquisi
tion of abnormal behavior, the question is whether cognitive treat
ment methods are more effective than their behavioral counterparts 
in facilitating therapeutic change. His view of the current evidence 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

suggests that the behaviorally based treatments are more effective 
in producing change in psychological functioning than verbal, 
imaginal, or even vicarious procedures. 

Wilson argues that cognitive research and application is best 
viewed as an extension of Bandura's social-learning theory, which 
seems to best integrate the three regulatory systems of antecedent, 
consequent, and mediational influences into a comprehensive testa
ble framework. He states that although cognitive behavior tech
niques show some promise they do not yet give indication for a 
shift in paradigm. He concludes that the term "behavior therapy" is 
probably the least troublesome of all because, in the final analysis, 
any effects of therapy must be evaluated by direct behavioral mea
sures. He writes, "Parsimony and present usage suggest that there 
might be little to be gained by the use of a new label." 

Rathjen, Rathjen, and Hiniker, in our second chapter, use a 
structural learning model as the basis for an overview of cognitive 
factors in social-skills training. In particular, they examine the im
plications of this model for defining behavioral tasks and treatment 
objectives, cognitive competencies underlying successful perfor
mance, cognitive characteristics of the subject population, methods 
of assessment, and treatment techniques. They suggest that the role 
of cognitive variables is most important in specifying the underly
ing rules that govern effective social performance and explain that 
these rules can be taught through a variety of techniques, both be
havioral and cognitive. 

In the third chapter, Steger presents a comprehensive overview 
of both the behavioral and cognitive approaches to sexual disorders 
and sexual deviations. He describes, in detail, guided imagining, 
cognitive rehearsal, covert reinforcement, thought-stopping, covert 
assertion, covert sensitization, and implosive therapy. His sum
mary of the outcome research suggests that the in vivo behavioral 
techniques are already so successful for certain problems (e.g., pre
mature ejaculation and primary orgasmic dysfunction) that the ad
dition of cognitive techniques would only serve to perhaps speed 
up the process. 

With respect to other dysfunctions, however, he suggests that 
the cognitive approaches may be particularly useful (e.g., when the 
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sexual dysfunction is moderated by anxiety, fear, self-doubt, or 
relationship concerns). He feels that the cognitive techniques can be 
useful in the treatment of erectile failure, ejaculatory incompetence, 
and secondary orgasmic dysfunction. 

Bums and Beck, in our fourth chapter, provide an overview of 
a cognitive-behavior modification treatment program for mood dis
orders that has received some impressive empirical validation. In 
an interesting contrast to the ideas presented in Wilson's chapter, 
they suggest that the patient's thoughts themselves appear to be the 
focus of cognitive treatment. Phenomenology, assessment, treat
ment, and evaluation are covered in a presentation liberally sprin
kled with case illustrations. They present a step-by-step outline, 
beginning with the use of the Beck Depression Inventory to confirm 
the presence of the disorder, through each of the cognitive tech
niques that may be helpful to reduce its intensity. 

In the fifth chapter, Novaco reviews the relevant literature on 
stress and aggression to develop a functional analysis of the role of 
anger in human behavior. Using a stress-inoculation model, he de
velops a comprehensive cognitive treatment of anger control that 
instructs the client in all phases of anger, from initial provocation to 
self-reinforcement for a conflict well handled, and presents effec
tiveness data from naturalistic studies (law-enforcement officers). 
His detailed therapist manual (see Appendix) provides explicit in
structions for the implementation of the methods with individual 
clients. 

Gentry, in the following and sixth chapter, reviews the small 
but growing number of studies that have utilized cognitive 
behavior therapy in the treatment of somatic disorders, including 
asthma, ulcers, tension, migraine headaches, and epilepsy. He dis
'cusses studies employing systematic desensitization, thought
stopping, positive imagery, and classical conditioning with a wide 
variety of somatic disorders. A particularly interesting application 
of cognitive techniques in the medical field, which Gentry points 
out, would be their use in enhancing compliance with a medical 
regimen, a topic expanded upon by Cameron in the ninth chapter. 

Gentry points out that most of the work in this area has fol
lowed an operant approach, which stresses the relationship be-
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tween behavior (B) and the environmental events that precede (an
tecedents-A) and follow (consequences-C) it. Gentry suggests an 
alternative model (CAB), in which the relationship between cogni
tions (C), affect (A), and behavior (B) are applied to physical disor
ders. 

In our seventh chapter, Doyle and Bruhn present a novel spe
cific example and application of a type of covert sensitization, coun
tersensitization, as a way of reducing excessive performance stan
dards. They suggest that the use of physical disorders as the 
aversive component in the countersensitization paradigm may be 
especially helpful with psychosomatic problems. 

Turk, in the next and eighth chapter, has provided an overview 
that underscores the complex nature of the phenomenon of pain. 
He goes on to review a number of cognitive behavioral approaches 
to the treatment of anxiety-based dysfunctions and cognitive coping 
strategies designed to enhance pain tolerance. Both laboratory
analogue and clinical pain examples are included in his discussion 
of specific and multidimensional strategies for pain management. 
The technique of stress inoculation has received particular atten
tion as a method that has been empirically demonstrated to effec
tively increase pain tolerance. 

The important issues of therapeutic compliance and resistance 
from a cognitive viewpoint are discussed by Cameron in the ninth 
chapter. He poses two key questions: What cognitions regarding 
the therapeutic process would facilitate therapeutic change? and 
What can we do to ensure that our clients' cognitions about the 
therapeutic process are positive rather than negative? In addressing 
these questions, Cameron considers every stage of the treatment 
process and offers many helpful suggestions from his clinical expe
rience with two usually resistant populations, psychosomatic and 
pain patients. This chapter will be particularly helpful for the thera
pist who will implement some of the strategies outlined in the pre
ceding chapters. 

Taken as a whole, the chapters in this book demonstrate clearly 
the growing interest in the application of cognitive behavior ther
apy techniques to a wide variety of disorders. All the authors em
phasize that changes in patient cognitions are of crucial importance 
in determining therapeutic outcome; however, the most effective 
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methods to change cognitions seem to be a combination of the more 
established behavioral and the more recently developed cognitive 
intervention strategies. Future research is needed to provide an em
pirical basis for determining the maximally effective combination of 
techniques. 



_________________ 1 ______________ __ 

Cognitive Behavior Therapy 
PARADIGM SHIFT OR PASSING PHASE? 

G. TERENCE WILSON 

Psychology, it has recently been said, has "gone cognitive" (Dem
ber, 1974). Moreover, judging from an examination of the theoreti
cal and clinical literature, behavior therapy has followed suit (Ban
dura, 1974; Mahoney, 1974). The attention devoted to cognitive 
variables in behavior therapy has grown steadily in the 1970s 
(Franks and Wilson, 1973-77), and several recent developments have 
tended to make formal this trend toward a cognitive mediational 
model of the modification of behavior. These have included perti
nent publications (e.g., Beck, 1976; Meichenbaum, 1976), the ap
pearance of the journal Cognitive Therapy and Research, and an inau
gural convention on "cognitive behavior therapy" in New York 
City in 1976. 

Any attempt to provide an overview of cognitive behavior ther
apy, of its conceptual bases, empirical foundations, and clinical 
applications, is predicated upon an understanding of the nature of 
behavior therapy. Immediately a problem is encountered. Simply 
stated, there is no clearly agreed upon or commonly accepted defi
nition of behavior therapy. Behavior therapy means different things 
to different people, a reality captured in Franks's (1969) concinnous 

G. TERENCE WILSON. Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychol
ogy, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. 
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8 G. TERENCE WILSON 

comment that "there is both diversity and complexity of meaning to 
the words 'behavior therapist.' " Behavior therapy is not, nor was it 
ever, a monolithic structure (Wilson, 1978). 

BEHAVIOR THERAPY IN THE 1970s: CURRENT CONCEPTUAL MODELS 

Behavior therapy in the 19705 is marked by a catholicity of 
views, diverse procedures, and free-wheeling debate. A careful look 
at the contemporary scene, however, reveals several distinctive em
phases or developments with reasonably consistent conceptual 
bases. 

Applied Behavior Analysis. Applied behavior analysis can be 
defined· as the applications of the experimental analysis of behavior 
problems of social importance (Baer, Wolf, and Risley, 1968). Ex
emplified by the Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis (JABA), it is 
philosophically consistent with Skinner's (1953, 1971) doctrine of 
radical behaviorism and is based on the principles and procedures 
of operant conditioning. Overt behavior alone is accepted as the 
proper subject of scientific investigation. Although Skinner (1953) 
has stated that the study of subjective events should not be dis
missed a priori simply because they are private events, operant con
ditioners and applied behavior analysts have consistently eschewed 
the analysis and modification of private events. Cognitive processes 
are rejected as improper targets of experimental study or relegated 
to the status of epiphenomenal events that are merely the by
products of physical actions in the body and/or the external envi
ronment; they exert no causal effect on a person's behavior or sub
jective state. Aside from genetic influences, the Skinnerian view 
that infuses applied behavior analysis is that human behavior is 
controlled exclusively by environmental forces that are ultimately 
beyond personal control. As Skinner (1971) bluntly put it, "a person 
does not act upon the world, the world acts upon him" (p. 211). 

Three other characteristic features of applied behavior analysis 
might be mentioned. The first is that with its insistence on the 
study of the individual organism it has contributed a distinctive 
methodology to the study of behavior. Repeated measurement of a 
single subject under highly controlled conditions and the rejection 
of statistical comparisons between groups of subjects have been car-
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dinal tenets of applied behavior analysis. The second characteristic 
is the reliance on the principles of reinforcement and punishment 
as the primary learning influences on behavior. The third character
istic of applied behavior analysis is that it has been extended to 
what, with some oversimplification, may be termed individuals 
with limited or impaired cognitive capacities. Young children, re
tarded persons, and institutionalized psychotic patients have been 
the primary focus of operant behavior modification. Moreover, al
though there are exceptions (Kazdin, 1978), the majority of the 
problems tackled in applied behavior analysis have involved less 
complex behaviors in situations in which considerable external con
trol can be brought to bear on the behavior (e.g., in the home, 
classroom, or institution). 

There are several modification programs that depart from some 
of the foregoing characteristics yet are clearly related to applied be
havior analysis. A prominent example is Azrin's (1977) approach. 
While espousing the operant model and repudiating cognitive con
cepts, Azrin's clinical research has been distinguished by the use of 
group outcome designs, by the recognition of the insufficiency of 
reinforcement principles in devising effective treatment methods, 
by the pragmatic and eclectic use of what he has called "emergent 
principles" of behavior therapy, and by the diversity and severity 
of problems that have been successfully modified. 

The Neobehavioristic Mediational S-R Model. The approach has 
been defined as the application of the principles of conditioning, 
especially classical conditioning and counterconditioning, to the 
treatment of abnormal behavior. It derives from the pioneering con
tributions of Eysenck (1960, 1964), Rachman (1963), and Wolpe 
(1958), who sought to base theory and practice in behavior therapy 
on the learning theories of such figures as Pavlov, Guthrie, Hull, 
Mowrer, and Miller. This has always been a liberalized S-R ap
proach in which intervening variables and hypothetical constructs 
playa prominent part. The two-factor theory of avoidance learning 
(Mowrer, 1947, 1960) is a classic example. According to this media
tional theory, escape-avoidance behavior was assumed to be ac
quired and maintained on the basis of the reduction of a classically 
conditioned fear response to the aversive stimulus. 

The construct of fear or anxiety has been central to this concep-
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tualization of behavior therapy because the concern with neurotic 
disorders has always been its major therapeutic thrust. For ex
ample, the treatment techniques of systematic desensitization and 
flooding that are most closely associated with this model are both 
directed toward the extinction of the underlying anxiety that is as
sumed to maintain phobic disorders. Imaginal and to a lesser extent 
verbal mediational processes are inherent in the techniques that 
derive from this view. In systematic desensitization, for instance, 
clients are instructed to imagine the phobic stimulus and the treat
ment typically proceeds according to their self-report of emotional 
experience. Imaginal representation of the stimulus object or event 
is frequently used in aversive counterconditioning, while in a tech
nique such as covert sensitization the client is instructed to visual
ize the stimulus, the response, and its consequences. Other covert 
conditioning procedures include covert reinforcement, covert ex
tinction, and coverant control. The latter, the creation of Homme 
(1965), refers to the alteration of maladaptive thoughts by reinforc
ing alternative cognitions. The rationale behind all these methods is 
that covert processes follow the same laws of learning that govern 
overt behaviors. 

The neobehavioristic nature of this approach dictates that un
observable constructs such as the imaginal representation of an anx
iety-eliciting event are anchored to antecedent and consequent op
erational referents. Thus, psychophysiological studies have shown 
that symbolic representation of a feared stimulus produces au
tonomic arousal similar to that evoked by the stimulus itself. More
over, these arousal responses have been shown to covary system
atically with the introduction and repeated representation of 
hierarchy items during systematic desensitization in a manner con
sistent with conditioning concepts (Lang, Melamed, and Hart, 
1970). 

It is important to note that although frequent use is made of 
symbolic processes such as imagery in behavioral techniques of the 
genre, covert activities in the typical Wolpean view of behavior 
therapy have always been strictly defined in terms of 5 and R (or 
more accurately, a chain of sand r reactions).1 Cognitive formula-

1 Similarly, Staats (1970) has retained the S-R framework for describing his A-R-D 
theory of human motivation that includes an analysis of processes that are very 
much part of current cognitive behavior therapy. 
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tions of these mediational constructs have found little favor in this 
approach. Wolpe (1958), for example, relegated the significance of 
cognitive interventions in therapy to the provision of background 
materials and the correction of clients' misconceptions. This empha
sis on conditioning as opposed to cognitions as the conceptual basis 
of behavior therapy is not surprising in view of the early reliance 
on principles from the animal conditioning laboratory. 

Social-Learning Theory. The social-learning conceptualization of 
behavior therapy is a comprehensive approach to human function
ing in which both deviant and prosocial behaviors are assumed to 
be developed and maintained on the basis of three distinct regula
tory systems (Bandura, 1969,2 1974, 1977a). Some response patterns 
are primarily under the control of external stimulus events and are 
affected largely by classical conditioning processes. The influence of 
external reinforcement, the main focus of operant conditioning, 
constitutes a second form of control. The third and most important 
system of regulatory influence operates through cognitive media
tional processes. 

In terms of a social-learning analysis, the influence of environ
mental events on the acquisition and regulation of behavior is 
largely determined by cognitive processes. The latter determine 
what environmental influences are attended to, how they are per
ceived, and whether they might affect future action. Modeling, one 
of the best known and most widely used social learning methods, 
provides an excellent example of cognitive learning. In operant con
ditioning, in order for learning to occur, a response must be per
formed and followed by reinforcement. However, complex human 
behavior would never be acquired unless learning occurred through 
observation alone without the need for direct reinforcement of spe
cific behaviors. 

A second distinguishing feature of social-learning theory is that 
psychological functioning involves a reciprocal interaction between 
a person's behavior and the environment. 

Environments have causes, as do behaviors. It is true that behavior is 
regulated by its contingencies, but the contingencies are partly of a per
son's own making. By their actions, people play an active role in pro
ducing the reinforcing contingencies that impinge upon them. . . be-

2 Behavior therapy can be operationally defined as everything that falls between the 
covers of Bandura's (1969) book. 
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havior partly creates the environment, and the environment influences 
the behavior in a reciprocal fashion. To the oft-repeated dictum 
"change contingencies and you change behavior," should be added the 
reciprocal side "change behavior and you change the contingencies." 
(Bandura, 1977a, p. 203) 

In this conceptual scheme a person is neither driven by internal 
forces nor a passive reactor to external pressure. Rather, a person is 
both the agent as well as the object of environmental influence. 

A third characteristic of social-learning theory is that by recog
nizing that cognitions have causal influence and emphasizing the 
reciprocal determinism of behavior, it highlights the human capac
ity of self-directed behavior change. Operant-conditioning accounts 
of behavioral self-control ultimately reduce to analyses of situa
tional, environmental control, and fundamentally deny the notion 
of self-control (Rachlin, 1974). In addition to the acquisition and 
maintenance of behavior, activation and persistence of behavior is 
based mainly on cognitive mechanisms. The importance assigned 
to cognitive processes that explain how learning experiences have 
lasting effects and serve to activate future actions enables social
learning theory to explain the intuitively obvious and experi
mentally demonstrable fact that humans initiate behavior that at 
least in part shapes their own destinies (Thoresen and Mahoney, 
1974). The analysis of self-control sharply focuses the different con
ceptual bases of the strict operant-conditioning approach and so
cial-learning theory. This is illustrated in several lively interchanges 
between Bandura (1976) and Catania (1975); Goldiamond (1976) and 
Mahoney (1976); and Mahoney (1977a) and Rachlin (1977). 

A fourth feature of the social-learning view of behavior therapy 
that is pertinent to the present paper is the theoretically consistent 
integration of the different sources of influence governing behavior 
that it provides. This is illustrated in Bandura's (1977b) conceptual 
analysis of the modification of phobic behavior. The key assump
tion in this analysis is that psychological treatment methods pro
duce changes in the cognitive concept of self-efficacy. Expectations 
of self-efficacy are said to determine the activation and maintenance 
behavioral strategies for coping with anxiety-eliciting situations. 
Self-efficacy expectations are modified by different sources of psy
chological influence, including performance-based feedback (e.g., 
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participant modeling), vicarious information (e.g., symbolic model
ing), physiological changes (e.g., systematic desensitization), and 

verbal persuasion (e.g., traditional psychotherapy). Of major im
portance are the findings that directly produced behavior change is 
the most effective means of altering the cognitive mechanisms (self
efficacy expectations) that mediate subsequent performance. 

Cognitive (Behavior) Therapy. The most recent discernible devel
opment within behavior therapy is the emergence of what can be 
loosely described as the "cognitive connection." The referents in
clude Ellis's (1962) rational-emotive therapy, the review by Ma
honey and Arnkoff (1978) of the cognitive therapies, Meichen
baum's (1977) text on Cognitive Behavior Modification, and Beck's 
(1976) book on Cognitive Therapy. 3 It is difficult to categorize the ad
mixture of diverse and often inchoate principles and procedures en
compassed by the term "cognitive behavior therapy" (the term "be
havior" is often omitted). Acknowledging the many differences 
among proponents of this approach, Mahoney and Arnkoff (1978) 
have nonetheless distilled the following commonalities: (a) "that 
humans develop adaptive and maladaptive behavior and affective 
patterns via cognitive processes (e.g., selective attention, symbolic 
coding, etc.); (b) these cognitive processes are functionally activated 
by procedures which are generally isomorphic with those of the 
human learning laboratory; and (c) the resultant task of the thera
pist is that of a diagnostician-educator who assesses maladaptive 
cognitive processes and subsequently arranges learning experiences 
which will alter cognitions and, in turn, the behavior-affect patterns 
with which they correlate." 

Mahoney and Arnkoff (1978) identify three major forms of cog
nitive therapies: rational psychotherapies, coping-skills therapies, 
and problem-solving therapies. The oldest and most prominent of 

3Lazarus's (1976) multimodal therapy clearly fits this development. However, his 
views might be considered a fifth distinctive position within a broad understanding 
of behavior therapy. Abandoning his pioneering neobehavioristlWolpean position, 
Lazarus (1971) was one of the first to emphasize the important role of cognitive fac
tors and apply primarily cognitive techniques. His current position combines this 
emphasis (cognition and imagery are two of the modalities of the BASIC ID) with a 
pragmatic eclecticism with respect to treatment methods. However, Franks and Wil
son (1974) have criticized multimodal therapy for failing to set forth explicit criteria 
for the choice of different techniques and its apparent reliance on intuition and sub
jective judgment rather than on well-defined conceptual bases. 
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the rational psychotherapies unquestionably is Albert Ellis's (1962) 
rational emotive therapy (RET). The details of this approach are 
well-known and require little elaboration here. Suffice it to say that, 
according to Ellis, the road to hell is paved not with good intentions 
but with irrational assumptions. Irrational interpretations of objec
tive reality are said to be the fundamental cause of emotional disor
ders. Ellis (1970) has identified 12 such irrational ideas or self
statements. An example of this dirty dozen is the belief that "it is a 
dire necessity for an adult to be loved by everyone for everything 
he does." Other examples are that "it is easier to avoid than to face 
life difficulties," and that "one has no control over one's emotions 
and that one cannot help feeling certain things." The task of 
therapy is to assist the client to recognize self-defeating irrational 
ideas and replace them with more constructive rational thoughts. 
Careful analysis of the therapeutic method indicates that it consists 
of the following steps: 

a. Verbal persuasion aimed at convincing the client of the 
philosophical tenets of RET. 

b. Identification of irrational thoughts through client self
monitoring and the therapist's feedback. 

c. The therapist directly challenges irrational ideas and models 
rational reinterpretations of disturbing events. 

d. Repeated cognitive rehearsal aimed at substituting rational 
self-statements for previously irrational interpretation. 

e. Behavioral tasks ("shame exercises") designed to develop ra
tional reactions where there were once irrational, distress
producing assumptions. 

A second variation of rational psychotherapy is self-instruc
tional training (SIT) (Meichenbaum, 1973). The rationale for this 
approach derives from two main sources: (1) Ellis's (1962) RET and 
its emphasis on irrational self-talk as the cause of emotional distur
bance; and (2) the developmental sequence according to which chil
dren develop internal speech and verbal-symbolic control over their 
behavior (Luria, 1961). In terms of this latter analysis children's be
havior is first regulated by the instructions of other people; sub
sequently they acquire control over their own behavior through the 
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use of overt self-instructions that they ultimately internalize as co
vert self-instructions. 

SIT involves the following steps: 

a. Training the client to identify and become aware of mal
adaptive thoughts (self-statements). 

b. The therapist models appropriate behavior while verbaliz
ing effective action strategies; these verbalizations include 
an appraisal of task requirements, self-instructions that 
guide graded performance, self-statements that stress per
sonal adequacy and counteract worry over failure, and co
vert self-reinforcement for successful performance. 

c. The client then performs the target behavior first while ver
balizing aloud the appropriate self-instructions and then by 
covertly rehearsing them. Therapist feedback during this 
phase assists in ensuring that constructive problem-solving 
self-talk replaces previously anxiety-inducing cognitions as
sociated with that behavior. 

The results of several studies have shown that self-instructional 
training can produce significant changes in cognitive and behav
ioral functioning in clients with test and speech anxieties, in impul
sive children, and instutionalized schizophrenics (Meichenbaum, 
1974; Meichenbaum and Cameron, 1973). Moreover, incorporating 
self-instructions in techniques such as systematic desensitization 
and modeling appear to increase their efficacy. 

The third variation of rational psychotherapy is Beck's (1976) 
cognitive therapy. As in RET and SIT, the ultimate goal of cognitive 
therapy is the development of rational, adaptive thought patterns. 
Cognitive therapy progresses through the following phases: 

a. Clients become aware of their thoughts. 
b. They learn to identify inaccurate or distorted thoughts. 
c. These inaccurate thoughts are replaced by accurate, more 

objective cognitions. 
d. Therapist feedback and reinforcement is a necessary part of 

this process. 

The specific procedures used to accomplish these therapeutic objec
tives are both behavioral and cognitive in nature. The former in-
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clude the prescription of an explicit activity schedule, graded tasks 
aimed at providing success experiences, and various homework as
signments. The latter include techniques such as "distancing" and 
"decentering." Distancing is the process of regarding thought ob
jectively. Decentering is the ability to separate oneself from the oc
currence and impact of external events. 

The second major form of cognitive therapy identified by Ma
honey and Arnkoff (1978) is what they term "coping-skills ther
apy." Coping-skills therapies are not categorized without difficulty 
since they tend to represent a different use of existing methods 
rather than distinctive technical innovations. They also overlap con
siderably with other approaches such as SIT. Examples include co
vert modeling4 (Kazdin, 1974), modified systematic desensitization 
(Goldfried, 1971), anxiety-management training (Suinn and Rich
ardson, 1971) and stress inoculation (Meichenbaum, 1973). The crit
ical dimension that characterizes the diverse methods subsumed 
under this rubric is that of the individual coping with distress
producing events. 

According to Mahoney and Arnkoff (1978), problem-solving 
therapies represent the third major form of cognitive therapy. As in 
the case of the coping-skills therapies, this category subsumes a 
heterogeneous collection of principles and procedures that overlap 
considerably with other cognitive and noncognitive approaches. 
The relevant literature is sparse (e.g., D'Zurilla and Goldfried, 1971; 
Mahoney, 1977b; Spivack, Platt, and Shure, 1976), with few formal 
clinical applications and little empirical confirmation. 

THE COGNITIVE THERAPIES: A PARADIGM SHIFT? 

The view taken here is that cognitive (behavior) therapy as de
scribed above is not a recent conceptual development of paradig
matic significance. The major shift in behavior therapy from a sim
plistic S-R psychology dominated by animal conditioning models to 

4 Cautela (1971) first conceptualized this as a conditioning method. As Kazdin (1974) 
has noted, however, covert modeling involves the same mechanisms that underlie 
symbolic modeling or vicarious learning. Bandura (1977a) has shown that it is more 
accurate to construe this form of learning in informational or cognitive rather than 
in conditioning terms. 
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a more cognitive framework was formally ushered in by Bandura's 
(1969) influential book. During the late 1960s several developments 
had emphasized the limiting nature of a strict conditioning ap
proach and resulted in increased attention given to cognitive mech
anisms. Examples of the more important sources of this expansion 
of behavioral assessment and modification along cognitive-social 
learning lines include the contributions of Davison (1969), Kanfer 
and Phillips (1970), Lang (1969), Lazarus (1971), Mischel (1968), and 
Peterson (1968).5 Bandura (1969) not only emphasized the primary 
importance of cognitive mediational processes in the regulation of 
behavior as discussed earlier in this paper, but also presented theo
retical interpretations of the mechanisms of both classical condi
tioning and reinforcement contingencies in more cognitive terms. 
In this interpretation classical conditioning is no longer viewed as 
an automatic reflexive process; rather, conditioned responses are 
seen as self-activated on the basis of learned expectations. Simi
larly, reinforcement is not an automatic strengthener of behavior 
but a source of information and incentive that regulates behavior. 

In short, it is argued that the recent cognitive research and 
therapy conducted by Beck (1976), Mahoney (1977b), and Meichen
baum (1977) are best seen as important extensions and clinically rel
evant applications consistent with an existing conceptual model and 
empirical base. In this connection it is instructive to re-examine the 
three points Mahoney and Arnkoff (1978) hold to be the defining 
features of the contemporary cognitive therapies. It is clear that they 
are also fundamental characteristics of social-learning theory. 

Important consequences attach to viewing the cognitive thera
pies that were described briefly above within the social-learning 
framework. The conceptual models of behavior therapy in the 1970s 
can each be said to place primary emphasis on one dimension of 
psychological functioning to the relative neglect of the others. Thus, 
applied behavior analysis is preoccupied with overt behavior; 
Wolpe's counterconditioning approach emphasizes autonomic or 
emotional habits; and the cognitive therapists, of course, focus on 
the causal role of maladaptive thought patterns. One of the advan-

'Views of abnormal behavior that emphasized cognitive factors and the role of self
verbalizations preceded the 1960s. Kelly's (1955) personal construct system and Rot
ter's (1954) expectancy learning theory are two prominent examples. 
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tages of social-learning theory is that it integrates these three regu
latory systems of antecedant, consequent, and mediational influ
ence in a comprehensive yet testable framework. 

A basic tenet of social-learning theory is that while cognitive 
mechanisms are increasingly used to explain the acquisition and 
regulation of abnormal behavior, the most powerful methods of be
havior change are increasingly shown to be those that are perfor
mance-based. It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance of 
this distinction between treatment procedure and theoretical proc;ess; 
its relevance to the cognitive therapies is particularly great. Beck 
(1976) and Mahoney and Arnkoff (1978) state that behavioral proce
dures are employed to alter cognitive processes in what they call 
cognitive therapy. This crucial distinction is far from evident in 
Ellis's (1962) RET, however. In his formulation most abnormal be
havior is viewed as nothing but a question of irrational, disordered 
cognitions. Moreover, the treatment methods emphasized most 
heavily in RET are cognitive: verbal persuasion, rational argument, 
and logical reasoning. 6 The question is whether behavioral treat
ment methods are more effective than their cognitive counterparts 
in facilitating therapeutic change. 

The evidence seems clear. Behaviorally based treatment 
methods are significantly more effective in producing change on 
multiple subjective and objective measures of psychological func
tioning than methods that rely on verbal, imaginal, or even vicari
ous procedures (Bandura, 1977b). Participant modeling is a perfor
mance-based method that has been shown to be significantly more 
effective in eliminating phobic behavior than either symbolic mod
eling or imaginal systematic desensitization (Bandura, Blanchard, 
and Ritter, 1969; Blanchard, 1970). Similarly, Rachman and Hodg
son (in press) have pointed to the superiority of performance-based 
treatment over imaginal and vicarious methods in the modification 
of obsessive-compulsive disorders. Other studies have shown the 
superiority of performance-based treatment over imaginal desensi
tization (Crowe, Marks, Agras, and Leitenberg, 1972; Sherman, 

6 As noted, the practice of RET involves behavioral tasks although they are not 
usually accorded much prominence. The success of RET is as plausibly attributed to 
these behavioral tasks as to philosophical shifts purportedly produced by logical ex
amination of personal belief systems. 
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1972) and imaginal flooding (Emmelkamp and Wessels, 1975; Sterns 
and Marks, 1973). Finally, Kockott, Dittmar, and Nesselt (1975) and 
Mathews, Bancroft, Whitehead, Hackmann, Julier, Bancroft, Gath, 
and Shaw (1976) reported that sexual dysfunction was most effec
tively treated by a Masters and Johnson-type program that relied on 
directed practice in vivo as opposed to imaginal systematic desensi
tization. 

The preceding studies demonstrated the greater efficacy of a 
performance-based treatment method over imaginal techniques such 
as systematic desensitization, flooding, symbolic, and covert mod
eling. There is no a priori reason to expect that cognitive methods 
such as RET that rely on covert verbal operations should be any 
more effective than those that involve mental imagery. This is 
borne out by the available evidence. SIT was no more effective than 
imaginal systematic desensitization in the treatment of either 
public-speaking anxiety (Meichenbaum, Gilmore, and Fedoravi
cius, 1971) or under-assertive clients (Thorpe, 1975). On the basis of 
a post hoc analysis of their data Meichenbaum et al. (1971) indicated 
that systematic desensitization was significantly more effective with 
those clients who showed specific, well-focused fear of speaking in 
public, whereas SIT was more effective in those cases where anxiety 
was more generalized and abstract. Meichenbaum (1973) noted the 
distinction that has been made between information-coding sys
tems based on imagery and verbal processes respectively (Bower, 
1970; Nebes, 1974), and suggested that techniques mediated by 
these different operations should have differential treatment effects 
across different target behaviors. As support of this proposition, 
Meichenbaum (1973) reported that a stress-inoculation technique 
produced greater generalization of improvement than imaginal sys
tematic desensitization. However, since self-instructional training 
is only one component of the stress-inoculation procedure it is dif
ficult to interpret the results. Beyond this the available evidence 
provides little support for such a notion (Goren, 1975). 

In other studies neither D'Zurilla, Wilson, and Nelson (1973) 
nor Wein, Nelson, and Odom (1975) found cognitive restructuring, 
a technique designed to teach clients to relabel anxiety-eliciting 
thoughts in a more rational manner, to be superior to systematic 
desensitization in the treatment of fears of small animals. Lastly, in 
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a well-controlled comparative outcome study of interpersonal anxi
ety, DiLoreto (1971) found that systematic desensitization resulted 
in significantly greater improvement on clients' self-rating and ob
jective behavioral ratings of interpersonal anxiety than RET at post
treatment and at a three-month follow-up. RET was superior in 
terms of subjects' estimates of their interpersonal activity in the nat
ural environment. Systematic desensitization was equally effective 
with both introverted and extroverted subjects, whereas RET dif
fered from the attention-placebo control treatment only with respect 
to introverts. In the absence of additional evidence it is impossible 
to know whether this sort of person variable is a useful predictor of 
the outcome of cognitive therapies like RET. 

There is little doubt that coping is a critical factor in effective 
therapy. However, the cognitive coping-skills therapies identified 
by Mahoney and Amkoff (1978) may be weaker forms of coping
skill training. For example, participant modeling, an explicitly be
havioral form of coping therapy, has been demonstrated to 
have greater efficacy than covert modeling in the reduction of pho
bic behavior (Thase and Moss, 1976). The concept of coping entails 
an active cognitive appraisal of events initiated by the person that 
transcends pristine S-R conditioning theory. However, the dif
ferences between conventional conditioning theory and a cognitive 
self-regulatory formulation of behavior change methods were elabo
rated by Bandura (1969). The implications of this distinction for 
clinical practice were illustrated in the following analysis of aversive 
counterconditioning: 

If the major purpose of aversion experiences is to provide clients with a 
means of exercising control over harmful behavior, then clients should 
play an active role in practicing self-control techniques in the presence 
of progressively stronger evocative stimuli, rather than serving merely 
as passive recipients of stimulus pairings. Thus, for example, in the 
treatment of alcoholism, after persons have been taught how to self
induce nauseous feelings, they should be exposed for increasingly 
longer periods to social and stress situations that involve high instiga
tion to drinking behavior. (p. 552) 

Problem-solving therapy is included by Mahoney and Amkoff 
(1978) as one of the new cognitive therapies. The rationale offered is 
that in behavior therapy the therapist is said to assume primary re
sponsibility for assessment and modification of the client's difficul-
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ties. The cognitive therapist is said to teach the client problem
solving skills for devising effective solutions for the specific pre
senting problem as well as more general difficulties that might be 
encountered. Although not always labeled as such, it is not difficult 
to view a great deal of conventional behavior therapy as directed 
toward this very purpose. A method such as behavior rehearsal, for 
example, is often used to develop specific responses. Implicitly or 
explicitly it is also used to equip the client with more general trans
situational skills that are used to cope with a variety of different 
problem situations. Furthermore, problem-solving is not a recent 
form of treatment. An excellent example of the comprehensive use 
of behavioral training in problem-solving is Fairweather's (1964) 
treatment program for institutionalized patients. 

Another advantage of social-learning theory is that the concern 
with cognitive mediating processes is deliberately tied to overt ac
tion. This interdependency between cognitions and behavior un
derscores the fact that whereas cognitive mechanisms may underlie 
behavior change, they are not the treatment targets per se. Mahoney 
and Arnkoff (1978) are careful to emphasize this point, but it is not 
always obvious in the descriptions of the new cognitive therapies. 
It is frequently stated that alteration of faulty attitudes seems to be 
the goal of treatment. Unless the reciprocal determinism between 
specific cognitions and behaviors is explicitly built into treatment 
programs, we run the risk of leaving the patient immersed in in
trospective analyses of his or her thought patterns, just as Tolman's 
rats were said to have been buried in thought at the choice-point in 
the rodent's role of problem-solving, maze learning. 

COGNITIVE (BEHAVIOR) THERAPY: A PASSING PHASE? 

The relatively recent focus on cognitive mechanisms in thera
peutic behavior change that has transcended narrower notions 
based upon simple classical and operant conditioning principles 
may not be a paradigm shift but neither is it likely to be a passing 
fad. On the contrary, it appears to be well-grounded in contempo
rary experimental psychology (Brewer, 1974). Contrary to the radical 
behavioristic view, cognitions exert causal influence on behavior 
(Mahoney, 1974). For instance, the effect of external events on be-
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havior is largely mediated by cognitive processes. Bandura (1974) 
has marshaled evidence showing that the dictum that behavior is a 
function of its environmental consequences "fares better for antici
pated than for actual consequences" (p. 166). The overriding impor
tance of the cognitive representation of contingencies in the regula
tion of behavior is convincingly demonstrated by Moore, Mischel, 
and Zeiss (1976). Their findings show that the manner in which 
children cognitively represent rewards is a significantly more potent 
determinant of self-control behavior than the actual reward stimu
lus the child is physically exposed to. It is not the objective reality 
of what the child looks at but how the child perceives the reward 
that governs behavior. 

Consider the following clinical illustration. Mrs. H. was a se
vere agoraphobic who showed some initial improvement as a result 
of treatment with participant modeling. However, a point was soon 
reached beyond which no further progress was made. Observation 
of her behavior during a behavioral assignment to approach a 
feared situation then revealed that Mrs. H. was sustaining her par
ticipation in activities she had previously avoided by telling herself 
that "it would soon be over," "a few more minutes and then I can 
retire to safety," and statements to that effect. In short, although 
she had shown some behavioral change she had not ceased repre
senting the situation as dangerous, as a place she could (and 
should) soon withdraw from. Although her repeated exposure to 
the fear-producing situation satisfied the operations that define the 
procedure of extinction, her subjective representation of these con
ditions seemed to negate the usual effects of the procedure. Com
plementing these graded behavioral tasks with SIT directed at mod
ifying her view of the situation was associated with marked 
improvement. 

Two points can be made in connection with this clinical ex
ample. The first is that it is almost certain that the use of RET alone 
without the guided behavioral practice would have been largely 
ineffective. Beck (1976) himself has observed that what he calls the 
client's subjective "estimate of the probabilities of harm" shifts as a 
function of exposure to the feared situation. Under protective cir
cumstances removed from the threatening situation (e.g., the thera-
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pist's office), the client can agree that the probability of hann in 
approaching the feared situation is minimal. However, the closer 
the client comes to making actual contact with the feared situation, 
the greater the estimates of threat and the more pronounced the 
unrealistic anxiety. In the case of Mrs. H., it was necessary to elicit 
this irrational reaction by in vivo exposure so that the threat she 
perceived could be neutralized. Lang (1977) has proposed that basic 
to the emotional response of fear is a fear image consisting of prop
ositional response structures. This prototype image is activated by 
various stimulus sources that match the propositional structures. It 
follows from this model that verbal instructions and pictorial repre
sentations may be as effective as in vivo stimuli in matching the 
prototype and evoking fear. However, the evidence thus far 
suggests that direct behavioral activation of the fear response is the 
most reliable means of induction. 

The second point concerns a long-standing theoretical puzzle in 
behavior therapies. It has been pointed out that the maintenance of 
phobic reactions despite often frequent nonreinforced exposure to 
the feared situation poses a dilemma for learning theory (Eysenck, 
1976; Seligman, 1971). After all, nonreinforced exposure to the con
ditioned stimulus (CS) defines the extinction procedure. Of course, 
it can be argued that systematic and repeated exposure rather than 
haphazard encounters is necessary for extinction to occur, but this 
view looks suspiciously like a convenient rationalization in at least 
some instances. Borkovec (1975) has proposed an important theoret
ical explanation of this apparent exception to the extinction rule. 

In short, Borkovec suggests a cognitive extension of Mowrer's 
classic two-factor theory in which he asserts that physical exposure 
to the external CS is not sufficient to ensure extinction. Rather, 
functional exposure to the CS may be the critical ingredient, and this 
can be negated or interfered with by cognitive avoidance responses. 
This position is supported by data from Borkovec's (1972, 1974) 
avoidance response control condition. In this condition snake pho
bic subjects were imploded until they signaled anxiety, at which 
point they visualized an avoidance response they might have typi
cally made in the actual situation. In marked contrast to both the 
desensitization and implosion therapy treatments in this study, the 
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avoidance control condition resulted in neither improvement on the 
behavioral avoidance test nor reductions in heart rate during the 
therapy sessions. 

One of the interesting implications of this view is that cogni
tive escape/avoidance with or without behavioral escape may result 
in the development of avoidance behaviors that would otherwise 
rapidly extinguish in the face of nonreinforced exposure. How neu
rotic fear/avoidance responses are acquired in the first place remains 
to be adequately explained, and Borkovec's hypothesis offers a 
promising lead. Another implication of immediate clinical relevance 
is that treatment will only be effective to the extent that cognitive 
avoidance responses are prevented. 

Cognitive influences playa pervasive role in the regulation of 
behavior and attempts to modify it. Recently, both Lazarus (1975) 
and Meichenbaum (1976) have described how cognitive processes 
may affect biofeedback training. Particularly intriguing is Meichen
baum's (1976) suggestion that the current status of biofeedback re
search is analogous to the verbal conditioning literature prior to the 
demonstration that it is not an automatic conditioning process but a 
function of subjects' awareness of the behavior to be changed. 
Hoon, Wincze, and Hoon (1977), for example, found that biofeed
back was ineffective when subjects had no knowledge of the target 
response. 

Reactions and Ripostes. The growing emphasis on cognitive me
diational processes in behavior therapy has not gone unchallenged. 
Wolpe (1976) has branded as malcontents those who espouse some
thing labeled "cognitive exclusivism." A malcontent is defined as a 
"critic of (behavior therapy) whose criticisms stem from misunder
standings of one or more of its basic premises" (p. 109). Cognitive 
exclusivism is not defined, but it is identified by its protagonists, 
Ellis and Meichenbaum. According to Wolpe, cognitive therapy is a 
subclass of behavior therapy that cannot modify autonomic habits 
that are elicited directly by external stimuli. 

In short, this defense of a simple S-R theory neither does jus
tice to the contributions of the cognitive therapies nor comes to 
grips with recent developments in social-learning theory. Lang 
(1977) has described his information-processing analysis of fear as 
an elaboration of Wolpe's (1958) position. However, while it is con-
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sistent with Wolpe's emphasis on the use of imagery to modify an 
associated psychophysiological state of fear, the cognitive concep
tual framework of information processing represents a fundamental 
departure from the reciprocal inhibition hypothesis and the periph
eralistic S-R model on which it is based. 

Eysenck (1976), another prime mover in the development of be
havior therapy, has acknowledged the importance of cognitive fac
tors in conditioning and its clinical applications. The suggestion is 
that Pavlov's second-signaling system might accommodate the cog
nitive extensions of conditioning principles. 7 However, this simply 
restates the problem as it exists since the second-signaling system is 
a loose construct that is itself in need of explanation. 

Eysenck (1976) suggests that the conditioning and cognitive 
theories will have few differential experimental consequences. That 
this is not necessarily so is demonstrated by Bandura's (1976b) find
ings that the social-learning analysis of self-efficacy is a signifi
cantly better predictor of behavior change than traditional condi
tioning theory. In one study severely phobic subjects were treated 
with systematic desensitization until they completed the stimulus 
hierarchy, i.e., they showed no anxiety to imaginal representation 
of the most aversive scenes. In addition to measures of behavioral 
avoidance, subjects' self-efficacy expectations were assessed before 
treatment, after treatment but prior to the posttest, and following 
the posttest. Although all subjects had been equally desensitized, 
the reductions in avoidance behavior that they showed were typi
cally variable. Subjects' self-efficacy expectations, however, were 
accurate predictors of subsequent performance on 89% of the be
havioral tasks. Similar results were obtained in analyses of the ef
fects of participant and symbolic modeling methods. These results 
support the cognitive theory that treatment-induced reduction of 
physiological arousal changes behavior by increasing efficacy ex
pectations rather than by extinguishing a conditioned autonomic 
drive as postulated by reciprocal inhibition or the two-factor theory 
of avoidance learning. 

Operant conditioning disdains all dalliance with mediational 
processes, cognitive or otherwise. Post hoc operant formulations of 

7The average date of publication of the very narrow range of studies Eysenck (1976) 
cites as evidence for cognitive factors is 1964. 
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various social learning procedures such as modeling and self-rein
forcement (Catania, 1975) in which cognitive operations are trans
lated into behavioral terms have been put forward. In fact, the elas
tic use of operant concepts such as stimulus control and a law of 
effect based not on immediate response consequences but on an 
aggregate effect over time allows explanation of almost any beha
vior-change method. The important point is that these explanations 
have been post hoc. To take but one example, the demonstrably suc
cessful use of vicarious observation methods, including covert, 
symbolic, and live modeling, derived not from operant condition
ing, but social-learning theory. The fact that some Procrustean ma
neuver may be engaged in to accommodate these methods wi thin 
an operant framework is less important than the failure of this con
ceptual scheme to generate such techniques. The significance of 
social-learning concepts rests in their heuristic function, their util
ity in generating more effective treatment methods for a wider 
range of problems. To the extent that this purpose is achieved, the 
resort to theoretical constructs will be amply rewarded. 

THE CLINICAL EFFICACY OF THE COGNITIVE THERAPIES 

It is sobering to reflect upon Mahoney and Arnkoff's (1978) ob
servation that the recent enthusiasm for RET cannot be a function of 
its empirical support. There is really no more reason for uncritically 
accepting RET today than there was for rejecting or ignoring it in 
the 1960s. 

The comparison between treatment methods based on verbal 
and imaginal operations respectively was summarized above. In 
sum, there is no compelling evidence that cognitive therapies that 
rely upon specific verbal mediational mechanisms are more effec
tive than systematic desensitization using visual imagery. At least 
one major outcome study found that desensitization was more 
broadly effective than RET (DiLoreto, 1971). Moreover, treatments 
based on direct behavioral intervention appear to be reliably more 
effective than methods using imaginal or vicarious modes of induc
tion (Bandura, 1977b). 

Smith and Glass (1977), in what they term a meta-analysis of 
the results of 375 clinical outcome studies, found that of 10 types of 
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therapy evaluated (including psychodynamic, Gestalt, and client
centered therapies), RET was second only to systematic desensitiza
tion in efficacy. However, no regard was paid to the quality of the 
individual studies entering into this misleading analysis. Among 
others, this problem makes a global survey of outcome research of 
this kind uninterpretable (cf. Kazdin and Wilson, 1978). 

Beck's (1976) cognitive therapy-in effect a combination of be
havioral and cognitive methods-has received the most persuasive 
empirical support. An impressive outcome study comparing cogni
tive therapy to tricyclic antidepressant medication in the treatment 
of severely depressed patients showed the clear-cut superiority of 
the former (Rush, Beck, Kovacs, and Hollon, 1977). Beyond these 
data several studies have provided encouraging results. However, 
the preliminary nature of these findings requires emphasis. 

A TERMINOLOGICAL NOTE 

The difficulties associated with the term "behavior therapy" 
have been noted. Does "cognitive behavior therapy" or simply 
"cognitive therapy" provide a superior alternative? Ideally, therapy 
brand names would become unnecessary to the degree that there is 
consensus on experimentally validated applications and outcomes. 
That is a distant goal, and in the meantime those who seek to 
ground their thinking and practice in the findings of experimental 
psychology will want some way of distinguishing their endeavors 
from the ever-increasing array of therapists who ignore the scien
tific discipline of psychology. 

Given the unavoidability of using some label, behavior therapy 
may be the least troublesoqle. If nothing else, the term "behavior" 
is consistent with the fact that behavioral methods are the most ef
fective in altering psychological functioning. It serves as a reminder 
that in the ultimate analysi3 the effects of therapy must be evalu
ated, at least in part, by direct behavioral measures. The term "cog
nitive therapy" fails to emphasize these points. The focus on be
havior as the object of change in its own right and the legitimacy of 
the direct modification of behavior have been hard won. It would 
be unfortunate to fail to stress the overriding importance of the be
havior per se even though cognitive variables might currently pro-
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vide the most convincing explanatory mechanisms for behavioral 
techniques. The hybrid term "cognitive behavior therapy" merely 
prompts the question why the affective or autonomic system is 
excluded. 

The term "behavior therapy" does identify a common core 
among all present behavioral approaches, a commitment to mea
surement, methodology, concepts, and procedures derivable from 
experimental psychology. The importance of cognitive processes is 
increasingly part of the general understanding of behavior therapy. 
Parsimony and present usage suggest that there might be little to be 
gained by the use of a new label. 
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The importance of cognitive factors in social interaction has long 
been recognized and studied by both social psychologists and more 
traditionally oriented clinicians, sometimes to the point of over
looking behavioral factors. Until recently, cognitive factors have 
been minimized in behavior therapy, perhaps as an over-reaction 
to more traditional clinical approaches. However, with the 
emergence of cognitive behavior therapy, cognitive factors have 
been embraced with an enthusiasm that often outstrips empirical 
evidence for their importance. Cognitive behavioral techniques are 
being developed at a rapid rate for a wide variety of interpersonal 
problems (e.g., anger, interpersonal anxiety, social withdrawal, 
self-deprecation). In fact, there is some danger that in "going cogni
tive," behavior therapy may lose its uniqueness and the advantages 
it derives from placing an emphasis on observable behavior. 
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The authors feel that it is both possible and desirable to in
tegrate the empirical work on social cognition and the newly de
vised cognitive techniques of behavior therapy while maintaining a 
firm grounding in observable behavior. One model that we feel will 
allow us to achieve such a successful integration is a theory of struc
tural learning proposed by Joseph M. Scandura (1977). He states 
that his theory "provides a unifying theoretical framework within 
which to view the concerns of the teacher or competence researcher, 
the cognitive scientist and the individual differences specialist" 
(1977, p. 34), to which we add the cognitive behavior therapist. 
Briefly, structural-learning theory is a model of instruction in which 
the major variables of importance are subsumed under the headings 
of "content domain," "methods of analysis," "underlying compe
tencies" or "knowledge," "performance testing," and "processing 
characteristics" of the learner (see Fig. 1). The theory is a relativistic 
one since what people know and what they are able to do are 
always judged relative to a predetermined content domain and sub
ject popUlation. Content domains are defined as sets of potentially 
observable stimulus situations (input) and corresponding responses 
(outputs) that happen to be of interest. Content domains relevant to 
social interaction could be defined by type of relationship, e.g., 
marital, child-parent, therapeutic, or sexual. Interpersonal domains 
could also be defined in terms of skills such as conversational skills, 
initiation and approach behavior, assertive behavior, negotiation 
skills, impression management, social influence, development of 
intimacy, communication, and coping with interpersonal stress. As 
the examples indicate, the content domains are not mutually exclu
sive; certain skills, such as communication, may be common to sev
eral types of relationships. 

In the context of social interaction the two components of a 
content domain could be defined as follows: (1) the stimulus is a rel
evant interpersonal situation or problem, e.g., getting to know an
other person; and (2) the response is the observable behavior, in
cluding motor, verbal, physiological, and affective dimensions, 
e.g., walking toward the person, mumbling hello, sweating pro
fusely and feeling anxious, or, in the case of a desirable response, 
approaching a person, saying hello, having a low heart rate, and 
feeling calm. 
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Figure 1. Structural-learning theory as proposed by Scandura. Copyright 1977 by the 
American Psychological Association. Reprinted by permission. 

A strictly behavioral approach usually restricts itself to consid
eration of the content domain (i.e., identifying the problem situa
tions and appropriate responses or behavioral objectives). A struc
tural-learning model includes two additional variables: underlying 
rules of competence, and processing characteristics of the subject 
population. In Scandura's terms, rules of competence are the pro
cesses that, collectively, make it possible to solve problems in a con
tent domain. For example, in the problem cited above, getting to 
know another person could be solved by a series of rules that (1) 
identify whether the other person is approachable (is she busy or 
free to talk?); (2) specify introductory remarks (greetings and small 
talk); (3) suggest appropriate motor and nonverbal behavior (con
versational distance and pleasant expression); and (4) rules for pro
ducing facilitory affective responses, i.e., positive self-statements. 
Taken together, a set of rules for a content domain is called the com
petence account. It is in the competence accounts that cognitive fac
tors most clearly come into play. An application of the concept of 
competence account to social interaction will allow us to identify 
the way cognitive variables could most usefully be assessed and in
corporated into intervention plans. 

An adequate competence account involves the specification of 
three sets of variables: the behavioral objectives making up the con-
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tent domain, the "knowledge" or set of rules underlying competent 
performance, and the processing characteristics of the subject popula
tion of interest. Behavioral objectives tell what the learner is ex
pected to be able to do after learning, e.g., initiate a conversation 
and ask for a date. Knowledge refers to an underlying rule (cogni
tion/procedure/algorithm/relational net/construct) that reflects the 
potential for the behavior specified in the behavioral objective. In 
the above example, relevant rules might tell how to discriminate an 
approachable woman from an unapproachable one, how to com
municate interest, how to proceed if rejected, etc. Processing char
acteristics fall into two classes: (1) universal characteristics (i.e., 
working memory), and (2) individual knowledge that is judged rel
ative to the competence in question. An example of a universal 
characteristic could be visual ability (in teaching social skills to 
blind persons, the rules for use of nonverbal feedback, for example, 
would be limited to auditory rather than visual cues). Individual 
knowledge could refer to cues that can be used to determine ap
proachability of a potential date (verbal and nonverbal signs of in
terest on her part, her age, attractiveness, etc.). 

The strength of traditional behavioral approaches has been in 
their specification of behavioral objectives. However, as Scan dura 
cogently points out, "specifying behavioral objectives does not tell 
what the learner must learn or what the teacher must teach" (1977, 
p. 37). For example, the behavioral objective, "arrange an encounter 
or date with a woman," does not specify what the nondating indi
vidual needs to learn. Breaking the objective down into smaller 
units of behavior does not necessarily solve the problem. McFall 
(1976) mentions a hypothetical program attempting to use increased 
eye contact as one subgoal in a program to increase dating 
frequency. Research (Patterson, 1976) has indicated that the appro
priateness of eye contact varies with the situational context; inces
sant staring can be as interpersonally ineffective as avoidance of eye 
contact. Clients in the program needed to learn a rule specifying 
when increases in eye contact can be used to facilitate an encounter. 
Another example involves the frequently noted lack of general
ization in assertiveness training (Rich and Schroeder, 1976). One 
possible explanation is that people have learned specific behaviors 
that are effective for certain situations but have not learned how to 
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generate similar but novel responses to new situations that may be 
covered by a similar rule. Hersen and Bellak (1976) cite the example 
of V.A. patients who learned protective and assertive responses in a 
training group but who did not employ similar responses in a dif
ferent context to demand payment promised to them by the experi
menters for their participation in the program. Appropriate dis
crimination and generalization almost invariably involve applica
tion of an underlying rule. 

Specifying the knowledge or underlying competence of the 
target population is important for several other reasons: (a) given 
any class of social tasks, e.g., behavioral objectives, if there is one 
rule that will generate a solution, there are likely many other rules 
that will do the same thing; (b) in practice there is often more than 
one reliable rule for generating behavior associated with a behav
ioral objective. The feasibility of using any particular rule depends 
on the characteristics of the population in question. For example, a 
rule specifying which person to approach for a date might be quali
fied by the physical attractiveness of the person using the rule; a 
rule suggesting how close to stand to a conversational partner 
would depend on the personal space rules of the particular culture 
involved. 

For any given social task or problem, then, there are theoreti
cally many possible rules that will generate a solution. In practice, 
however, the number of alternatives actually used by competent 
members of a subject population may be small in number. Scan dura 
gives the example of subtraction: German children use the equal 
additions method while American children use borrowing. In the 
area of social competence, an example might be the expression of 
liking either by body language and spatial distance, or through 
compliments and invitations, etc., or getting to know a person by 
using the rule, "express interest," or the rule, "be a good listener. II 
To use another cultural example, appreciation for a Turkish meal 
may be expressed with a nonverbal burp whereas a verbal rule for 
appreciation is more typical in American homes. In sum, the rule 
sets that may account for a given content domain or interpersonal 
task are restricted by practical limitations imposed by the subject 
population such as abilities, attractiveness, age, social class, and 
cultural norms. 
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It is important to note at this point that knowledge of the sub
ject matter or the ability to recognize competent responses is not 
equivalent to specifying the underlying relevant rules. An interest
ing example involves the use of personal space and body language. 
The recent amount of empirical research and popularized books and 
articles have sensitized many individuals to the rules involved. 
Prior to the interest in the area it was common for an individual to 
feel uncomfortable in the presence of another person, particularly 
someone from another culture, without being able to "put one's 
finger" on what was wrong, or, in other words, without being able 
to specify the inappropriate rule being used (e.g., expressing inter
est by moving physically close). A similar example is available in 
the literature on dating. Untrained female undergraduates were 
able to discriminate between low- and high-frequency male daters 
in terms of global-skill ratings but were unable to distinguish be
tween the two groups on any more specific criteria, e.g., they could 
not specify what rules were leading to skillful responses. 

Any viable theory of social-performance assessment will take 
into account the rules underlying behavioral competence. Such a 
method making use of rules makes it possible to identify not only 
what individuals can and cannot do, but also what the learner 
knows of the relevant rules involved. As in all good behavioral as
sessment, implications for treatment follow directly: assume the 
paths that the learner already knows and concentrate on those that 
he or she does not. Direct assessment of knowledge of the rules may 
be a far more efficient technique than assessment of all behaviors 
implied by the rule once the relationship between the rules and the 
behavior implied by knowledge of the rule has been firmly em
pirically established (e.g., if knowledge of the rules has been shown 
to discriminate reliably between those who can display the adaptive 
target behaviors and those who cannot). If a person knows the rules 
for appropriate self-disclosure, it may not be necessary to assess 
each specific behavioral component such as asking questions, giv
ing information, asking follow-up questions, etc. 

Maladaptive or incorrect responses can also be expressed in 
rules. For example, Jourard (1964) suggests that unskilled persons 
self-disclose to strangers whereas skilled persons restrict disclosure 
to friends. Scandura gives the example of the poor math student 
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who tries to apply the division rule to all numbers while the know
ledgeable student's division rule applies to the numbers but ex
cludes zero. Both students would get most of the division problems 
correct; however, when the poor student tried to divide by zero he 
would make errors. Again, we can see that assessment based on 
rules may be more efficient than assessing performance on nu
merous individual tasks. 

A second point that is relevant for assessment concerns the ex
istence of what Scandura terms "higher order rules." The phrase 
higher order refers to the use to which the rules are put and not a 
property of the rule per se. An example is the conversion rule of the 
form A---')B, B---')C, which can be expressed in terms of A---')C. If a 
person who knows the higher-order conversion rule of translating 
A---') C, it is not necessary to assess the lower-order ones. An ex
ample from math would include the rule for converting yards to feet 
(multiply by 3) and the rule for converting feet to inches (multiply 
by 12). Children who know the conversion rule could succeed at a 
task involving the conversion of yards to inches while children not 
using that rule would fail. An analogy might be made with the de
velopment of intimacy. There may be a rule for converting strangers 
into friends (greetings and small talk) and a rule for converting 
friends into intimates (self-disclosure). A socially skilled person 
would be able to combine the two rules to eventually develop an in
timate relationship with a stranger. However, an unskilled person 
who did not have a rule for combining the skills might attempt to 
apply the friend rule to strangers and destroy the relationship with 
inappropriate self-disclosure. 

An understanding of the underlying rules has implications for 
teaching competence as well. Although rules can often be specified 
verbally and with precision, it is possible to specify them nonver
bally (i.e., through modeling, imagery, or proprioceptive feedback, 
as in contact desensitization). Further, the language used to repre
sent rules may vary in precision according to the subject popula
tion. Generally, the more sophisticated or knowledgeable the popu
lation, the less detailed the rules need to be. Rules for social-skills 
training for psychiatric patients may need to be more specific than 
those for college students. The ability to specify the rules is not the 
same as the ability to teach them effectively. The most efficient 
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teaching method may involve direct instruction in rules, experiental 
methods, Socratic techniques, inductive or deductive reasoning, 
modeling, vicarious learning, etc. 

In summary, a structural-learning model suggests that in order 
to be effective, an instructional program for competence must an
swer the following questions: 

1. What are the relevant tasks making up the content domain? 
2. What behavior defines competent and incompetent solutions 

for the popUlation in question? 
3. What is the subject population and what are its relevant 

processing characteristics? 
4. What "knowledge" or underlying rules lead to competent 

and incompetent performance? 
5. How is individual "knowledge" assessed? 
6. How is the necessary knowledge taught and learned? 

In order to use this model to outline an instructional method 
for social competence, we will briefly review the way that re
searchers and clinicians working in the field of interpersonal rela
tionships have attempted to answer these questions. Our discus
sion will begin with an overview of the methods psychologists have 
used to define the tasks involved in social competence and to iden
tify the specific behaviors that are considered competent solutions 
for interpersonal problems (questions one and two). 

We will then review the relevant processing characteristics that 
are typical of clinical populations and the methods psychologists 
have used to determine the underlying rules of competence that 
make up effective social performance (questions three and four). Fi
nally, we will review the answers psychologists have provided 
regarding assessment and treatment (questions five and six). 

1. and 2. What tasks are to be mastered for social competence and 
what behaviors constitute the competent and incompetent solutions for 
these tasks? 

Social interaction includes the full range of human tasks in
volved in relating to one or more other people. Following Scan
dura's model, social competence or adequate social performance is 
broken down into specific behavioral objectives. Basic researchers 
studying normal social interaction have identified an array of re-
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sponses that could become behavioral objectives in a program to 
improve interpersonal relations. Responses investigated have in
cluded affect (satisfaction, low anxiety, positive self-concept), re
sponse from others (liking, compliance, attitude change), and mu
tual responses (trust, intimacy, cooperation, conflict resolution). 

McFall (1976) recently reviewed the techniques used by clini
cians and psychopathologists to define behavioral social compe
tence. He categorized the techniques into four basic types: fiat, con
sensus, known-groups approach, and the experimental method. 

When competence is defined by fiat, certain behaviors are 
identified as desirable because one person in authority suggests 
that they are (e.g., a parent feels a child should be more outgoing; a 
therapist suggests a person should be more assertive). This 
method has the obvious disadvantage of being idiosyncratic; the 
behavior selected may be considered desirable by the authority fig
ure but may be punished by others in the client's environment. The 
fiat method is useful primarily when the judge is a person the client 
interacts with frequently, e.g., a parent, spouse, or teacher, and if 
the client learns to discriminate among individuals. 

Competence as defined by consensus involves the judgments of 
several raters, which are scored and intercorrelated or averaged. 
This technique is an improvement over fiat, as it substitutes the 
opinion of several individuals for the opinion of one person and 
thus may correspond more closely with appropriate norms in the 
natural environment. However, this advantage is less likely if the 
judges are not drawn from the client's environment (clinicians) than 
if they are (peers). As McFall notes, this method defines competence 
by a majority vote but does not insure validity; the opinion of sev
eral judges is not necessarily any more valid than that of one judge. 
In fact, consensus may reflect commonly held biases, ignorance, or 
perhaps cultural stereotypes. 

The third method used to define the range of appropriate re
sponses or behavioral objectives is the known-groups approach. 
This method involves selection of two groups known to differ in 
overall adequacy of their responses to a situation, such as daters 
and nondaters or members of distressed and nondistressed mar
riages. The two groups are presented with a similar stimulus and 
their situational performance is measured. Any specific behavior or 
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response that differentiates between the two groups is then taken as 
an essential component or manifestation of the general skill on 
which the two groups were originally sorted. The basic problem 
with this method is the "error of assumed essence," i.e., the logical 
error of assuming that the criterion that served as the original basis 
for sorting the individuals reflects the essential difference and that 
all subsequently observed differences are necessarily related to this 
assumed essence (McFall, 1976). The method overlooks the fact that 
the groups may differ on some unconsidered factor that may ac
count for the observed differences. A second problem with this 
method that has often been recognized, but perhaps more often ig
nored, is the tendency to treat performance samples as though they 
were indices of underlying personality traits. For example, "asser
tiveness" is sometimes treated as a personality characteristic when 
evidence indicates that the degree of assertiveness expressed by an 
individual will vary with the situation (Rich and Schroeder, 1976). 
One value of the known-groups approach is as a source of hypothe
ses to be examined in future research. 

The most scientifically rigorous way to define situation-specific 
competence is through the use of the experimental method. This 
technique involves deriving definitions of competence from various 
sources (interviews, hunches, etc.) and subjecting them to an em
pirical test, e.g., seeing which behavior comes closest to achieving 
the client's goal. Although specific guidelines for the use of this 
method have been set forth (Goldfried and D'Zurilla, 1969; Mager 
and Pipe, 1970), few researchers have used it (e.g., Goldsmith and 
McFall, 1975, with psychiatric patients; Freedman, 1974, with juve
nile delinquents). 

3. and 4. What is the subject population and what are its relevant 
processing characteristics? What underlying rules lead to competent and 
incompetent performance? 

Once the content domain, including tasks and behavioral ob
jectives, has been adequately identified, the next step is to develop 
a method of analysis for identifying the underlying rules of compe
tence and the processing characteristics of the target population. It 
is at this point that we feel the cognitive behavioral approach can 
be most usefully applied. The literature that appears most relevant 
in this context has been recently reviewed by Mahoney (1974; 1977) 
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and Meichenbaum (1976). Based on this literature, we have iden
tified several different possible methods that could be used to spec
ify underlying rules and processing characteristics. 

One approach that Meichenbaum labels "semantic" includes 
Ellis's work on rational-emotive therapy (1961) and Beck's cognitive 
analysis of various emotional disorders (1970). This approach would 
lead to derivation of the underlying rules on a rational or logical 
basis; e.g., it implies that negative affect and maladaptive behavior 
are a result of faulty beliefs or irrational thinking styles, and that 
facilitory affect and adaptive behavior are a result of rational belief 
systems and thinking styles. The task then becomes one of specify
ing the irrational beliefs and thinking styles that are interfering 
with performance and the rational beliefs, and the rational beliefs 
and thinking styles that could facilitate desired affect and perfor
mance. Ellis has compiled a set of 12 core irrational ideas common 
to this culture that he believes encompass most of the irrational 
beliefs clients present. This list has been frequently reprinted in 
texts (Rimm and Masters, 1974; Goldfried and Davison, 1976) al
though the rational counterbeliefs have rarely been given equal 
prominence (Mahoney, 1974, p. 171). The first three irrational be
liefs, as summarized by Ellis in 1970, are listed below. 

Irrational Ideas That Cause and Sustain Emotional Disturbance 
Rational therapy holds that certain core irrational ideas, which have 

been clinically observed, are at the root of most emotional disturbance. 
They are: 

1. The idea that it is a dire necessity for an adult to be loved by every
one for everything he does-instead of his concentrating on his own self
respect, on winning approval for practical purposes, and on loving 
rather than being loved. 

2. The idea that certain acts are awful or wicked, and that people who 
perform such acts should be severely punished-instead of the idea that 
certain acts are inappropriate or antisocial, and that people who per
form such acts are behaving stupidly, ignorantly, or neurotically and 
would be better helped to change. 

3. The idea that it is horrible when things are not the way one would 
like them to be-instead of the idea that it is too bad, that one would 
better try to change or control conditions so that they become more sat
isfactory, and, if that is not possible, one had better temporarily accept 
their existence. 

A detailed discussion of the kinds of rational counterbeliefs 
that can be substituted is presented in a recent manual on asser-
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tiveness training (Lange and Jakubowski, 1976). The following are 
examples of the counterbeliefs they suggest for the first three irra
tional ideas: 

Some general rational alternatives to irrational idea number one 
concerning personal rejection are: 

1. I would like to be approved of by every significant person, but I 
do not need such approval. 

2. If I am not approved of by someone I would like to have like me, 
I can attempt to determine what it is that person does not like about the 
way I behave and decide whether I want to change it. 

3. If I decide that this rejection is not based on any inappropriate 
behavior on my part, I can find others I can enjoy being with. 

4. I can determine what I want to do rather than adapting or react
ing to what I think others want. 

Consequently, general rational messages to counteract the second irra
tional idea concerning social competence could be: 

1. I would like to be perfect or best at this task but I do not need to 
be. 

2. I'm still successful when I do things imperfectly. 
3. What I do doesn't have to be perfect in order to be good. 
4. I may be happier if I am successful, but success does not deter

mine my worth as a person, unless I let it. 
5. I will be happier if I attempt to achieve at a realistic level rather 

than a perfect level. 
6. I still want to achieve and to be successful and if I am, I will 

likely be happier. If I am not successful, I will likely be unhappy but not 
depressed and miserable. 

7. It is impossible for anyone to be perfectly competent, achiev
ing, etc. 

8. Above all, if I demand that I be perfect, I will always be pushing 
or worrying when I'll slip; instead, if I do what I want and what I enjoy 
as well as I can, I'll feel happier and perform better. 

Rational substitutes for idea three concerning fairness might be: This 
person has really treated me badly and I don't like the situation or that 
person's behavior. What can I do to change either? If I can't change ei
ther, it is frustrating but not dreadful and awful. I can begin to make 
plans for making my life as desirable and enjoyable as I can. 

Beck's analysis implies that socially compet~nt people may be 
distinguished from socially incompetent people by their processing 
characteristics. He focuses on the stylistic qualities of cognitions; 
that is, maladaptive behavior is assumed to result from a distortion 
in thought processes. Common distortions include: 

1. Arbitrary inference-the drawing of a conclusion when evidence 
is lacking or is actually contrary to the conclusion 

2. Magnification-exaggeration of the meaning of an event 
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3. Cognitive deficiency-disregard for an important aspect of a life 
situation 

4. Overgeneralization-taking a single incident, such as a failure, 
as a sign of total personal incompetence, and in this way generating a 
fallacious rule 

5. Other distortions, such as dichotomous reasoning, catastrophiz
ing, etc. (Bellack and Hersen, 1976, p. 144) 

45 

An example of the way that patients use incorrect rules or pri
mary assumptions and faulty logic that leads to negative affect is 
given in Table 1 below, reprinted from Beck (1976). The successful 
client learns to draw conclusions from adequate evidence, put 
things in perspective, attend to all relevant aspects of a social situa
tion, generalize from multiple rather than single instances, and to 
make attributions along a continuum rather than dichotomously. 

Additional maladaptive cognitive processes that have been 
identified using this same general approach are summarized by 
Mahoney (1974). One category of factors he considers important is 
that involving attention and perception. The dysfunctions he lists 
(with our social examples) include (1) selective inattention to perfor
mance-relevant stimuli, i. e., a person fails to use environmental 
cues (example: people who do not use nonverbal feedback from 
others, disproportionate attention to negative feedback relative to 
positive feedback); (2) misperception of environmental cues, i.e., 
environmental information is noted but incorrectly labeled (ex
amples in social interaction include "mind reading," projection, 
egocentrism, etc.); (3) maladaptive focusing, i.e. an individual at
tends to stimuli that are irrelevant or deleterious to performance 
(example: assertive behavior is sometimes inhibited by character
istics of the stimulus person such as age, sex, status, etc.); (4) mal
adaptive self-arousal refers to the generation of private stimuli that 
are irrelevant or detrimental to performance such as depression, 
anger, anxiety. This last process is similar to maladaptive focusing 
except that the distracting cues are internal rather than external. Ex
amples include a wide variety of avoidance behaviors generated by 
negative affect: low-frequency dating, reduced marital contact, and 
poor sexual performance. The deficits listed above imply that cer
tain processing characteristics crucial to adequate social perfor
mance include the ability to adequately attend to and perceive an 
array of both external and internal cues. 
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The second group of cognitive dysfunctions that Mahoney dis
cusses refer to relational processes, e.g., after a stimulus has been 
attended to and encoded, a person may process the information in a 
way that leads to maladaptive behavior. The dysfunctions he dis
cussed under the heading "relational processes" correspond closely 
to what we have described as "rules of competence." These include 
(1) classification errors, in which a stimulus is translated incorrectly 
(a person may interpret a gruff tone of voice as a negative reaction 
to her assertion instead of a bad mood on the speaker's part; a per
son may fail to discriminate situations in which his rights have 
been violated). Dichotomous thinking, mentioned above in the dis
cussion of Beck's analysis, is one example of a classification error, 
the tendency to see things in binary rather than continuous fashion; 
for example, aggressive versus passive behavior, masculine versus 
feminine behavior, a good or bad marriage, etc. Faulty comparative 
processes are the second possible dysfunction. Research indicates 
that people tend to use other people as standards of comparison for 
their behavior, particularly with respect to opinions and social abil
ities for which there are no objective standards available. Predic
tions from social-comparison theory tested on normal college stu
dents revealed that most people have a tendency to see themselves a 
little bit better than other people or are motivated to change either 
their performance or their comparison group (Festinger, 1957). 
Comparison processes that have been related to maladaptive behav
ior include the use of unusually high standards as is characteristic 
of depressed patients, the use of different standards for self and 
others, characteristic of high socially anxious individuals, and em
phasis on previous past performance resulting in fear of any future 
evaluation that may fall short. 

A third dysfunction concerns retentional deficiencies that lead 
to maladaptive performance. A person may forget certain necessary 
steps in a social interaction sequence, perhaps because he is anx
ious or lacks practice. Inferential errors constitute the fourth dys
function. These include faulty reasoning of the type described by 
Ellis as well as incorrect conclusions drawn from others' responses; 
(others' compliance in response to aggression may be mistakenly 
labeled as respect) and incorrect anticipation of consequences 
(assuming the assertive behavior will cause others to dislike the 
assertive person, etc.). 
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A final area in which cognitive dysfunctions can inhibit perfor
mance is in the use of experiential feedback. Research in vicarious 
learning and attribution theory have revealed numerous rules peo
ple can use to interpret feedback (see Bandura, 1977; Jones, Kan
ouse, Kelly, Nisbett, Valins, and Weiner, 1972). Three sources of 
feedback can be identified: overt feedback from others in the envi
ronment through rewards or information; feedback acquired vi
cariously by watching others perform; and self-generated feedback 
involving internal cues. "Incorrect" rules, e.g., those that lead to 
maladaptive performance, can be specified for the use of each type 
of feedback. Dysfunctions include attribution of success to external 
causes rather than internal (task difficulty rather than effort), at
tribution of failure to stable (ability) rather than unstable causes 
(effort), and the errors mentioned earlier with respect to over
generalization from one poor performance and exclusive focus 
on the negative aspects of the information. 

The set of processing dysfunctions outlined by Mahoney 
suggests that rules for competent social interaction include careful 
classification of information about social situations and others' re
sponses, appropriate use of comparative processes, memory for all 
sequences of a behavior, correct inferences about the implications 
of one's behavior, facilitory attributions, and positive specific use of 
feedback. 

Meichenbaum suggests another method of analysis that in
volves clinicians' introspection. He suggests that in order to specu
late about what leads to poor performance, clinicians themselves 
perform the task and upon completion introspect about the 
thoughts, images, and behaviors employed in order to perform ade
quately on the task. 

A related strategy involves manipulating the task demands to 
better illustrate the sequential processing involved. The manipu
lated variables can be of three types: (1) those variables inherent in 
the task itself, e.g., salience of certain cues in the stimulus, required 
speed of the task or rate of presentation or type of modality; (2) 
nontask or environmental variables, such as distracting stimuli, re
ducing anxiety, etc.; (3) provision of support for the client in the 
form of direct task aides (prompts, breakdown of the task into com
ponent parts, feedback, or instructional aids to help the client ap-
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praise the task, focus attention, self-evaluate, etc.). This latter strat
egy would allow generation of rules to cover a range of situations 
varying on the dimensions involved in the manipulation process. 
The technique outlined by Meichenbaum would allow the therapist 
to discriminate between different situations that cause difficulty for 
the client. Perhaps a client can make a request if the stimulus per
son is a peer but not an authority figure or can express feelings if he 
is relaxed but not when he is anxious. Meichenbaum indicates one 
advantage of this method is that it elucidates the situational factors 
that may inhibit performance when the client actually has the ap
propriate response in his repertoire. He gives the example of a 
client who is unable to perform the adaptive response but later is 
able to offer a post hoc strategy that, if followed, would have led to 
an adequate performance. In this case the client may have an incor
rect rule for the focus of attention, i. e., he is focusing on internal 
cues to the degree that it impairs his performance on the task. A 
correct rule, according to Meichenbaum, would be to use arousal 
as a cue for coping strategies rather than as a cue for obsessive self
criticism. 

A third possible method of identifying underlying rules of 
competence is suggested by the research literature on problem-solv
ing generated by Spivak and his colleagues (Spivak and Shure, 
1974). They present subjects with interpersonal tasks and successful 
behavioral outcomes; the subject must determine the middle steps 
or means to the successful solution specified. Their research in
dicates that less socially competent individuals produce fewer rele
vant means than do competent individuals (Platt and Spivak, 1972; 
Shure and Spivak, 1972). However, they do not report differences in 
the types of means other than relevant or irrelevant used by the 
competent subjects. Specification of the type of means would seem 
to be a fruitful way to look for the rules used by the skilled and 
unskilled persons. 

A fourth approach to identifying the underlying rules is a be
havioral empirically based method used by Patterson, Weiss, and 
their colleagues at the Oregon Research Institute (see Patterson, 
Hops, and Weiss, 1975). Their program combines clinical outcome 
assessment and laboratory research. On the basis of observation 
and ideas from social-exchange theory, they have developed spe-
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cific hypotheses that are then tested on normal and clinical popula
tions (e.g., hypotheses concerning patterns of reciprocal exchange 
among marital couples were tested by comparing distressed and 
nondistressed couples' performances on laboratory tasks). "Rules" 
that the nondistressed couples are using can be inferred from the 
pattern of results. These "rules" are not necessarily being verbal
ized by the happy couples but represent strategies that seem to 
describe their interaction as differentiated from that of the 
distressed couples. For example, numerous studies show that dis
tressed couples emit fewer positive responses toward each other 
and more negative responses than do happy couples, even though 
they have positive behaviors in their repertoires and display them 
toward strangers (Birchler, Weiss, and Vincent, 1975). Patterson's 
research on interaction patterns of families with aggressive children 
provides a second example. Members of the family may be each 
using different rules of social control, which results in one-sided 
aversive control or coercion, as he terms it. One member is control
ling the others' behavior by negative reinforcement, while the 
member who always gives in to the demands of the person using 
aversive techniques is controlling behavior through positive rein
forcement. 

The close tie between theorizing and empirical data in the 
Oregon program strengthens their approach; the "rules" that the 
clinician researchers have derived are all related to empirical results 
from actual couples. The method might be enhanced by asking 
couples directly to reveal some of the strategies and rules for deal
ing with interpersonal problems. 

5. and 6. How is individual knowledge assessed and intervention 
developed? 

We have presented a brief overview of the various methods 
psychologists have used to analyze competent and incompetent be
havior to determine the underlying rules of competence. The next 
step is to develop an assessment device that can be used to deter
mine a particular individual's knowledge of the rules involved in 
social performance. 

Our brief overview of the methods that have been used by psy
chologists to determine the underlying rules of competent social be
havior indicates that several existing methodologies offer promise 
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in this respect, but that most efforts so far have focused primarily 
on "incorrect" rules and dysfunctional processing mechanisms of 
clients with relatively little attention paid to the "correct" rules and 
adaptive processes used by more socially skilled individuals. 

It is obvious that more empirical work designed to system
atically reveal differences in the types of rules used by competent 
and socially incompetent people is needed. However, the work al
ready done does suggest several types of "incorrect" rules that trou
bled people may be using. The next question for the clinician be
comes one of assessment: What is the most efficient way to 
determine which rules the client does and does not know? Behav
ioral assessment usually reveals what a client can or cannot do. We 
argued earlier that the specification of behavioral deficits alone is 
not sufficient to decide what the learner needs to learn. An ade
quate assessment should include what the client can and cannot do 
but also what the client does or does not know. In addition, a 
clinically useful device provides for individualized instructional 
goals. 

Many criterion-referenced forms of testing fail to provide an ex
plicit means of dealing with the relationship between behavior and 
competence. The structural-learning model provides the means to 
accomplish the dual form of performance testing. We will provide a 
brief description of an overall testing procedure as it could be used 
by a clinician and then cite specific cognitive assessment devices 
that could be used to implement the general assessment strategy. In 
structural-learning theory, "rules of competence introduced to ac
count for performance on given behavioral objectives provide an in
strument of sorts with which to measure human knowledge. The 
theory tells how, through a finite testing procedure, one can iden
tify which parts of to-be-taught rules individual subjects know. The 
rules in a very real sense serve as rulers of measurement and provide 
a basis for the operational definition of human knowledge" (Scan
dura, 1977, p. 39). 

Use of this form of testing presupposes knowledge of the rule 
in question by the tester. Unfortunately, research on the rules used 
by socially competent people is often lacking. However, Meichen
baum's suggestion to use introspection would be quite relevant at 
this point. As noted above, several different rules may be used to 
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accomplish the same behavioral objective. Thus, knowledge of sev
eral rules to accomplish the same behavioral goal would be optimal; 
the therapist would have flexibility in terms of deciding which rule 
he might want to teach the client in order to overcome a particular 
difficulty. However, in the absence of knowledge on the therapist's 
part of multiple rules, use of the particular rule he himself employs 
would serve the purpose. It should be noted here that the arbitrary 
selection of a rule that a skilled person is using differs from the ar
bitrary selection of a behavior a skilled person is using as a therapy 
goal in two important respects. First, no claim is made that one rule 
is any better than another if they both result in successful perfor
mance, and secondly, the error of assumed essence made when one 
behavior is selected as the distinguishing characteristic between 
skilled and unskilled groups is not being made in this case. 

The performance testing is accomplished by breaking the rule 
or procedure/algorithm down into steps that are so simple that each 
individual subject from the population of interest may be assumed 
able to perform either perfectly on each step or not at all. Each step 
acts as a unit, or in atomic fashion. What are atomic units relative to 
one population may not be atomic units with respect to another 
(e.g., less sophisticated). "Express a greeting" may be a unit for a 
college population while a long-term psychiatric population may 
require "look at the person," "say hello," "ask a question," etc. 
Many of the tasks covered in assertiveness-training literature, for 
example, must be further broken down due to the novelty of the 
responses for different populations based on their previous his
tories (e.g., expressing emotions and feelings for some male clients; 
express your own needs, make a request, etc., for some female 
clients). Successful attainment of the goal requires success on each 
of the atomic components. Scandura cites the example of a subtrac
tion algorithm or rule made up of several steps. There are only a fi
nite number of behaviorally distinct paths. A social example might 
be the rule for the "minimally effective response" used in asser
tiveness training to teach clients how to escalate the intensity of 
their demands if the situation requires it (Rimm and Masters, 1974). 

Collectively, the paths of a rule impose a partition on the do
main of problems; that is, they define a set of distinct, exhaustive, 
and homogeneous "equivalence classes" of problems such that each 
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problem in any given class can be solved via exactly one of the 
paths. The fact that each path is associated with a unique subclass 
of problems makes it possible to pinpoint exactly what it is that 
each subject knows relative to the initial rule through a finite test
ing procedure. It is sufficient for this purpose to test each client on 
one item selected randomly from each subclass. According to the 
assumptions of the model, success or failure on anyone item im
plies success or failure respectively on any other item chosen from 
the same equivalence class. Thus, the behavior potential or individ
ual knowledge can be represented in terms of rules, or specifically 
in terms of sub rules of the given rules of competence. Individual 
differences may emerge even if only one rule of competence is 
being used to index behavior potential. Individuals may vary, for 
example, in terms of the number of paths on which they succeed. 
Each person's knowledge is represented by the number of paths he 
is able to complete. 

The model has been tested with a variety of subjects ranging 
from preschool children to graduate students on mathematical tasks 
but remains to be tested on social tasks. Efforts to predict perfor
mance on subsequent items (math problems) in the equivalence 
class were successful (Scandura, 1973a; Scandura and Durin, 1978). 

Obviously, a prerequisite for using this model is the develop
ment of rules and the development of equivalence classes. The tech
niques already in use by cognitive therapists offer suggestions for 
both of these requirements. Types of rules that might be incorpo
rated in the testing procedure include belief systems (rational 
versus irrational, assertive versus aggressive or nonaggressive), 
rules for attending, encoding, and processing social stimuli, rules 
for use of feedback from others, etc. Equivalence classes could be 
partitioned out on the basis of type of stimulus person (sex, status, 
relationship, etc.) or according to situational demands (distractions, 
anxiety). Meichenbaum has recently reviewed the various cognitive 
behavioral approaches to clinical assessment (1976). He notes that 
this type of assessment approach is designed to directly measure a 
client's affect, cognition, and volition. A careful reading of his ar
ticle indicates that some of these measures could be used by the 
therapist to infer the client's rules or strategies, but most of them 
are not direct measures of a client's knowledge of rules. However, 
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several of these techniques might be helpful as means to elicit rules 
indirectly. For example, several of the cognitive techniques for as
sessment focus on clients' affect, particularly as expressed in imag
ery. Often the affect concerns anticipated consequences. The client 
may be primarily concerned with his negative affect that is the most 
salient aspect of the situation to him. However, implicit rules such 
as "avoidance of the situation will prevent negative affect" may be 
operating. The same argument can be made for irrational thoughts 
as identified by Ellis; often the thought implies a rule, e.g., "every
one must like me or it will be terrible" could imply "I will be pas
sive and submissive in order to be liked." 

The cognitive-assessment model outlined above would be very 
interesting to use in a clinic or research center where large numbers 
of people both socially skilled and not skilled could be assessed on a 
range of interpersonal situations. The individual therapist can ob
tain much of the same information from his client, although per
haps more indirectly and less systematically, by using one or more 
of the existing techniques employed by cognitive behaviorists. 
Meichenbaum's review of cognitive-assessment techniques includes 
interviews and imagery procedures, videotaping, TAT-like tests, 
behavioral assessments, homework assignments, and group 
assessments. We will briefly discuss the way each of these tech
niques could be used to reveal the underlying rules or subrules the 
client is using. 

Cognitive processes can be assessed in a clinical interview by 
having the client "run a movie through his head" of the problem
atic situation. While closing his eyes and using his imagination the 
client is asked to focus on feelings, thoughts, images, and fantasies 
that occur to him before, during, and after the event. The client is 
asked to verbalize the thoughts that occur to him. A variation that 
is useful in discovering the client's expectations concerning conse
quences is to ask him to imagine the worst possible outcome and 
his own reaction in great detail. Meichenbaum notes that faulty 
cognitions can be expressed visually as well as verbally; a person 
might have an image of people laughing after she makes a serious 
statement at a cocktail party or may see an approving look on her 
companion's face when she imagines her usual passive response. 
Further probing by the therapist would be necessary to articulate 
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the specific rule that a client is using in a situation. In the above ex
ample the woman could be assuming that "I can get people to like 
me if I am quiet" and/or "people will like me if I dress attractively." 

Behavioral tests can involve role-playing or behavior in a natu
ralistic scene (giving a speech) either live or videotaped. Immedi
ately after the role-playing or while viewing the previously made 
videotape, the therapist urges the client to reconstruct his thoughts 
and feelings. It is interesting that role-playing has been used very 
frequently in research on assertiveness training but that researchers 
rarely report use of subjects' thoughts and feelings as part of the as
sessment. 

One exception is measurement of internal dialogues (e.g., cog
nitions, negative self-statements and images) on a questionnaire 
administered immediately after a behavioral role-playing test. 
Schwartz and Gottman (1974) developed a list of 17 positive self
statements that would make it easy to accomplish the social task of 
refusing a request and 17 negative self-statements that would make 
it harder to refuse the request. Subjects were asked to indicate how 
frequently each of the thoughts occurred to them during the role
playing. It is important to note that their measure included positive 
as well as negative self-statements ("I was thinking that it doesn't 
matter what the person thinks of me" or "1 was thinking that the 
other person might be hurt or insulted if I refused"). It is interest
ing that the high assertive subjects had significantly more positive 
than negative self-statements while the low assertive subjects had 
about an equal number of both, which could be conceptualized as a 
conflicting dialogue. Another way to conceptualize this finding is to 
consider the contradicting statements as examples of two subrules 
that the low assertive subjects were not able to combine through the 
use of a higher-order rule. The higher-order rule governing assert
ive behavior can be considered to be "respect the rights of both the 
other person and yourself." The application of either half of this 
rule results in either passive or aggressive behavior while a success
ful combination results in assertive behavior. The use of spontane
ously generated reports of thoughts after an actual role play may be 
more informative than the measure of thoughts on standardized 
questionnaires such as the Social Avoidance and Distress Scale 
(Watson and Friend, 1969). 
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A third method involves the presentation of pictures or slides 
of events relevant to the presenting problem. This method has been 
used to elicit strategies (e.g., what the person in the picture could 
do to handle the situation) as well as thoughts and feelings the 
client attributes to the character in the scene. Meijers (1974) was 
able to successfully discriminate between socially withdrawn and 
socially outgoing children by using this method with a set of slides 
depicting socially isolated children. 

Groups can also be used for assessment by using the client's 
behavior in the group as one interpersonal situation to be analyzed 
by the therapist and patient together or by using the group to create 
a climate conducive to self-disclosure and sharing. 

Homework assignments involving written records and specific 
thoughts and images can also be given. Meichenbaum notes that 
general instructions to monitor may be as useful as more specific 
detailed instructions that may in themselves generate concern about 
whether the assignment is being done correctly. He mentions that 
patients are requested to record negative thoughts and images; the 
inclusion of positive thoughts or feelings associated with desired 
outcomes might also be useful. 

Other procedures include two written measures that have al
ready been mentioned: the Assertive Self-Statement Test (Schwartz 
and Gottman, 1974) and problem-solving test (D'Zurilla and Gold
fried, 1971). The Means End Test (Spivak and Shure, 1974) is partic
ularly relevant because it concerns problem-solving in interpersonal 
situations. The general format of providing the subject with the 
successful outcome and the initial problem and requesting him to 
produce the intermediate steps might be adapted by a therapist. He 
could develop an array of outcomes related to the patient's global 
goal and then present them to see which particular subrules the 
client does not know. Another written measure is the true-false test 
derived from the irrational belief set used by Ellis (Jones, 1968). For 
further examples of cognitive behavioral assessment techniques, see 
Hersen and Bellack (1976). 

We will now consider question six, how the necessary knowl
edge is taught and learned. Following is a brief overview of the cog
nitive techniques that may be used to teach rules underlying effec
tive social performance. Although there is some overlap, the 
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techniques have been grouped according to the response mode that 
is the prime target of change; i.e., cognitive, affective, or behav
ioral. The close relationship between affect and cognition makes 
any division of interventions according to this dimension some
what arbitrary; therefore, we have discussed them together. Cogni
tive-affective techniques are those designed to reduce or change 
negative feelings, to provide the client with more information, or to 
change thoughts, attitudes, expectations, and goal setting. Cogni
tive-behavioral techniques include the interventions designed to fa
cilitate the client's actual performance of a desired behavior. 

COGNITIVE TECHNIQUES FOR COGNITIVE-AFFECTIVE CHANGE 

1. Collection of Automatic Thoughts (Beck, Rush, and Kovacs, 
1976). Automatic thoughts are self-statements or images that pre
cede a negative affective state. Four methods of collection are men
tioned by Beck: (a) assigning the clients a half hour each day to 
think about them and write them down; (b) have the client record 
thoughts accompanying increased negative affect; (c) collect 
thoughts in association with negative affect and precipitating envi
ronmental events; and (d) collection during the therapeutic inter
view. To this list we might add collection during role-play, group 
therapy, marital therapy, or through the use of structured projective 
techniques such as in complete sentences or TAT-like pictures. Ini
tially, the purpose of this technique is to get the client to recognize 
the association of affect with negative self-statements or images that 
the therapist can then correct. Ultimately, the client will learn to 
reason with or modify cognitions that generate negative affect 
through use of related methods, the Double or Triple Column Tech
nique, testing cognitions empirically, and positive self-statements. 

Examples of questions to elicit and pinpoint automatic 
thoughts: 

What did that mean to you? 
How did you feel about yourself during today's session? 
What have you been thinking about me (or about spouse in 

marital therapy or about other group member in group)? 
Are there any thoughts or images you have when you're feeling 

rejected? 
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Another method for collecting automatic thoughts might be a 
sentence-completion task devised by the therapist. Examples used 
with children include: When someone teases me I feel ___ be-
cause ___ . 

Examples of automatic thoughts: 
If you felt neutral to me it would be awful. I couldn't stand 

another rejection. How could you help me if you don't care for me? 
If only he would be different (see my point of view). 
I am wasting your time. 
Key words in automatic thoughts: 

should can't stand awful always 
ought no right terrible never 
must unfair mean if only 
have to 

2. Technique for Disputing Irrational Beliefs (DIBS) (Ellis, 1971). 
The client is instructed to spend at least 10 minutes asking himself 
the following questions, carefully thinking through the answers, 
and recording both questions and answers either in written form or 
on a tape recorder: 

1. What irrational belief do I want to dispute and surrender? 
2. Can I rationally support this belief? 
3. What evidence exists for the falseness of this belief? 
4. Does any evidence exist of the truth of this belief? 
5. What worst things could actually happen to me if I don't get 

what I think I must (or do get what I think I must not)? 
6. What good things could I make happen if I don't get what I 

think I must (or do get what I think I must not)? 
3. Rational Emotive Imagery (REI). Rational emotive imagery is 

a technique that has been developed by Maultsby and Ellis (1974). It 
involves having the client imaging or fantasying as vividly as he can 
an unpleasant, disturbing, or upsetting experience. The client is 
then instructed to "push" himself into changing the intense emo
tion (i.e., anxiety, depression, guilt, or hostility) into a less intense 
emotion such as disappointment, regret, annoyance, or irritation. 
The client is then asked to look at how he has succeeded in doing 
this. Maultsby and Ellis contend that this method usually results in 
a change in belief system or self-statements. 

4. Identifying Cognitive Distortion Patterns (Beck et al., 1976). 
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When the client has collected a sufficient number of cognitions, he 
can be directed to look for underlying themes, such as being inade
quate, expecting rejection, feeling unfairly treated. He then learns 
to test his cognitions, identify logical errors and patterns of distor
tion. 

5. Double- and Triple-Column Techniques (Beck et al., 1976). As 
the patient collects his cognitions he is asked to write responses to 
them. In the left-hand column he writes the automatic thought, in 
the right column he writes several alternative positive responses. 
He may also make use of a third column in which he reinterprets 
the environmental event. 

Examples of double- and triple-column techniques: 

Unreasonable thinking 

I'm a bad mother be
cause my son failed En
glish. 

If I'm quiet, people 
will think I'm strange, 
but if I speak up they 
will think I'm stupid and 
that would be terrible. 

Reasonable thinking 

The fact that my son 
failed English does not 
reflect on my abilities as 
a mother, but maybe I 
can help him improve. 

People won't neces
sarily think I'm strange if 
I am quiet; they may not 
even notice how much 
I'm talking. 

Reinterpretation 

He may have failed 
because he did not exert 
enough effort or because 
the teacher did not give 
him enough help. 

People enjoy small 
talk. It doesn't matter 
whether every remark is 
clever. 

6. Testing Cognitions (Beck et al., 1976). Testing cognitions is 
done by learning (a) to distinguish ideas from facts and (b) to check 
observations for possible cognitive distortions. Clients are taught to 
discriminate between thought and reality and to shift from deduc
tive to inductive analysis of experience, i.e., to treat thoughts as 
theories or hypotheses to be tested rather than as statements of fact. 

Example of testing cognitions: 
A client said that she was an awful person because she hurt 

people. The following test was devised for this cognition. 
1. She was to ask each of her friends who were not awful peo

ple whether they ever hurt another person. (Out of 12, only one de
nied ever having hurt anyone.) 

2. She was to ask people whether they thought that people 
who hurt other people were awful. 

3. She was to ask people whether she had done more to hurt 
them or to be nice to them. 
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Another test is to have the client deliberately perform the most 
serious error he is afraid of making (providing the therapist judges 
it as being relatively safe). One client was afraid of appearing fool
ish when being teased. He deliberately agreed to play the fool and 
see how others reacted. 

7. Alternative Therapy (Beck et aI., 1976). This technique in
volves the client in reconceptualizing insolvable problems in ways 
that encourage action and mastery. 

8. Disattribution. This technique involves teaching the client to 
stop attributing all blame to himself by recognizing the role played 
by fate and others in his outcomes. 

9. Decatastrophizing. The client and therapist logically explore 
the consequences of some anticipated catastrophic event following a 
"what if" format. 

10. "Prove to Me That Disaster Will Occur." The patient is asked 
to prove to the therapist that a disastrous event will occur. The ther
apist then makes use of any doubts stated by the client to under
mine his proof. 

11. Implosive Therapy (Overt). The client is asked to imagine 
himself performing in the worst possible manner in a social situa
tion that evokes anxiety. He then can be asked to role-play this situ
ation, deliberately exaggerating his inadequacies. 

12. Positive and Negative Self-Statements. One method to de
velop self-confidence is through the use of positive self-statements. 
Clients are required to keep a list of their good qualities to which 
they add a specified number each day. Another technique is to 
change negative self-statements to positive ones and mentally re
hearse them. 

Negative statement 

I'm dull. 
I never know what to say. 
I'm hopeless. 
I'm wishy-washy. 

Positive statement 

I can be interesting. 
I can think of something. 
I can change. 
I can be firm. 

13. Emotive Imagery. Negative affect can be reduced through 
incompatible imagery. The client is asked to identify imaginary 
scenes that produce positive feelings such as mirth, happiness, self
pride, or confidence. This imagery is then rehearsed to the point 
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that it can be automatically elicited to counteract negative affect at 
times of stress (Lange and Jakubowski, 1976). 

14. The Card Game. The card game was developed by Knox 
(1975) for use in marital situations where anger is a problem. It in
volves instructing the client to write his or her partner's aversive ac
tions on index cards when they occur and to also write a desired al
ternative. The client then hands the cards to the spouse and walks 
away. This method is designed to avoid verbal confrontations in 
the heat of passion. 

15. "Funny Faces." Another method developed by Knox in
volves one partner cueing the other when he is becoming angry. 
The angry partner is instructed to go into the bathroom and make 
funny faces at himself until he is calmed down. If he does not im
mediately do this on request, his partner is instructed to leave the 
scene. 

16. Substituting Rational Self-Statements for Irrational Statements 
to Control Anger and Blaming. One method that the authors have 
found particularly useful in teaching clients to control destructive 
blaming of self and others and associated anger or guilt is based on 
Hauck's R.E.T. analysis of anger (1977). His basic thesis as we have 
adapted it is that people become angry because they make the fol
lowing type of self-statements: 

1. I want something and I should or must have it, or it's my 
right to have it. 

2. I didn't get what I want and that is awful and terribly unfair 
and I'm entitled to feel hurt and angry. 

3. You have no right to frustrate me and you are bad, mean, 
unfair, etc., for doing it or I am despicable for having failed to get 
what I want. 

4. Bad people (whether you or I) deserve to be punished or 
should be punished by me. 

Once the client is able to identify that this or a similar series of 
self-statements (which he identifies with the aid of the therapist's 
directive questioning) accompanies his experience of anger at 
others or himself, he will often ask what else he could say to himself 
or assert that these beliefs are true and that he is entitled to be 
angry. It is at this time that an alternative set of cognitions is of
fered, again adapted from Hauck. 
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1. Because I want something very badly does not mean I must 
have it, or that friends, lovers, parents, or significant others must 
give it to me. I am entitled to ask for it or to try to get it by any 
means that respects others' rights. However, one of the rights (of 
myself and others) is to refuse any request without justifying my
self. 

2. I didn't get what I wanted and that's frustrating. Is it possi
ble to still find a way to get it? Is it worth the effort or do I want to 
go on to other things? 

3. I don't like your frustrating me and I feel annoyed but that 
does not mean that you are evil or malicious. There are five good 
reasons you or I would do something that is annoying or fail to do 
something that is pleasing: (a) stupidity or lack of ability, (b) igno
rance or lack of skill, (c) disturbance or upset, (d) habit, and (e) self
interest. 

(Surprisingly, it usually takes little persuasion to get clients to 
agree that none of these motives are worthy of blame.) 

4. Even if your (or my) behavior is not blameworthy, I do not 
like it and do not want to suffer it again. 

a. When I am hurt because of stupidity, I may want to avoid 
that person or situation. 

b. When I am hurt out of ignorance or lack of skill, I may 
want to educate or train myself or others. 

c. When I am hurt out of disturbance, I want to help the 
other person to calm down or avoid them until they do calm 
down. 

d. When I am hurt from habit, I may want to learn or help 
the other person learn alternative habits. 

e. When I am hurt by a conflict of interest, I may want to 
negotiate a workable compromise. 

17. Discrimination Training. Discrimination training is a process 
of teaching clients ways of classifying and labeling that may later 
serve as valuable cues for appropriate behaviors. 

An example from marital therapy is the training in "pinpoint
ing." Couples are taught to translate abstract statements of blame 
("You don't love me") into operational statements ("You inter
rupted me"). One ploy that Weiss (1973) reports using is pretending 
to be a "Martian" and having clients describe their problems to 
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him, taking this into account. Programs for low-frequency daters 
have attempted to teach students how to discriminate approachable 
and unapproachable partners. 

An example from assertion training covers the difference be
tween assertive, aggressive, and nonassertive (i.e., passive or indi
rect) behavior usually in a short lecture by the therapist. Another 
teaching device is the Discrimination Test (Jakubowski, 1975), 
which consists of short descriptions of interpersonal situations 
followed by a possible response. Clients are asked to read each 
situation and classify the response as assertive, aggressive, or 
nonassertive. A score of 90% or better by the client is taken 
to indicate understanding of the concepts. A sample item is 
given below: 

Situation 

You have set aside 4:00 to 5:00 for 
things you want or need to do. Some
one asks to see you at that time. You 
say: 

Response 

Well, uh, I can see you at that time. 
It's 4:00 Monday then. Are you sure 
that's a good time for you? 

The above example is correctly scored as passive. 
The test can be given to clients in written form or the test can 

be administered through a tape recorder and used as a stimulus for 
group discussion. Each member of the group is asked to write his 
response individually and then share it with the group. The thera
pist emphasizes that the concepts are easy to understand in the ab
stract but difficult to apply in specific situations. The individuals 
who misidentified a response are questioned to determine the 
source of their misunderstanding. The therapist can then provide 
the correct label for the response, and most important, provide the 
rationale. Common confusions that the therapist can explain in
clude labeling nonassertion as politeness, seeing the failure to re
spond to another's request as aggressiveness, etc. 

18. Development of an Assertive B e/ief System. An assertive be
lief system is composed of two basic beliefs: (1) that assertive rather 
than manipulative, submissive, or hostile behavior ultimately leads 
to effective interpersonal relationships; and (2) that everyone, in
cluding the client, has certain basic rights, including the right to act 
assertively and express honest thoughts, feelings, and beliefs 
(Lange and Jakubowski, 1976, pp. 64-65). 

A convenient way to define styles of influence is in terms of at-
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Attitude toward self 

Positive Negative 

Positive Assertive Passive 
Attitude toward others 

Indirect or 
Negative Aggressive 

passive-aggressive 

Figure 2. Styles of interpersonal behavior. 

titudes toward self and others. Our conceptualization (see Figure 2) 
generates four styles of behavior defined as follows: Assertive behav
ior is that which involves both a high degree of respect for one's 
own rights and needs in a situation and respect or acknowledgment 
of the rights and needs of the other person involved. It should be 
noted that respect for the rights of others is not always the same as 
agreement with the other's wishes but implies acceptance of the 
other person's needs as legitimate and worthy of consideration. 
Aggression refers to a behavioral style that is high in respect for 
one's own rights or wishes but low in respect for the other person. 
In other words, aggressive behavior involves both an effort to have 
one's own rights prevail and a failure to acknowledge the legitimacy 
of the other person's needs. Such behavior may include put-downs, 
hostility, humiliation, etc. Passive behavior includes actions that ac
knowledge the rights of the other person but fail to include one's 
own rights. Passive behavior is characterized by the fact that the 
other person's needs or wishes always take precedence over the in
dividual's. Indirect or passive-aggressive behavior involves lack of re
spect for the rights of both oneself and the other person. A person 
displaying this style of behavior does not express his needs and 
wishes in a forthright manner, but rather does so in an indirect or 
manipulative way. In addition, the behavior often has aggressive 
components directed toward the other person, such as compliments 
that are in fact put-downs, etc. 

One technique to introduce an assertive belief system is thera
pist lectures about the consequences of different behavioral styles. 
For example, the belief that passive behavior leads to liking or that 
aggression is the most effective way to elicit cooperation can be 
challenged. The therapist can suggest that passive behavior may 
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cause others to lose respect for a person rather than like him, and 
that aggression may lead to initial cooperation but ultimate sabo
tage from others. Therapist modeling can also be employed to help 
clients develop a responsible assertive belief system. The therapist 
models assertive behavior in the group and engages in behavior 
that supports the principle that everybody has a right to have their 
feelings considered and respected. 

19. Identifying Rights. Specific strategies for identifying rights 
include bibliotherapy, assigning readings such as Your Perfect Right, 
by Alberti and Emmons (1974) and group discussions wherein 
members can support each other in accepting a new right. Group 
feedback can be used to challenge "socialization messages" (Lange 
and Jakubowski, 1976, p. 86). These are assertion-inhibiting ideas 
that people have internalized, e.g., thinking of others first, give to 
others even if you are hurting. 

If members appear to accept rights intellectually but feel un
comfortable about them emotionally, more involving Gestalt tech
niques such as the Perls's empty chair, in which the client alternates 
between two chairs in conducting dialogue with herself (see Lange 
and Jakubowski, 1976), can be used. 

20. Identifying Arousal. Techniques to correctly identify arousal 
are often used as preliminary exercises in assertiveness-training ex
ercises with clients who are generally unaware of their internal 
states until they reach disturbing proportions, or clients who attrib
ute their anxiety symptoms to medical causes (e.g., assuming that 
stomachaches indicate ulcers, etc.). Clients are instructed that these 
symptoms may actually be indicators of anxiety and are given a list 
to help them identify motor symptoms (e.g., flushing, sweating, 
dry mouth, startle reaction, pounding pulse) and affective and cog
nitive symptoms (e.g., panic, depression, dread, inattention, 
forgetfulness); see Cotler and Guerra (1976) for a complete list. 

21. Subjective Units of Disturbance Scale (SUDS). In order to 
help clients become aware of their internal arousal states, Wolpe de
veloped the SUDS scale (1969). Clients are asked to think of a situa
tion in which they felt very relaxed and comfortable and to give that 
situation a rating of zero. They are then asked to imagine a scene at 
the other end of the continuum that would result in a feeling of 
high anxiety or panic and give that situation a rating of 100. They 
are then asked to rate their current feelings with a specific number. 
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If the client responds with a range, e.g., 20-30, he is asked to be 
more specific. To enhance understanding of the scale, clients can be 
asked to think of eight additional situations that fall between the 0 
and 100 mark. 

22. SUDS Diary. The SUDS Diary is a record sheet used to train 
clients to recognize relaxation and anxiety and to show them the 
relationship between daily situations and their internal states. 
Clients are given a written sheet as a homework assignment. They 
are asked to record specific situations along with a number on the 
SUDS scale and a description of their specific physiological re
sponses. For example, "opened a bill I knew would be high," 
SUDS = 40, "hands sweating, stomach tight" (see Cotler and 
Guerra, 1976). 

23. Thought-Stopping. The client is asked to focus on the anx
iety-inducing repetitive thoughts that have been disturbing him. 
The therapist waits a short period of time and then shouts, "Stop!" 
or makes a loud noise. Mter several repetitions of this procedure, 
when the client reports that his thoughts were interrupted, the 
locus of control is shifted to the client. He is asked to say, "Stop!" 
to himself when the obsessive thoughts occur. He can do this out 
loud at first and then subvocally. 

24. Changing Language. The client is asked to substitute assert
ive phrases such as "I want" or "I would like to" instead of absolute 
phrases such as "I must," "I have to," or "I need to" during every
day conversations to increase self-perceptions of assertiveness. 
Other people in the client's environment may perceive the client as 
more assertive following such relatively minor language changes 
(Sorenson and Cavior, 1977). 

25. Perspective-Taking or Role Reversal. Role reversal is useful in 
teaching a client the impact her behavior has on other people. 
Usually the therapist plays the part of the client while the client 
plays the part of the other person in a problematic interpersonal sit
uation (e.g., boss, friend, parent). The technique has been used to 
develop trust. 

A variation used in social-skills training with children involves 
the alternate use of a doll by the child and the therapist. The doll 
plays the role of the child protagonist, teacher, or peer while the 
other person responds to the doll in the reciprocal role. The conse-
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quences of both appropriate and inappropriate social behavior are 
role-played and discussed (Slaby, 1976). 

26. Symbolic Modeling on Films and Tapes. By devising a careful 
film sequence, the therapist can present rather complex social in
teractions in a dramatic manner that controls the viewer's attention 
to relevant cues. The exclusion of extraneous events and the enthu
siastic and emotionally expressive behavior of the models can en
hance attention and vicarious learning in the viewer. Two impor
tant components of this technique are presentation of positive 
consequences to the filmed model and the use of a narrator to ex
plain the rules the socially competent models are employing. The 
reader is referred to O'Connor's work on the modification of social 
withdrawal in nursery-school children (O'Connor, 1969; 1972). 
Films can also be used to teach assertion (see Research Press, Ac
tualization Through Assertion). A particularly comprehensive set of 
modeling tapes for use with a diverse client population, including 
lower- and working-class patients, has been prepared by Arnold 
Goldstein; the reader is referred to his book Structured Learning 
Therapy: Towards a Psychotherapy for the Poor (1973). 

27. Instructions and Information. Rules for effective interaction 
can be presented to clients in written form, for example, giving shy 
males and females a dating manual (McGovern, Arkowitz, and Gil
more, 1975). 

28. Counter Attitudinal Advocacy. Based on the research in cog
nitive dissonance theory, this technique involves the client reciting 
the counter arguments to his present position. By having the client 
think up counterarguments and present them orally to the therapist, 
the client may convince himself of the reasonableness of the posi
tion he is arguing. For instance, a person could be asked to give all 
the arguments why he could attend a party even though he is anx
ious. 

COGNITIVE TECHNIQUES FOR BEHAVIOR CHANGE 

1. Graded Task Assignment (Success Therapy). This technique is 
designed to combat passivity and overgeneralized beliefs of per
sonal inadequacy and incompetence. The therapist begins by as
signing the client a task that he can handle successfully. As long as 
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an effort is made, the therapist interprets it as a success. As the 
client's competence increases, more complex and demanding ac
tivities are included. This technique is useful both in the therapeu
tic session and for homework assignments. The utility of this tech
nique may be increased by asking the patient to make note of 
his/her cognition while performing the tasks. Cognitions that inter
fere with successful task performance may then be explored by 
client and therapist. 

2. Guided Rehearsal. During the initial stages of behavioral re
hearsal, or when a situation is particularly difficult for the client to 
handle, more intense prompting may be given by the therapist. 
One technique for guided rehearsal is doubling (Liberman, King, 
DeRisi, and McCann, 1975). Doubling begins with the therapist 
standing just to the rear of the client and actually playing the 
client's role in the behavioral rehearsal scene. The therapist gradu
ally reduces his participation and allows the client to take over. A 
similar result may be achieved by delivering prompts to the client 
by way of a "bug in the ear" device. 

3. Modeling. The therapist or other competent individual may 
demonstrate for the client ways to manage a problem situation in an 
effective manner. Modeling has proven to be an efficient way to 
teach relatively complex behaviors, especially the nonverbal and 
expressive components. A model will be more effective if he is seen 
as having high status and competence; if he is similar in age, sex, 
and other characteristics to the client; and if he is rewarded for the 
behavior displayed (Bandura, 1969; Goldstein, 1973). Learning of 
the rules involved would be enhanced by use of multiple models 
and by requesting the client to verbalize the rule governing the 
completed performance of the model. 

4. Coaching. A coach serves to provide feedback and positive 
reinforcement to the client as well as prompting him or her when he 
or she encounters difficulties. The role of the coach is an active one; 
verbal and nonverbal feedback is given continually by the coach as 
the client practices new behavior. In the initial stages, the coach 
may essentially be providing all of the words for the client. As the 
client becomes more skillful, the role of the coach shifts to provid
ing positive reinforcement and feedback. More effective coaching 
would involve emphasis of underlying rules such as "increased eye 
contact indicates interest in the other person." 
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5. Behavioral Rehearsal. Behavioral rehearsal involves the role
playing of a previously experienced or anticipated situation that has 
been or is expected to be difficult for the client to handle. The focus 
is the client's verbal and nonverbal behavior. Behavioral rehearsal 
is one of the basic components of assertiveness training (Liberman 
et al., 1975; Cotler and Guerra, 1976). This technique combines in 
vivo desensitization and skill training. 

6. Homework. Specific assignments may be given the client be
tween therapy sessions. Generally, these assignments consist of 
practicing behaviors or coping strategies and keeping records of the 
client's progress. Homework assignments are given in hierarchical 
order with the least difficult tasks being assigned first in order to 
maximize the probability of success (Liberman et al., 1975; Cotler 
and Guerra, 1976). Maultsby (1971) has suggested the following ra
tionale be given to the client for homework assignments: (1) By 
doing homework, the client can rehearse and practice more appro
priate ways of talking to himself; (2) it increases the probability of 
more adaptive behaviors; (3) it provides appropriate self-counseling 
around the clock; (4) it extinguishes undesirable thinking habits by 
making the client more aware of self-defeating habits; (5) it rein
forces self-change by increasing the client's skill in realistic think
ing, decreasing the frequency of emotional conflict, and increasing 
the client's ability to control his behavior; (6) it provides tools for 
handling future problems; (7) it provides an understanding of one's 
problems; and (8) regular homework is prophylactic against tempta
tions to give in to self-defeating ideas. 

Gary Emery has proposed a set of useful guidelines for making 
homework assignments in cognitive behavior therapy (see Beck et 
al., 1976). Briefly, he suggests that the patient has to believe that the 
homework is meaningful. The reasons for doing the homework, as 
well as the instructions for how to do it, should be extremely clear. 
In addition, the patient should feel that he has some input into the 
assignment. He suggests that an experimental set is more appropri
ate than a prescriptive set; i.e., instead of saying, "This will work 
for you," say "Why not try it on for size?" or "What do you have to 
lose and what do you have to gain?" Homework should be individ
ual and possible problems and alternatives anticipated and dis
cussed. Homework should be specific enough to determine whether 
the homework goal was attained. Both therapist and client should 
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have a written copy of the assignment, including responsibilities of 
the therapist and his or her homework. He suggests that biblio
therapy makes excellent homework assignments. Another sug
gested assignment is listening to the sessions' tapes. 

In reviewing homework, Emery suggests that all homework be 
checked at the beginning of the session to determine completion. In 
addition, the client's cognitions concerning the homework are 
requested, e.g., was it too simple, too difficult, or did he think it 
was busy work? Any attempt to complete this assignment is treated 
as a success. 

When assignments are not completed, Emery suggests to first 
check to see if the instructions were clear and meaningful. If they 
were, the therapist may wish to teach the client some homework 
aids. These aids include stimulus control procedures, the use of 
cognitive self-therapy, and the use of the Premack principle to pro
gram external self-reinforcement. Follow-up calls by the therapist 
may be used either as cues or reinforcers. For the most difficult 
cases he suggests contingency contracting, i.e., if the client does not 
complete his assignment, then the therapist implements a response 
cost, i.e., paying for the therapy hour but not being allowed to at
tend. 

7. Stress-Inoculation Training. Stress-inoculation training is a 
self-instructional method developed by Meichenbaum for the pur
pose of teaching clients to cope with anxiety (Novaco and Turk 
discuss similar methods for coping with anger and pain in this vol
ume). It involves discussing the nature of emotion and stress reac
tions, rehearsing coping self-statements and relaxation skills, and 
testing these skills under actual stress conditions. The focus is on 
coping and functioning despite the aversive affect rather than com
pletely mastering the affect. 

S. Systematic Rational Restructuring. Goldfried developed this 
procedure based on Ellis's rational-emotive therapy. After exposure 
to an imagined upsetting experience, the client is asked to label the 
degree of arousal and to use his negative affective state as a cue for 
exploring and describing self-defeating attitudes or expectations 
about the affect-arousing situation. The self-defeating statements 
are then reevaluated rationally, first with the therapist and then by 
the client himself, and reduction in affect is noted after rational 
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reevaluation has taken place. The affect-provoking situations are ar
ranged hierarchically as in desensitization. Goldfried, Decenteceo, 
and Weinberg (1974) describe this procedure as one in which the 
client learns to control his affect by modifying the cognitive set he 
adopts in approaching upsetting situations. 

9. Covert Modeling. In covert modeling, the client imagines a 
model performing the desired behavior rather than actually observ
ing a live or filmed model. For example, a client might imagine a 
peer introducing himself to a group or asking his boss for a raise. 
Kazdin (1973; 1974) has demonstrated that covert modeling can be 
effective for both reducing anxiety and developing new response 
patterns. As with overt modeling, the characteristics of the model 
contribute to the effectiveness of the technique; i.e., models of the 
same age and sex as the client are most effective. Visualization of 
multiple models is more effective than visualization of a single 
model, and the effect is greater if the models are reinforced than if 
no consequence is visualized. Better results are obtained when the 
client imagines coping models as opposed to mastery models. 

10. Being Coach for Another. This technique calls for the client 
to serve as coach while two others role-play a situation. As the 
actors play the scene, the coach suggests lines to the antagonist. 
Cognitions that interfere with successful task performance may then 
be explored by client and therapist. 

11. Stimulus Control. The objective of stimulus control is to set 
up environmental conditions in a way that makes it impossible or 
unfavorable for the undesired behavior to occur. As a cognitive 
technique, stimulus control consists of training self-generated ver
bal responses while making no changes in the physical environ
ment. These self-instructions may include statements about resist
ing temptation, putting up with aversive situations, handling a 
situation effectively, or controlling anxiety or anger. Self-rewarding 
statements about effective behavior and similar verbal cues can 
serve as stimuli that can exert control over future behavior. 

12. Cognitive Modeling. Cognitive modeling was originally de
veloped by Meichenbaum and has been greatly expanded by Gold
stein in his Structured Learning tapes for psychiatric patients. Es
sentially it involves the model thinking out loud. It appears to be an 
excellent method for the direct teaching of relevant underlying 
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TABLE II. EXAMPLE OF TAPE TRANSCRIPT 

Social Interaction-Cognitive Modeling: Type I 
Scene I 
P: Hello, my name is Tom. How are you? 

DIANA P. RATHJEN ET AL. 

M: Hmm, let me see, what am I supposed to do? I'm new here and I don't know 
anyone yet, but I do want to get to know the other people on the floor. So what 
should I do? There are four things I'm supposed to do. (1) I'm supposed to an
swer questions when somebody asks me something, try to make conversation 
when someone comes over to me. (2) I'm supposed to also talk to them, ask 
them questions. O.K. so far. (3) I'm supposed to make sense, talk so that Tom 
here can understand me. (4) I'm supposed to talk a lot, not just say yes or no. 
O.K., I think I know what to do. I'll talk to Tom now. That way, I can get to 
know him. I'll answer the questions he asked me. First, I'll tell him my name, 
then I'll tell him that I feel fine. That will answer his questions. I could also ask 
him questions about himself . . . that'll start a conversation. But I have to 
remember to ask good questions, something that he'd be interested in. I'll ask 
him how long he's been here at the hospital and how he likes it. Those are good 
questions. He'll understand what I'm saying. Hey, that's pretty good, I figured 
it all out. Pretty smart of me. 

a From Goldstein, 1973 with permission. 

rules. An example from the transcripts of one of Goldstein's tapes is 
given in Table II (Goldstein, 1973, p. 26). 

Focusing-experiencing is a method of helping a client increase 
his awareness, aq:urate perception, and use of his ongoing affective 
experience. It was originally developed by Gendlin and his co
workers (Gendlin, Beebe, Cassens, Klein, and Oberlander, 1968; 
Gendlin, 1969). Goldstein has adapted the method and incorporated 
it into his structured-learning therapy. 

13. Scripting. "Scripting" is a label that may be given to a vari
ety of methods that have been used to help restructure problematic 
interpersonal behaviors into constructive interaction by providing a 
script that serves a cueing function for constructive behaviors. Ex
amples are Weiss's Flow Chart for Conflict Resolution (1976) and 
Bower and Bower's (1976) DESC Scripts. These scripts may be pro
vided by the therapist or written by the clients themselves. 

The above catalog of techniques was presented to indicate the 
wide range of interventions available. The reader is referred to the 
original sources for greater detail. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Our attempt to use a structural-learning model to conceptualize 
the task of the therapist who seeks to improve the social perfor
mance of his client indicates that such a model may provide a help
ful unifying framework. However, much more data on social in
teraction is needed in order to use the model systematically. Marital 
therapy research and its clinical applications is probably the best 
example of the way the model could be used. The extensive amount 
of data in this area has identified the tasks that make up a success
ful marriage as well as specified behavioral objectives derived from 
the tasks and the underlying rules that happily married couples use. 
On the basis of this information, several comprehensive training 
packages have been developed (see Jacobson and Martin, 1976). It is 
here that the structural-learning model might provide a framework 
for future efforts toward combining research and clinical experience 
productively. 

A second conclusion to be drawn from our paper is similar to 
the point made by Wilson earlier in the volume concerning the dis
tinction between treatment procedure and theoretical process. Al
though cognitive processes play a crucial role in social behavior, 
cognitive techniques are not necessarily the most effective tech
niques for bringing about behavior change. Instead, we have 
argued that cognitive factors are involved in specifying the underly
ing rules governing social performance and that these rules can be 
taught through a variety of techniques, both cognitive and behav
ioral. In fact, it is the combination of interventions that may offer 
the most promise. 
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The importance of cognitive mediation in the experience of sexual 
sensations has long been an accepted, albeit marginally compre
hended, tenet among scholars and laymen. The symbolic nature of 
most aphrodisiacs, designed to stimulate the imagination more 
than the physiology (e.g., ground rhinoceros' horns, powdered 
lions' penises), further attests to the significance of cognitive pro
cesses in sexual activities. The progression of systematic investiga
tion regarding sexuality has followed that of the other behavioral 
sciences: beginning with external, more easily observable events 
and eventually including thoughts, feelings, or attitudes as part of 
the investigatory realm. This strategy has yielded a set of effective 
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therapeutic techniques focusing primarily upon sexual behavior 
change, which only recently have included specific cognitive inter
ventions. 

Classic behavioral intervention strategies have been extensively 
described by Bandura (1969), Lazarus (1972), Ullmann and Krasner 
(1965), and Wolpe (1969), and usually involve techniques based on 
operant conditioning, classical conditioning, and social learning 
theory applied to overt behavior problems. Cognitive behavioral 
strategies are generally those techniques designed to alter covert be
havior (e.g., thoughts, feelings) and not necessarily relying on ex
ternal rewards or punishments. 

The purpose of this chapter is to briefly review the efficacy of 
various strategies in the treatment of commonly occurring sexual 
problems and to identify and illustrate the cognitive techniques 
used in these various approaches. For the purposes of this chapter, 
cognitive procedures are conceptualized as the ways sex therapists 
mobilize expectations, attitudes, and cognitive sets of self-instruc
tion to facilitate and maintain therapeutic gains in people with sex
ual difficulties. 

Many of the cognitive techniques presented in these pages 
have been applied to the treatment of various nonsexual psycho
logical problems (e.g., test anxiety, speech phobia) and their efficacy 
for these difficulties has been evaluated (e.g., Cautela, 1967; Mei
chenbaum, 1972; Sarason, 1973). In addition, certain cognitive tech
niques have been used in directly modifying sexual behavior (e.g., 
Ellis, 1975; Flowers, 1975; and Wish, 1975), while other techniques 
described in this chapter have been included based on the assump
tion that they will prove valuable adjuncts to treatment when the 
appropriate research studies have been completed. In this way, an 
attempt has been made to present the efficacy of those cognitive be
havioral strategies that have been evaluated in the treatment of sex
ual difficulties, while describing those untested cognitive tech
niques. It is hoped, therefore, that sex therapists and sex therapy 
researchers in the immediate future will include these strategies in 
their treatment and research paradigms to facilitate evaluation of 
each technique's utility in the treatment of various sexual prob
lems. 
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DEFINITION OF SEXUAL DIFFICULTIES 

Kanfer and Saslow (1969) have suggested a succinct behavioral 
analysis system for determining appropriate target behaviors prior 
to initiating therapy. This system classifies behaviors into assets, 
excesses, and deficits and can be applied to overt and covert behav
ior. Applied to sexual behavior, the following definitions are conso
nant with their framework: 

1. Behavioral Assets. These are defined as those nonproblematic 
sexual areas in which the person does well. These behaviors are 
usually taken into account during treatment, but rarely constitute 
the focus of treatment. 

2. Behavioral Excesses. This term describes those sexual activi
ties described as problematic by the client or an informant due to 
an excess in frequency, intensity, duration, or occurrence in socially 
unsanctioned situations. Examples of sexual excesses would be ex
hibitionism, masochism, and pedophilia. 

3. Behavioral Deficits. Those sexual behaviors seen as problem
atic due to insufficient frequency, inadequate intensity, inappro
priate form, or lack of occurrence in expected conditions are re
ferred to as behavioral deficits. Examples of sexual deficits would be 
erectile failure, orgasmic dysfunction, and premature ejaculation (a 
lack of desired control). 

Within this system, problematic homosexual behavior can in
volve both excesses (soliciting sexual activities in public with the 
same sex) and deficits (no erection or arousal in heterosexual activ
ity, infrequent approaching of the opposite sex). 

In a recent publication, Annon (1975) reviewed the effective 
treatment strategies for sexual-behavior excesses. He concluded that 
longer-term intervention (more than 15-20 sessions) and aversive 
conditioning paradigms were generally necessary to yield adequate 
improvement for such problems (e.g., fetishism, exhibitionism, 
transvestism). While some cognitive modification techniques have 
been posited as useful in treating sexual excesses (i.e., those that 
increase avoidance responses), the major source of outcome 
variance in such cases appears due to aversive conditioning tech
niques like electric shock (Max, 1935) or aversive drugs (James, 
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1962). Given this tTend, the lack of controlled studies comparing 
cognitive and noncognitive approaches in this area, and the limited 
scope of this chapter, sexual excesses will not be discussed (see 
Annon, 1975, for an excellent review). This chapter will focus on the 
treatment of beHavioral deficits (often referred to as sexual dysfunc
tions) and those homosexual behaviors that interfere with a per
son's desire to engage in satisfying heterosexual activity. 

It has been reported that sexual dysfunction may be related to 
some organic component in 3-20% of individuals referred for sexual 
treatment (Kaplan, 1974). This same author reported that in her 
therapeutic practice, only about 10% of the individuals seeking 
relief from sexual dysfunction were found to have some organic 
component to their difficulty (e.g., early diabetes, narcotics use, 
alcohol abuse, genital pathology, or neurological disease). Masters 
and Johnson (1970) also reported that less than 10% of the sexual 
problems treated in their program were primarily caused by organic 
difficulties. The treatment of clients with organically based sexual 
dysfunctions generally requires specific medical expertise and inter
ventions that are beyond the scope of this paper. The focus of this 
chapter will be on those sexual difficulties with a primarily psycho
logical etiology. Kaplan (1974) has summarized the opinion among 
sex therapists regarding the etiology of sexual dysfunction as fol
lows: 

It is generally agreed that by far the great majority of sexual difficulties 
is created by experiential factors. There is, however, no agreement 
regarding the nature of these factors and considerable controversy and 
confusion exists in the field because many different and even contra
dictory "specific" psychological causes have been advanced by various 
authorities. (p. 117) 

In other words, researchers agree that most sexual problems can be 
treated through psychological intervention, but few can agree 
regarding the appropriate treatment for a given difficulty. Part of 
this disparity lies in diagnostic confusion while the remainder 
appears related to theoretical differences in the approaches to 
therapy. 

There are varying terms used to describe and label the different 
sexual difficulties. For the purposes of this chapter, the following 
definitions have been adapted and are primarily based upon those 
presented by Masters and Johnson (1970) and Annon (1974). 
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Premature Ejaculation. This diagnosis can be very subjective, 
but usually refers to the situation where a man cannot control his 
ejaculatory process for a sufficient length of time during vaginal 
containment to satisfy his partner in approximately 50% of their 
coital opportunities (with the stipulation that the female partner is 
not persistently inorgasmic for reasons other than the rapidity of 
the male's ejaculation). 

Primary Erectile Failure (Also Referred to as Primary Impotence). 
This diagnosis applies to any male who had never been able to 
achieve and maintain an erection sufficient to accomplish successful 
coitus. Primary erectile failure does not apply to men who have at 
any time obtained an erection sufficient for intromission, whether 
in homosexual or heterosexual activities. 

Secondary Erectile Failure (Secondary Impotence). This category 
refers to men who have experienced an erection sufficient for coitus 
(for example, during masturbation, homosexual encounters, or pre
vious heterosexual intercourse), but who currently cannot obtain an 
erection adequate for initiating and maintaining coitus consistently 
(i.e., if failure to successfully complete coitus approaches 25% of the 
coital opportunities). This definition is not intended to apply to ex
clusively homosexual males who are not sexually aroused by fe
males, but who consistently experience no erectile difficulty in their 
homosexual contacts and consider this pattern nonproblematic. 

Vaginismus. This term refers to the situation where a woman ex
periences spastic contractions of the outer third of the vaginal mus
cles (this muscle contraction activity may also involve the pelvic 
musculature as well as the perineum) that are of sufficient. strength 
and duration to prohibit entry of the penis into the vagina. Dys
pareunia (painful entry or intercourse) is usually associated with 
vaginismus in women and these two diagnostic categories are gen
erally treated in the same manner behaviorally. 

Primary Orgasmic Dysfunction (Frigidity). This is a common sex
ual difficulty and refers to women who have never experienced an 
orgasm through any source of stimulation (i.e., masturbation, inter
course, heterosexual petting, or homosexual encounters). 

Secondary or Situational Orgasmic Dysfunction (Sometimes Re
ferred to as Low Libido or Low Sex Drive). This category refers to 
women who have experienced orgasm through some modality (e.g., 
masturbation, homosexual petting, or past heterosexual inter-
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course), but who currently experience sporatic or no orgasmic re
sponse with their established sexual partners. It should be noted 
that Masters and Johnson (1970) separate this category into three 
types of situations: (1) masturbatory orgasmic inadequacy (orgas
mic release with a partner but not during masturbation); (2) coital 
orgasmic inadequacy (the ability to experience orgasm from some 
noncoital stimulus, but an inability to have an orgasm during coi
tus); and (3) random orgasmic inadequacy (women who have expe
rienced an orgasm at least once during both masturbation and 
coitus but this response occurs very infrequently and apparently at 
random). 

Since these three situations have not been consistently dif
ferentiated by other authors in the available research, the term "sec
ondary inorgasmic dysfunction" will be used in this chapter to refer 
to any situational orgasmic difficulty. 

Ejaculatory Incompetence (Retarded Ejaculation). This diagnosis 
refers to the inability of a male to ejaculate during heterosexual in
tercourse. Two types of difficulty have been specified: (1) primary 
ejaculatory incompetence (having never ejaculated intravaginally); 
and (2) secondary ejaculation incompetence (a past ability to ejacu
late intravaginally, but currently no ejaculation occurs during co
ition). 

The relative rarity of ejaculatory incompetence (17 out of 448 of 
Masters and Johnson's male patients were referred with this dif
ficulty) vitiates the evaluation of any treatment strategy's efficacy 
with this problem. Annon (1974) further notes the rarity of this mal
ady and points out that it is occasionally included under the cate
gory of male impotence (an erroneous inclusion, since most men 
who suffer from ejaculatory incompetence experience erections suf
ficient to allow intercourse). 

Homosexual Orientation. In the context of this chapter, this 
phrase applies to a man or woman whose arousal to same-sexed 
stimuli (whether in vivo or fantasized) in some way prohibits or 
decreases his or her interest or arousal in heterosexual activities. 
This category applies only to those individuals desiring to decrease 
their homosexual orientation in a way designed to facilitate in
creased heterosexual satisfaction. The inclusion of this category is 
not meant to imply that homosexual orientation needs to be de-
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creased in general. This set of behavior is most frequently reported 
to be problematic in cases of erectile failure, ejaculatory incompe
tence, and secondary orgasmic dysfunction. 

It is important to note that many of these sexual dysfunction 
categories occur concomitantly with each other (e.g., premature 
ejaculation is often associated with primary orgasmic dysfunction, 
while primary and secondary erectile failure often correlate with the 
existence of vaginismus). In a clinical situation, therefore, the treat
ment strategies often deal with these different sexual difficulties si
multaneously. Accordingly, in many of the clinical case reports, it is 
not always possible to accurately separate the specific efficacy of a 
given treatment technique for a specific sexual problem. In addition 
to symptom overlap, another factor that permeates the sexual treat
ment literature and yields specious outcome results is that of vary
ing success criteria. In an attempt to circumvent this analysis prob
lem, the following terms and definitions apply in this chapter 
(unless reported otherwise): 

Cure-relatively complete amelioration of the target symptom 
(e.g., 75% or "most" of one's sexual encounters yield no evidence of 
the problem). 

Improvement-a persistent, though occasional, occurrence of the 
symptom (i.e., during more than 25% of one's sexual encounters), 
but posttreatment analysis indicates at least a 50% decrease (or 
increase where appropriate) in the target symptom when compared 
with baseline frequencies. 

In this way, an attempt has been made to separate II cure" and 
"improvement" rates as well as differentiate strategies and their ef
fectiveness for the various sexual problems. 

OVERVIEW OF THE STRATEGIES FOR THE TREATMENT 

OF SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION 

Long-Term Strategies. Long-term intervention has frequently 
been the strategy of choice in the history of psychotherapy. In the 
treatment of sexual difficulties, Freud (1938), Knight (1943), and 
Kaplan (1974) have suggested the psychoanalytic model as an effec
tive therapeutic intervention. It is, therefore, not surprising that 
psychoanalysis is currently being applied as a major treatment strat-
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egy for various sexual difficulties. For example, O'Connor and Stern 
(1972) reported that 77% of their primary and secondary erectile 
failure (impotence) cases were "cured" following two years of psy
choanalysis. In this same study, a comparison with a less psychoan
alytically oriented strategy (i.e., Rogerian insight psychotherapy) 
yielded only a 46% cure rate after two years of treatment for this 
same type of sexual difficulty. Similarly, Friedman (1968) reported a 
cure rate of approximately 50% for 22 cases of male erectile failure 
(both primary and secondary) following an extended intervention 
with insight-oriented psychotherapy. In these studies, it appears 
that psychoanalysis has "an edge" over insight psychotherapy 
when treating male erectile failure. 

Long-term psychotherapy has not fared as well with other sex
ual problems. For example, in the treatment of primary and secon
dary orgasmic dysfunction, O'Connor and Stern (1972) reported 
only a 25% cure rate following three to five years of psychoanalytic 
or insight-oriented psychotherapy. These results are consistent with 
a recent review of the literature suggesting that traditional psycho
therapy has failed to help certain specific sexual difficulties (e.g., 
vaginismus, premature ejaculation, and orgasmic dysfunction) to 
the extent that some of the more recent brief therapy approaches 
have (Kaplan, 1974). Additional references regarding the effec
tiveness of long-term psychotherapy for various sexual difficulties 
are: impotence (Ovesey and Myers, 1968), primary and secondary 
inorgasmic dysfunction (Wittels, 1951), and ejaculatory incompe
tence (Friedman, 1973). 

Short- Term Intervention-Nonbehavioral Approaches. Several 
short-term strategies have been applied to the treatment of sexual 
difficulties that do not fall within a behavioral or cognitive behav
ioral frame of reference. These include hypnosis, medical interven
tion using medication, and medical-mechanical strategies. Few 
controlled studies exist comparing the differential efficacy of these 
procedures with an alternative and most of the following reports are 
based on single-subject or multiple-case study reports. 

Mirowitz (1966) reported a 52% cure rate with 42 male erectile 
failure cases following an hypnotic intervention requiring from 10 
to 54 hours of therapy. While no control procedures were employed, 
these results are consistent with those of other hypnotic interven-
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tions in suggesting the general utility of hypnosis with respect to 
anxiety reduction and any psychological problem with some anxiety 
component (Hussain, 1964; Kaufman, 1967; and Kroger, 1969). 
Other hypnotic interventions have required an average of less than 
10 hours of treatment and have occasionally resulted in as high a 
cure rate as 60%, with improvement in 94.7% of the cases, in the 
treatment of primary and secondary orgasmic dysfunction (August, 
1959; Coulton, 1960; and Richardson, 1963). 

Even more short-term oriented than the hypnotic intervention 
procedures are the medication and mechanical approaches. For ex
ample, in one case of premature ejaculation, a man was treated 
with Thioridizine on several occasions with reported success in 
delaying his ejaculatory latency (Singh, 1963). In a similar study, 
Friedman (1968) reported that testosterone injections had been ef
fective in treating two of 12 cases of primary and secondary erectile 
failure. A single case study and a 16% cure rate are far from encour
aging results; however, many mechanical and medical approaches 
have been tried with little more success. Specifically, erectile failure 
has been treated through means of splints and artificial phalluses 
(Kelly, 1961; Rubin, 1965) and primary and secondary orgasmic dys
function have been treated with injections of androgen-estrogen 
compounds followed by antidepressant injections, explanation of 
sexual mechanisms, and techniques for clitoral stimulation (Bailey, 
1973). Unfortunately, none of these techniques has been incorpo
rated into a controlled study and the results of single case studies 
have not been overwhelmingly positive. There has, however, been 
one exception to this generalization and that relates to the efficacy 
of a physical exercise procedure referred to as the Kegel exercises 
(Kegel, 1952). That is, Deutsch (1968) reported a 65% improvement 
rate for inorgasmic women following systematic use of Kegel exer
cises at home. While this report was like the others in its lack of ad
equate controls, the improvement rate from a simple physical exer
cise is certainly impressive given the simplicity of such a 
procedure. 

The final nonbehavioral treatment strategy to be reviewed is 
short-term group therapy. While most of the treatment populations 
for such short-term or "encounter" group procedures have been 
"normal or nonpathological" with respect to sexual functioning, 
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several researchers have reported improved sexual functioning and 
sexual satisfaction as a result of these interventions. For example, 
Bindrim (1968, 1969) described nude encounter marathons where he 
reported having enhanced the sexual satisfaction of group members 
through nudity and sensitivity procedures. Similarly, Gunther 
(1971) advocates group sensory awareness training as a means for 
increasing sexual satisfaction. While these authors have reported 
positive results (with respect to increases in sexual satisfaction of 
the group members), there was no formal assessment and the actual 
long-term outcome of these procedures is uncertain. Short-term, in
tensive group experiences have been designed specifically for treat
ing sexual dysfunctional individuals (Hartman and Fithian, 1970) 
and the more traditional group therapy approach (e.g., Stone and 
Levine, 1950) has also been used with sexual problems. As in the 
previous reports, the evaluation of the efficacy of these strategies 
was based mainly on subjective impressions of the therapists and 
further research is necessary before such approaches can be deemed 
effective in the treatment of specific sexual difficulties. 

Short- Term Intervention-Behavioral Strategies. Within the past 
few years, much evidence has accumulated to support the utility of 
behavioral techniques in the treatment of various sexual difficulties. 
Such sexual dysfunctions as erectile failure and premature ejacula
tion in men and orgasmic dysfunction in women have been effec
tively treated by the behavior therapist where previous therapeutic 
intervention had failed (Kaplan, 1974; LoPiccolo and Lobitz, 1972; 
Masters and Johnson, 1970; Wolpe and Lazarus, 1966). Annon 
(1974) has summarized that "behavior therapists have made consid
erable progress in an area that has long been known for its resis
tance to treatment by other approaches" (p. 16). While the specific 
procedures for each behavioral intervention differ, most researchers 
agree that the general treatment strategy focuses on skill training in 
effective sexual behavior, reduction in performance anxiety con
cerning sexual interaction, and occasionally increasing com
munication between partners (e.g., Annon, 1974; LoPiccolo and 
Miller, 1975; Masters and Johnson, 1970). 

The most commonly used strategies for the treatment of sexual 
dysfunctions are based on those techniques developed by Masters 
and Johnson (1970). These techniques involve desensitization pro-
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cedures (through in vivo successive approximation) where each cou
ple is instructed to progressively and systematically engage in more 
complicated and arousing behavior designed to build in new and 
more functional sexual interaction patterns. In addition to the 
desensitization techniques, specific sexual skill training and 
sexual-information presentation are combined to decrease sexual
performance anxiety, increase sexual appreciation (sensate focus), 
and facilitate sexual attitude change. Since it has been reported that 
most of the sexual-treatment programs utilizing an in vivo desen
sitization and skillieaming approach (like that of Masters and John
son) appear to be reporting similar results (Annon, 1974; Kaplan, 
1974), a brief review of the efficacy of the Masters and Johnson 
program (and several similar programs) will suffice to summarize 
the efficacy of most of the behavioral strategies with respect to the 
treatment of commonly occurring sexual problems. 

A variant of the "squeeze" technique (Semans, 1956) has been 
used by Masters and Johnson in the treatment of premature ejacula
tion. This method usually combines a series of extended sexual 
activity sessions (graded sexual responses) with prolonged penile 
stimulation (facilitated by the "squeeze" or "pause" procedure) that 
gradually approximate penile-vaginal coitus. This successive ap
proximation approach has proven very effective, with cure rates of 
98% (Masters and Johnson, 1970) and 100% (Kaplan, 1974; LoPic
colo and Lobitz, 1973) having been reported for over 200 cases. 

While these statistics for premature ejaculation are difficult if 
not impossible to improve upon, another behavioral intervention 
that has been successfully employed with premature ejaculation in
volves systematic desensitization and yielded success rates averag
ing over 80% (Friedman, 1968; Kraft and Al-Issa, 1968). 

The behavioral treatment of erectile failure generally consists of 
graded sexual responses in the actual sexual situation (Wolpe, 1958) 
and sensate focus techniques (Masters and Johnson, 1970). System
atic desensitization has also been employed when no male arousal 
is reported to any sexual activity (Lazarus and Rachman, 1960; 
Wolpe, 1969). While not as effective with this problem as they have 
been with premature ejaculation, Masters and Johnson reported a 
cure rate of 59% for primary erectile failure and 74% for secondary 
erectile failure. Again, the results are relatively consistent across 
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different behavioral strategies employing methods similar to those 
of the St. Louis group. Specifically, cure rates from 68% to 100% 
(depending on the criteria for success) have been reported in the 
treatment of primary and secondary erectile failure (e.g., LoPiccolo 
and Lobitz, 1973; Wolpe and Lazarus, 1966). 

The treatment of vaginismus (and dyspareunia, since it usually 
accompanies vaginismus), like that of premature ejaculation, has 
proven amenable to the specific, behavioral strategies employed in 
recent years. The particular treatment strategy for vaginismus gen
erally utilizes a set of in vivo successive approximation tasks (in
troduction of progressively larger dilators into the vagina) to sys
tematically desensitize muscle contraction responses (Haslam, 
1965). In addition, partial insertion of the penis into the vagina and 
other graded in vivo exercises are often recommended (Masters and 
Johnson, 1970). Following this type of short-term, behavioral inter
vention, success has been reported to be virtually 100% (Kaplan, 
1974; Masters and Johnson, 1970). Additional behavioral strategies 
for vaginismus and dyspareunia have included traditional system
atic desensitization to reduce anxiety (Eysenck and Rachman, 1965; 
Lazarus, 1963) and these also have met with generally good results 
(average cure rates greater than 90%). 

The final categories to be reviewed are primary and secondary 
orgasmic dysfunction. The learning theory approaches to treating 
these problems generally combine sexual anxiety reduction proce
dures with specific sexual technique training. Anxiety reduction in 
sexual encounters is often facilitated through in vivo desensitization 
and successive approximation procedures, while some commonly 
taught techniques are female masturbation, intercourse positions to 
maximize clitoral stimulation, sensate focus, and the use of vibra
tors. Using Masters and Johnson'S results as the standard, the ef
ficacy of behavior therapy appears to be 85% for primary and 77% 
for secondary orgasmic dysfunction (Masters and Johnson, 1970). 
LoPiccolo and Lobitz (1972) demonstrated the utility of a nine-step 
masturbation program in successfully treating 100% of their pri
mary inorgasmic women. As with other types of sexual problems, a 
combination of systematic desensitization procedures and other 
operant conditioning strategies has been used (e.g., specific desen
sitization hierarchies, assertive training, behavioral rehearsal, au-
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tomated desensitization with instructional aids) to treat primary 
and secondary orgasmic dysfunction and all have yielded outcome 
statistics comparable to those reported by Masters and Johnson 
(e.g., Brady, 1966; Lazarus, 1963; Tinling, 1969; Wolpe, 1969; Wolpe 
and Lazarus, 1966). Behavior therapy groups have also been dem
onstrated to yield cure rates (with respect to the occurrence of fe
male orgasm) of between 90% and 100% in the treatment of pri
mary orgasmic dysfunction (e.g., Barbach, 1974; LoPiccolo, 1973). 
Therefore, it can be gleaned from this review that behavioral tech
niques (whether with individuals, couples, or groups) have gener
ally been effective in the treatment of sexual dysfunction. There is, 
however, some room for improvement. 

Close scrutiny of the cure rates reported for behavioral inter
ventions suggests that while premature ejaculation, vaginismus 
(dyspareunia), and primary orgasmic dysfunction are not likely to 
be more effectively treated with nonbehavioral strategies, erectile 
failure (primary and secondary) and secondary orgasmic dysfunc
tion are equally well treated by certain behavioral and nonbeha
vi oral approaches. 

In an attempt to explain the differential efficacy of behavioral 
strategies for primary and secondary orgasmic dysfunction, Mc
Govern, Stewart, and LoPiccolo (1975) compared treatment stra
tegies and pretreatment personality characteristics for primary and 
secondary inorgasmic women. The results of this analysis showed 
that primary and secondary inorgasmic women have similar spe
cific sexual problems prior to treatment, yet all the primary inorgas
mic women achieved orgasm that generalized to intercourse with 
their partners, while the secondary inorgasmic women demon
strated no significant change in their orgasmic patterns at posttreat
ment assessment (McGovern et al; 1975). However, a significant 
pretreatment difference did appear between primary and secondary 
women in terms of their marital adjustment scores. Specifically, the 
primary inorgasmic women had consistently higher marital adjust
ment scores than did the secondary inorgasmic females. This led 
these researchers to speculate that emotional involvement and rela
tionship issues were significantly related to treatment outcome for 
secondary inorgasmic women, but not for primary inorgasmic 
women. 
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To verify this hypothesis, Snyder, LoPiccolo, and LoPiccolo 
(1975) devised a specific treatment strategy for secondary inorgas
mic women. This strategy involved sexual technique training de
signed to generate orgasmic responses in those women who had in
consistently experienced these and instruction in methods for 
generalizing the orgasmic response to intercourse. These specific 
behavioral procedures were the same as those used in the primary 
inorgasmic treatment program, but a specific marital adjustment in
tervention procedure was implemented to facilitate therapeutic suc
cess. The results of this study suggested that a treatment approach 
combining specific sexual techniques and a strategy that could be 
viewed as a manipulation of cognitive sets (marital communication 
training) succeeded in increasing orgasmic response during inter
course from 50% to 100% for a secondary inorgasmic woman. This 
type of finding suggests the importance of cognitive factors in cer
tain kinds of sexual dysfunction, which is consistent with other 
reports regarding the importance of relationship issues in the treat
ment of erectile failure (Willy, Vander, and Fisher, 1967). This 
model, the combination of specific behavioral techniques with cog
nitive and emotional intervention, is a relatively recent approach to 
the treatment of sexual dysfunction and appears to be a future 
trend. As one sex therapist has remarked: "Cognitive-behavior 
therapy more and more keeps winning out over primarily cognitive 
or emotive-behavioral therapies, and I think that this same ap
proach will win the day in sex therapy as well" (Ellis, 1975b, p. 13). 
While this statement may be premature, the following review of rel
evant literature points to the facts and fantasies of a cognitive ap
proach to sex therapy. 

DESCRIPTION AND UTILITY OF SPECIFIC COGNITIVE 

BEHAVIORAL TECHNIQUES 

It has been observed that behavior therapy (as practiced by 
Wolpe and Lazarus circa 1968) includes indoctrination, teaching 
and exhortation, all apparently evidenced to provide a rationale for 
treatment and to enhance motivation (Klein, Dittman, Parloff, and 
Gill, 1963). Although such procedures are justified as means to en
hance compliance with behavioral assignments, these processes 
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likely mobilize the client's expectancies and attitudes toward a posi
tive therapeutic change (i.e., a cognitive manipUlation). It is not 
surprising, then, that a recent development among behaviorists is 
the trend to move away from limiting treatment theories and inter
ventions to overt behavior and focus more on cognitive and emo
tional responses or behaviors (Franks, 1970; Kanfer, 1970; Lazarus, 
1967; Staats, 1970). 

Annon (1974), Cautela (1967), and others refer to thoughts and 
emotions as covert behavior, and Meichenbaum (1972) posited the 
use of the term "cognitive modification" as a label for a treatment 
strategy designed to focus on covert occurrences (e.g., self
statements or thoughts) to enhance therapeutic change. The recent 
cognitive behavioral approaches to therapy (e.g., Beck, 1970; Kaz
din, 1973; Meichenbaum, 1972) are unique in their integration of 
learning theory and cognitive control techniques, but the notion of 
modifying one's psychological adjustment through the manipula
tion and alteration of thoughts and feelings is not new as a thera
peutic rationale (e.g., Ellis, 1962; 1967). The important step, how
ever, may have been the marriage between cognitive and 
behavioral approaches, which broadened the scope of the of ten
maligned "narrow behavioral approach" and lifted the too-often in
tuitively developed cognitive-emotional techniques into the ranks 
of scientific rigor. Finally, it should be remembered that the follow
ing list of cognitive procedures is not meant to supplant the existing 
behavioral treatments for sexual problems; rather, these procedures 
will most appropriately be viewed as complements to behavioral 
techniques (Flowers, 1975; Wish, 1975). 

Guided Imagining. Cognitive imagery techniques have been pos
ited as useful additions to behavioral sex therapy when any of the 
following conditions exist: 

1. A person has failed to respond to the initial behavioral inter
vention due to intense sexual anxiety or moral objections. 

2. The individual's fear of failure or fear of rejection is suf
ficiently intense to prohibit that individual from taking the initial 
step of an in vivo desensitization exercise. 

3. The person cannot continue a behavioral intervention after 
starting it due to failur~ fantasies and preoccupation following a 
setback in the treatment. 
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4. An individual has succeeded in the behavioral intervention 
but failed to reach a desired level of arousal or excitation (Flowers, 
1975; Wish, 1975). 

In the situation where the individual's initial anxiety levels or 
fears are sufficiently intense and prohibit beginning an in vivo be
havioral program, an initial facilatory step can be the use of guided 
imagery in a cognitive desensitization procedure to decrease this 
anxiety and allow for participation in the in vivo desensitization 
procedure (e.g., Wolpe, 1969; Wolpin, 1969). 

In general, the procedure involving guided imagery consists of 
the therapist instructing the client through an anxiety hierarchy in
volving the desired behavioral sequence in an eyes-closed position. 
However, unlike systematic desensitization, there is no muscle re
laxation paired with the anxiety responses and the progression 
through a hierarchy occurs only in the person's thought processes 
and imagination. For example, Wolpe (1969) used this type of pro
cedure to facilitate treatment of vaginismus. In this case, the thera
pist used systematic desensitization to the imaginary insertion of 
graded dilators and when that was successfully completed, he pro
vided the patient with the actual dilators for in vivo insertion. In 
treating the same problem, Wish (1975) used imaginal desensitiza
tion for a women who had failed previously with an in vivo ap
proach. This twenty-three-year-old woman was taught relaxation 
and then imaginally progressed through a hierarchy of increasingly 
more anxiety-producing sexual situations, ranging from holding 
hands to having intercourse. He reported that following 10 sessions 
of imaginal desensitization vaginal spasms had ceased and the 
client was able to have successful intercourse. 

The similarities between systematic, in vivo, and imaginal de
sensitization appear more prevalent than the differences. In an at
tempt to evaluate the differential efficacy of graded in vivo tasks 
compared to imaginal desensitization, Husted (1975) utilized a no
treatment control paradigm in assessing outcome for female sexual 
dysfunction. He found that both treatment groups yielded signifi
cant clinical improvement in comparison to the controls, but no sig
nificant differences accrued between the treatment groups in terms 
of clinical outcome. That is, both imaginal desensitization and in 
vivo desensitization facilitated decreases in reported sexual anxiety 
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and increases in intercourse frequency, extracoital orgasmic re
sponse, and sexual satisfaction. The important finding, however, 
was not that a cognitive strategy could equal the clinical results of 
an effective behavioral intervention, but that the imaginal group 
required significantly fewer treatment sessions to obtain the same 
results (7.S sessions versus 13.3 sessions). Given the lack of long
term follow-up data, it is prudent to assume that some in vivo be
havioral rehearsal would be necessary to yield durable changes in 
such a procedure. Nevertheless, it appears likely that a combination 
of cognitive and behavioral strategies may be effective and efficient 
in producing positive clinical results, at least with orgasmic dys
function. As Husted (1975) suggested, the essential elements for 
successful use of this cognitive procedure are accurate identification 
of the specific anxiety-producing situations, generation of the ap
propriate hierarchy to be used, and systematic guidance through 
this hierarchy in the person's imagination prior to attempting any 
in vivo behavioral intervention. 

Cognitive Rehearsal (Self-Guided Imagining). Covert self-rehearsal 
is a cognitive intervention strategy designed to function as a sepa
rate behavior technique or be used in conjunction with an ongoing 
in vivo program (Meichenbaum, 1972). This procedure generally is 
implemented following instruction in the use of guided systematic 
desensitization, since it is an identical procedure only employed by 
the individual covertly rather than with the aid of a therapist. That 
is, if an individual has extreme anxiety about his ability to obtain 
an erection sufficient to allow intercourse and this anxiety inhibits 
his active participation in an in vivo procedure, he is first instructed 
in a cognitive desensitization procedure using a hierarchy of spe
cific sexual behaviors related to achieving an erection and relaxing 
in a sexual situation. Following the successful use of this therapist
aided procedure, the patient is then instructed to self-rehearse the 
same imagined hierarchy at home until he feels comfortable and 
relaxed with the thought of engaging in sexual activity. Again, 
there is no specific muscle relaxation or anxiety reduction tech
nique employed other than the self-rehearsed cognitive desensitiza
tion. At this point, the individual is encouraged to begin an in vivo 
treatment procedure and uses this cognitive self-rehearsal tech
nique prior to each in vivo behavioral task. This type of covert self-
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rehearsal has been shown to significantly reduce performance anxi
ety in behavioral situations for test- and speech-phobic individuals 
(e.g., Meichenbaum, 1972, 1974). 

Covert Reinforcement (Emotive Imagery). Cautela, Walsh, and 
Wish (1971) define covert positive reinforcement as the imagined 
presentation of a positively reinforcing scene in an operant para
digm to increase the probability of a desired response. This type of 
emotive imagery is often used in the following way. If an individ
ual is experiencing anxiety associated with certain sexual scenes, 
he/she is instructed to first construct in his/her imagination a posi
tive fantasy or image (e.g., skiing down a mountain on a sunny day 
or lying comfortably on the sand of a warm beach). Then, the per
son is engaged in a cognitive desensitization hierarchy, but each 
time a hierarchy item is imagined and presented by the therapist, 
the individual is instructed to switch to this positively reinforcing 
scene in his/her imagination. In this way, each level of anxiety
producing behavior is imagined and then paired with a positive 
image or emotion, resulting in a decrease in the anxiety associated 
with the item and an increased probability of approaching the situ
ation. 

An example of a covert conditioning paradigm applied to a sex
ual treatment problem is presented by Wish (1975) in his treatment 
of erectile failure. In this case, a behavioral analysis was conducted 
to determine the idiosyncratic reinforcing stimuli and images and 
the client was trained to visualize the reinforcing scene whenever 
the therapist said the word "reinforcement./I The client was then 
directed through the following scene: 

I want you to imagine sitting in the den with your date (when the 
client raises his index finger to indicate that the scene is clearly visual
ized, counselor, say "reinforcement"). You glance over at your date with 
a smile and she smiles back (counselor reinforces). You get up, walk 
over, and sit down beside her on the couch (reinforcement). She moves 
toward you and you kiss (reinforcement). You are feeling calm, relaxed, 
and confident as you kiss her (reinforcement). Make sure the scene is 
clear. Try to feel her breasts. See yourself calm and relaxed. (Wish, 1975, 
p.54). 

In this way, the client was imaginally progressed through an entire 
sexual encounter in several sessions and instructed to practice this 
self-reinforcing procedure several times a day at home. The out-
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come of this covert reinforcement program reportedly yeilded suc
cessful treatment of this man's erectile difficulties. 

An example of covert negative reinforcement is given by Cau
tela (1970) in the successful treatment of erectile failure. In this 
procedure, the client was asked to imagine an aversive scene (such 
as his boss yelling at him) and then he was instructed to im
mediately switch to imagining a scene in which he was lying in 
bed, naked and relaxed, next to his partner. Again, the repetitive 
use of a self-rehearsed, covert reinforcement process yielded 
significant improvement in this individual's erectile functioning. 

A further use of covert reinforcement principles combines mas
turbation fantasies with sexual activities to enhance arousal and 
orgasmic responses in heterosexual situations previously found to 
be minimally stimulating (e.g., Marquis, 1970). For example, in the 
treatment of impotence related to male homosexual orientation an in 
vivo desensitization procedure (e.g., Davison, 1968) was combined 
with covert conditioning of heterosexual imagery during masturba
tion. More specifically, the male was instructed to use his homosex
ual fantasies to facilitate erection and arousal during masturbation, 
but immediately prior to ejaculation, he was to switch to fantasies 
of sexual activity with his female partner. This procedure was re
peated several times a week for several weeks, at which time the in
terval between switching to fantasies of her and ejaculation was 
lengthened to 30 seconds. In this treatment phase, the client was in
structed to use homosexual fantasies to facilitate erections, but to al
ternate between homosexual and heterosexual images until 30 sec
onds before ejaculating, at which time he was to imagine engaging 
in intercourse with his female partner. Throughout the remainder 
of treatment, the percentage of time he spent using heterosexual 
fantasies during masturbation was gradually increased until no ho
mosexual images were used. This pairing of covert and overt be
havior (cognitive conditioning) was combined with graded in vivo 
heterosexual activities throughout the duration of treatment. While 
no specific technique to decrease homosexual behavior was initia
ted, this cognitive behavioral strategy resulted in increased hetero
sexual interest and arousal, decreased homosexual activity, and a 
mutually satisfactory heterosexual relationship (LoPiccolo, Stewart, 
and Watkins, 1972). 

Finally, an innovative usage of covert reinforcement in the 
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treatment of vaginismus was presented by Wilson (1973). In this 
study, the woman had failed to engage in in vivo desensitization 
procedures at home with her partner, despite a systematic and 
graded behavioral approach combined with imaginal systematic de
sensitization. Also, deep muscle relaxation in addition to the 
imaginal desensitization had failed to facilitate any portion of the 
digital insertion procedure at home. The technique used to facili
tate eventual success was a form of covert positive reinforcement 
paired with orgasm. In this procedure the woman was instructed to 
first imagine and fantasize that she was inserting her finger into the 
vagina at the moment preceding orgasm (of which she was capable 
during mutual genital manipulation with her partner). She was 
then encouraged to gradually increase the time and amount of digi
tal insertion in her imagination as well as increasing the duration 
between onset of this imagery and orgasm. The final step in the 
procedure involved instructing her partner to actually insert his 
finger at the point of orgasm as had been practiced in her imagina
tion previously. While this is not an isolated application of covert 
positive reinforcement it is a good example of the complementary 
interaction between a specific cognitive technique, a reinforcing be
havior, and graded in vivo tasks in generating a successful outcome 
(Wilson, 1973). 

Thought-Stopping. This procedure was originally developed by 
Wolpe (1969) to decrease obsessive rumination and disruptive or 
anxiety-producing thoughts. Such a technique can readily be seen 
to have application in the treatment of sexual dysfunction when the 
disruptive effects of "spectatoring," Masters and Johnson (1970), and 
negative self-statements concerning sexual adequacy are consid
ered. As indicated by Masters and Johnson (1970) and Wish (1975), 
the effects of rumination and preoccupation generally involve dis
traction from the immediate sexual situation, decreased erotic stim
ulation, and interference with the natural physiological arousal 
cycle. It can be seen from this discussion that thought-stopping 
techniques could have particular applicability to the treatment of 
sexual dysfunctions susceptible to distracting thoughts and per
sonal preoccupations (e.g., erectile failure and orgasmic dysfunc
tion). 

In an attempt to facilitate sensate focus and sexual enjoyment 
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that had been hindered by cognitive preoccupation, covert thought
stopping techniques have been introduced in the treatment of 
secondary erectile failure (Wish, 1975; Wolpe, 1969) and orgasmic 
dysfunction (Geisinger, 1969). The specific technique used in the 
erectile failure treatment program was designed to decrease the 
husband's preoccupation and concern with the quality of his erec
tion and proceeded as follows: 

Close your eyes and imagine thinking about your penis being flac
cid. Also imagine that you say to yourself, "Oh, God, I'll never be able 
to perform." When you can imagine this dearly, indicate it to me by 
raising your right index finger. O.K. Go ahead. (Client doses his eyes 
and then raises his index finger-therapist shouts, "Stop!") O.K. What 
happened to the thought? (Client usually answers that it went away.) 
Right! You can't think, "Oh, God, I'll never be able to perform" and 
hear "Stop!" at the same time. Now dose your eyes, think about the 
thought, but shout, "Stop!" to yourself. Actually, tighten your vocal 
cords and move your tongue as if you were yelling it aloud. Go ahead 
and try. (Wish, 1975, p. 53) 

This client was then encouraged to practice eliminating his rumina
tive thoughts about erections by subvocally yelling "Stop!" anytime 
he began to think negatively about his ability to obtain an erection. 
This procedure reportedly resulted in a dramatic improvement in 
frequency and duration of erections that maintained following 
treatment (Wish, 1975). 

An additional use of the thought-stopping procedure can be 
imagined to apply in the treatment of secondary orgasmic dysfunc
tion. That is, it has been suggested that concern about self-worth, 
self-acceptance, or the authenticity of a partner's love have contrib
uted to poor marital relationships, which then precipitate secondary 
orgasmic dysfunction (e.g., Masters and Johnson, 1970; McGovern 
et al., 1975). In those cases where this appears evident, a specific 
thought-stopping procedure, to be covertly implemented by the 
preoccupied partner, could precede or accompany an in vivo behav
ioral program and may increase the effectiveness of the treatment. 
While this should benefit some, the myriad of serious psychological 
and marital distresses that can cause similar negative self-state
ments dictates a comprehensive evaluation before utilizing this 
approach to the exclusion of others. 

Covert Assertion. This procedure is designed to be implemented 
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following a thought-stopping procedure and focuses on eliminating 
any residual anxiety or preoccupation not dispersed by thought
stopping (Rimm and Masters, 1974). In this approach, after the 
client has been trained to use the thought-stopping technique and 
has come to the "Stop" phase, she/he is instructed to insert a more 
appropriate and forceful assertive statement about herself/himself. 
For example, in the case illustration mentioned above (Wish, 1975), 
the covert assertive phase of treatment would begin following the 
subvocalized "Stop!" and would consist of a self-rehearsed state
ment such as the following: "My ability to obtain an erection is as 
normal as anyone's. I can get an adequate erection and maintain it 
sufficient for enjoyable intercourse." 

Another example of covert assertive methodology might be in 
the case of orgasmic dysfunction where the woman was overcon
cerned with feelings of asexuality or sensual inadequacy. In this 
case and after she has been instructed in a thought-stopping tech
nique to be used following each worry about her sexiness, she 
could be instructed to subvocally self-rehearse the following state
ment: "1 am as sensuous as most women. I can feel relaxed and sexy 
with my partner." Obviously, this approach can be maximized if 
the partner is programmed to reinforce such covert statements with 
overt behavior and verbalizations that are consonant with this im
pression. As a final adjunct to the use of covert assertion proce
dures, Wish (1975) suggests that the entire process be culminated 
by a covert positive reinforcement (e.g., visualizing a pleasant non
sexual but rewarding scene). In this way, the following paradigm 
evolved: Obsessive thought-STOP-Assertive statement-Positive re
inforcement scene, or ''I'm not sexy enough"-STOP-"I'm as sexy 
as most women"-Lying on the beach on a warm sunny afternoon. 

Covert Sensitization (Aversive Cognitive Conditioning). This 
method was initially introduced by Cautela (1967) and is designed 
to decrease the probability of an unwanted behavior or thought 
through aversive conditioning techniques. In the treatment of sex
ual difficulties, this procedure is most often used to decrease 
arousal resulting from an "inappropriate" stimulus (e.g., undesired 
homosexual arousal, pedophilial arousal), thereby facilitating new 
learning and heterosexual arousal patterns. For example, in the 
treatment of a twenty-eight-year-old married male homosexual who 
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had not consummated his marriage, Cautela (1967) used a form of 
covert sensitization. One of the reasons for this procedure was the 
client's insistence that he could not engage in an in vivo approach 
nor would he tolerate the presence of his wife in therapy initially. 
Therefore, a shift to heterosexual behavior and arousal was facili
tated by using aversive imagery associated with the thoughts of 
male approaches. That is, the client was instructed to imagine vi
vidly a scene where he was being approached by another man for 
sexual activity and when he raised his finger indicating a clear 
image of this scene, the therapist instructed him to switch to an 
aversive image (e.g., vomiting, ridicule, loss of work prestige). The 
covert sensitization program was initiated with the therapist's de
scription of aversive consequences and scenes following the client's 
indication of a clear visualization of his homosexual approach. This 
intervention was designed to decrease the frequency of homosexual 
thoughts and arousal and was combined with a covert positive rein
forcement procedure (where imagined heterosexual scenes with his 
wife were paired with pleasant and positive images and fantasies). 
The result of this combined cognitive modification strategy was 
that he and his wife successfully entered and completed an in vivo 
treatment program (Cautela, 1967). 

Additional evidence concerning the utility of a covert sensitiza
tion approach in effecting increases in heterosexual arousal and be
havior and decreases in homosexual urges and activity have been 
reported by several authors (Curtis and Presly, 1972; Kendrick and 
McCullough, 1973; Rehm and Rosensky, 1974). It is important to 
note that all these treatment techniques combined covert sensitiza
tion to decrease homosexual interest and arousal and covert or overt 
positive reinforcement to increase the likelihood of heterosexual 
arousal and behavior. In a controlled study comparing the effects of 
electrical aversive conditioning to covert sensitization in eliminat
ing deviant fantasies in homosexuals, Callahan and Leitenberg 
(1973) demonstrated that both procedures were equally effective in 
decreasing homosexual arousal. However, the covert sensitization 
treatment was significantly more effective in yielding decreased ho
mosexual urges and increased heterosexual behavior. Further con
trolled studies are needed to replicate these findings. 

Implosive Therapy (Covert Flooding). This strategy is presented 
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last since it encompasses several elements of previously described 
techniques. It was initially devised by Stampfl and Levis (1967) and 
is designed to increase the probability of a behavior's occurrence 
through imaginal confrontation between the individual and the 
feared or anxiety-producing stimuli. Anxiety is purposefully kept at 
a high level by interspersing the therapist's vivid verbal descrip
tions of repeated exposure to the feared situation with the person's 
visualization of this confrontation. It has been suggested that this 
procedure typically results in a decrease of avoidance behavior 
through a kind of stimulus satiation or flooding and rapid desensi
tization to the feared set of responses. 

In an application to sexual difficulties, Hogan (1969) used an 
implosive paradigm to decrease the anxiety associated with hetero
sexual activities in the treatment of orgasmic dysfunction. This 
technique facilitated participation in a previously avoided in vivo 
treatment strategy that then yielded success. Another quasi
implosive procedure that has been posited as an effective technique 
in augmenting the behavioral treatment of orgasmic dysfunction 
employs imagined and in vivo role-playing of an "exaggerated 
orgasm" (Lobitz and LoPiccolo, 1972). This method involves both 
cognitive and behavioral rehearsal of an anxiety-producing situa
tion and, as such, contains elements of both behavioral-flooding 
and cognitive implosion therapy. Furthermore, it has been sug
gested that in a nonorgasmic woman, such fears as loss of control 
and personal embarrassment contribute to anxiety and distraction, 
which interfere with sensate-focusing exercises and sexual arousal, 
and that these experiences often generate avoidance of heterosexual 
activities (Lobitz and LoPiccolo, 1971, 1972). The implosive aspects 
of the "exaggerated orgasm" approach involve instructing the 
woman to imagine the wildest, most uncontrolled orgasm she can 
and to vividly rehearse this in her imagination. She is encouraged to 
envision responses such as physically thrashing about, screaming, 
panting heavily, and moaning. When these vivid images become 
tiresome and boring, she is then instructed to role-play all these ac
tions in vivo. This cognitive behavioral approach has facilitated 
orgasmic attainment in several women when embedded in a sys
tematic in vivo treatment program (Lobitz and LoPiccolo, 1972). 
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A final consideration concerning implosive intervention is its 
apparent relationship to some of the techniques used by rational
emotive therapists (e.g., Ellis, 1974; Maultsby, 1971). That is, ra
tional-emotive therapy (RET) applied to the treatment of sexual dys
function espouses the use of emotional and imaginal confrontation 
involving irrational beliefs and negative self-statements (e.g., Ellis, 
1975b). Specifically, the client is encouraged to vividly imagine a 
sexual situation and is aided by the therapist in systematically pro
gressing through all aspects of the sexual activities and feelings in 
this visualization. The content of this imagery often entails subjec
tively aversive outcomes (such as no physical arousal occurring, 
emotional irritability, and depression), and the therapist encour
ages the individual to vividly fantasize and imagine these negative 
outcomes. At this point, the therapist asks several questions and 
elicits statements designed to maximize the discomfort and nega
tive fantasy of the individual in this situation (e.g., Ellis, 1975b). To 
this point, this particular procedure can be viewed as an implosive 
method of desensitizing or acclimating the individual to the notion 
of failure in a sexual situation, and as such is similar to other forms 
of imaginal desensitization. It is important to note that RET tech
niques continue beyond this point to attempt facilitation of positive 
self-statements similar to covert assertion and rational ways of look
ing at the realistic sexual options available. However, many of the 
RET therapist's techniques can be equated with one or more of the 
cognitive procedures (e.g., "anti-awfulizing" is a form of cognitive 
self-instruction; rational-emotive imagery can be viewed as a com
bination of thought-stopping and covert reinforcement). This com
parison is intended as a catalyst for further research regarding the 
utility of RET and to promote comprehension of the similarities 
among most therapies utilizing cognitive mediation. Perhaps the 
most important similarity between these approaches to the treat
ment of sexual difficulties is the apparent similarity of effectiveness 
when comparing the cognitive strategies reviewed above and RET 
outcome data (e.g., Ard, 1974; Ellis, 1967, 1974; Maultsby and Ellis, 
1974). While it is clearly premature to categorically postulate the dif
ferential efficacy of RET, cognitive behavioral intervention, and in 
vivo behavioral techniques in treating sexual difficulties, the exist-
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ing data suggest that an eclectic combination of strategies may be 
the most efficacious approach. 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter reviewed different strategies and their efficacy in 
the treatment of sexual problems. The recent trend toward short
term behavioral intervention or the "new sex therapy" (Kaplan, 
1974) was noted and the outcome statistics for these approaches 
presented. Since different treatment groups employing procedures 
similar to those described by Masters and Johnson (1970) have gen
erally yielded comparable results in terms of the duration and util
ity of treatment, it is suggested that these data provide clinically rel
evant criteria against which other intervention techniques can be 
measured. In this regard, it appears that any treatment paradigm 
cannot significantly improve upon the near-perfect outcome of 
these in vivo behavioral procedures in the treatment of premature 
ejaculation, vaginismus, dyspareunia, and primary orgasmic dys
function. For these diagnoses, the contribution that cognitive be
havioral principles offer relates primarily to facilitating and stream
lining the efficacious existing technology. 

The remaining diagnostic categories (erectile failure, ejacula
tory incompetence, and secondary orgasmic dysfunction) have not 
responded as dramatically to in vivo behavioral approaches, and it 
is within these areas that covert strategies and cognitive interven
ing variables tend to exert a significant impact upon treatment out
come. In particular, it has been postulated that cognitive interven
tion procedures are indicated in the following situations: 

1. When anxiety or fear has prohibited initiation of an in vivo 
approach. 

2. When an in vivo strategy has been inconsistently applied 
due to avoidance of sexual activity secondary to anxiety or fear. 

3. Where the client does not have a partner and cannot engage 
in in vivo exercises. 

4. Where preoccupation or ruminative thinking significantly 
interferes with or prohibits either partner's ability to relax and fo
cus on specific sexual activities and sensations. 
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5. When specific attitudes or cognitive sets unrelated to fear 
(e.g., "Sex is immoral and not to be practiced." "I hate my partner 
and question our relationship's validity.") need to be altered to 
allow a commitment to treatment. 

This list implies that covert behavioral techniques are most ef
fectively used in conjunction with in vivo strategies in a mul
tivariate approach to the treatment of sexual problems (e.g., Annon, 
1974; LoPiccolo et al., 1972; Snyder et al., 1975; Sayner and Durrell, 
1975). 

One of the purposes of this chapter has been to describe those 
cognitive behavioral methods that have some research data to sup
port their validity in the treatment of sexual difficulties. It is not 
this author's contention that other cognitive or quasi-cognitive 
techniques are invalid or unnecessary. In fact, as can be gleaned 
from the preceding review, many of the cognitive behavioral pro
grams have drawn liberally from different areas of psychology in 
identifying methods that will maximize attitude change, positive 
cognitive sets, treatment expectancies, and placebo effects. Some of 
these more general strategies include: 

1. Information dispersal-bibliotherapy, media presentation, 
sexual "de-mythification," disavowing irrational beliefs. 

2. Permission-giving-professional sanctioning or sexual in
teraction. 

3. Audio-visually aided attitude change-vicarious learning 
and acceptance of previously avoided sexual activities (e.g., films of 
masturbation or different intercourse positions). 

4. Therapist-induced attitude change-positive expectations 
and cognitive sets toward sexuality role-played by the therapist. 
This is not intended as an exhaustive catalog, but suggests the im
portant relationship between various cognitive and behavioral fac
tors in developing an effective sexual-treatment strategy. In conclu
sion, while evidence is yet preliminary, research findings converge 
from in vivo behavioral and cognitive intervention studies to posit a 
multivariate approach as the most efficacious in facilitating rapid 
and permanent changes in the treatment of sexual problems (e.g., 
Annon, 1974; Geisinger, 1969; LoPiccolo and Miller, 1975; Rehm 
and Rosensky, 1974). Cognitive behavioral strategies, in particular, 
appear to be effective and necessary when treating those sexual dif-
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ficulties moderated by anxiety, fear, self-doubt, ruminative thought 
processes, relationship concerns, and dysfunctional cognitive con
ditioning patterns. 
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Cognitive Behavior 
Modification of 
Mood Disorders 

DAVID D. BURNS AND AARON T. BECK 

Depression is a disorder of the entire psychobiologic system includ
ing the emotions, thoughts, behaviors, and somatic functions. The 
emotional component is characterized by a blue mood involving 
feelings of sadness, anhedonia, guilt, irritability, and despair. The 
somatic symptoms include hypochrondriasis, insomnia or hyper
somnia, weight gain or loss, constipation or diarrhea, fatigue, and 
decreased libido. The behavioral changes are characterized by pas
sivity, lethargy, inactivity, social isolation, withdrawal from work, . 
and avoidance of pleasurable activities. 

In some patients there is an associated anxiety component that 
consists of fear, apprehension, and a sense of impending doom. 
Frank panic attacks may be accompanied by somatic sensations 
such as a jumpy stomach, tingling fingers, rapid breathing, and 
light-headedness. 

For every dysphoric emotional state there is a corresponding 
mental set that consists of the ideas and beliefs occurring at the 
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time the negative affect is experienced. Such cognitions in de
pressed patients tend to revolve around themes such as worthless
ness, hopelessness, and suicide. For example, the patient who feels 
despair might believe: "I'm a total failure in life. Nothing I've done 
is worthwhile." The patient who feels guilty typically ruminates 
about the past and present: "I shouldn't have cheated on that exam 
when I was in college. I shouldn't have snapped at my daughter. 
This proves how worthless I really am. I've ruined my life and I'm 
ruining my family's life." Such an individual sees his life as a series 
of shoulds and musts that underscore how he never measures up. 
The patient who feels hopeless and suicidal might be thinking, "My 
case is worse than anybody else's. I'm certain there is no treatment 
that will help me, and I know I can't help myself. My problems are 
real and there is no solution. This suffering is unbearable and will 
never stop. I'd be better off dead." The cognitions of anxious pa
tients are characterized by a sense of danger and imminent catastro
phe. The patient may believe he is about to lose control and is on 
the verge of an irreversible collapse. He may believe he is losing his 
mind and his ability to think and function in a normal manner. 

The thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of depressed or anxious 
individuals typically interact in a predictable manner. Because the 
patient takes his cognitions seriously and places a high degree of 
belief in his thoughts, he tends to experience many adverse emo
tions. He then takes these emotions as confirmatory evidence that 
his beliefs are in fact correct. In other words, he reasons, "Because I 
feel bad, I must be a bad human being." He doesn't see that he is 
involved in circular reasoning, and that he has actually created his 
adverse feelings with his negative internal dialogue. His difficulty 
is then confounded when he begins to modify his behavior consis
tent with his beliefs and feelings. For example, the patient who 
believes that he is worthless and undesirable may begin to avoid 
associates and friends, and to spend prolonged periods of time 
alone so as to avoid the inevitable rejection he anticipates. Then, 
having avoided people, he begins to notice that no one is interact
ing with him and concludes, "It must really be the case that I am 
obnoxious since I'm alone most of the time." 

Thus, the patient's behavior and the consequences of his be
havior reinforce the cognitions that initiated the problem. To make 
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matters worse, he may lose his appetite and sexual drive and be
come preoccupied with somatic aches and pains, and conclude from 
these somatic symptoms that his body is worn out and degenerat
ing, and even that he is dying. The patient does not realize he is in
volved in a self-perpetuating closed system. He goes round and 
round, deeper into the spiral of depression. Some patients have de
scribed this experience as being sucked into a whirlpool. His nega
tive beliefs and feelings as well as his disturbed bodily functions 
and maladaptive behaviors continue to reinforce one another, and 
lead him to believe that his life is empty and useless. 

This process may evolve slowly and insidiously, over a period 
of months, or may develop suddenly. One young patient with re
current depressions described the experience: "It is as if I am sud
denly hit with a cosmic jolt. I realize that everything I've ever done 
or tried to do is worthless. Even my successes appear meaningless. I 
become convinced that this misery will never end. Suicide appears 
as the only meaningful alternative." 

The patient does not realize that the thoughts that continually 
flow through his or her mind in response to external events or 
daydreams playa central and causal role in the development of the 
dysphoric emotions. The negative cognitions have an automatic 
quality and the individual typically accepts his interpretations of re
ality at face value. He feels convinced that his "automatic thoughts" 
are accurate and reasonable. It rarely occurs to the patient to evalu
ate his internal dialogue critically and logically. He doesn't realize 
that the upsetting thoughts are usually exaggerated, illogical misin
terpretations of external and internal events. This is surprising 
when you consider the fact that many depressed individuals are 
bright, successful people who are capable of assessing the problems 
and difficulties of others with a high degree of empathy and accu
racy. But, when thinking about his own life, the patient's evalua
tions are frequently harsh, critical, and distorted. 

We find that the distortions involved in the cognition of de
pressed and anxious patients are accessible to intervention with a 
variety of techniques that will be described below. We have found 
that the resulting corrections in the patient's illogical cognitions 
have a profound effect on the emotional and behavioral components 
of the syndrome, and result in significant and rapid improvement. 
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If you suspect that your patient has been suffering from a clini
cally significant mood disorder, the first step is to confirm the pres
ence of depressive illness and to measure its intensity. The Beck 
Depression Inventory (BDI) (Table I) provides a rapid and conve
nient screening tool. The patient is instructed to read each item 
carefully on this multiple-choice questionnaire and to circle the 
number next to the answer that best reflects how he has been feel
ing during the past week. If the patient cannot decide between two 
answers, he is instructed to circle the higher number. This form 
takes only a few minutes for the patient to complete. It is worth
while to have the patient fill this form out just prior to all sub
sequent visits. The information obtained from the BDI will provide 
a major guide to treatment. 

Scoring the BDI consists of adding up the encircled numbers. 
The higher the score, the more severe the depression. The score is 
evaluated according to the following classification system: 0-9, no 
depression or minimal depression; 10-14, borderline depression; 
15-20, mild depression; 21-30, moderate depression; 31-40, severe 
depression; 41-63, very severe depression. 

In scoring the BDI it is important to pay special attention to 
item 9, which asks the patient to assess his suicidal tendencies. If it 
is at all relevant ask the patient directly , "Are you feeling suicidal7" 
The question will rarely, if ever, upset the patient. Most patients 
who had such thoughts will find relief in discussing the matter. 
Such discussions are for some patients a major deterrent to suicide. 
If the patient acknowledges the presence of suicidal fantasies, ask 
him whether he has any serious intentions actually to make the 
suicide attempt. Inquire whether there are any special reasons for 
him to reject the idea of suicide, such as family responsibilities, 
religious belief, the hope of recovery, or any other deterrent. If no 
specific deterrent exists and if the patient feels totally hopeless, he 
is at risk. If the patient is impulsive and appears to have a high 
probability of suicide, it is of crucial importance to intervene imme
diately and to to focus all therapeutic efforts on reversing suicidal 
impulses. Even suicidal attempts that do not reflect serious intent 
can miscarry. Thus, any suicidal thought or action should be taken 
seriously by the therapist. Many so-called gestures are followed 
later by successful suicides. Some cognitive approaches to suicide 
intervention will be discussed subsequently. 
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TABLE I. BECK INVENTORY 

1. 0 I do not feel sad. 
1 I feel sad. 
2 I am sad all the time and I can't snap au t of it. 
3 I am so sad or unhappy that I can't stand it. 

2. 0 I am not particularly discouraged about the future. 
1 I feel discouraged about the future. 
2 I feel I have nothing to look forward to. 
3 I feel that the future is hopeless and that things cannot improve. 

3. 0 I do not feel like a failure. 
1 I feel I have failed more than the average person. 
2 As I look back on my life, all I can see is a lot of failures. 
3 I feel I am a complete failure as a person. 

4. 0 I get as much satisfaction out of things as I used to. 
1 I don't enjoy things the way I used to. 
2 I don't get real satisfaction out of anything anymore. 
3 I am dissatisfied or bored with everything. 

5. 0 I don't feel particularly guilty. 
1 I feel guilty a good part of the time. 
2 I feel quite guilty most of the time. 
3 I feel guilty all of the time. 

6. 0 I don't feel I am being punished. 
1 I feel I may be punished. 
2 I expect to be punished. 
3 I feel I am being punished. 

7. 0 I don't feel disappointed in myself. 
1 I am disappointed in myself. 
2 I am disgusted with myself. 
3 I hate myself. 

8. 0 I don't feel I am any worse than anybody else. 
1 I am critical of myself for my weaknesses or mistakes. 
2 I blame myself all the time for my faults. 
3 I blame myself for everything bad that happens. 

9. 0 I don't have any thoughts of killing myself. 
1 I have thoughts of killing myself, but I would not carry them out. 
2 I would like to kill myself. 
3 I would kill myself if I had the chance. 

10. 0 I don't cry any more than usual. 
1 I cry more now than I used to. 
2 I cry all the time now. 
3 I used to be able to cry, but now I can't cry even though I want to. 

11. 0 I am no more irritated now than I ever am. 
1 I get annoyed or irritated more easily than I used to. 
2 I feel irritated all the time now. 
3 I don't get irritated at all by the things that used to irritate me. 

12. 0 I have not lost interest in other people. 
1 I am less interested in other people than I used to be. 
2 I have lost most of my interest in other people. 
3 I have lost all of my interest in other people. 

(continued) 
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TABLE 1. BECK INVENTORY (continued) 

13. 0 I make decisions about as well as I ever could. 
1 I put off making decisions more than I used to. 
2 I have greater difficulty in making decisions than before. 
3 I can't make decisions at all anymore. 

14. 0 I don't feel I look any worse than I used to. 
1 I am worried that I am looking old or unattractive. 
2 I feel that there are permanent changes in my appearance that make me look 

unattractive. 
3 I believe that I look ugly. 

15. 0 I can work about as well as before. 
1 It takes an extra effort to get started at doing something. 
2 I have to push myself very hard to do anything. 
3 I can't do any work at all. 

16. 0 I can sleep as well as usual. 
1 I don't sleep as well as I used to. 
2 I wake up 1-2 hours earlier than usual and find it hard to get back to sleep. 
3 I wake up several hours earlier than I used to and cannot get back to sleep. 

17. 0 I don't get more tired than usual. 
I get tired more easily than I used to. 

2 I get tired from doing almost anything. 
3 I am too tired to do anything. 

18. 0 My appetite is no worse than usual. 
1 My appetite is not as good as it used to be. 
2 My appetite is much worse now. 
3 I have no appetite at all anymore. 

19. 0 I haven't lost much weight, if any, lately. 
1 I have lost more than 5 pounds. 
2 I have lost more than 10 pounds. 
3 I have lost more than 15 pounds. 

I am purposely trying to lose weight by eating less. Yes __ No __ 
20. 0 I am no more worried about my health than usual. 

1 I am worried about physical problems such as aches and pains; or upset 
stomach; or constipation. 

2 I am very worried about physical problems and it's hard to think of much 
else. 

3 I am so worried about my physical problems, that I cannot think about any
thing else. 

21. 0 I have not noticed any recent change in my interest in sex. 
1 I am less interested in sex than I used to be. 
2 I am much less interested in sex now. 
3 I have lost interest in sex completely. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR THERAPY 

Cognitive therapy differs from conventional forms of psycho
therapy both in the types of problems that are discussed in the ther-
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apy sessions as well as in the manner in which the therapist and 
patient interact. In contrast with the "nondirective therapies" (such 
as psychoanalysis or client-centered therapy), the cognitive thera
pist helps to structure the therapy session and actively interacts 
with the patient. Because the depressed or anxious patient feels 
lost, confused, and disorganized, the therapist helps him restruc
ture his thinking and behavior in a systematic manner. 

The main content of the session is focused on the here-and
now and less attention is paid to childhood material. This is not to 
say that we feel the past is not important or that discussions of how 
past experiences may have contributed to distorted thinking are 
excluded. However, the major thrust is clarifying the patient's 
thinking and feelings during the therapy sessions and between 
therapy sessions. 

The therapist and the patient work together as a collaborative 
team. The therapist trains the patient in a number of self-help exer
cises that are done on a daily basis as homework assignments to be 
completed between therapy sessions. The successful completion of 
these assignments is stressed as a major mechanism in the thera
peutic process. The homework assignments are designed to facili
tate a restructuring of the patient's maladaptive thoughts and be
haviors. 

Whereas the focus of classical behavior therapy is modification 
of the patient's overt behavior through reinforcement techniques, 
the primary goal of cognitive therapy involves a transformation of 
distorted thinking patterns. Thus, the data of greatest importance to 
the therapist involve the patient's inner experiences, including his 
feelings, thoughts, daydreams, and attitudes. The therapist demon
strates that the patient's behavior is a consequence of his mental 
set. Behavior-modification techniques are then used to demonstrate 
to the patient the irrationality of his beliefs. When the patient as
sumes more adaptive behavior patterns, he usually begins to 
change his attitudes and feelings about himself. The therapist and 
patient design and carry out behavioral experiments that demon
strate to the patient that his intensely negative self-concept and 
world view are incorrect. The patient carries out the experiment be
tween sessions and gathers data about the outcome. As the patient 
begins to behave more normally, he views himself as normal. 

The second type of homework assignment utilizes predomi-
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nantly verbal techniques. The patient is trained to record the "auto
matic thoughts" that flow through his mind in response to various 
upsetting events. He learns to correlate these thoughts with his 
emotional responses. He then applies a number of tests to deter
mine whether these attitudes are reasonable, logical, and valid. As 
he learns to analyze these erroneous cognitions, he is taught to 
restructure his thoughts in a more realistic, reasonable manner. 

The overall strategy of the behavioral/verbal approach is to un
cover the patient's distortions and to train the patient to assess the 
degree of his belief in these distortions. The therapist and patient 
then design specific experiences or logical demonstrations that re
veal the fallacies and traps in the patient's automatic thoughts. They 
then substitute more correct appraisals and interpretations of the 
patient's experience, as well as more appropriate behavioral re
sponses. The following sections will contain examples of therapeu
tic strategies that are used to counteract the cognitive distortions of 
depressed and anxious patients. 1 

COGNITIVE DISTORTIONS IN DEPRESSED PATIENTS 

Depression has traditionally been viewed primarily as an affec
tive disorder and any thinking abnormalities have been regarded as 
a result of the affective disturbance. In recent years, however, there 
are increasing amounts of data that indicate that there is a think
ing disorder in depression and that this thinking disorder may be 
more central than was previously believed (Beck, 1976). For ex
ample, recent studies of the performance of depressed patients on a 
proverb-interpretation test indicate that such individuals have a 
loss of abstract thinking just as schizophrenics do, although the 
degree of difficulty was not as profound in the depressed group 
(Braff and Beck, 1974). In contrast to the highly generalized and 
bizarre thinking of schizophrenics, the thought disorder in depres
sion tends to be more focalized and discrete and less bizarre (Braff 
and Beck, 1974). 

1 Individuals wishing to obtain a more detailed therapist'S manual for cognitive be
havior modification may do so by writing to Aaron T. Beck, M.D., 204 Piersol 
Building Gl, Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
19104. 
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In addition to thinking in an overly concrete manner, depres
sives view the world in an "all-or-nothing" manner. They see 
things as either black or white (dichotomous thinking). Other 
thinking errors include overgeneralization and selective abstraction. 
For example, depressives may typically focus on the negative in the 
environment and overlook or discount the positive, thus concluding 
that the whole of reality is negative. This distorted thinking can 
reach delusional proportions in individuals with a severe degree of 
depression. A number of correlational studies have confirmed a 
predominance of negative thinking in the dreams, projective test 
responses, self-concepts, and attitudes of depressed patients (Beck, 
1976; Beck and Shaw, 1977). 

The therapy we use is directed at the "eye of the storm," not at 
the patient's emotional turbulence but at the way the patient sees 
himself and his world. This depressive vision can best be character
ized by a negative view of the self and the world, as well as the 
past, present, and future. 

Negative View of the Self. A negative self-concept is common 
among depressed patients. The frequency of this symptom appears 
to correlate with the severity of the disorder, with over 80% of 
severely depressed patients expressing self-dislike and low self
evaluation (Beck, 1967). The patient typically views himself as defi
cient in those personal qualities he most highly regards: intelli
gence, achievement, popularity, attractiveness, health, strength, etc. 
This depressive self-image can be characterized by the four D's: the 
patient feels Defeated, Defensive, Diseased, and Deprived (Beck, 
1967). 

Psychiatrists for many years have had a tendency to "buy into" 
the patient's depressive self-evaluation system without asking for 
checks as to the validity of what the patient is saying about himself. 
The patient is frequently so persuasive and persistent in his mal
adaptive thinking that the therapist may get led down the path and 
agree that the patient's negative self-concept is indeed valid. This is 
illustrated by the writings of such a keen observer as Freud in his 
treatise, "Mourning and Melancholia": 

The patient represents his ego to us as worthless, incapable of any 
achievement and morally despicable; he reproaches himself, vilifies 
himself and expects to be cast out and punished. . .. It would be 
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equally fruitless from a scientific and therapeutic point of view to con
tradict a patient who brings these accusations against his ego. He must 
surely be right in some way [italics ours] and be describing something 
that is as it seems to him to be. Indeed, we must at once confirm some 
of his statements without reservation. He really is as lacking in interest 
and as incapable of love and achievement as he says [italics ours] .... He 
also seems to us justified in certain other self-accusations; it is merely 
that he has a keener eye for the truth than other people who are not melan
cholic [italics ours]. When in his heightened self-criticism he describes 
himself as petty, egoistic, dishonest, lacking in independence, one 
whose sole aim has been to hide the weaknesses of his own nature, it 
may be so far as we know, that he has come pretty near to understanding 
himself [italics ours]; we only wonder why a man has to be ill before he 
can be accessible to truth of this kind. (Freud, 1917, pp. 155-156) 

This negative self-concept is illustrated by a young woman re
ferred for treatment from New York, where she had been unsuc
cessfully treated with analytic therapy for several years since the 
onset of severe, unremitting depression in her early teen years. She 
had numerous wrist-slashing episodes in addition to at least one 
serious suicide attempt involving pill overdosage. She had been 
hospitalized many times, including closed-ward confinement. The 
referring psychiatrist recommended a minimum of three years of 
additional hospitalization, and appeared to agree with the patient 
that the prognosis was not positive, and that her dream of a profes
sional career was unrealistic. At the time of the initial consultation 
with this patient, the testing indicated severe depression and a 
high degree of hopelessness, and the patient expressed the desire to 
kill herself. The family history indicated that several relatives had 
attempted suicide, two of them successfully. When the therapist 
inquired as to the reasons the patient wanted to kill herself, she 
responded that she was basically a lazy human being. She ex
plained that because she was lazy and worthless she deserved to 
die. 

The therapist used cognitive techniques to demonstrate to the 
patient the illogic of her position. In the first place, the patient 
owned up that even if she really were lazy, she was only one of 
millions of lazy people in the United States. Because she agreed that 
they would not deserve to die because of their laziness, she con
cluded that she too would not deserve to die because of laziness. 
She acknowledged she had been using a double standard in eval-
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uating her own performance, and admitted she would never be so 
harsh in her judgments of other people. She expressed considerable 
relief when the therapist proposed that she use a single reasonable 
standard for judging herself and others. 

In addition to this, the therapist pointed out to the patient that 
inactivity and a lack of interest in life were symptoms of depres
sion. He suggested to her that in our society people are not con
demned to death because of symptoms of an illness. Like many 
depressives the patient had made the mistake of confusing symp
toms of depression with ingrained permanent characteristics of her 
own personality, and concluded she was a lazy and worthless per
son. She had forgotten that depression is a disease of time-limited 
duration and had overlooked the fact that during periods when she 
was not depressed she had been ambitious and hardworking. 

Depressed individuals often confuse the symptoms of their 
illness with their own identity. They reason that their feeling of 
weakness and fatigability and their performance difficulties indicate 
that they are inadequate. As a result, they will often discount any 
disconfirming evidence that indicates that they are not actually lazy 
and inadequate, or when they do succeed, or when previous suc
cesses are pointed out to them, they will frequently reply that his 
disconfirming evidence is just a "fluke." 

For example, after a six-week hospitalization in Philadelphia, 
the young woman's depressive illness was resolved enough to the 
point where she could be discharged. She became a part-time uni
versity student. Prior to enrolling she predicted she would be un
able to sit through a single class. When she finally received an "A" 
at the completion of the course, she discounted this evidence of her 
own competence and initiative by saying that she was basically not 
capable of making it as a full-time university student: "The only 
reason I received an "A" was because the class was too easy. I al
ready knew the material and so the grade really didn't count." 
When she went on to receive all "A' s" her first semester as a fuII
time student, she again concluded that the evidence didn't count: 
"I'm a lazy and incompetent person. I will never be able to keep it 
up. It had to be an accident of some sort." 

For such individuals, an ongoing series of successful experi
ences over a period of time will usually result in a lessening of the 
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belief in their worthlessness and inadequacy. However, the ten
dency of some depressives to maintain such beliefs despite consid
erable evidence to the contrary is quite impressive. 

Many depressives, like the young woman, tend to evaluate 
their worth as human beings in terms of their performance in 
career-related tasks. In evaluating her performance, she concen
trated on negatives and overlooked evidence that she could perform 
successfully. She evaluated her performance in terms of perfec
tionistic all-or-nothing standards. If she had received a high exami
nation grade, she would think almost exclusively of the questions 
she missed, and conclude that she was a total failure as a human 
being. 

As a result of such attitudes, she developed depressive reac
tions whenever she perceived her performance as being less than 
perfect. The blue mood and panic she then experienced seemed to 
convince her that it was, in fact, terrible to be imperfect because she 
felt terrible. When the depressive symptoms evolved, she experi
enced increasing lethargy and inactivity and began to withdraw 
from normal activities. Then she would interpret her decreased pro
ductivity as further evidence of her inadequacy and worthlessness. 
Thus, the vicious cycle of depressive thoughts, feelings, and behav
iors would continue to feed itself. 

Negative View of the World. In addition to a negative view of the 
self, many depressives develop a negative view of the external 
world. The patient construes his experiences negatively, and in
terprets his interactions with his environment as representing de
feat, deprivation, or disparagement. He sees life as a series of bur
dens, obstacles, and traumas (Beck, 1967). His negative beliefs 
regarding the world have an a priori quality. The patient is con
vinced about the validity of his pessimism, regardless of any dis
confirming data. 

This negative world-view seems to result from the distorted 
manner in which the depressed individual processes information. 
Positive and neutral experiences are ignored-or screened out-so 
that predominantly negative events dominate the patient's con
scious awareness. 

For example, when the young woman discussed above became 
a university student, she reported to her therapist after several days 
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of living in the dormitory that she had some data that proved to her 
that the world was no good. She explained that she had heard some 
premedical students in the dormitory talking. They were making 
fun of a young woman named Joan who appeared to be upset. One 
student had said to another, "If you're looking for Joan, you can 
probably find her in her dormitory room sitting on the ledge of the 
window." The patient concluded from overhearing this conversa
tion that people are "insensitive and no good. . . whenever people 
are polite or kind to one another, they are just being insincere and 
covering up the meanness and badness that is at their core. Just 
pick up the paper and you'll see the many reports of rapes, mur
ders, and violence, and you will know what reality is made of. The 
unIverse is no good." 

Like many intelligent depressed individuals, she made a rather 
convincing case for her point of view. Nevertheless, her thinking 
was unrealistic because she focused on certain negative events in 
her environment and expanded these to her full phenomenal field. 
While it is true that there are many negative events in the world, it 
is also true that there are many neutral events as well as many good 
events. This young woman was overlooking the fact that people had 
not been cruel, mean, or disrespectful to her. Thus, she was making 
the thinking error of overgeneralization, or selective abstraction. 
She was focusing on those negative events in the environment, 
overlooking or discounting the positive, and then concluding that 
the whole of reality is negative. 

Negative View of the Past and Future. Many depressed patients 
report they cannot remember ever having been happy even though 
friends and relatives will confirm that aside from episodic periods 
of depression they did appear to be happy individuals. However, 
the depressed patient frequently distorts his memories of the past 
and concludes that he always has been and always will be de
pressed. If the therapist points out a period of time when the pa
tient acknowledged being happy, he will typically respond, "Well, 
that period of time doesn't count. Happiness is an illusion of some 
kind. The real me is depressed and inadequate. I was just fooling 
myself then. The cards are stacked against me and always will be." 

As the patient projects this negative view into the future, he 
becomes convinced he is hopeless. He anticipates that his current 
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problems and suffering will continue indefinitely. As he looks 
ahead, he can envision only endless pain and deprivation (Beck, 
1967). He feels certain that he will never get better and that any im
provement will be transient and insignificant. He is convinced he 
will continue to relapse back into depression all of his life. To back 
up this point of view, many patients can document years and years 
of chronic illness that has not responded to antidepressant medica
tions, psychotherapy, or shock treatment. Many of those who have 
recovered have gone on to experience relapse after relapse. 
Frequently, each episode is more severe and accompanied by 
greater disillusionment and frustration. 

It is of interest that the degree of hopelessness in depressed pa
tients is often higher and more severe than the hopelessness seen in 
terminal malignancy patients. A depressed young man recently told 
his therapist: "At night I pray, hoping to develop a malignancy. 
Then I wouldn't be expected to try, and I could just wait to die." 
The hopelessness in depressed patients is highly correlated with 
suicide impulses (Beck, Kovacs, and Weissman, 1975). It is crucial 
to expose the illogic behind the patient's hopelessness early in the 
treatment process so as to prevent an actual suicide attempt. 

A fifty-year-old auto-parts dealer was referred by a psychoana
lyst for cognitive therapy of a depression of 10 years duration. The 
patient had received intensive therapy from three psychiatrists 
during this time, including treatment with antidepressants, phen
othiazines, electroshock therapy, and insight-oriented psycho
therapy. He had received no benefit from any of these treatments 
and had exhausted his financial reserves, having spent over eighty 
thousand dollars in his efforts to overcome his depression. In addi
tion to typical depressive symptoms, he complained of severe aches 
and pains in his head and back, which he attributed to a "popping 
of my brain cells and a tearing to shreds of the tendons and fibers in 
my spinal cord." He was convinced that he had undergone irrevers
ible brain damage and had lost all powers to concentrate, to func
tion effectively, or to enjoy life. 

At the beginning of the first therapy session he expressed con
siderable resentment and hopelessness, and handed the therapist a 
suicide note he had prepared for his daughter to read after his 
death. He stated emphatically that he was convinced he could never 
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get better, and he would defer suicide and consent to treatment 
only if he were given a money-back guarantee: "You get me 
better-then I'll pay . . . I say this only because I know you have 
nothing to offer and I'd just as soon settle the issue now . . . I've 
been conned enough by doctors. I'd be better off dead and you 
know it ... I'll pay for today's session, but not one more cent until 
I'm better. . . I'm a fighter and I've struggled for 10 years. But now 
it's time to give up." 

The initial score was 44 on the Beck Depression Inventory, con
sistent with a very severe depression. The therapist's assessment of 
the suicidal potential was high, as the patient acknowledged no de
terrent to suicide and expressed explicit intentions to commit sui
cide. The patient refused to make any additional appointments, but 
agreed to a phone call from the therapist after his proposal had been 
considered. 

The authors of this paper consulted following the session in an 
attempt to develop a therapeutic strategy that would undercut the 
patient's hopelessness. A decision was made to consent to the pa
tient's demand for a "money-back guarantee," despite the obvious 
difficulty with the case, so as to determine whether such an unusual 
approach might be useful in exceptional situations. It was decided 
that therapy would proceed on a month-to-month basis. Each 
month, the aim would be to reduce the depression score by a pre
determined amount, mutually agreed upon by patient and thera
pist. If the patient did not achieve the goal for the month, he would 
not be billed for that month's psychotherapy. 

When the therapist called he explained to the patient that he 
understood his frustration, but emphasized that the lack of re
sponse to treatments in the past does not prove he will fail to re
spond to treatment in the future. Medical science moves on, and 
new discoveries in treatment are made on an ongoing basis. It was 
important for the patient to understand that he had not been treated 
by an approach similar to cognitive therapy, and that many indi
viduals with depression as severe as his had experienced a satisfac
tory response to treatment. The therapist explained that the pa
tient's hopelessness was simply a symptom of depression and not a 
description of reality. Thus, the hopelessness was a reason for treat
ment, not for suicide. To emphasize this, the therapist explained he 
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would gladly accept the patient's financial terms, and outlined the 
details of the proposal. 

In response to this information, the patient burst into tears and 
said, "Doctor, this is the stuff miracles are made of." He immedi
ately experienced some emotional relief, and at the second session 
three days later, the depression score had dropped to 34, well below 
the patient's aim for the first month of treatment. The therapist 
received payment that month and every subsequent month until 
the depression scores were in the normal range (below 10). 

The therapist's initial response-while somewhat unusual
communicated a sense of commitment, compassion, and flexibility 
that undercut the patient's cynicism and fostered a sense of thera
peutic rapport in an angry patient understandably disillusioned 
with therapists. The therapist indicated that he would not "buy 
into" the patient's hopelessness, but had a conviction that the pa
tient could and would receive help if he made the effort. The inter
vention also contained the element of surprise, suggesting to the 
patient that he was being treated with an approach that was at least 
fresh and different. Finally, the therapist exposed the illogic in the 
patient's statement that he would be a cognitive-therapy nonre
sponder. Although the patient was an expert in the symptoms of 
depression, he was not an expert in the treatment of depression, 
and had no way to foretell the future or adequately assess his prog
nosis. 

Like most depressive thinking, suicidal hopelessness is usually 
the product of distorted thinking. The patient sees himself caught 
in a trap from which there is no exit. Because he experiences his 
suffering as unbearable, he concludes that suicide is the only rea
sonable solution to his problems. 

For example, a thirty-five-year-old wholesale frozen-food dis
tributor had experienced chronic depression since his divorce six 
years earlier. He had been raising his two daughters and did not 
know the whereabouts of his wife and only son. A tragic historical 
event was the suicide of his father when he was fifteen years old. 
His father died in his arms. 

In the past year the patient's depression had intensified and he 
found it increasingly difficult to go to work or to calIon customers. 
He would spend his time doing errands around the house saying, 
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"Tomorrow I must get started calling on customers." He felt in 
danger of being fired, and each day of avoidance made it more dif
ficult for him to go to work and face his boss. The avoidance led to 
shame. He was convinced that he was not suffering from depres
sion but from laziness. He shared with his therapist his conviction 
that it would be preferable for him to commit suicide as this was 
his only "realistic solution." The therapist inquired what problems 
he had that would be realistically solved by suicide. "First, I have 
lost face with my boss. He pays me a salary and I haven't made any 
sales or calls on customers for over a month. I couldn't stand to face 
him or any of my clients. I'm sure I've lost my job and all self
respect. Second, in the absence of commissions, I'm not making 
enough money to support my daughters adequately. One of these 
days they'll want to go to college and I won't have any money. 
Third, I'm constantly depressed, and I'm not the kind of father I 
ought to be. Lately, they've been asking me, 'Daddy, why are you 
acting differently?' " 

The therapist pointed out the illogic of his position. First, he 
had no real evidence that he had lost his job or had lost face. In 
order to find out, he would have to contact his employer, explain 
his situation frankly, and get some information. And if he had lost 
the employer's respect and/or job--which seemed unlikely in light 
of the fact that the employer had suggested and helped to under
write the therapy-suicide would not correct the situation. Nor 
would suicide help his daughters go to college or obtain good fath
ering. Suicide would, in fact, add further to their burden by remov
ing the only parent who had been willing to raise them following 
the divorce. 

It was helpful to this patient to realize that suicide simply in
volved further avoidance of his problems, but did not represent a 
solution. He had no real evidence that his problems were in any 
way insoluble, since he had not attempted any solutions. He had 
overlooked the fact that prior to his depression he had been an en
ergetic successful salesman and was not, in fact, lazy or incompe
tent. 

Although not entirely convinced by the therapist's appraisal, 
he did agree to call his boss and to calIon one customer. The em
ployer expressed support and empathy and assured him that his job 
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was not in danger. When he called on the customer, he did receive 
some ribbing about "being on vacation" for the past six weeks, but 
also landed a small order. He later reported with surprise that the 
discomfort from being teased was actually quite small in compari
son with the intense depression he experienced every day at home 
avoiding work. This discovery gave him courage to call on other 
customers, and over a two-week period he built back up to a nor
mal working schedule and began making plans for the future. As he 
began to see the future, the past, and the present more objectively 
and learned to view himself and his external environment with 
more perspective, there was a corresponding improvement in the 
rest of his symptomatology. 

COGNITIVE DISTORTIONS IN ANXIOUS PATIENTS 

The cognitions of anxious patients have a different theme from 
those of depressed patients, although anxiety and depression often 
coexist in the same individual. The depressed patient typically be
lieves that a tragedy has already occurred and that his problems are 
inherently hopeless and insoluble. In contrast, the anxious patient 
feels as if he is on the edge of the cliff ready to fall. He believes that 
some tragedy is about to occur. 

During an anxiety attack, there are at least two kinds of cogni
tive phenomena occurring. First, there is often a mental visual 
image that preciptates the anxiety attack. For example, a therapist 
moved out of Philadelphia and referred one of his patients to one of 
the authors. Prior to the first visit, the patient called saying that her 
heart was pounding and she was dizzy, sick, and frightened and 
unable to come for the visit. The therapist asked her, "Did you have 
any visual images or fantasies about what would happen if you did 
come to see me?" She replied that she had a frightening daydream 
of passing out on the train. This is a typical visual image of an anx
ious patient and is characterized by a sense of danger and loss of 
control. 

The cognitive approach involves training the patient to identify 
these visual images or daydreams that precipitate the anxiety and 
then to evaluate whether or not such images are indeed as realistic 
and catastrophic as the patient imagines them to be. For example, 
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the therapist asked the prospective new patient on the phone: 
"Suppose you did in fact faint on the train-what then?" She re
plied that in all likelihood she would wake up in a minute and dis
cover several concerned passengers trying to arouse her. She ac
knowledged that such an experience might be somewhat 
embarrassing or uncomfortable but was in no way catastrophic or 
terrible. She also admitted she had, in fact, never actually fainted, 
although she had often feared loss of control during periods of anxi
ety. She experienced considerable relief when she realized that her 
anxiety symptoms had been actually produced by her high degree 
of belief in her visual fantasy, and that the actual probability of a 
fainting spell was actually quite low, based on her past experience. 

The therapist proposed that prior to the next scheduled session 
she look for upsetting visual images and frightening thoughts and 
make notes about these on the train, including a numerical count of 
the number of such images as well as the content of the fantasies. 
This paradoxical maneuver of instructing the patient to look for, 
analyze, and write down these thoughts and fantasies undercut the 
patient's fear and avoidance of such anxiety reactions. She appeared 
in person at the next therapy session and reported that there had 
been no cognitive or emotional upset since the telephone call, al
though she had been diligently looking for one! 

Once the patient experiences the initial symptoms of anxiety 
due to this upsetting visual image, he characteristically transforms 
the symptoms of anxiety into a full-blown attack. At this point, the 
cognitions are usually remarkably similar from patient to patient. 
For example, the patient might think, "I'll never get out of this," or 
"I'm going crazy," and "I'm losing my mind," or ''I'm going to lose 
control." These thoughts create more anxiety and the subsequent 
uncomfortable somatic symptoms seem to confirm the patient's be
lief that something terrible is indeed happening to him. 

The patient may withdraw from his usual activities due to 
these symptoms. For example, a university student experienced 
panic while studying for an important exam. He began to think, "I 
can't concentrate. I'm losing my mind. I'll blow the exam." These 
thoughts intensified his panic. He therefore stopped studying, re
fused to take the exam, and received an incomplete in the course. 
Since he was a conscientious student with a 3.5 grade average and 
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had never before withdrawn from an exam, he concluded, "I must 
really be going downhill." This added further to his anxiety and 
depression and so he dropped out of school entirely. He then began 
to think, "I'm just a dropout now. That proves that there must be 
something wrong with my mind." After he dropped out of school, 
he experienced a frank panic attack while smoking marijuana on 
a date. Because his friends appeared to enjoy marijuana, he took 
his reaction as further evidence that something was wrong with 
him. 

He then avoided his friends and experienced a sense of shame 
and the feeling that he had lost face. After several months of relative 
isolation he began to think, "I must really be insane. I'm a social 
reject as well as an academic failure." He went to an analytically 
oriented therapist for two years and found it difficult to talk during 
the therapy sessions because of the analyst's silence and his own 
mounting anxiety. During each session he was preoccupied with 
thoughts such as "If I can't even talk to a psychiatrist, there must be 
something terribly wrong with me." The therapist's silence added 
further to his panic and sense of paralysis. He frequently experi
enced anxiety in response to images in which he saw himself locked 
up in a mental hospital, being scorned by former friends, etc. Es
sentially, this patient was giving himself frequent danger signals in 
the form of upsetting thoughts and images and erroneous interpre
tations of the symptoms of anxiety. Because of the therapist's inac
tivity, the patient was highly vulnerable to internal stimula
tion-much like a sensory-deprivation experiment. 

The strategy of the cognitive therapist involved training the pa
tient to monitor and evaluate realistically his automatic thoughts by 
using the Daily Record of Dysfunctional Thoughts. This is a form 
that patients fill out on a daily basis between therapy sessions and 
record their uncomfortable emotions (including sadness, anxiety, or 
anger), as well as their negative thoughts. They then are to write 
down a rational response to the negative thought and monitor the 
degree of emotional relief they experience. The patient was taught 
to design and carry out behavioral experiments involving risk
taking exercises that would provide additional data for evaluating 
and modifying his beliefs. 

For example, whenever he contemplated participating in any 
social interaction with peers, he became frozen with anxiety and 
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self-doubt, and invariably avoided the interaction. When he was 
invited to a party by a former friend (the situation provoking the 
dysphoria), he recorded his emotional reaction as "anxiety, 80%." 
He then recorded a number of "automatic thoughts" that flowed 
through his mind immediately following the invitation and he as
sessed his degree of belief in these thoughts (between 0 and 100%). 
These included: (1) They will smoke pot at the party (90%). (2) If 
they smoke pot, they will put pressure on everyone to smoke pot 
(80%). (3) If I don't smoke pot, I will be ostracized (100%). (4) 
Because I will be anxious, I will not be able to think of anything to 
say (100%). (5) If I am quiet, they will conclude I'm peculiar (100%). 
(6) If I talk and they find out how upset I've been, they will look 
down on me and realize what a jerk I am (100%). (7) If others look 
down on me, this will mean that I'm a worthless human being 
(90%). 

After recording these automatic thoughts, he then generated 
the following "rational responses" to each of the "automatic 
thoughts," and assessed his degree of belief in each of these: (1 and 
2) They may not smoke pot, and if they do they may not insist that 
everyone do so. I have the right to say I don't care for pot (100%). 
(3) There are probably many people who don't smoke pot and who 
are accepted by others. Since they are not ostracized, there is no 
reason to think I will be (90%). (4) Even though I am anxious, I can 
talk to some people if I choose. Anxiety makes me uncomfortable 
but doesn't make it impossible to speak (80%). (5) Quiet people are 
not necessarily peculiar. Some people look up to people who are 
quiet (80%). (6) If they find out I've been lonely and upset they may 
express concern rather than rejection (95%). (7) If others look down 
on me it doesn't prove I am worthless, since others are not in a 
position to sit in judgment on me. If I respect myself, the opinions 
of others will be less important. It is impossible to please every
body, and it is also very unlikely that every single person will look 
down on me (100%). 

After recording these data, he was able to see the incompati
bility between the "automatic thoughts" and the "rational res
ponses." The effect was to create a cognitive dissonance, such that 
he was forced to choose whether the automatic thoughts or rational 
responses were more realistic. He correspondingly reduced his de
gree of belief in each of his automatic thoughts. At this point, he 
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experienced partial emotional relief, and his anxiety levels
although not eliminated-fell to the 30--40% level. 

The therapist proposed that since many of his upsetting cogni
tions involved actual predictions about the behavior and attitudes 
of others, he would have to perform an experiment in order to 
become more convinced about the truth of the matter. The therapist 
suggested that although it would require some courage, it would be 
to his advantage if he actually attended the party. This would allow 
him to gather considerable data concerning his beliefs. In order to 
reduce his anxiety levels somewhat, prior to leaving for the event 
he was to read the "automatic thoughts" and "rational responses." 

Because depressed and anxious patients have the capacity for 
transforming neutral or even positive events into negative experi
ences, it is important that such behavioral experiments be set up in 
such a way that a successful outcome is virtually assured. Therefore, 
the therapist suggested that the patient develop a list of behavioral 
aims with regard to the party. The therapist suggested he give him
self a reward if he could accomplish any goals regardless of whether 
or not he enjoyed the party. Simply going to the party constituted 
one goal. The other goals included: attempt to carry on a conversa
tion with at least one other person; learn as much about that person 
as possible, so as to be able to write a brief biographical 
sketch about that individual and bring this write-up to the 
therapist; politely but assertively decline any invitation to smoke 
marijuana; if you do decline marijuna, ask the host whether your 
nonparticipation in this creates any discomfort for others; obtain 
information relative to as many of the other automatic thoughts as 
possible; if any emotional discomfort arises during the party, at
tempt to identify the automatic thoughts and write them down 
later; prior to leaving for the party, write down a prediction regard
ing how pleasurable it will be (from 0 to 100%); after the party write 
down the amount of pleasure actually experienced (from 0 to 100%); 
and after the party, count the number of goals that were actually 
achieved. 

The development of discrete, easily attainable personal behav
ioral goals counteracted the patient's expectation that he had to per
form for others at the party. He could successfully accomplish many 
of these goals regardless of the amount of pleasure or interpersonal 
success he experienced at the party. The goals were designed to in-
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volve the patient in the process of being at the party so as to distract 
him from his obsessional concerns with the outcome of the experi
ence. 

It was not surprising that the patient's actual experience at the 
party was substantially divergent from his negative expectations. 
Although a few individuals did smoke pot, they were in the minor
ity. He became engaged in a lengthy conversation with the wife of 
the host and learned that she, too, had at times experienced anxiety 
and depression. He actually enjoyed himself, and was one of the 
last guests to leave. 

While a single successful experience does not entirely reverse a 
pattern of chronic catastrophizing, self-doubt, and avoidance, it 
contributed significantly in this case to a reversal of the patient's 
sense of hopelessness and worthlessness. He experienced substan
tial emotional relief, and was able to initiate a systematic program 
of coping with his fears in collaboration with the therapist. 

As with depression, the anxiety syndrome begins with charac
teristic upsetting thoughts and images. Catastrophic themes involv
ing loss of control, mental deterioration, and rejection are 
frequently involved. The dysphoric emotional states and maladap
tive behavior patterns then seem to reinforce the patient's belief 
system resulting in a self-perpetuating closed system. 

The therapist attempts to "open up" this system at the cogni
tive level by training the patient to identify and correct the frighten
ing thoughts that produce the symptoms. We assure the patient that 
although he experiences unpleasant reactions that mean to him that 
he is going insane, he is in point of fact not going insane despite 
his intense discomfort. We teach the patient to think more realis
tically and to modify his behavior in small steps until a normal 
emotional and behavioral pattern has again been established. The 
aim is to create a "self-esteem cycle" in which realistic attitudes, 
feelings, and behavior patterns become mutually rei:t;l.forcing. 

COMPARATIVE EFFICACY OF COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR 

MODIFICATION VERSUS ANTIDEPRESSANT DRUG THERAPY 

IN THE TREATMENT OF DEPRESSED AND ANXIOUS PATIENTS 

We have recently been conducting a series of studies testing 
the efficacy of short-term structured cognitive behavior modifica-
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tion for chronically or intermittently depressed outpatients. To date 
we have treated several hundred depressed individuals with cogni
tive psychotherapy. The therapy involves training patients to iden
tify distorted thinking and to modify this thinking as well as mala
daptive behavior patterns as described previously. 

Our present systematic study (Rush, Beck, Kovacs, and Hollon, 
1977), which involved the treatment of 41 unipolar depressed out
patients during the past two and a half years, was designed as a 
controlled comparison of cognitive psychotherapy with an an
tidepressant drug of proven efficacy (imipramine). The subjects 
were moderately to severely depressed outpatients with a mean 
period of 8.8 years since the onset of the first depressive episode. 
Seventy-five percent were suicidal. A number of these individuals 
had symptoms of anxiety in addition to depression. 

Patients were randomly assigned to the drug therapy (n = 22) or 
the cognitive-therapy group (n = 19). The patients in the cognitive
therapy group were seen initially twice a week for a maximum of 20 
visits in 12 weeks. Frequency of visits tapered off so that the mean 
was 1.5 sessions per week, or 15.2 interviews for the course of treat
ment. Patients in the drug group were seen weekly. Imipramine 
was given in increasing doses to a maximum of 250 mg per day for 
a maximum of 12 weeks. In addition to chemotherapy, these pa
tients received approximately 15 minutes of supportive psycho
therapy at each visit. 

Analysis of the data revealed several interesting findings: (1) 
Although both the chemotherapy and cognitive therapy groups 
showed almost identical mean depression scores at the beginning of 
treatment (30 in both groups) on the Beck Depression Inventory
and similar rates of improvement for the first eight weeks-the cog
nitive-therapy group improved more rapidly in the initial phase of 
treatment. (2) The dropout rate (due to patients' intolerance of drug 
side effects or lack of improvement) was substantially higher in the 
chemotherapy group (8 versus 1). (3) When the dropouts are in
cluded in the computations, the mean end of treatment score on the 
BDI was significantly better in the cognitive-therapy group (7.3 ver
sus 17.4; one-way analysis of covariance revealed p <0.01). When 
dropouts were excluded from the computations, the mean BDI score 
was still significantly better in the cognitive-therapy group (5.9) 
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than in the pharmacotherapy group (13.0); one-way analysis of 
covariance indicated p < 0.05. (4) Seventy-nine percent of the 
cognitive-therapy group showed marked or complete remission of 
symptoms as compared to 23% of the pharmacotherapy patients. (5) 
Significant reductions in Hamilton Anxiety scores were observed 
in both the cognitive-therapy and pharmacotherapy groups. 
Between-groups comparison did not show a significant difference 
in favor of one treatment over the other, although the trend toward 
lower anxiety scores seemed to favor the cognitive-therapy group 
(p < 0.15) when dropouts were excluded from analysis. (6) Follow
up studies at three and six months on 38 patients indicated substan
tially fewer relapses in the cognitive-therapy group as compared 
with the drug-therapy group (Rush et al., 1977). When completers 
plus dropouts were included in the analysis, the cognitive-therapy 
group had significantly lower BDI scores at three months (p < 0.01) 
than the pharmacotherapy group and showed a nonsignificant 
trend at six months (p < 0.11). Similar results were obtained when 
dropouts were excluded from analysis. 

The significance of these studies lies in the fact that for the first 
time we have been able to demonstrate in a controlled study that 
psychological techniques are effective in treating moderately to se
verely depressed suicidal outpatients. The second significant fea
ture is that this new approach works much faster than traditional 
methods of psychotherapy. Most of the patients started to improve 
in the first week, particularly in terms of suicidal ideation. If our 
findings are substantiated, the patient who receives the newer type 
of psychotherapy can look forward to relatively prompt relief rather 
than the many weeks of suffering and flirting with suicide that we 
observe in patients receiving traditional therapy. Third, this ap
proach provides an alternative to chemotherapy as a short-term 
treatment of depression. It is especially indicated for those patients 
who cannot or will not take antidepressant drugs, who prematurely 
discontinue drug treatment, or have not responded to drug treat
ment by previous therapists. Finally, the encouraging preliminary 
results from the follow-up evaluations indicate that the patients 
treated for depression with cognitive techniques tend to have more 
lasting results than those treated with antidepressant drug therapy. 
This is of particular importance because of the relapsing nature of 
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depressive illness. The findings may indicate that the patients 
treated with cognitive therapy show greater gains in terms of their 
ability to cope with life's difficulties on an ongoing basis. 

This study was designed to evaluate cognitive therapy alone 
versus antidepressant drug therapy so as to determine whether the 
therapy does have value in the treatment of severe mood disorders. 
Further studies are now in progress to determine whether the com
bination of the two treatment modalities has an additive effect, as 
compared with either treatment alone. 
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Anger and Coping 
with Stress 

COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL INTERVENTIONS 

RAYMOND W. NOVACO 

Howard Beale, veteran anchorman of the Universal Broadcasting 
Company, became the mad prophet of the movie, Network, as he 
implored television audiences across the nation: 

So, I know you've been bugged. You've got to get mad. You've got to 
say, ''I'm a human being, damn it! My life has value!" So, I want you to 
get up now. I want all of you to get up out of your chairs. I want you to 
get up right now and go to the window, open it, and stick your head 
out and yell, ''I'm as mad as hell, and I'm not going to take this any
more!" Things have got to change, but first, you've got to get mad. 

It seems that Howard Beale has touched a nerve when he enjoins us 
to revolt against the adversities of everyday living. 

Anger is one of the most talked-about but least studied of 
human emotions. Poets, playwrights, and composers have por
trayed anger in artistic form; philosophers have examined its mean
ing. Yet, surprisingly, anger has eluded the attention of experi
mentally minded psychologists. This probably has been a function 
of behavioristic traditions that favored the study of aggressive be-

RAYMOND W. NOVACO • Program of Social Ecology, University of California, 
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havior over that of anger. Although anger inductions have been an 
integral part of the prolific research on aggression, experimental 
and theoretical interest in anger has been incidental to the study of 
harm-doing behaviors. More than three quarters of a century ago, 
G. Stanley Hall stated, "Psychological literature contains no com
prehensive memoir on this very important and interesting subject" 
(Hall, 1899, p. 516). That remark echoes here. 

The cognitive trend in contemporary psychology, particularly 
among clinical psychologists, has in part sprung from disenchant
ment with the strict behavioristic formulations. The interrela
tionships between thoughts, feelings, and actions are now receiv
ing deserved attention. Mahoney (1977) presents a succinct analysis 
of these developments, as well as the problems and issues confront
ing those with a cognitive-learning orientation. However, despite 
this surge of interest in cognitive and affective intrapersonal pro
cesses, anger and its cognitive correlates remain neglected phenom
ena, when compared to the extent of study that has been given to 
other emotions such as anxiety, depression, and pain. Notwith
standing the involvement of anger in the problem constellations of 
clinical populations, no existing theory of psychotherapy articulates 
a coherent view of anger dIsorders or the means by which they 
might be remedied. 

This chapter will delineate a cognitive behavioral approach to 
the treatment of anger problems. This therapeutic approach, which 
involves cognitive regulation and skills training for the manage
ment of anger, has been evaluated experimentally and has been 
shown to be successful in the treatment of severe anger problems 
(Novaco, 1975, 1976b, 1977). The treatment model is called stress in
oculation, and it has been applied to problems of anxiety and pain, 
as well as anger (Meichenbaum and Cameron, 1973; Meichenbaum, 
1975b; Meichenbaum and Novaco, 1978; Turk, 1974). The concepts 
of stress and anger will be developed as they pertain to this treat
ment approach to anger disorders. 

HUMAN STRESS 

Stress can be understood as a state of imbalance between envi
ronmental demands and the response capabilities of the person or 
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system to cope with these demands. The topic of human stress has 
emerged as a rubric under which a wide variety of adaptation
related phenomena has been investigated. At times, this heteroge
neity has prompted the suggestion that usage of the concept of 
stress be discontinued in favor of subordinate concepts that are 
more restricted in scope, such as threat, arousal, conflict, or anxiety. 

As a brief justification for using the term "stress," as opposed 
to restricting the theoretical language to the more specific term of 
anger, it can be said that the routine exposure to stressors in the ab
sence of commensurate resources to cope has a cumulative adverse 
effect over time. With regard to anger, it is asserted that persons 
who are prone to provocation and are without the psychological 
resources for coping are thereby susceptible to health impairments 
(e.g., cardiovascular disorders), to diminished work efficiency, and 
to disruption of personal relationships. The point is that chronic 
anger can have extensive consequences that go considerably 
beyond the simple experience of an unpleasant emotional state. 

The term stress has been borrowed from engineering, where its 
usage refers to an external force applied to a physical structure that 
produces a strain on the structure. The resultant strain is a function 
of the magnitude of the stress and of the properties of the structure. 
The psychological meaning of stress, which refers to a condition of 
the organism, parallels the engineering concept of strain. In a be
havioral view, the term "stressor" denotes the external forces experi
enced by the organism, and their stress effects are determined by 
the characteristics of the structures on which they impact (Lazarus, 
1966; Selye, 1976). The failure to distinguish the terms "stressor" 
and "stress" has led at times to an equivocal usage of the concept of 
stress as referring to both an agent and to a result. Stress is con
strued most clearly as a hypothetical state that is induced by envi
ronmental forces and manifested by reactions at various physiolog
ical, behavioral, and social levels. This analysis thus distinguishes 
stressors as aversive events that exert demands for adaptation, stress 
as a hypothetical state denoting a condition of imbalance between 
demands and resources for coping, and stress reactions as the ad
verse health and behavioral consequences of exposure to environ
mental demands. 

The study of stress is concerned with the adaption of the orga-
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nism to various environmental fields. Environmental fields are do
mains of elements that are described at particular levels of analysis, 
such as the biological, psychological, social, and physical levels. 
Stressors are elements in the environmental fields that disturb the 
organism's equilibrium, interfere with its performance, or even 
threaten its survival. 1 The rapidly expanding body of research on 
human stress2 supports Wohlwill's (1970) view that the environ
ment not only elicits responses but can also constrain human func
tioning and can have a lasting imprint on health and behavior over 
time. 

The above remarks are intended to clarify the context in which 
the terms "stress" and "stress inoculation" are used. The present 
cognitive behavior therapy model is applied to human stress and 
adaptation at a particular level of analysis, namely, the psycholog
ical, and the reader should be mindful of this boundary condition. 
That is, there are many sources of stress in the various environ
mental fields to which we are exposed, and for a number of these 
stress-inducing conditions (such as exposure to excessive noise, 
economic fluctuations, traffic congestion, or population density) the 
appropriate stress-ameliorating intervention may not be a clinical, 
psychotherapy procedure. 3 In terms of value premises, it is not the 

lStressors do not necessarily arise in the environment independent of the person's 
actions. Many stressors (e.g., life-change events or various forms of provocation) 
are a result of the person's prior activity. 

2 The interested reader is referred to the seminal works of Selye (1976), Lazarus 
(1966), Glass and Singer (1972), and Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend (1974). Compi
lations of theory and research pertaining to human stress across disciplinary per
spectives can be found in rnsel and Moos (1974, Levine and Scotch (1970), and 
Monat and Lazarus (1977). 

3 Clinical interventions generally aim to mitigate stress effects by increasing the per
son's (psychological) resources for coping with environmental demands. Ecological 
or community approaches place greater emphasis on modifying the environmental 
demands or risk factors. Recent research in the behavioral sciences has demon
strated that the prevalence of physical illnesses, mental disorders, depressed mood, 
and social disorganization are in part a function of identifiable variations in the 
physical and social environment (d. earlier footnoted references on stress). Al
though the knowledge base is far from adequate for interventions at the level of 
public or organizational policy, it ultimately may be more efficacious in reducing 
the nonspecific effects of stress to pursue change efforts at environmental levels 
rather than to focus on the individual. An excellent review and conceptualization of 
pertinent research in the field of environmental psychology can be found in Stokols 
(1978). 
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assumption of the present analysis that the locus for change regard
ing human stress necessarily or primarily resides within the indi
vidual. 

The stress interventions to be described herein are formulated 
at the psychological level of analysis. The most extensively devel
oped and influential formulation of psychological stress is that of 
Lazarus (1966, 1967). The theoretical model of stress developed by 
Lazarus consists of an integration of the concepts of threat, ap
praisal, and coping. Threat is defined not only in terms of a stimu
lus configuration that could be categorized as noxious or harmful, 
but also with regard to the individual's appraisal of the threat cir
cumstances. The judgment or perception of the significance of the 
stressor is called primary appraisal. Coping refers to the activation of 
behavior designed to deal with threat. The form of coping that is 
initiated is determined by secondary appraisal, which involves the 
individual's judgment of the consequences of available coping strat
egies. In the Lazarus model, cognitive processes are central to an 
understanding of stress. 

Psychological formulations of stress, in addition to that of Laz
arus (Appley and Trumbull, 1967; Arnold, 1967; Cofer and Appley, 
1964; and McGrath, 1970), emphasize the role of the perceived envi
ronmental situation. Particular stressors are not viewed as having 
uniform effects across individuals, and particular individuals may 
be more vulnerable to exposure to certain environmental events. 
Thus, it is the perceived environmental demands and the individ
ual's perception of threat that must be determined in order to cali
brate potential adverse effects. In sum, psychological approaches to 
stress give considerable attention to mediational processes and are 
interaction focused. That is, they are concerned with the interchange 
between person and environment and concentrate on the interven
ing factors that mediate the relationship between stressors and 
stress outcomes. 

ANGER AND ITs DETERMINANTS 

Anger is an affective stress reaction to aversive events that are 
called provocations. Anger, as a subjective affect, consists of a com
bination of arousal, identifiable by autonomic nervous system (Ax, 
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1953; Funkenstein, King, and Drolette, 1954, 1957; Schachter, 1957) 
and central nervous system (Moyer, 1971, 1973) indices, and a cog
nitive labeling of that arousal as anger (Konecni, 1975b). Consistent 
with psychological views of stress, anger is determined by one's 
cognitive structuring of the situation. In purely cognitive terms, 
anger can be viewed as an attempt to extort a validation of one 
personal constructs (Kelly, 1954) in an effort to control an aversive 
situation. 

Historically, the psychological study of anger has a dotted 
record. In an impressive early work, Hall (1899) provides a linguis
tic and conceptual analysis of anger based on a questionnaire sur
vey. His report presents 313 written responses to the questionnaire 
on anger, for which he had received over 2,000 returns from around 
the country. These questionnaire responses address the causes of 
anger, manifestations of anger, objects of anger expression, afteref
fects of arousal, mechanisms of control, and treatment principles. 
Hall's material is a rich source of hypotheses about anger and its 
cognitive correlates. Other early analyses of anger that merit atten
tion are the research reports of Richardson (1918), who used 
methods of introspection, and of Gates (1926), who studied the 
anger of female students through their self-ratings of daily events. 
The earliest clinical account that I have located on anger was re
ported by Witmer (1908) regarding an eleven-year-old boy who 
"was subject to outbursts of uncontrollable and unreasoning anger" 
(p. 157). 

The appearance of the classic monograph by Dollard, Doob, 
Miller, Mowrer, and Sears (1939) on frustration and aggression 
might have generated more research on anger than it did were it 
not for the values of behaviorism and for the perceived association 
of anger arousal with drive-reduction concepts in the study of ag
gressive behavior. Research on physiological processes by Ax 
(1953), Funkenstein et al. (1954, 1957), and Schachter (1957) that was 
concerned with the autonomic-system changes associated with 
anger was conducted in medical settings and has interfaced with 
mainstream psychological research for the most part only in experi
mentation on aggression catharsis (e.g., Gentry, 1970; Hokanson 
and Burgess, 1962a, 1962b; Hokanson, Willers, and Koropsak, 1968; 
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EXTERNAL EVENTS 

frustration 
annoyance 
insult 
inequity 
assault 

BEHAVIORAL REACTION 

verbal antagonism 
physical antagonism 
passive aggression 
avoidance withdrawal 

COGNITIVE PROCESSES 

appraisal 
expectation 
private speech 

Figure 1. Determinants of anger arousal. 
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Kahn, 1966). Recent trends in aggression research, notably the work 
of Konecni (Konecni, 1975a, 1975b; Konecni, Crozier, and Doob, 
1976; Konecni and Ebbesen, 1976), may redirect experimental inter
est to the study of the emotion of anger and its cognitive deter
minants. 

In the therapeutic model to be presented, anger is construed as 
being determined by external events, internal processes, and behav
ioral reactions. To put it simply, anger can be examined in terms of 
aversive events, how these events are appraised or interpreted, and 
the behaviors that are enacted in response to these events. These 
three sets of determinants have mutually influenced relationships as 
depicted in Figure 1. Anger is viewed as a combination of physio
logical arousal and a cognitive labeling of that arousal as a function 
of internal and external cues and of one's own overt and covert be
havior in the situation (Konecni, 1975a and 1975b; Lazarus, 1967; 
Schachter and Singer, 1962). 

Cognitive processes occupy a central role in the experience of 
anger arousal within this model. Aversive events have no direct 
relationship upon anger except as mediated by appraisal, expecta
tions, and private speech. These factors and their operations will be 
elaborated below. Aversive events function as provocations, be-
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cause of the way they are construed. 4 Anger arousal, in tum, has a 
reciprocal relationship to the mediating cognitions in that the expe
rience of anger determines subsequent cognitions about the situa
tion. 

Similarly, mutually influenced relationships exist between 
anger arousal and behavioral reactions, especially aggression. Kon
ecni (1975a, 1975b) proposed that a bidirectional causal relationship 
exists between anger and aggression, and he has supported this 
thesis with exceptionally performed experiments. Although there 
may be some disagreement concerning the aggression ~ anger rela
tionships, it has been generally established that the arousal of anger 
does facilitate aggressive behavior (Rule and Nesdale, 1976), and, 
when anger has been induced, aggressive behavior does lower 
anger arousal. 

Antagonistic behavior in response to aversive events results in 
defining one's emotional state as anger. Anger is inferred from our 
behavior, as well as from other internal and external cues. This 
follows from the James-Lange theory of emotion, according to 
which we derive knowledge about our emotion from observations 
of our own behavior in particular contexts (e.g., I am angry because 
my fists are clenched, and I have been insulted). Furthermore, ag
gressive behavior is likely to incite others to behave aversively, 
which then increases the probability for anger in the subject. Prov
ocation experiences between police and assaultive criminals have 
been shown by Toch (1969) to escalate sequentially in a series of an
tagonistic counter-responses. 

COGNITIVE MEDIATORS OF ANGER AROUSAL 

Cognitive theorists have been fond of quoting the Stoic philos
opher, Epictetus, who once said, "Men are disturbed not by things, 

4 Proneness to provocation may also result from dispositional states of the organism. 
Somatic-affective conditions, such as tension, fatigue, or hunger, may prime anger 
reactions to aversive events. For example, Gates (1926) found that a higher 
frequency of anger incidents occurred in time periods just preceding dinner. The 
mechanisms by which somatic states increase the probability of anger is an impor
tant question for research. Biochemical factors may playa pivotal role in lowering 
the threshold of aversiveness at which an event elicits anger or, in cognitive terms, 
in expanding the range of events that are appraised as provocations. 
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but by the view which they take of them." Similarly, the prescrip
tions of Buddhism's "Four Noble Truths" teach that the malaise of 
human existence originates in ignorant cravings, all which can be 
remedied by Buddha's "Eightfold Path," which in our own lan
guage consists largely of cognitive self-control prescriptions (d. 
Allen, 1959; Rahula, 1959). The emphasis placed on cognitive deter
minants in the present approach reflects the influence of the per
sonality theories of George Kelly (1955) and Julian Rotter (1954), as 
well as the more recent clinical views of Albert Ellis (1962, 1973), 
Aaron Beck (1976), and especially Donald Meichenbaum (1977). 

Provocation experiences are mediated by the appraisal of the 
aversive event. Appraisal has been a prominent concept in the liter
ature on psychological stress (Arnold, 1967; Averill, 1973; Lazarus, 
1966). Appraisal is used here to refer to cognitive evaluations of 
past and present events, as well as to judgments about one's behav
ior in response to these events. Considerable evidence in the litera
ture on aggression has shown that appraisal of provocation influ
ences aggressive behavior. Pastore (1952) found that the 
arbitrariness of frustration was a significant determinant of aggres
sive responses, as more aggression was reported in response to 
thwartings that were without justification. The justification for ag
gression has been shown to increase the magnitude of aggressive 
responses in several studies (Berkowitz and Rawlings, 1963; Brock 
and Buss, 1964; Meyer, 1972). Importantly, the perceived aggressive 
intent of one's opponent has been found to elevate aggressive re
sponding (Epstein and Taylor, 1967; Taylor, 1967). 

While justification for aggression and perceived intentionality 
of antagonism serve to heighten aggressive acts, other appraisal 
processes have be~n shown to reduce aggressive behavior. Cogni
tive reinterpretation of the provoking experience was found to 
lower aggression by several investigators (Green and Murray, 1975; 
Kaufmann and Feshbach, 1963; Mallick and McCandless, 1966). 
Evaluations of one's own anger reactions can also reduce aggres
sion, when based on the perceived values of observers (Borden, 
1975) or on the judgment that one's anger level is inappropriately 
high (Berkowitz, Lepinski, and Angulo, 1969). 

Expectations refer to the subjective probabilities that a person 
has concerning future events. Expectations are based on appraisal 
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processes. They may be specific to a particular situation or general
ized across a set of functionally related situations (Rotter, 1954). 
When one's experience is discrepant from expectations, arousal oc
curs, as equilibrium is disturbed and the person seeks to adjust to 
the demands of the situations. The arousal will be labeled as anger 
when situational cues are present that have a learned connection 
with anger and particularly when one is inclined to behave aggres
sively. 

Expectations as mediators of anger and aggression can be illus
trated with reference to sex roles. Sex-role expectation has been of
fered as an explanation for the observed differences in the expres
sion of aggression toward males and females. The majority of 
research investigations that have varied the sex of instigator/target 
of aggression have found that both men and women behave less 
aggressively toward women than toward men (Frodi, Macaulay, 
and Thome, 1977). The review of sex differences in aggression by 
Frodi et al. (1977) concluded that "sex role expectations, in interac
tion with the behavior encountered, playa significant part in deter
mining men's and women's aggressiveness" (p. 643). In addition, 
observed increases in female aggression toward aggressive male in
stigators have been thought to result from a violation of social ex
pectations (Taylor and Epstein, 1967). 

Expectations influence anger in several ways: (1) high expecta
tions for desirable consequences that do not result can make an un
desired outcome more aversive; (2) high expectations that someone 
will behave aversively can reduce one's provocation threshold so 
that anger and antagonistic reactions have a higher probability of 
occurrence; and (3) low expectations that one can effectively manage 
a conflict situation can lead to anger and aggression in an attempt to 
achieve control over the aversive experience. 

Private speech is the internal dialogue that expresses appraisals 
and expectations in language form. Private speech can act as a self
arousal mechanism and can steer one's course of action. Antagonis
tic self-statements may inflame anger by focusing attention on aver
sive characteristics of persons and situations and by revivifing 
provocation incidents. Ruminations about aversive experiences can 
prolong anger beyond the point that it would otherwise have dissi
pated. Self-arousal processes have been implicated in the occur-
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rence of aggressive behavior (Bandura, 1973; Konecni, 1975a). How
ever, the relationship between private speech and provocation is 
hypothetical at present. 

Early learning-theory formulations (Dollard and Miller, 1950) 
emphasized the role of thought and language as cue-producing re
sponses that affect emotional arousal. The effects of self-statements 
on emotional state have just begun to be explored. No research has 
been reported on the relationship between private speech and prov
ocation. However, a number of studies have appeared that have 
found that arousal or anxiety states are influenced by self-verbaliza
tion. Rimm and Litvak (1969) sought to test several RET proposi
tions, one of which states that implicit verbalization is linked to 
emotional arousal. These authors found that affectively loaded sen
tences increased respiration rate and depth. Schwartz (1971) found 
that affectively loaded words increase heart rate, and, using a simi
lar procedure, May and Johnson (1973) demonstrated that internally 
elicited thoughts to stimulus words having stressful content influ
ence heart rate, respiration, and, to some extent, skin conductance. 
Galvanic skin response effects were obtained by Russell and 
Brandsma (1974) for anxiety-arousing sentences, but no effects re
sulted for respiration. Rogers and Craighead (1977) failed to repli
cate the Russell and Brandsma (1974) results but did find that the 
degree of discrepancy from belief about oneself did mediate the 
physiological effects of the self-statements. In sum, these studies 
have shown that private speech has measurable autonomic system 
effects and can be considered to be implicated in emotional arousal. 

BASIS FOR A COGNITIVE THERAPY FOR ANGER 

The anger-management procedures are based on the conviction 
that emotional arousal and the course of action that such arousal in
stigates are determined by one's cognitive structuring of the situa
tion. The therapeutic procedures involve interventions at the cogni
tive, affective, and behavioral levels, but the cognitive control 
components are relatively new to behavior-therapy methods. Nev
ertheless, there is good reason to believe that cognitive procedures 
can be usefully applied to problems of anger and aggression. 

Mythologies and intellectual prejudices have long induced us to 
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view emotions as being associated with the baser qualities of hu
mans. Averill (1974) has argued that prior to the eighteenth century 
it was common to speak of emotions as "passions" by which the in
dividual was "gripped," "seized," or "tom." Various forms of sym
bolism extrinsic to a scientific analysis had linked emotional arousal 
to irrational and noncognitive activities. However, the classic ex
periment by Schachter and Singer (1962) and a comparable proce
dure by Conn and Crowne (1964) found that the cognitive aspects of 
a situation influence how people label their emotional arousal and 
the degree to which they will be observed to exhibit anger. Perti
nent to the stress-inoculation model of therapy to be described, 
theories of psychological stress emphasize cognitive mediators (Ar
nold, 1967; Appley and Trumbull, 1967; Lazarus, 1966). 

With respect to the cognitive mediation of anger, there is con
siderable evidence that cognitive factors influence the occurrence of 
aggressive behavior. Attention to the role of cognition began with 
the authors of the frustration-aggression monograph (Dollard, 
Doob, Miller, Mowrer, and Sears, 1939) who often alluded to cogni
tive processes as mediators of the occurrence, inhibition, and dis
placement of aggression. The current theories of Berkowitz (1970, 
1973, and 1974), Bandura (1973), and Feshbach (1970) stipulate that 
the stimulus control of aggressive behavior is a cognitively me
diated process. As discussed above in regard to the appraisal of 
provocation, the amplification and attenuation of aggression has 
been found to be influenced by cognitive factors. 

In theories of psychotherapy, the influence of thought on emo
tion is most emphasized by Beck (1976), Kelly (1955), and Ellis 
(1973). Much of the recent impetus among clinical psychologists for 
cognitive approaches to behavior change is due to Ellis, whose ra
tional-emotive therapy is predicated on a concept of maladjustment 
stipulating that it is not events themselves that cause distress but 
rather one's interpretations and internal sentences about those 
events. Ellis (1977) has recently extended RET specifically to the 
management of anger. Outstanding work on cognitive change 
methods has been performed by Goldfried (Goldfried, 1971; Gold
fried and Goldfried, 1975; D'Zurilla and Goldfried, 1971), Kanfer 
(1975), Mahoney (1974), and Meichenbaum (1974, 1977). Mahoney 
and Amkoff (1977) provide a thorough review of the varieties of 
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cognitive and self-control therapies, and the recent book by Beck 
(1976) offers a refreshing synthesis of cognitive approaches to emo
tional disorders. 

THE STRESS-INOCULATION MODEL 

The stress-inoculation procedures are a coping-skills therapy. 
That is, they are concerned with developing the client's competence 
to adapt to stressful events in such a way that stress is reduced and 
personal goals are achieved. The term "inoculation" is a medical 
metaphor. The therapeutic process works by exposing the client to 
manageable doses of a stressor that arouse, but do not overwhelm, 
his/her defenses. The client thereby learns to cope with the stressful 
events that have a high probability of occurrence. 

The anger-management procedures intervene at the cognitive, 
somatic, and behavioral levels to promote adaptive coping with 
provocation. The stress-~noculation approach involves three basic 
steps or phases: cognitive preparation, skill acquisition, and appli
cation practice. 

Cognitive Preparation. The cognitive preparation phase is de
signed to educate clients about the functions of anger and about 
their personal anger patterns, to provide a shared language system 
between client and therapist, and to introduce the rationale of treat
ment. An instructional manu'al for clients is used to facilitate these 
tasks (Novaco, 1976c). Clients are asked to keep a diary, which 
serves as a data base for discussion of the treatment concepts. 

The beneficial effect of cognitive preparation for impending 
stress has been demonstrated by studies of hospitalized patients 
with regard to surgical trauma (Andrew, 1970; Cassell, 1965; Egbert, 
Battit, Welch, and Bartlett, 1964; Janis, 1958). These studies have 
shown that cognitive interventions for the distress of surgery have 
led to better adjustment during surgery, shorter time to discharge, 
and reduction in the use of medication. Personality variables, such 
as repression-sensitization, do, however, mediate the intervention 
effects (Andrew, 1970). In a recent study, Langer, Janis, and Wolfer 
(1975) demonstrated that a cognitive intervention consisting of re
appraisal, calming self-talk, and selective attention effectively re
duced both pre- and postoperative stress. 
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The anger-control components of the cognitive preparation 
phase consist of (1) identifying the persons and situations that trig
ger anger, (2) distinguishing anger from aggression, (3) discrimi
nating justified from less justified anger, (4) understanding the de
terminants of anger, (5) understanding anger in terms of interaction 
sequences, and (6) introducing the anger-management techniques as 
coping strategies to handle conflict and stress. As a cognitive self
control therapy, this approach to the treatment of anger assumes 
that personal knowledge about one's anger patterns facilitates the 
capacity to regulate anger arousal. Effective self-management is de
pendent on awareness of the external contingencies that elicit 
anger, as well as the internal and behavioral concomitants of this 
emotional state. 

Skill Acquisition. Corresponding to the analysis of anger deter
minants, the client is provided with cognitive and behavioral cop
ing skills. At the cognitive level, the client is taught to alternatively 
view provocation events (Kelly, 1955) and to modify the exagger
ated importance often attached to events (Ellis, 1973). A basic goal 
is to promote flexibility in one's cognitive structuring of situations. 
The appraisal of aversive events as personal affronts or ego threats 
is challenged by the therapist and alternative appraisals are sug
gested. In this regard, the ability to "not take things personally" is 
viewed as a fundamental skill. Therapeutically, this involves shift
ing from an ego orientation to a task orientation with respect to 
provocation. A task orientation consists of focusing on desired out
comes and implementing a behavioral strategy to produce those 
outcomes. In addition, the client is encouraged to maintain a sense 
of humor. Humor has been found to reduce aggression-related 
arousal (Singer, 1968), and its use in the present procedure refers to 
not taking oneself and one's predicaments too seriously. 

The most important cognitive intervention consists of the use 
of self-instructions (Meichenbaum, 1974). The cognitive control of 
anger by means of private speech is accomplished by first dissect
ing a provocation experience into a sequence of stages: (1) prepar
ing for a provocation; (2) impact and confrontation; (3) coping with 
arousal; and (4) subsequent reflection (a) conflict unresolved, (b) 
conflict resolved. Stages three and four provide for the possible fail
ure of self-regulation and for the mitigation of additional self-
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arousal by ruminations. The self-regulated private speech functions 
as an instructional cue that guides the client's thoughts, feelings, 
and behavior in the direction of effective coping. 

In the case study reported by Witmer (1908) of the eleven-year
old boy who had been subject to "outbursts of uncontrollable and 
unreasoning anger" and to "mean moods," there appears a delight
ful account of anger control by self-statements. Witmer, who 
adopted an educational approach to therapy in his treatment of 
children, described an incident near the end of the boy's treatment, 
where the boy protested about having to wash his hands at meal
time and threatened to not return to the table. He did return, and 
later said to the clinician present, "I nearly got mad, but I just said 
to myself, 'I will control my temper' " (p. 178). Examples of coping 
self-statements used in the stress-inoculation approach are con
tained in Table I. These can be offered to clients as examples, but 
the client should be encouraged to generate his/her own self-sta
tement package as applied to the specific anger situations used in 
the application phase (see below). 

A variety of behavioral skills are imparted to the client to facili
tate anger regulation and the management of provocation events. 
The general goals of the behavioral interventions are to provide 
skills for responses that are incompatible with anger, for increased 
competence in interpersonal communication, and for problem-solv
ing. Emphasis is placed on maximizing the adaptive functions of 
anger and minimizing its maladaptive functions. That is, the capac
ity of anger as an emotional state to energize behavior, to potentiate 
a sense of personal control, to serve as a discriminative cue for cop
ing, and to facilitate expression of negative sentiments in an accept
able form can be valuable to human functioning and should be fa
cilitated. In contrast, the extent to which anger arousal is disruptive 
to performance, is an unnecessary defensive reaction, instigates 
aggressive behavior, or becomes an undiscriminating means of im
pression management, it has less desirable consequences and 
should be attenuated (cf. Novaco, 1976a). 

A basic behavioral component to the treatment procedure is re
laxation training. The Jacobsen (1938) procedures of systematically 
tensing and relaxing sets of muscles are used, as they enable the 
client to identify internal cues associated with tension and to learn 
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TABLE I. EXAMPLES OF ANGER MANAGEMENT SELF-STATEMENTS REHEARSED 

IN STRESS-INOCULATION TRAINING 

Preparing for a provocation 
This could be a rough situation, but I know how to deal with it. I can work out a 
plan to handle this. Easy does it. Remember, stick to the issues and don't take it 
personally. There won't be any need for an argument. I know what to do. 

Impact and confrontation 
As long as I keep my cool, I'm in control of the situation. You don't need to prove 
yourself. Don't make more out of this than you have to. There is no point in get
ting mad. Think of what you have to do. Look for the positives and don't jump to 
conclusions. 

Coping with arousal 
Muscles are getting tight. Relax and slow things down. Time to take a deep breath. 
Let's take the issue point by point. My anger is a signal of what I need to do. Time 
for problem-solving. He probably wants me to get angry, but I'm going to deal 
with it constructively. 

Subsequent reflection 
a. Conflict unresolved 

Forget about the aggravation. Thinking about it only makes you upset. Try to 
shake it off. Don't let it interfere with your job. Remember relaxation. It's a lot 
better than anger. Don't take it personally. It's probably not so serious. 

b. Conflict resolved 
I handled that one pretty well. That's doing a good job. I could have gotten 
more upset than it was worth. My pride can get me into trouble, but I'm doing 
better at this all the time. 
I actually got through that without getting angry. 

relaxation as an alternative response. The relaxation techniques are 
used in a counterconditioning procedure for anger-eliciting situa
tions. Following Goldfried (1971), these techniques are viewed as 
self-control methods, whereby the person develops competence in 
mastering troublesome internal states. Emphasis is placed on men
tal as well as physical relaxation. 

Through self-monitoring of anger patterns, the client is taught 
to recognize anger from both internal and external cues. The thera
peutic model stipulates that anger is an emotional response to 
stressful demands that signals that problem-solving strategies need 
to be implemented. In this regard, the client must learn to focus on 
issues and objectives and to engage in behaviors instrumental to 
achieving desired outcomes. This process is facilitated by es-
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tablishing a task-oriented response set that interposes thought be
tween impulse and action, thus preventing aggression over-reac
tions and the accumulation of anger by self-stimulation. Training in 
verbal communication and assertiveness augment the problem
solving methods. 

ApPLICATION PRACTICE 

The value of application practice has been emphasized by a va
riety of skills-training approaches (D'Zurilla and Goldfried, 1971; 
Meichenbaum, 1975a; Suinn and Richardson, 1971). The anger
management procedures emphasize personal competence, and 
therefore involve testing the client's capability to manage provoca
tive situations. While the skill acquisition phase involves the in
troduction, modeling, and rehearsal of coping techniques, the prac
tice phase allows clients to test their proficiency by applying the 
anger-control methods to anger situations as regulated by the thera
pist. 

The practice is conducted by means of imaginal and role-play
ing inductions of anger. The content of these provocation simula
tions is presented sequentially in hierarchical form. That is, a hier
archy of anger situations that the client is likely to encounter in real 
life is constructed with the client, and the coping skills that have 
been rehearsed with the therapist then are applied to these scen
arios beginning with the mildest and progressing to the most 
anger-arousing. This process continues throughout the course of 
treatment and enables both client and therapist to gauge the degree 
of improvement. 

A full account of the treatment procedures and the assessment 
scheme with which they are integrated is contained in the author's 
therapist manual (Novaco, 1976d). The procedural portions of this 
manual are contained in an appendix to this chapter, which pro
vides a session-by-session description of the clinical techniques 
and an elaboration of the therapy approach. 

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

Prior to the author's research on the treatment of anger (No
vaco, 1975, 1976b, 1977), no work of an experimental nature existed 
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with regard to cognitive interventions for anger problems. How
ever, desensitization methods had been shown to be effective in 
reducing anger by Rimm, deGroot, Boord, Reiman, and Dillow 
(1971) for persons who experienced anger in automobile-driving sit
uations and by Herrell (1971) for a young soldier who became exces
sively angry when given orders. Kaufman and Wagner (1972) also 
had proposed a behavior technology called "the barb" for the treat
ment of temper-control problems and discussed its application to a 
male adolescent. There are a number of other reports of psychoana
lytic and behavior-modification approaches to aggressive behavior. 
Recently, assertion training has been proposed in the behavioral lit
erature as a method of treatment. 

What distinguishes the present approach from other behavioral 
alternatives is the emphasis on cognitive factors and the attempt to 
provide an integrated theoretical framework. That is, the treatment 
model is intended to be more than a technology. The model is 
based on an articulated conception of anger and the factors that de
termine its manifestation and expression. The present state of de
velopment is far from a theory in the scientific sense, but the model 
specifies a number of testable propositions regarding anger arousal 
and anger regulation that hopefully will receive experimental atten
tion. The treatment procedures themselves also specify a set of ther
apeutic stages and processes that lend themselves to experimental 
analysis. 

In the initial treatment project (Novaco, 1975, 1976b), the com
parative effectiveness of cognitive coping and relaxation training 
were examined separately and in combination. The project exam
ined the extent to which cognitive processes and relaxation tech
niques could be therapeutically used to regulate the experience and 
expression of anger for 34 persons who were both self-identified 
and assessed as having serious anger-control problems. The treat
ment program consisted of an experimental combination of cogni
tive self-control and relaxation procedures aimed at increasing per
sonal competence in managing provocations and regulating the 
arousal of anger. Component treatments were incorporated into the 
experimental design to permit a comparative evaluation. 

The substance of the treatment program was derived from a 
functional analysis of the role of anger in human behavior and from 
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a set of hypothetical principles for anger management derived from 
the research literature on aggression and behavior therapy. The 
propositions served as heuristic statements of conditions that 
would hypothetically facilitate the management of anger. The prop
ositions were integrated with a functional analysis of anger and in
volved the therapeutic arrangement of variables affecting compe
tence in the regulation of anger and the constructive response to 
provocations. From this formulation of factors and strategies for 
anger control, four treatment conditions were constructed: (1) the 
primary treatment, which combined cognitive and relaxation con
trols; (2) a cognitive-treatment condition; (3) a relaxation-training 
condition; and (4) an attention-control condition. Each was con
ducted over a period of six sessions. 

The experimental treatments were evaluated in a pre- and post
treatment design by an anger-inventory assessment, by laboratory 
provocations an imaginal, role-play, and direct-experience modes 
using self-report and physiological indices, and by anger diary rat
ings. The anger inventory was a self-report instrument developed 
by the author and has since been refined. It consists of 80 descrip
tions of provocation incidents for which the respondent rates anger 
that he/she would experience on a five-point scale. The laboratory 
provocation procedures were also constructed for this project and 
consisted of two provocation instances for both the imaginal and 
role-play modes and for both the pre- and posttreatment proce
dures. A direct-encounter provocation was also used in the post
treatment series. The dependent variables consisted of self-report 
ratings of anger, changes in systolic and diastolic blood pressure, 
the number of galvanic skin responses, and ratings of coping be
haviors for the provocation incidents. Throughout the treatment 
phase, participants kept a diary of their real-life anger experiences 
and rated their personal anger incidents on a seven-point scale. The 
series of assessments and treatment involved 12 visits of approxi
mately 45 minutes each. 

It was predicted that: (1) the combined treatment condition 
would result in the greatest improvement on all dependent vari
ables when compared to all other treatment groups; (2) all three 
treatment conditions would each differ significantly from the atten
tion-control condition; (3) the cognitive treatment alone would be 
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TABLE II. TREATMENT GROUP CHANGE SCORES a FOR SELF-REPORT OF ANGER 

AND BLOOD PRESSURE 

Treatment conditions 

Dependent measure Combined Cognitive Relaxation Control 

Inventory -60.00 -49.67 -24.25 -7.50 

Self-rating of anger 
Imaginal provocations 2.25 - 1.88 1.65 .50 
Role-play provocations - 1.88 1.19 1.00 .37 

Systolic blood pressure 
Imaginal provocations - 1.57 - 2.69 + .57 +2.07 
Role-play provocations 8.50 3.94 .63 - .25 

Diastolic blood pressure 
Imaginal provocations 5.82 - 2.33 - 3.50 +1.57 
Role-play provocations 5.75 - 2.06 + 1.21 -1.38 

a Change scores were computed by subtracting the pretreatment mean from the posttreatment 
mean. A minus value indicates therapeutic change. 

superior to relaxation training alone in the reduction of anger for 
the inventory and for the role-play and direct-provocation condi
tions; (4) relaxation training alone would result in a greater reduc
tion in anger than the cognitive treatment for the imaginal-provoca
tion condition. 

A portion of the results of this investigation are illustrated in 
Table II, which contains mean change scores (posttreatment minus 
pretreatment) for self-report of anger, as well as for the anger inven
tory. Analyses were not performed on these means, since a repeated 
measures design was used, and they are presented here only to il
lustrate the treatment effects. It can be seen that the greatest degree 
of change occurred for the combined-treatment group, followed by 
the cognitive-treatment condition. 

Across the multiple indices and procedures used in the project, 
it was found that the combined-treatment condition had a very sig
nificant and generalized effect in reducing anger and increasing 
anger management when compared to the attention-control condi
tion. The effects of the combined treatment were significantly dif
ferent from the attention-control condition for the anger inventory, 
all measures except two for both the imaginal and the direct
provocation procedures, and for five measures in the role-play 
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mode. The means for the anger-diary ratings reflected the differen
tial improvement hypothesized for the treatment groups, but this 
measure was not judged to be rigorous enough to justify further 
analysis. 

Although less effective than the combined treatment, the cogni
tive-treatment condition showed significant improvement over the 
controls. There were significant differences in favor of the cognitive 
group for the inventory and for nearly half of the anger measures 
across provocation modes. It was therefore concluded that the cog
nitive treatment resulted in a definite and generalized improvement 
in anger management. Compared to the combined treatment, the 
cognitive-treatment condition was most often not statistically dif
ferent, as only six contrasts reached significance. However, the 
combined treatment was consistently the more improved group on 
the basis of the magnitude of the means. 

The relaxation-training condition differed from controls across 
anger measures for the imaginal provocations but not for the inven
tory or the other provocation modes. The results for the imaginal 
provocations thus demonstrated a good transfer of training for the 
relaxation group, but the effects were limited in their general
izability. The comparison of relaxation training with the combined 
treatment found only one dependent-variable contrast in the 
imaginal condition where the combined-treatment group was more 
improved. However, there was a sizeable significant difference in 
favor of the combined treatment for the inventory, and nearly half 
of the anger measures in the role-play and direct provocation modes 
resulted in significant contrasts, thus indicating the combined treat
ment to be superior. 

There were surprisingly few significant differences between the 
cognitive and the relaxation group, although the magnitude of the 
means was often in favor of the cognitive condition. Since the relax
ation-treatment group differed more often from the combined treat
ment in the less improved direction and less often from controls in 
the more improved direction than did the cognitive-treatment 
group, it was concluded that the cognitive treatment alone resulted 
in greater improvement than did the relaxation treatment alone. 

Following this encouraging beginning, the treatment approach 
to anger was reconceptualized in terms of the stress-inoculation 
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model that was initially proposed by Meichenbaum and Cameron 
(1973). The stress-inoculation approach for anger problems was first 
applied in a community psychology intervention regarding the 
training of law-enforcement officers who routinely must manage an 
assortment of provocation and conflict situations (Novaco, 1977b). 

The revised approach was then evaluated clinically in a case 
study of a hospitalized patient with severe anger problems (No
vaco, 1977a). This patient was seen in therapy three times per week 
for three and a half weeks in the hospital, during which time staff 
ratings of his behavior showed progressive improvement on anger 
dimensions, and convergent evidence was obtained on self-moni
tored ratings of his behavior on weekend leaves from the hospital. 
Following discharge, he was seen biweekly for a two-month period, 
and in this interval, the frequency of anger reactions and his ability 
to manage provocative incidents showed continued improvement. 
In a follow-up on this case one year after discharge, the patient re
ported to be doing well and being "98% normal." 

An experimental evaluation of the therapist-training procedure 
has been conducted recently in a consultation project with experi
enced probation officers. A group of participants were trained in 
the treatment method over a period of 10 sessions and compared to 
an untrained control group. The project participants each has at 
least four years of experience in probation counseling, and the 
groups were matched on educational and professional background. 
Half of each group had masters degrees in counseling or social 
work. The weekly training sessions were evaluated by the project 
participants, who in these weekly ratings expressed a high degree 
of satisfaction with the training experience. After the training pro
cedure was completed, the experimental group and control groups 
were given a case history to analyze and for which they were to 
plan a course of treatment. Two months after the completion of 
training, the groups were compared for their performance on a role
play test intake interview for an adolescent with anger problems. 
The case-history material has not as yet been analyzed, but results 
for the interview performance showed significant differences be
tween groups, as the trained counselors were significantly superior 
on ratings of interviewer poise, effectiveness in reaching an under
standing of the problem, and rapport with the client. The ratings 
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were obtained from the interviewee and from an independent rater 
of the taped recording, both of whom were blind to the fact that 
half of the counselors were untrained in the treatment method. An 
experimental report on this project is in preparation. 

Given the prevalence of anger-related clinical disorders among 
the populations that are being served and can be served by mental
health practitioners, it is hoped that the treatment methods devel
oped by the author will receive additional clinical trials and experi
mental research. The stress-inoculation model provides a useful for
mat for the cognitively oriented therapist, and its various stages 
and components are amenable to experimental analysis. 
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Appendix 
Therapeutic Interventions 

for Anger Problems 

The material in this appendix is intended to supplement the con
ceptual presentation of the stress-inoculation approach to anger 
management that is given in the author's chapter in this book. The 
descriptions of the assessment and treatment procedures given here 
have been part of the therapist manual that was developed for train
ing purposes. 

While explicit information concerning assessment and therapy 
procedures is provided herein, it is essential that these procedures 
be used with a prior understanding of the theoretical ideas on 
which they are based. Only through a sound grasp of the concep
tual framework can the therapeutic methods be properly imple
mented. 

ASSESSMENT OF ANGER PROBLEMS 

There presently does not exist a theory or systematic concep
tion of anger arousal that specifies the parameters of anger disor
ders. Assessment and therapy should be interrelated, and they also 
should follow from an articulated conceptual system. In the absence 
of this ideal, a few concepts are offered here that may serve as a 
scaffolding for understanding anger problems. 
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At the outset it is proposed that anger not be construed solely 
as a negative emotion. Anger has a variety of adaptive and mala
daptive functions in affecting behavior (d. Novaco, 1976). Whether 
or not a person's anger patterns constitute a problem must be deter
mined on the basis of criteria that relate to personal health, work 
performance, interpersonal relationships, or societal standards. 

Dimensions of Anger. Anger reactions to provocation events can 
be examined with respect to several parameters: (a) frequency, (b) 
intensity, (c) duration, (d) mode of expression, (e) effect on perfor
mance, (f) effect on relationships, (g) effect on health. Information 
on these parameters can be obtained in a clinical interview, but a 
self-report rating scale (Dimensions of Anger Reactions) can be 
used to assess these parameters of anger reactions. 

These parameters should then be examined with respect to the 
various behavior settings within which the client functions and to 
the persons in those settings with whom the client interacts. Clients 
with chronic anger problems seem to have a predictable set of social 
contacts that result in anger. Information in this regard is important 
for at least two reasons: (1) the therapeutic procedures are self-con
trol methods, which require that the person become an astute ob
server of one's own behavior; and (2) the stress-inoculation proce
dures include a method whereby the person learns to prepare for a 
provocation experience and uses self-instructions to guide his cog
nitive appraisal and behavior in responding to aversive events. 

The assessment task is to determine the settings and persons 
with which anger has problem manifestations, according to the 
various dimensions of anger reactions outlined above. In order to 
determine the range of situations in which a client's anger is 
aroused, the type of situation most likely to arouse anger, and the 
overall magnitude of a respondent's proneness to provocation, an 
inventory of provocation circumstances, the Novaco Anger Scale, 
has been developed. An early version of this scale was reported in 
Novaco (1975). The current instrument consists of 80 items for 
which the respondent rates the degree of anger on a five-point 
scale. A copy of the scale and its descriptive statistics can be ob
tained from the author. 

The client's ratings across the range of items on self-report 
scales provide an avenue of inquiry into the anger problem. A 
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structured interview on anger patterns can be conducted by review
ing those items or factors on which the client scores high. In fact 
respondents can discover common denominators of their anger re
actions when their responses to the scale are reviewed. For ex
ample, clients have commented, "I found that I am mostly bothered 
by things people say to me," or "It seems that I get upset most 
when I'm not treated fairly," or "It's all these little annoyances that 
shouldn't really bother me." 

Determinants of Anger. An anger problem is not an anger prob
lem. That is to say, the kinds of psychological deficits that result in 
the inability to manage anger are not homogeneous across individ
uals or clinical populations. The anger-related deficits of hyperten
sives, child-abusing parents, time-urgent corporate executives, hos
pitalized depressives, juvenile delinquents, paranoids, and 
impulsive youngsters are likely to be quite different. Nor should 
these category labels be understood to imply homogeneity with re
spect to anger determinants. 

Clients' anger experiences can be examined in terms of the 
events that happen in their lives, how they interpret and experience 
those events, and how they behave when and after these events 
occur. The factors, referred to as external events, internal processes, 
and behavioral reactions, have been delineated in the author's chap
ter. 

External events. These are the circumstances in which the 
client's anger is aroused with greatest frequency. The anger scale fa
cilitates their identification. The cluster of events that routinely pro
voke anger for the client may be similar in nature (frustrations, an
noyances, insults, inequities, etc.) or they may vary widely. To be 
sure, events are not provocative in themselves, nor do particular 
provocations have universal meaning or effect. The impact of an 
aversive event will depend on a number of factors internal to the 
client. 

Internal processes. Anger arousal is mediated by appraisal and 
expectation. External events are provocative because they are con
strued in a particular way or because they are at variance with ex
pectations. The meaning of the aversive event to the individual 
must be determined, and expectations regarding self and others 
should be identified as facilitators of anger. 

Antagonistic self-statements inflame anger. Ruminations about 
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aversive experiences can prolong anger beyond the point that it 
would otherwise have dissipated and can reinstigate the provoca
tion. The content of the client's private speech thus should be ex
amined for its anger-instigative qualities, and it will provide infor
mation about the client's cognitive structuring of the situations of 
provocation. 

Somatic and affective factors also influence the occurrence of 
anger. Tension and agitation can prime anger reactions. High ten
sion levels reflect a lowered inability of the person to cope with ex
ternal demands. Consequently, provocation experiences have a 
magnified impact, and composed, conciliatory reactions are less 
likely to be available. Temperament or prevailing mood also influ
ences anger. A person whose affective tone is characterized by ill
humor is emotionally inclined to become angry or annoyed. In ad
dition, anger can result from a failure to understand and appreciate 
the feelings of others. Lack of empathy has thwarted the resolution 
of many conflicts. 

Behavioral reactions. Antagonistic responses to aversive events 
result in the definition of one's emotional state as anger. Anger is 
inferred from our behavior, as well as from other internal and exter
nal cues. Furthermore, aggressive behavior in an interpersonal con
text is likely to incite others to behave aversively, which increases 
the probability for anger in the subject. 

For some clients, avoidance is the predominant response mode 
for provocation incidents. Here the anger is kept inside, perhaps to 
smolder and result in displaced aggression toward another target. 
The avoidance, withdrawal, or denial strategy may be adopted in 
particular behavior settings (e.g., at the office), but in another set
ting where inhibitory influences are absent (e.g., at home), the ac
cumulated anger erupts. Such avoidance response styles are likely 
to prolong physiological arousal (e.g., a longer recovery time for 
blood pressure to return to resting levels) and engender hostile atti
tudes since the instigation to anger is left unchanged. 

TREATMENT PROCEDURE 

The anger-management procedures intervene at the cognitive 
and behavioral levels to promote adaptive coping with provocation. 
The stress-inoculation approach involves three basic steps or 
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phases: cognitive preparation, skill acquisition, and application 
practice. The theoretical developments of these phases of the treat
ment method can be found in Chapter 5 in this book. 

The procedural sequence described here is intended to be flex
ible Individual differences of clients and of therapists will require 
modifications in timing and emphasis. In addition, the therapeutic 
mode, whether individual or group, will necessitate adjustments in 
procedure. In general, the sessions are designed to be one hour in 
length for individual therapy and one and a half hours if conducted 
in groups. 

Session 1. The first session follows the completion of pretreat
ment tests, such as the anger scales or other behavioral measures 
(d. Novaco, 1975). Test performance is reviewed with the client, 
using the high anger responses as points for discussion. Following 
a brief review of these test materials, the client's problem with 
anger is assessed more fully through an interview process. The in
terview analysis should follow these steps: 

1. Obtain a statement by the client regarding (a) the degree to 
which he believes he has a problem with anger; (b) the greatest 
concern he has about his anger; and (c) how working on this prob
lem will make his life different. 

2. Conduct a "situation X person X mode of expression" analy
sis of the anger problem. That is, examine the range of settings in 
which the person functions (i.e., home, work, school, commerce, 
recreational, driving), the persons involved in those settings (i.e., 
parents, mate, siblings, friends, fellow workers, strangers), and 
how anger is expressed when aroused under these various circum
stances (i.e., verbal antagonism, physical antagonism, passive ag
gression, avoidance, self-derogation, constructive action). 

3. Try to assess the client's deficits in anger control by examin
ing the determinants of anger arousal. That is, examine the external 
events, internal processes, and behavioral reactions that are pre
dominantly involved for this client. 

a. External events (frustration, annoyance, insult, ineq
uity, abuse, etc.). What particular aspects of situations trigger 
anger arousal? Are there any particular forms of provocation 
that are most often encountered and that easily arouse anger? 
How reasonable is it to be angry when these events occur? 
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b. Internal factors. (1) Cognitive (appraisals, expectations, 
self-statements). Try to help the client to become aware of the 
many ways in which his thoughts influence his feelings. What 
do these provocation events mean to the person? How does he 
interpret the behavior of others? Does his anger come from 
how he expects others to behave? Are these expectations un
reasonable? What kinds of things does he say to himself when 
provocations occur? This can all be facilitated by having the 
person close his eyes and "run a movie" of the anger experi
ence to relive his thoughts and feelings. (2) Affective (tension, 
temperament, empathy). Is the person tense or agitated? Look 
for nonverbal cues as indicators. Does he feel "on edge/' 
"wound up/' "uptight"? Any problems with sleeping? Any 
physical problems related to tension such as headache, chest 
pains, nervous stomach, high blood pressure? How capable is 
he at laughing at himself or seeing the less serious side of life? 
Is he sensitive to the feelings of others? 

c. Behavioral factors (antagonism, hostility, avoidance). 
How does the person customarily respond when provoked in a 
given situation? How does his behavior influence how he feels? 
How do others respond to his reactions? How capable is he at 
communicating his feelings to others? Are there any signs of 
positive assertiveness? 
4. The rationale for treatment should be presented to the client 

in accord with the material in the instruction manual. That is, 
clients should be given an overview of what will be done and the 
theory behind the procedure. 

Note: Assessment is a process that is not completed in a single 
session, and it is inevitable that what is presented above as material 
for session 1 will carry over to session 2. Remember, these are 
guidelines. 

Homework. At the end of the first session, the client is asked to 
maintain a diary of anger experiences. The diary should provide 
three pieces of information: (1) the frequency of anger experiences 
(obtained by an account of each incident); (2) the degree of anger 
experienced, as rated by the client for each incident; and (3) the 
degree of proficiency demonstrated by the client in managing anger 
in that situation, also as rated by the client (cf. Novaco, 1975). 
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Clients are given a set of index cards on which to record hier
archy incidents. They should be instructed to write down a set of 
anger experiences that they have had and are likely to experience 
again, ranging from minor annoyances to infuriating events. 
They will invariably need help with this task in the next ses
sion. 

Following from the cognitive analysis, instruct the clients to 
"listen. to yourself with a third ear" so as to tune in to anger
instigating private speech. Have them try to notice the kinds of 
self-statements they emit when anger is experienced. 

Session 2. The second session begins with a review of home
work assignments from the initial session. These consist of (1) 
anger-diary ratings, (2) index cards for hierarchy scenarios, (3) 
report on internal dialogue ("listening to yourself with a third 
ear"). 

1. Using the client's diary statements about recent anger expe
riences, continue to obtain assessment of the anger problem. That 
is, get a more refined view of the situations, persons, and mode of 
expression involved with anger arousal. 

2. Establish the hierarchy. Order the index cards containing 
the anger scenarios so that a graduated series of seven situations are 
produced. Set these aside until the end of the session when the 
lowest anger situation will be used. 

3. Introduce relaxation training. Begin by doing deep
breathing exercises and emphasize the importance of breathing 
control in achieving relaxation. Go through the full set of muscle 
exercises. Pay particular attention to breathing rate and to any part 
of the body that the client has difficulty relaxing. 

The Jacobsen (1938) procedure of alternative tensing and relax
ing muscles is recommended, since angry people are inclined to 
tense their muscles and this procedure tells them to do what they 
are already doing, thus minimizing resistance to relaxation induc
tion. 

4. While the client is still relaxing have him imagine a 
quiet, mellow, tranquil scene. After he imagines that scene for 30 
seconds, present the first anger-hierarchy scene, which should be a 
mild annoyance: 
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"Just continue relaxing like that. Now I want you to imagine the follow
ing scene: (present the scene as described on the card.) See it as clearly 
and as vividly as you can. If you feel the least bit angry as you imagine 
it, signal me by raising the index finger of your right hand." 
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If the client does not signal anger for 15 seconds, then instruct 
him to "shut it off and just continue to relax. You are doing very 
well." If the anger is signaled, instruct him as follows: 

You have signaled anger, now see yourself coping with the situation. 
See yourself staying composed, relaxing, settling down. Continue to 
imagine the scene but see yourself handling it effectively. (15 seconds) 

Bring the client back to the tranquil scene for another 30 sec
onds of imagination and continued relaxation. Then have the client 
take a deep breath before opening his eyes. 

5. Review how the procedure went. Obtain information on 
how the anger scene was experienced. Explain the strategy of suc
cessive approximations to the top of the hierarchy. Instruct the 
client to practice the relaxation exercises at home and to continue to 
"listen to oneself with a third ear," to tune in to anger-eliciting 
private speech. 

Session 3. At this point the client has hopefully begun to tune in 
to our view of the anger process and share in our language system. 
This is not a small matter. Like looking through a special lens, it 
helps to sharpen one's observations and gives clients a new handle 
on the things that trouble them. 

This session will introduce the important staging strategy and 
continue work on the hierarchy using both cognitive and relaxation 
coping. 

1. Review the diary and continue to refine your assessment of 
the client's problem. Examine the timing and impact of anger-facili
tating self-statements using a diary example. Try to specify at this 
point what is the client's predominant style of coping. Praise him 
for working on homework tasks. Check on the accuracy and useful
ness of the hierarchy. 

2. Begin the cognitive interventions by first explaining that our 
feelings are caused not by events themselves but by our thoughts or 
beliefs about those events. How we think determines how we feel. 
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Mention the Ellis concept of A-B-C in further making this point. 
Then, 

a. Select example provocations from persons' lives and 
identify the Antecedent events, Beliefs, and Consequent behav
iors. 

b. Make an attempt to alter B. That is, try to help clients 
alternatively view the situation. Modify their appraisal of its 
significance, the intentions of others, etc., or alter any maladap
tive expectations of the behavior of others, themselves, or the 
consequences of the situation. 

Determine how they construed the situation (preconcep
tions of the event, interpretations of other's behavior, 
justifications of their own actions) and give particular attention 
to the internal dialogue before, during, and after the incident. 
3. Using information from the diary, have clients sort 

out the situations for which anger is "justified" versus those for 
which it is less justified or even counterproductive. Mention the 
varied functions of anger and state that our objective is to maximize 
the positive functions and minimize the negative. As they become 
better at recognizing when it is okay to be angry and when it is not 
okay, they will be more able to use anger in positive ways. 

4. Induce relaxation. Follow the same steps as the last session. 
This time, add some relaxing imagery. 

5. Present the next hierarchy scene. First have them imagine 
being in a tranquil, peaceful place. Then have them see themselves 
in the provocation situation. In addition to the relaxation in coping 
with the anger experience, suggest that they cope cognitively with 
the provocation. 

6. Review the experience of the relaxation and cognitive coping 
process. Remind the clients to practice the relaxation at home. 

Session 4 
1. Review the anger diary and ask if any progress has been 

made on the hierarchy situations in real life. That is, inquire how 
the person has done on those situations that you have practiced 
under relaxation. Check again the appropriateness of the hierarchy. 

2. Select an example incident. Try to modify thoughts about 
the anger situation such as intolerance for mistakes, unreasonable 
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expectations of self and others, impatience, or the felt necessity for 
retaliation. Try to sharpen the person's discrimination of when 
anger is justified. 

3. Arrive at a sharp understanding of the person's feelings of 
anger in this situation to as complete an extent as possible. Try to 
make him become fully aware of the signs of anger physiologically 
and behaviorally. Have him tune in to the bodily cues of anger 
and the effects it has on behavior. 

4. Help the client to understand the feelings of others in that 
situation. What's it like to be the other guy? Role-play will usually 
help with this. Have the client take the role of the other person and 
you take his part. Encourage empathy for the other person's point 
of view. 

S. Introduce the staging idea of breaking down an anger ex
perience into chunks. Indicate that trying to handle something all 
at once is difficult, so we will instead attack it part by part. Use an 
example to illustrate the various stages: 

a. Preparing for a provocation (when possible) 
b. Impact and confrontation 
c. Coping with arousal and agitation 
d. Reflecting or thinking back when conflict is unresolved or 

conflict is resolved. 
This will require that you model explicitly how to view an anger ex
perience and cope with it using these stages. Therefore, you will 
have to "think out loud" how to handle the situation cognitively. 
Use self-statements as the means to express constructive appraisals 
and expectations. Give client the handout describing the examples 
of self-statements for the various stages. Emphasize the personal
control aspects. 

6. Rehearsal of these strategies by clients is now conducted. 
Have them try out the steps in the coping sequence for the same 
incident. Ask them to "say out loud" how they are thinking their 
way through the situation. Have them generate a set of self
statements that is suitable for this situation. 

7. Induce relaxation and work on the next two hierarchy items. 
Remember to use relaxation imagery and instruct them to see them
selves coping cognitively. 
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Sessions 5-10 
1. Review the diary incidents and evaluate the progress on 

treatment objectives. Sharpen assessment of particular difficulties in 
managing anger. Be sure to praise the clients for any accomplish
ments. 

2. Emphasize how anger can be used as a signal to cue us in to 
what to do in a situation. State that to use anger in positive ways, 
arousal must be kept at moderate levels. This leads to impulse con
trol or thinking before acting. Once again, review the material on 
staging and self-statements for managing provocation. 

3. Begin the behavioral interventions. This is intended to gear 
the clients to a problem-solving approach to conflict. These can be 
made in three important areas: 

a. Communication of feelings. Effective provocation manage
ment requires that the person knows what to say. Take an ex
ample and in role-play demonstrate or model how to express 
anger constructively. Have the clients rehearse the recognition 
and expression of anger in role-play. 

b. Assertion. Help the clients understand that confronta
tion does not mean hostility. One way to accomplish this is by 
setting up a role-play in which you instruct them to be as hos
tile as they can, then examine their behavior and search for 
more constructive forms of expression. This is particularly ef
fective if you first have them play a very passive, submissive 
role. In coaching assertive behavior, have them become more 
proficient in being direct, firm, and explicit in making requests 
for change in another person's behavior. 

c. Staying task-oriented. Help them stay focused on the de
sired outcomes of anger situations. This means not taking 
things personally, knowing what one wants to get out of a situ
ation, and working toward that goal. Anger situations should be 
seen as problems that need a solution. Help them discover 
strategies that will achieve constructive resolution. 
4. Work on the next hierarchy item, first imaginally, then in 

role-play. Use abbreviated relaxation procedures prior to the imagi
nal presentation. Emphasize the task-oriented concept in role-play. 
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Cognitive Treatment of 
Somatic Disorders 

w. DOYLE GENTRY 

The use of cognition-based behavior therapies in the treatment of 
mental or psychiatric disorders has been well documented (Ma
honey, 1974; Meichenbaum, 1974). However, the extension of such 
therapies into the field of physical or somatic disorders has only just 
begun. The reasons for this are two-fold: (1) very little attention has 
been given to the behavioral treatment of somatic disorders in gen
eral (Gentry, 1975a, 1975b; Katz and Zlutnick, 1975; Williams and 
Gentry, 1977); and (2) the majority of studies that have dealt with 
the behavioral treatment of somatic disorders to date have either 
utilized an operant approach, which is basically concerned with the 
consequences of illness behavior as the focus of therapy, or have 
emphasized the physiological (tension) basis of bodily dysfunction 
as the primary target of behavioral intervention. Thus, a "black
box" behavior modifier who is attempting to decrease spastic be
havior in a patient with cerebral palsey (Sachs and Mayhall, 1971) 
by punishing such behavior with painful electric shocks is uncon
cerned about what the patient thinks, what his attitudes are regard
ing his spasms, and so forth; in short, the patient's cognitions are 
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irrelevant to successful treatment. Similarly, investigators who use 
EMG biofeedback to reduce headache intensity in patients suffering 
from tension headaches (Budzynski, Stoyva, and Adler, 1970) are 
only concerned with the patient's cognitions if they in any way in
terfere with or enhance the patient's ability to process the biofeed
back information and subsequently to change bodily function in the 
desired direction, e.g., to relax and thus decrease the EMG activity 
in scalp and neck muscles. Some reviewers of operant conditioning 
of autonomic nervous-system responses, and their ultimate applica
tion to somatic disorders in humans, have indicated the importance 
of cognitive mediation (Katkin and Murray, 1968); while others 
(Crider, Schwartz, and Shnidman, 1969) have questioned the neces
sity of a cognitive mediation hypothesis for biofeedback and other 
behavioral strategies of altering somatic behavior, concluding that 
"it is currently a debatable question that cognitive activity per se 
produces any marked autonomic effect at all" (p. 458). 

The purpose of the present chapter is to describe those studies 
that have utilized cognition-based behavior therapies in the treat
ment of somatic disorders (e.g., asthma, ulcers, tension and mi
graine headaches, epilepsy); to suggest other areas of illness and/or 
illness-related behavior (e.g., chronic pain, compliance with medi
cal regimen) where cognitive therapy might legitimately be applied; 
to discuss the possible role of cognitions in corrective biofeedback 
treatment; and finally, to present a model of cognitive behavior 
modification (CAB model) that may serve as an alternative to the 
more popular ABC model of operant conditioning frequently em
ployed in the treatment of physical disorders. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

By far, the most frequent use of cognitions in the behavioral 
treatment of somatic disorders has involved the technique of sys
tematic desensitization. This particular behavior therapy strategy 
involves the pairing of covert events (thoughts, images) with an 
overt, behavioral act by the patient, namely, relaxation. To the ex
tent that a patient can produce anxiety-evoking cognitive stimuli in 
the presence of a suppression of anxiety, then the subsequent abil-
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ity of these stimuli (cognitions) to elicit anxiety and anxiety-based 
behavior(s) is weakened. This process is referred to both as coun
terconditioning and reciprocal inhibition. 

Some examples of the use of systematic desensitization in treat
ing somatic disorders are as follow. Hedberg (1973) reported a case 
in which he used this technique to treat a patient with a twenty
two-year history of chronic diarrhea. When treatment began, the 
patient was averaging 10 bowel movements a day and 3 "accidents" 
a week. She could maintain bowel control for only up to 30 seconds 
and was in a constant state of anxiety about having accidents in 
public places (grocery stores, dining rooms). As a result, she had 
stopped all of her community activities, as well as many personal 
relationships. Treatment consisted of pairing muscle relaxation, 
which she practiced daily at home, with three stimulus hierarchies 
all dealing with interpersonal anxiety and one additional hierarchy 
in which proximity to a bathroom was the primary variable. The 
patient received 12 sessions of desensitization over a six-week 
period, as well as booster sessions at posttreatment intervals of two 
months and two years. After only 3 sessions, the patient noted sig
nificant reduction in subjective anxiety associated with her diar
rhea, and after 8 sessions had achieved satisfactory bowel control. 
At this point, she reported an increase in both social and physical 
activity, and more satisfaction in her roles as wife and mother. Her 
improved bowel control remained during follow-up and two years 
later "the patient was defecating once daily and able to control her 
bowels for hours if it was not convenient to go to the bathroom" (p. 
68). 

Gray, England, and Mohoney (1965) employed desensitization 
in treating benign vocal nodules in a twenty-nine-year-old woman, 
who had experienced hoarseness for six months prior to therapy, 
which had resulted in total voice loss. The patient learned to imag
ine three different types of interpersonal situations, which had pre
viously elicited anxiety reactions, while in a state of deep muscle re
laxation. These included: (a) the disciplining of her children, (b) her 
relationship with her husband, and (c) her relationship with an
other man with whom she was emotionally involved. After a total 
of 15 sessions over a period of three weeks, she was symptom-free. 
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In fact, "a laryngeal examination by the laryngologist revealed that 
the vocal folds had cleared, with only slight vestiges of former 
swelling" (p. 192). 

Moore (1965) found that while relaxation training, suggestion, 
and systematic desensitization were all equally effective in altering 
the subjective reports of asthmatic patients regarding the number of 
asthma attacks they had each week, only the desensitization tech
nique produced objective improvement in respiratory function. 
With desensitization, a steady reduction in the number of attacks 
took place, dropping from an average of 3.0 per week to 0.5 per 
week after only 8 sessions. The magnitude of improvement in respi
ratory function for this condition was approximately 50%, i.e., 
change in maximum peak flow. A similar improvement was noted 
by Cooper (1964) for a twenty-four-year-old woman suffering from 
intractable bronchial asthma. 

Taylor (1972) used desensitization in the treatment of a fifteen
year-old female patient with pollakiuria, i.e., excessive number of 
urinations per day. The patient reported intermittent episodes of 
excessive urination over a period of nine years with an acute ex
acerbation of this condition during the school year just prior to 
seeking therapy. Three desensitization hierarchies were devised 
that involved the patient's riding to school, being in school, and 
participating in classroom activities. While Taylor failed to report 
actual data on the change in frequency of urinations resulting from 
treatment, he noted that they were normal at the end of three 
months of treatment and again at a four-month follow-up. 

Other examples of the use of systematic desensitization with 
physical disorders include: spasmodic torticollis (Meares, 1973), ep
ilepsy (Parrino, 1971), hives (Daniels, 1973), neurodermatitis 
(Wolpe, 1959), migraine headaches (Mitchell and Mitchell, 1971), in
somnia (Geer and Katkin, 1966), vomiting (Lang, 1965), and chronic 
muscle spasms in the neck (Butler and Salamy, 1975). 

A second behavioral technique used in treating somatic dis
orders is thought-stopping. In using this technique, the therapist 
directly attacks the disruptive or anxiety-evoking cognition 
(thought, image) by shouting, "Stop!" whenever the patient pro
duces same, either spontaneously or upon command. The patient is 
then told to say, "Stop!" subvocally whenever such thoughts occur, 
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which if not disrupted will lead to anxiety and somatic symp
tomatology. Daniels (1973), for example, used thought-stopping, 
along with systematic desensitization, in treating a twenty-three
year-old female suffering from urticaria (hives). The patient's major 
complaint involved facial swelling and itching over her entire body, 
which occurred daily and was directly related to strong feelings of 
anxiety and hostility toward members of her husband's family, to
ward her husband whenever he indicated approval or under
standing of his family's behavior, and toward various other indi
viduals she interacted with both as a graduate student and junior 
high school teacher. As part of treatment, she was told to say, 
"Stop!" whenever she encountered individuals or situations that 
aroused large amounts of tension, e.g., her father-in-law, sister-in
law, supervisor, and the pupils she taught in school. Having 
disrupted the negative cognitions, she was then instructed to say 
subvocally, "Relax," and to follow this with another subvocal state
ment (cognition) that was positive, e.g., "He's only trying to be 
helpful," in referring to her father-in-law (p. 349). The patient's 
hives terminated completely after 12 weeks of therapy and had not 
reappeared 23 months later at follow-up. 

Suinn (1977) reported using thought-stopping in his treatment 
of coronary heart disease (CHD) patients characterized by a Type-A 
behavior pattern. He notes that certain types of negative thoughts 
(cognitions) compete with relaxation, which is the goal of his stress
management training program, and in fact build up tension in the 
Type-A individual; these include thoughts about succeeding, wor
ries about having insufficient time, thoughts about being overcom
mitted, and so forth. Such thoughts, if left unchecked, lead to in
creased feelings of stress, a sense of "loss of control," and 
ultimately to the manifestation of a behavior pattern that has been 
shown to be highly associated with CHD. If the Type-A patient 
cannot successfully disrupt these thoughts with the thought-stop
ping procedure, Suinn offers another possible way of lessening their 
impact on the person, namely, to have them deliberately engage in 
such cognitions, but only in specific, time-limited circumstances 
(e.g., in a specific room, while sitting in a specific chair, or only at a 
specific time of the day). 

A third technique for competing with disruptive cognitions in 
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patients with somatic disorders is positive imagery. Chappell and 
Stevenson (1936) used this technique in treating patients with pep
tic ulcers. The patients were trained in a group setting to select 
some thought(s) or image(s) of a pleasant time of life, which they 
could focus on whenever they began to worry or feel anxious. 
Training sessions occurred daily over a period of six weeks and 
treated patients were compared with ulcer patients who were not 
exposed to positive imagery. The results were indeed impressive. 
The treated group of patients (n=32), with one exception, were free 
from subjective symptoms at the end of three weeks of training. 
While training continued, these patients were encouraged to ex
pand their diet to "eating about anything they desired, for the first 
time in many years." All but two of the treated patients were able 
to tolerate the expanded diet without any recurrence of ulcer symp
toms. The control group of patients, on the other hand, who were 
also symptom-free at the end of a month of medication and special 
diet had a 90% relapse rate when they began the expanded diet 
program. At the end of a three-year follow-up, the results were 
even more pronounced. The patients treated with positive-imagery 
training were still relatively healthy and symptom-free, with the ex
ception of two individuals (6%) who had evidenced a recurrence of 
ulcer disease as serious as before treatment three years earlier. 

A fourth type of cognitive treatment for somatic disorders was 
proposed by Efron (1957) in work with epileptic-seizure patients. 
Using a classical conditioning procedure, Efron was able to teach 
patients with epilepsy to abort seizures by focusing their attention 
on a bracelet, which during conditioning had been paired with the 
odor of concentrated jasmine, a substance known to arrest seizure 
activity in humans. He also found quite accidentally, however, that 
a patient could abort seizures merely by thinking about (or visualiz
ing) the bracelet, which in turn produced the olfactory hallucination 
of jasmine. The patient he reported on, who had evidenced contin
uous seizure episodes for the previous 26 years, was able to go for 
14 months without any seizure activity at all simply by thinking 
about the bracelet whenever she felt a seizure coming on (aura). 
While the seizure took slightly longer to subside when the patient 
only thought about the bracelet, as compared to when she actually 
took it from her purse and looked at it, the overall therapeutic effect 
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was the same. Mahoney (1974) refers to this procedure as "covertly 
mediated conditioned inhibition." 

Finally, Wilson (1973) employed what Mahoney refers to as "a 
contiguous pairing procedure utilizing imaginary stimuli" (1974, p. 
81) in the treatment of a chronic urination disorder. The patient he 
was treating, a twenty-one-year-old male college student, would 
not urinate if anyone else were in the bathroom or was likely to 
enter; neither would he defecate under such circumstances. Wilson 
had the client continue to attempt urination/defecation only under 
"safe" conditions, but also to imagine someone entering the 
bathroom at the point where urination was inevitable. This "shift
ing of stimulus control by the method of fading" was successful and 
in only two weeks the young man was able to initiate and complete 
urination while imagining another man standing next to him. He 
was subsequently able to urinate without difficulty in public rest 
rooms no matter how crowded they happened to be. Interestingly, 
there was no improvement in the defecation disorder, suggesting to 
Wilson the "efficacy of the specific technique rather than a general 
placebo effect" (p. 429). 

OTHER AREAS OF ApPLICATION 

With respect to other areas of illness or illness-related behavior 
that might be amenable to cognitive therapy, two such areas come 
to mind: chronic pain and compliance with medical regimen. 

Meichenbaum and Turk (1976) have recently reviewed the 
"long history but ... short pastil of using cognitive strategies to 
cope with acute and chronic pain and the laboratory studies that 
suggest that stress-inoculation training can effectively increase pain 
tolerance in individuals subjected to experimentally induced pain. 
Stress-inoculation training involves three types of training (sen
sory-discriminative, motivational-affective, cognitive-evaluative), 
which are provided through the medium of imagery-rehearsal and 
role-playing, both widely used behavioral techniques. In sensory
discriminative training, subjects are taught to mediate the sensory 
input of pain by such means as mental and physical relaxation and 
by attending to slow, deep breathing. In the motivational-affective 
training, they are offered strategies for dealing with "feelings of 
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helplessness" and "absence of control," which often accompany the 
experience of chronic pain. These strategies include: (1) attention
diversion (mental arithmetic), (2) somatization (focusing on bodily 
sensations), and (3) imagery manipulations (which include imagina
tive inattention, imaginative transformation of pain in fantasy, and 
imaginative transformation of the context in which pain is experi
enced). These cognitive strategies are presented to the subject in 
"cafeteria style," as some are more useful to certain individuals 
than others, and the subjects are encouraged to use the techniques 
at "critical moments" when the pain is most unbearable and when 
the person is most likely to "give up" and passively accept the pain 
experience. Finally, in the cognitive-evaluative phase of training, the 
subjects are asked to generate self-statements, e.g., "One step at a 
time; you can handle the situation" and "Don't think about the 
pain, just what you have to do" that can be employed as needed in 
preparing for the pain experience, in confronting and coping with 
the pain especially at "critical moments," and for use as self-rein
forcement, a self-generated consequence to successfully handling 
the pain situation. In the training program, subjects are asked to 
imagine themselves in painful situations, are asked to imagine how 
and when they would utilize the variety of cognitive coping strat
egies in dealing with the pain, and they eventually become profi
cient in dealing with the pain totally on a subvocal (cognitive) level. 
Laboratory data on subjects undergoing experimentally induced 
pain (Turk, 1975) indicate that this type of training was instrumen
tal in increasing the pain tolerance of subjects by 88% (from a mean 
of 17 minutes to a mean of 32 minutes), whereas a control group not 
receiving this training was only able to enhance pain tolerance by 
6% (from a mean of 18 minutes to a mean of 19 minutes). These au
thors noted the promising application of this technique to a patient 
with a long-standing history of migraine headaches, as well as to 
other types of chronic pain syndromes. 

Only one attempt has been made to define the problems of pa
tient compliance with medical regimen using a behavioral frame
work (Zifferblatt, 1975). It has been suggested that compliance is 
primarily a function of the environmental events that immediately 
precede (antecedent cues) and follow (consequences) it, i.e., an 
operant analysis. However, it was also pointed out that compliance 
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may equally as well be a function of patient expectations (which can 
be defined in terms of subvocal self-statements such as "This medi
cine is going to make me well!" or "I know this stuff really won't 
help me!") and thus cognitive behavior modification might legiti
mately be employed (Gentry, 1977). Cognitions could come into 
play even using the operant analysis in that, as Gentry (1977, p. 
207) noted: 

Many of the antecedent cues and covert consequences of compliance or 
noncompliance could be internalized. The patient could learn to tell 
himself "It's time for your medicine." in association with meal times 
and to follow up the medication intake with a self-statement such as 
"Good, there you feel better now that you've taken your medicine on 
time." 

Finally, it is conceivable that any and all somatic disorders that 
can be viewed as involving the "urge" to do something, e.g., the 
urge to cough, the urge to scratch, the urge to vomit, the urge to 
urinate/defecate more or less frequently, could be dealt with via 
cognitive behavior therapies. Urges can be defined as subvocal 
(cognitive) self-statements (I have to ... ), which in tum lead to 
specific somatic behavior, independent of an affective response, 
which could be dealt with directly by means of systematic desensi
tization, thought-stopping, and other similar techniques. 

ROLE OF COGNITIONS IN BIOFEEDBACK 

The role of cognitions in biofeedback therapy is at the same 
time unknown and controversial. As was noted earlier, some inves
tigators have suggested that cognitive mediation (some type of pro
cessing of information by the brain) is central to an understanding 
of the subject's ability to change autonomic nervous-system activity 
with the aid of external feedback. Others, on the other hand, feel 
that the connection between thoughts, self-statements, etc., and 
changes in autonomic responses has not been sufficiently studied, 
at least to the extent that one can say that cognitive mediation is 
central to our appreciation of the mechanisms by which biofeed
back is effective. One study of biofeedback with cardiac patients 
(Weiss and Engel, 1971) actually describes how individuals can and 
do use cognitions as a means of altering a maladaptive somatic 
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response pattern, in this case premature ventricular contractions 
(PVCs). In this study, the investigators attempted to train eight pa
tients hospitalized with PVCs to control their heart rate. Each pa
tient was taught to increase and decrease hislher heart rate accord
ing to visual cues; a green light signaled heart-rate speeding and a 
red light indicated heart-rate slowing. If the patient responded cor
rectly, a yellow light indicated successful performance (reward). Pa
tients were thus able to monitor their heart rate continuously. Five 
of the eight patients (63%) learned to systematically control their 
rate with biofeedback and subsequently showed a significant de
crease in PVC activity. In four of the five patients who learned 
heart-rate control, the benefits of training lasted for up to 21 months 
of follow-up. For several of the patients, it was clear that they were 
able to speed or slow their heart rate via cognitions (imagery). For 
example, one patient reported that he could speed up his heart rate 
if he "thought about bouncing a rubber ball" (p. 314); another pa
tient stated that "she thought about arguments with her children 
and about running through a dark street during the speeding ses
sions" (p. 309) and that she could slow her heart rate if "she 
thought about swinging back and forth in a swing (p. 309)." Weiss 
and Engel noted, however, that the use of imagery in controlling 
heart rate, and thus PVCs, is idiosyncratic with no consistent pat
tern evident across patients. 

In another study of operant conditioning of heart rate in sub
jects without cardiac disease, Engel and Hansen (1966) noted that 
heart-rate slowing could be achieved via biofeedback in some cases 
when the subject concentrated on objects in the room (e.g., aligning 
holes in acoustical tiles), a technique similar to that used by Mei
chenbaum and Turk in stress-inoculation training with pain sub
jects, which they refer to as attention-diversion (they in fact use the 
example of counting ceiling tiles). 

Clearly, more work needs to be done in this area before any 
definite conclusion can be reached concerning the actual or poten
tial role of cognitive mediation in biofeedback treatment. 

THE CAB VERSUS THE ABC MODEL 

Most of the work dealing with the behavioral treatment of so
matic disorders done thus far has been carried out using the tradi-
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tional operant approach, which stresses the relationship between a 
behavior (B) and the environmental events that immediately pre
cede (antecedents-A) and immediately follow (consequences-C) it. 
Using this model (Gentry, 1975a), successful treatment of disorders 
such as asthma, heart-rate dysfunction, headaches, spasms in cere
bral-palsied adults, chronic orthopedic pain syndromes, spasmodic 
torticollis (wry neck), epilepsy, vomiting, diarrhea and incon
tinence, enuresis, and neurodermatitis has been achieved. How
ever, it seems equally probable that an alternative model (CAB) that 
proposes a relationship between cognitions (C), affect (A) or emo
tion, and behavior (B) can be applied successfully to physical disor
ders. The above review of studies that utilize techniques such as 
systematic desensitization, thought-stopping, positive imagery, 
and corrective biofeedback represent therapeutic interventions 
based on this model. The focus here is on the internal world of the 
patient, his thoughts and feelings, which in part may be an in
ternalization of reinforcement relationships that initially fit the 
other ABC model, e.g., with respect to self-statements that are self
reinforcing, to self-generated cues (antecedents) that in turn oc
casion certain behaviors that are rewarded in some fashion, and so 
forth. Using certain strategies, one directly attacks the cognitions of 
the patient (negative self-statements); using other strategies, the 
bond between cognition and affect is weakened; in still others, the 
relationship between cognitions (attitudes, expectations, fears) and 
behavior is disrupted without necessarily considering the affective 
state of the individual. Common to all these strategies, however, is 
an attempt by the therapist to, as Meichenbaum suggests (1974), 
"influence the nature of the client's internal dialogue," in other 
words, cognitive behavior modification. 
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Coun tersensi tiza tion 
AN AVERSIVE CONDITIONING MODEL FOR 

SELF-CONTROL OF EXCESSIVE 
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 

PATRICK H. DOYLE AND JOHN G. BRUHN 

It is widely assumed that behavior problems arise in large measure 
from discrepancies between self-standards and actual performance. 
Hence a number of psychotherapies have as their focus the reduc
tion of this discrepancy. However, the direct approach of using 
aversive conditioning to inhibit the excessive standards has been 
strangely absent from the literature. This paper discusses a specific 
type of covert sensitization as a means of reducing excessive perfor
mance standards and presents a case study illustrating its use. 

DESCRIPTION OF COVERT SENSITIZATION 

Covert sensitization (Cautela, 1967) typically entails the client 
first imagining himself engaging in some undesirable behavior 
such as overeating and then mentally picturing himself experienc
ing vivid nausea. For example, an overeater imagines bringing a 
fork containing a piece of pie toward his mouth. As the pie comes 
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closer to being ingested, his mental scenes increase in nausea going 
from queasiness to outright vomiting. The nausea is imagined to 
continue until the person desists his eating behavior, at which 
point he thinks of himself as very relaxed and relieved. The pro
posed outcome is that the client develops an aversion toward the 
undesirable behavior, thus resolving the problem. A review of the 
literature by Mahoney (1974) showed this method to have had some 
success in the treatment of sexual deviancy (e.g., Barlow, Leiten
berg, and Agras, 1969). Prior to the application of covert sensitiza
tion in this case, though, a conditioning conceptualization of self
standards will be provided. 

A CONDITIONING CONCEPTUALIZATION 

OF EXCESSIVE SELF-STANDARDS 

In the view of this paper, the person who feels the necessity of 
obtaining especially high performance levels has previously un
dergone trials where more moderate performance was paired with 
aversive consequences; for example, this could have resulted in part 
from a parent or sibling vividly depicting a child's lower perfor
mance in disagreeable terms. As an adult the person consequently 
feels uncomfortable or anxious with modest achievement levels. 

COVERT SENSITIZATION OF EXCESSIVE SELF-STANDARDS 

This reversal of this maladaptive conditioning would be imple
mented through covert sensitization by substituting a vocal expres
sion of the person's excessive self-standards for undesirable behav
ior. This would result in standards rather than some problematical 
behavior such as smoking being the focus of the procedure. For ex
ample, if a student experienced unmanageable stress in studying 
for an examination he might vocalize a statement similar to the fol
lowing, "I have to obtain an 'A' on the examination." This would 
then be followed by him imagining an early stage of a highly nau
seous state such as his stomach feeling queasy. In successive trials, 
the person would continue saying, "I have to obtain an 'A' on the 
examination," each time followed by a more advanced stage of a 
highly nauseous state. Thus, as the person repeated this statement, 
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he would mentally progress from a queasy stomach to food inching 
up the esophagus to vomiting with considerable messiness and dis
comfort. 

When the nausea progression had reached its apex, the person 
would then be requested to change his statement so as to reverse its 
meaning by the insertion of the word "don't" as in the following 
example: "I don't have to obtain an 'A' on the examination." The 
person would then begin repeating this revised version of his ear
lier statement, thus reversing his former extreme position on his 
personal standards. Similar to the earlier training, at each repetition 
of the statement he would be guided in imagining a change in the 
degree of nausea, but in this case it would be a step toward regain
ing comfort rather than intensifying the nausea. Typically, with 
each repetition of the revised statement, he would imagine the 
withdrawal of one of the previous steps in the buildup of the nau
sea. As an example, after the person says, "I don't have to obtain an 
'A' on the examination," then the therapist would ask the person to 
imagine that the vomiting was diminishing; after another revised 
statement the person would think of the vomiting as almost com
pletely stopped and so on toward complete relief. In the final stages, 
the revised statements would be paired with mild nausea and ul
timately relaxation. 

To summarize, in covert sensitization as described above the 
person's high level of performance standards is paired with nausea 
and then its repudiation is paired with increasing relief. This proce
dure is designed to inhibit the anxiety or stress normally associated 
with more moderate performances. In the case of the student study
ing for an examination, rather than being debilitated by the stress 
over excessive performance standards the student would be more 
able to study effectively. 

COUNTERSENSITIZATION 

As conceptualized in this paper, sensitization is used to 
counter the previous maladaptive sensitization that led to excessive 
standards; hence, it would seem useful to label this process counter
sensitization. One benefit of this term is that it communicates the 
nature of the approach. Another benefit is that the term "counter-
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sensitization" is logically related to desensitization. Both methods 
relate to allaying fears in a reciprocal inhibition paradigm. The for
mer, however, proposes to do so by overcoming one sensitization 
with another (countersensitization) while the latter accomplishes 
this by removing the sensitization (desensitization) in substituting 
relaxation. 

Countersensitization would appear to be a fundamental cate
gory in the variety of approaches that could be utilized in modify
ing maladaptive conditioning; it is also a distinct conditioning 
method addressing the phenomenon of excessive self-standards 
that in the past has been largely ignored by behavioral psycholo
gists. 

A MODIFIED COUNTERSENSITIZATION ApPROACH 

As described previously, the procedure has relied on the devel
opment of a high degree of imagined nausea. However, the use of 
this method with its step-by-step buildup requires fairly large 
amounts of time. Consequently, it does not lend itself to self-ad
ministration since the client would be required to individually 
apply a fairly cumbersome treatment. Since self-administration is 
important, the procedure needs to be altered to facilitate its occur
rence. 

In altering the procedure the desired outcome would be a coun
tersensitization method that was considerably abbreviated, con
tained mnemonic qualities to aid memory, and required little skill 
to apply. At the same time, however, it would require sufficient 
aversive content to be effective in inhibiting excessive self-stan
dards. The direction taken in attempting to design such a procedure 
was based on an observation by Mahoney (1974); "While nauseous 
scenes have conventionally been used, little attention has been 
given to the promise of utilizing imagery or other forms of aversive 
experiences (e.g., physical injury ... ) (p. 103). The greater fear in
volved in physical injury, as against simply becoming quite nau
seous, might be usable in the countersensitization procedure to 
achieve comparable inhibition results in fewer trials. 

In addition, there is a highly credible relationship between ex
cessive standards and physical disorders or injuries. The resulting 
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stress apparently leads to peptic ulcers and cardiovascular disease 
as well as recklessness and automobile accidents. Thus, picturing a 
physical disorder in connection with stress-inducing self-standards 
would appear to be a logical relationship and, furthermore, one the 
client could understand would bear keeping in mind. Con
sequently, he would probably be able to feel a basic affinity for the 
procedure of using physical disorders to sensitize him to excessive 
self-standards. This would enhance the motivation of the client and 
possibly increase the effectiveness of the conditioning. 

With this in mind, a countersensitization procedure that relied 
on physical disorder rather than nausea was devised. The proce
dure was also abbreviated, mnemonic, and self-administerable. In 
this method the person would, for example, say it was necessary to 
obtain an excessive grade on an examination and then imagine con
sequences such as being told he had contracted a certain disease. 
Such trials would presumably lead to an aversion of feeling that it 
was necessary to perform at such high levels. The exact form of this 
countersensitization procedure is illustrated in the context of the 
following case study. 

CASE STUDY 

The client was a thirty-two-year-old Caucasian male. He had 
held positions as a county deputy sheriff, police officer, and had 
served as a medic in the military. At the time treatment began he 
was carrying 12 credit hours of course work at the university and 
working as a building custodian. He seemed intelligent and articu
late. 

His presenting problem was a skin rash on both hands that had 
been diagnosed by a dermatologist as neurodermatitis secondary to 
anxiety. The patient had experienced a similar problem five years 
previously that continued for more than six months. His present 
episode had persisted for almost two years. At the time of the first 
visit the patient had been taking two and one half milligrams of 
Valium (q.i.d.) for a week and reported that he consistently ob
served the physician's regimen. 

At the first session the patient reported little improvement in 
the dermatitis. It was located principally along the sides of the 
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fingers, but the dyshydrosis was most severe between the forefin
ger and the thumb on the left hand. As the condition was soothed 
by scratching, there seemed to be a relationship between the ready 
access to this portion of the left hand by the right hand and the se
verity of the condition. In a number of the affected areas it was pos
sible to cause minor bleeding by simply making a fist, which 
stretched the skin and aggravated the condition. 

The first session was devoted to determining the nature of the 
stress. The client's problem seemed to arise from a stringent need to 
be competent. For example, he reported feeling most uncomfortable 
when he was not competent in whatever he was doing. This unre
lenting need to be competent was designated as the excessive self
standard. 

At the second meeting a week later, the idea of relaxing his 
thoughts of having to be competent was approached around the 
client's need to return a new automobile battery that he regretted 
having to do. He said that he usually became embroiled in vehe
ment arguments around such issues and was upset because he 
usually hurt his own case. The issue of having to be competent in 
returning the battery was discussed from the viewpoint of excessive 
standards often proving debilitating. 

The third session occurred the following week and the patient 
reported that by keeping in mind that he did not have to obtain a 
new battery he was able to control his hostility and, as he ex
plained, this allowed the salesperson to correct the situation with
out becoming defensive. 

At this point the groundwork had been laid for introduction to 
the countersensitization procedures. The person was introduced to 
the relationship between stress resulting from excessive self-expec
tations and physical disorders. It was pointed out that inattention 
and recklessness resulting from stress probably account for many 
automobile accidents and consequent injuries. It was further indi
cated that gastrointestinal ulcers and cardiovascular disorders were 
also related to stress; necessary surgical interventions such as colec
tomies were also mentioned. During this period the client was pro
viding many illustrations of the types of disorders that can arise 
from stress; in his opinion "hay fever" was a particularly good ex
ample. It was also agreed that the dermatitis condition was the 
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result of stress. The inevitable conclusion was that excessive stan
dards need to be controlled in order to forestall not only inferior 
performance but possible physical disorders as well. 

It was in this context that the procedure was introduced for use 
by the client. He was first asked to dose his eyes and speak aloud, 
"I have to be competent." Immediately following this he was asked 
to imagine a physician sitting at his desk saying, "You have to have 
your fingers amputated." (This was with the clear understanding on 
the part of the client that medically this was unlikely, but of the 
order of possibilities that have resulted from stress, as in the colec
tomy.) 

Having completed those two steps, the equivalent of the first 
half of a characteristic covert sensitization approach has been ac
complished. The person has associated a very aversive condition 
with a particular response. There are two important differences, 
though: First, the response is not a behavior such as smoking but 
the verbal expression of the person's excessive self-standards; sec
ond, it occurs in a highly abbreviated form. 

The next step corresponds to the recovery phase of the charac
teristic covert sensitization procedures in that the person responds 
in the desired manner and associates a reduction in anxiety with 
this. In the earlier illustration of overeating, relief occurred in con
nection with the cessation of eating; the person was relieved of 
nauseous feelings by the time he had placed the fork containing the 
piece of pie on the table again. The recovery phase in the present 
method involved the utilization of two more lines: "I don't have to 
be competent," and then picturing the physician saying, "You don't 
have to have your fingers amputated." 

Thus, the entire countersensitization treatment was as follows: 

The client says: "I have to be competent." 

Next he imagines a physician saying the following, which the 
client states aloud: "You have to have your fingers amputated." 

Then the client says: "I don't have to be competent." 

Finally he imagines a physician saying the following, which he 
states aloud: "You don't have to have your fingers amputated." 

The client was then instructed to use this approach and to re
peat the four lines whenever he felt anxious. This procedure was 
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practiced for a number of trials in the office to be certain the client 
could execute the procedure accurately. 

The fourth and fifth sessions, again spaced at weekly intervals, 
simply reinforced use of the countersensitization statements and 
monitored the client's progress. The client maintained a high level 
of motivation in implementing the procedures and expressed satis
faction with the results as the neurodermatitis was improving. 

By the sixth session, two weeks later, the client's condition was 
virtually nonexistent. The client ascribed the improvement to the 
statements he was using. His wife, who accompanied him on this 
visit, indicated the important difference to her was that he no 
longer felt the need to scratch the affected areas. 

Following the sixth session there were two follow-up visits 
over the course of a year and the client reported he was continuing 
the countersensitization procedures. While he had experienced a 
mild recrudescence of the neurodermatitis, there was no evidence 
of the condition at the time of the follow-up visits. The patient 
stated that the condition had been controllable through the use of 
the countersensitization procedure. 

During the therapy there were potentially confounding vari
ables. For example, the client changed employment during treat
ment. However, the causal network is probably a complex one; for 
example, the client attributed the successful attainment of another 
employment position to the statements. He said that the use of 
countersensitization made the stress of seeking another position 
bearable. Thus, the use of countersensitization in this case probably 
directly and indirectly had some influence on the client's recovery. 

DISCUSSION 

Countersensitization procedures using physical disorders as 
the aversive component may be especially advantageous in psycho
somatic cases. The client had real concerns regarding the welfare of 
his hands and this probably contributed to the motivation and pre
sumed effectiveness of the treatment. Within limits it is feasible 
that the more advanced a particular condition the greater the impact 
of countersensitization statements. Therefore, in contrast to the 
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usual situation, a person with an advanced condition may have a 
better prognosis using countersensitization. 

Based on the widely held view that excessive self-standards 
give rise to stress, this chapter dealt with the application of covert 
sensitization to the inhibition of those standards. In a conditioning 
paradigm excessive standards were seen as originating to a signifi
cant degree from sensitization of more moderate standards. Hence, 
the sensitization of excessive standards to counter earlier similar 
conditioning of moderate standards was termed countersensitization. 
Such a procedure utilizing a physical disorder as the aversive com
ponent was illustrated in a case study. This method has both con
ceptual and practical implications. It offers especially significant ad
vantages in both engendering considerable self-motivation and 
being self-administerable. In view of the benefits offered, further 
investigation in countersensitization needs to be undertaken. 
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Cognitive Behavioral 
Techniques in 

the Management of Pain 

DENNIS C. TURK 

The purpose of the present chapter is to examine the utility of a va
riety of cognitive behavioral treatments designed to enhance toler
ance for painful stimuli. The chapter is organized into three main 
sections. First, before describing the specific coping strategies 
employed, a brief overview of the phenomenon of pain will be 
provided. Such an overview underscores the complexity and 
intractability of this universal experience, and reveals the bases 
for the traditional therapeutic modalities employed to ameliorate 
pain. 

The second section reviews some of the cognitive behavioral 
treatments designed to modify anxiety-based dysfunctions with 
emphasis on the implications of such techniques for the manage
ment of pain. 

The final section examines some of the specific cognitive be
havioral coping skills that have been employed to enhance pain tol
erance. In this section strategy-specific as well as multidimensional 
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approaches with both laboratory-analog and clinical pain will be 
outlined. Special attention will be focused on stress inoculation, a 
particular cognitive behavioral coping-skills regimen developed by 
Meichenbaum and his colleagues (Meichenbaum, 1975; Meichen
baum and Cameron, 1973; Meichenbaum and Turk, 1976). The 
stress-inoculation treatment regimen has received the most exten
sive investigation (Horan, Hackett, Buchanan, Stone, and Dem
chik-Stone, 1977; Turk, 1975, 1977a). These initial results indicate 
the promisory value of this adjunctive treatment approach. 

CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF PAIN 

The question, What is pain? has been debated by philosophers, 
physicians, and psychologists for centuries. From the time of Aris
totle until the latter part of the 19th century, pain was conceived of 
as an emotion, the opposite of pleasantness, a quale, or quality of 
the soul. The development of sensory physiology and psychophy
sics during the late 1800s argued that an affective explanation of 
pain was inadequate and at best such affective experiences were of 
secondary importance. The relative contributions of sensory stimu
lation, emotions, and cognitions to the experience of pain remains, 
even today, unresolved and continues to be a center of controversy 
among theoreticians. Even while the debates have continued, thou
sands of nostra and procedures have been employed in the quest to 
relieve suffering. Some of the earliest attempts included the ad
ministration of emetics, enemas, blister-raising, bleeding, applica
tion of soothing potions, and the administration of a variety of 
palliatives. Modifications and refinements of these primitive tech
niques, no less esoteric, are currently utilized to facilitate the relief 
of pain. Among the most frequently employed are (1) phar
macological agents whose site of action might be at the receptor, the 
peripheral nerves, or at higher levels of the nervous system, such as 
the brain stem; (2) anesthetic nerve blocks that require injection of 
alcohol or local anesthetic (e.g., Novocain) into a nerve root; and 
(3) surgical procedures performed at nearly every possible site 
among the pathways from the peripheral receptors to the cortex, 
e.g., from the sectioning of peripheral nerve to thalamotomies and 
prefrontal lobotomies. 
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Most of the current views of pain may be characterized by their 
unidimensional focus. That is, pain is conceptualized as primarily 
a function of sensory input. The central assumption of these views is 
that it is the physical aspects of the noxious stimulus being trans
mitted along the nervous system that determine the sensations 
subsequently perceived as pain. Therapeutic modalities following 
from this assumption are designed to cut or block the "pain 
pathways." The inadequacy of the sensory-input assumption is 
most evident from clinical observations. 

Physicians have frequently noted that similar wounds, which 
presumably produce similar "pain sensations," may give rise to 
strikingly different "reaction patterns" (Beecher, 1959; Bond, 1976). 
Clinical observations also reveal that treatments designed to inhibit 
sensory input for patients ostensibly manifesting the same pain 
syndromes have proven to be differentially effective. In addition, it 
has been acknowledged that " ... treatments based on the sensory 
input model often result in untoward effects with a disheartening 
tendency for a recurrence of pain at some time following treatment" 
(Melzack, 1973). Thus, to date none of the more commonly em
ployed therapeutic procedures designed to inhibit or modulate nox
ious sensory input have proven to be completely satisfactory for 
consistent, adequate, or permanent amelioration of pain. 

Laboratory investigations of the contributions of psychological 
mediators have underscored the complexity of the pain phenome
non. For example, the literature on predictability and control of 
pain (e.g., Bandler, Madaras, and Bem, 1968; Bowers, 1971; Staub, 
Tursky, and Schwartz, 1971) indicates that the subject's perception 
of control results, in most instances, in higher pain thresholds 
and/or tolerance. Other investigators (e.g., Bobey and Davidson, 
1970; Johnson, 1973; Neufeld and Davidson, 1971) have demon
strated the effect of preparatory communications and information 
that subjects receive prior to the onset of pain on various pain 
parameters. Still other investigators have related pain perception 
and tolerance to prior conditioning (e.g., Pavlov, 1927, 1928), early 
experiences (e.g., Melzack and Scott, 1957), sociocultural back
ground (e.g., Wolff and Langley, 1968), the meaning of the situation 
(e.g., Beecher, 1959), attentional focus (e.g., Blitz and Dinnerstein, 
1971), social modeling (e.g., Craig, Best, and Reith, 1974), sugges-
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tions and placebos (e.g., McGlashan, Evans, and Orne, 1969), 
various individual difference measures (e.g., Andrew, 1970; Petrie, 
1967), as well as anxiety regarding the nature and cause of the nox
ious stimulation (e.g., Hill, Kornetsky, Flanary, and Wikler, 1952a, 
b) among others. The important influence and relative neglect 
of such mediators may explain some of the anomalies noted and 
the apparent inadequacy of the unidimensional sensory models of 
pain. 

Recent reviews of the pain literature (e.g., Clark and Hunt, 
1971; Liebeskind and Paul, 1977; Turk, 1975) have provided compel
ling arguments that pain is not simply a function of the amount of 
tissue damage nor can it be defined adequately by specifying para
meters of physical stimuli as suggested by sensory-physiological 
theories. Rather, pain should be considered a subjective experience 
defined by an individual, with the amount and quality of the pain 
determined by various factors: previous experiences, how they are 
recalled, ability to understand the cause and the consequences of 
the pain, all in addition to the sensory input. Taken together, the 
clinical observations and laboratory data suggest that an adequate 
conceptualization of pain must be multidimensional in nature, 
incorporating cognitive and affective phenomena as well as the 
physical stimuli and sensory physiology. 

A similar conclusion was reached by Melzack and Casey (1968): 

The surgical and pharmacological attacks on pain might well profit by 
redirecting thinking toward the neglected and almost forgotten con
tribution of motivational and cognitive processes. Pain can be treated 
not only by trying to cut down sensory input by anesthetic blocks, 
surgical intervention and the like, but also by influencing the motiva
tional-affective and cognitive factors as well. (p. 435) 

Melzack and Wall (1965) posited a conceptualization of pain 
that emphasizes such a multidimensional perspective. Their gate
control theory postulates that the perception of pain is a complex 
phenomenon resulting from the interaction of sensory
discriminative, motivational-affective, and cognitive-evaluative 
components. While the physiological and anatomical bases for the 
gate-control model are speculative and have been questioned (e.g., 
Nathan, 1976), the multidimensional view of pain has received con
siderable support (e.g., Tursky, 1976). 
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The renaissance of emphasis on the contribution of cognitive 
and affective factors to the experience of pain has led a number of 
investigators to question how best to manipulate psychological me
diators to augment existing medical treatments. The goals of such 
multidimensional approaches include the elimination of reliance on 
some of the more drastic medical treatments (e.g., lobotomies and 
addictive narcotics), reduction in the incidence of recurring pain 
following treatment, making pain more bearable when it cannot be 
totally eliminated, and increasing tolerance for unavoidable noxious 
stimulation (e.g., unpleasant medical procedures, including de
bridement of burns and endoscopic examinations, d. Fagerhaugh, 
1974; Johnson and Leventhal, 1973). 

COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL TREATMENTS FOR ANXIETy-BASED 

DYSFUNCTION&-COPING-SKILLS ApPROACHES 

The examination of cognitive behavioral techniques employed 
for anxiety-based dysfunctions is undertaken for three reasons. 
First, anxiety is perhaps the earliest and most consistently iden
tified psychological mediator of the pain experience (e.g., Hill, et 
al., 1952a, b). In fact, some investigators have suggested that reduc
ing anxiety in and of itself would be sufficient to attenuate the ex
perience of pain (Shor, 1962). Secondly, a number of the specific 
cognitive and behavioral techniques employed to reduce anxiety 
have been utilized to modify pain perception and tolerance. And, 
finally, many of these specific techniques have been incorporated into 
innovative multifactored cognitive behavioral regimens utilized in 
pain management. 

One of the major treatment approaches for anxiety-based dys
functions developed out of the work of Wolpe (1958), who em
ployed a counterconditioning model and a procedure he labeled 
"systematic desensitization." Systematic densensitization involves 
the construction of a graduated hierarchy of anxiety-inducing stim
uli, relaxation training, and the gradual pairing of items from the 
hierarchy with a relaxed state. As noted above, the conceptual 
model that gave rise to this approach is one in which situation
specific responses are treated in a counterconditioning manner. The 
pairing of the hierarchy items with the relaxed state is considered 
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a counterconditioning process, "reciprocal inhibition" (Wolpe, 
1958), in which prior (maladaptive) conditioning is countered 
through the physiological process of relaxation. 

The adequacy of the counterconditioning model has been chal
lenged by a number of investigators (Davison and Wilson, 1973; 
Mahoney, 1974; Meichenbaum, 1977). Partially as a function of 
these criticisms, there has been a shift to a more coping-skills 
model that takes into consideration cognitive, affective, as well as 
behavioral domains (Mahoney, 1974; Meichenbaum, 1977). Concep
tualizing anxiety-based dysfunctions in this manner parallels the 
emphasis of Melzack and Wall (1965) on the importance of the in
teraction of cognitive, affective, and behavioral contributions to the 
total pain experience. A review of some of the skills-training ap
proaches that have been employed will reveal a number of common 
features that may be incorporated into multidimensional, cognitive 
behavioral approaches designed to enhance tolerance for noxious 
stimulation. 

The investigations of Goldfried and his colleagues (Goldfried, 
1971, 1973; Goldfried, Decenteceo, and Weinberg, 1974; Goldfried 
and Trier, 1974) illustrate one approach to the training of coping 
skills. Goldfried (1971) has viewed systematic desensitization as a 
way of teaching his subjects a broad set of self-relaxation skills that 
can be employed while imagining a number of scenes from dif
ferent target hierarchies. Emphasis is placed on four components, 
namely, describing the therapeutic rationale in terms of skills train
ing, the use of relaxation as a generalized coping strategy, the use 
of multiple-theme hierarchies, and training in "relaxing away" 
scene-induced anxiety (in contrast with the traditional method of 
terminating a scene at the first indication of subjective distress, 
Wolpe, 1958). Self-instructional training (Meichenbaum, 1973, 
1974) and stimulus labeling strategies have been incorporated in 
later refinements of this coping-skills package. 

One by-product of the shift to coping-skills models has been a 
greater concern with the role of cognitive processes. The cognitive 
processes have been conceptualized in a number of different ways 
in order to train coping skills (Meichenbaum, 1977). One way has 
been the systematic rational restructuring approach of Goldfried 
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(Goldfried et aI., 1974). This approach is designed to place rational
emotive therapy (Ellis, 1962) into a behavioral framework. Rational
emotive therapy takes as its major premise that maladaptive feel
ings result from maladaptive thoughts; major emphasis is thus on 
the cognitive component. Ellis (1970) suggests that client's 

psychological problems arise from the misperception and mistaken cog
nitions about what they perceive; from their emotional underreactions 
or overreactions to normal and unusual stimuli; and from their habi
tually dysfunctional behavior patterns, which enables them to keep 
repeating nonadaptive responses even when they know that they are 
behaving poorly. (p. 8) 

Basically, Goldfried contends that the wayan individual labels or 
evaluates a situation (e.g., anxiety-provoking) can differentially de
termine his subsequent emotional reaction. Goldfried's assumption 
is that an individual can acquire a more effective coping repertoire 
with which to control his behavior by means of modifying the 
"cognitive set" that is employed when approaching potentially anx
iety-provoking situations or events. To accomplish this modifica
tion in cognitive-set and enhanced coping repertoire, Goldfried has 
outlined a five-step procedure in which the individual is (1) ex
posed (through imaginary scenes or role-playing) to an anxiety
provoking situation; (2) asked to evaluate just how anxious he is; 
(3) called on to use this anxiety as a signal to notice any self-defeat
ing, anxiety-provoking cognitions he has about the situation; (4) 
encouraged to rationally re-evaluate these cognitions, or self
statements; and (5) to take note of the level of anxiety following this 
"rational re-evaluation." 

Another approach to coping-skills training has been developed 
by Suinn and Richardson (Richardson and Suinn, 1973; Suinn, 
1972; Suinn and Richardson, 1971) and labeled "anxiety
management training." As in the Goldfried approach, anxiety
management training emphasizes relaxation as an active coping 
skill. This approach is theoretically and procedurally linked to sys
tematic desensitization. The training involves arousing anxiety in 
the subject through the use of imaginal scenes. Subsequently, the 
subject is encouraged to use anxiety responses themselves, rather 
than anxiety-arousing scenes, as the discriminative stimuli in the 
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emission of relaxation responses. The anxiety-management training 
may be viewed as a self-control procedure that is relatively non
situation specific and that involves the subject in the exercise of cop
ing skills during laboratory stress conditions. 

Yet another coping-skills package is described by Meichen
baum and Cameron (Meichenbaum, 1975; Meichenbaum and Ca
meron, 1973) and labeled "stress inoculation." Briefly, it involves 
(1) a discussion of stress reactions (with emphasis on labeling, at
tribution, and arousal-inducing self-statements and images); (2) re
laxation training (presented as an active coping skill); (3) guided 
practice in the use of coping self-statements at various points dur
ing exposure to anxiety-provoking or stress situations; and (4) prac
tice in the utilization of the coping skills in a novel, laboratory 
stress situation. The stress-inoculation package calls for a detailed 
review for it has been suggested as a potentially useful package in 
the modulation of pain (Meichenbaum, 1975; Meichenbaum and 
Turk, 1976). 

Stress Inoculation for Anxiety-Based Dysfunctions. Meichenbaum 
and his colleagues (Meichenbaum and Cameron, 1973b; Meichen
baum, Turk, and Burstein, 1975) reviewed the stress literature and 
concluded that a successful program aimed at training adaptive cop
ing skills should (1) be flexible enough to incorporate a variety of 
strategies that can be differentially employed in potential stress sit
uations; (2) encourage cognitive plans that would reduce anxiety 
and lead to more adaptive coping responses; (3) encourage utiliza
tion of available information that stimulates mental rehearsal (i.e., 
the "work of worrying," Janis, 1958); (4) be sensitive to individual 
and situational differences; and (5) provide trial exposure to less 
threatening stress events during which coping skills can be consoli
dated and "tried on," i.e., inoculation. 

A similar approach has been advocated by Orne (1965): 

One way of enabling an individual to become resistant to stress is to 
allow him to have appropriate prior experience with the stimulus in
volved. The biological notion of immunization provides such a model. 
If an individual is given the opportunity to deal with a stimulus that is 
mildly stressful and he is able to do so successfully (mastering it in a 
psychological sense) he will tend to be able to tolerate a similar stimulus 
of somewhat greater intensity in the future.. . . It would seem that one 
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can markedly affect an individual's performance in the situation. 
and his feeling that he can control his own behavior. (pp. 315-316) 
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In light of these concerns, Meichenbaum and Cameron (1973) 
developed the stress-inoculation procedure outlined above. Specifi
cally, the procedure consists of three phases: (1) an educational 
phase, (2) a rehearsal phase, and (3) application training. 

The first phase of the stress-inoculation training is designed to 
provide the subject with an explanatory scheme for understanding 
the nature of his response to stressful events. The most important 
aspect of this phase is that the conceptual framework should be 
plausible to the subject and its acceptance should lead naturally to 
the practice of specific, cognitive, and behavioral coping tech
niques. 

In treating multi phobic clients, Meichenbaum and Cameron 
(1973), consistent with Schachter's (1966) theory, suggest that the 
client's fear reaction involves two major elements, namely, (1) 
heightened arousal (e.g., increased heart rate, rapid breathing, and 
bodily tension) and (2) a set of anxiety-engendering avoidant 
thoughts, images, and self-statements (e.g., disgust evoked by the 
phobic object, a sense of helplessness, catastrophizing thoughts, 
etc.). They then indicate that the treatment is directed toward (a) 
helping the subject control his physiological arousal; and (b) substi
tuting positive coping self-statements for the anxiety-engendering 
self-statements that habitually occupied him when under condi
tions of stress. 

The educational phase concludes with a discussion designed to 
modify the subject's view of his phobic or stress reaction from one of 
an overwhelming panic reaction to a series of phases. Four phases 
are suggested: preparing for a stressor, possibly being over
whelmed by a stressor, confronting or handling a stressor, and fi
nally, reinforcement for adaptive coping. 

This initial educational phase of the stress-inoculation training 
is designed to provide the phobic subject with a cognitive framework 
to better understand his reaction to stress. It provides for the transi
tion into the second, rehearsal phase of training. 

The rehearsal phase of the training is designed to provide the 
subject with a variety of coping techniques to employ at each of the 
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various phases of coping process. The coping techniques employed 
by Meichenbaum and Cameron (1973) were both direct-action and 
cognitive coping modes (ct. Lazarus, Averill, and Opton, 1974). 
Direct-action modes include collecting information about the pho
bic object, arranging for escape routes, and learning about physical 
relaxation. The cognitive coping modes are treated by viewing such 
processes as sets of self-statements that the subject thinks (or images) 
to himself. The modification of the subject's internal monologue is 
accomplished by having him become aware of and monitoring the 
negative, anxiety-engendering, self-defeating self-statements emit
ted in phobic situations. Meichenbaum and Cameron emphasize 
that treatment generalization is built into the training package by 
encouraging the subjects to use their maladaptive behaviors, 
thoughts, and feelings as signals (i.e., discriminative stimuli) to 
engage in the coping techniques that had been taught. 

Once their subjects had become proficient in the use of such be
havioral and cognitive coping skills, Meichenbaum and Cameron 
suggest that they test out or practice these coping skills by ac
tually employing them under stressful conditions other than the 
phobic situation (i.e., novel stress situation). At this point the 
subjects were exposed to unavoidable electric shock. Meichenbaum 
and Cameron reported substantial improvement in the subject's abil
ity to cope with the phobic situation and a second phobic situation 
that was not included within the training, demonstrating general
ization of the affect of the training. 

Recently, Novaco (1977) successfully adapted the stress-in
oculation paradigm for use with individuals with problems of chron
ic anger (ct. chap. 5). The coping skills consisted of (1) differential 
awareness of personal anger problems (subjects became observers of 
their own behavior); (2) attunement to anger arousal and its cogni
tive components (monitoring their internal monologues); (3) the 
ability to alternatively construe provocation and to control arousal 
by means of relaxation; (4) covert self-regulation to guide structur
ing of events and nonantagonistic encounter; and (5) the ability to 
remain task-oriented rather than ego-oriented when provoked. No
vaco (1976) has continued to adapt the stress-inoculation proce
dure and has recently conducted a study in which he employed the 
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stress inoculation with law-enforcement officers on a preventive 
basis. 

In summary, the stress-inoculation training employed by Mei
chenbaum and Cameron (1973) and Novaco (1976, 1977) involved 
discussion of the nature of the stress reaction, provocation reaction 
and emotions, rehearsing cognitive and behavioral coping skills, 
and testing these skills under a "novel" stress or provocation condi
tion. 

A growing number of variations of the cognitive behavioral 
coping-skills treatment packages have been developed and success
fully utilized with a number of different target populations. These 
include public-speaking anxiety (Meichenbaum, 1972), social anxi
ety (Kazdin, 1973, 1974), test anxiety (Sarason, 1973), alcoholism 
(Sanchez-Craig, 1974), social incompetence (Glass, Gottman, and 
Shmurak, 1976), and pain (Horan et a/., 1977; Turk, 1975, 1977a). 
Common elements underlying many of these coping skills-training 
approaches include: (1) the provision of accurate and authoritative 
information, (2) adaptive modeling, (3) self-monitoring and self
control, (4) attention-focusing, (5) relaxation training, and (6) 
guided practice (mental or behavioral rehearsal). From this list, it 
can be noted that the coping-skills approaches address cognitive, 
affective, as well as behavioral contributions to individual's re
sponses in anxiety-eliciting situations. Within this approach, 
human behavior is viewed as complex and multiply determined. 

Interestingly, each of the elements underlying the coping-skills 
approach for anxiety-based dysfunction has received similar atten
tion by investigators attempting to attenuate pain. As indicated pre
viously, investigators have noted the impact of a number of psy
chological variables and coping skills on the modification of pain 
tolerance: provision of accurate and authoritative information 
(Johnson, 1973; Johnson and Leventhal, 1974), adaptive modeling 
(Bobey and Davidson, 1970; Chaves and Barber, 1974), self-moni
toring and self-control (Kanfer and Goldfoot, 1966; Kanfer and 
Seidner, 1973), attentional focus (Blitz and Dinnerstein, 1971; Turk, 
1975, 1977a), relaxation (Bobey and Davidson, 1970; Johnson, 1974) 
and guided practice (Neufeld and Davidson, 1971; Turk, 1975, 
1977a). However, it is important to note that only rudimentary ef-
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forts have been devoted to combining these elements into an in
tegrated, multidimensional treatment approach. 

Before examining the multidimensional treatment regimens de
signed to enhance tolerance for pain, a review of some specific cop
ing strategies will be undertaken. This review will lead to a better 
understanding of the variety of cognitive and behavioral coping 
skills that have been employed. 

COGNITIVE AND BEHAVIORAL COPING STRATEGIES 

A number of investigators (Chaves and Barber, 1974; Horan 
and Dellinger, 1973; Kanfer and Coldfoot, 1966; Kanfer and Seidner, 
1972; Knox, 1972) attempted to provide subjects with behavioral 
and/or cognitive coping strategies designed to enhance coping rep
ertoires. Though the utilization of cognitive strategies for the reduc
tion of pain has recently become a research interest, individuals 
have engaged in the utilization of cognitive strategies for as long as 
man has experienced pain. The Stoic philosophers believed that 
man could get the better of pain by force of reason, by the "rational 
repudiation" of pain. Descartes and Spinoza recommended that 
pain should be overcome through "permeation" of reason. 

Perhaps the oldest cognitive technique employed has been dis
traction or attention-diversion. Kant (as cited by Fulop-Miller, 1938) 
provides the following example of his utilization of attention-diver
sion: 

For a year I have been troubled by morbid inclination and very painful 
stimuli which from others' descriptions of such symptoms I believe to 
be gout, so that I had to call a doctor. One night, however, impatient at 
being kept awake by pain, I availed myself to the stoical means of con
centration upon some different object of thought such for instance as 
the name of "Cicero" with its multifarious associations, in this way I 
found it possible to divert my attention, so that pain was soon dulled . 
. . . Whenever the attacks recur and disturb my sleep, I find this rem
edy most useful. (p. 28) 

A number of other cognitive and behavioral methods have 
been employed to enhance pain tolerance, including (1) somatization 
(e.g., Bobey and Davidson, 1970; Evans and Paul, 1970)-focusing 
on the existence, production, or inhibition of bodily processes or 
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sensations, including the experimentally induced pain (Knox, 1972, 
pp. 23-24), e.g., comparing pain sensations to an arm that has fallen 
asleep; (2) imaginative transformation of pain (e.g., Blitz and Dinner
stein, 1968, 1971; Knox, 1972)-Ifacknowledgement of the experi
mentally induced sensation, but transforming or interpreting these 
sensations as something other than pain, or minimizing the sensa
tion as trivial or unreal" (Knox, 1972, p. 24), e.g., imagining the 
limb as numb, injected with Novocain; (3) imaginative transforma
tion of context (e.g., Blitz and Dinnerstein, 1968; Knox, 1972)-"ac
knowledgement of the experimentally induced pain but transforma
tion of the context in which the pain occurs" (Knox, 1972, p. 24), 
e.g., imagining oneself as a spy, shot in the arm; and (4) relaxation 
and deep breathing (e.g., Bobey and Davidson, 1970; Mulcahy and 
Janz, 1973; Neufeld and Davidson, 1971). 

The typical experimental design of studies that have employed 
the strategies detailed above has been to instruct an experimental 
group to employ one of these strategies while a second group either 
employs a different strategy or functions as a control group given 
no instructions concerning a specific strategy. The results have been 
disappointing in their inconsistency. The ambiguity of findings is 
understandable, since most subjects would come to an experimental 
situation with some well-learned strategies that they have em
ployed in the past. If they are required to tolerate a noxious stimu
lus without being given instructions regarding the use of a specific 
strategy, then subjects will no doubt resort to the use of the particu
lar techniques that have proved to be helpful previously (Chaves 
and Barber, 1974; Kanfer and Coldfoot, 1966; Kanfer and Seidner, 
1973). Turk (1977a) has recently reported that subjects varied sub
stantially in their preferences for different categories of coping stra
tegies. Thus, the data obtained in these studies represent only the 
relative effects of experimental strategies compared to the uncon
trolled effects of previously learned strategies. In fact, the provision 
of instructions to employ a specific strategy may prove to have a 
negative effect on the subject if it is a strategy that is not congruent 
with his already well-learned coping repertoire. 

The research detailed above, while giving tacit acknowl
edgment to the significance of a variety of psychological factors, has 
tended toward isolation and manipulation of specific cognitive and 
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behavioral coping strategies. Thus, it is not surprising that the re
sults have proved to be equivocal. 

The data reviewed indicate that, in certain instances and with 
certain qualifications, pain can be attenuated by minimizing the 
subject's anxiety, by enhancing the subject's expectancy that he can 
decrease the pain he experiences (a sense of control), by asking the 
subject to imagine situations that are incompatible with the experi
ence of pain, by distracting the subject, and by giving the explicit 
suggestion of pain reduction. Several authors (e.g., Meichenbaum 
and Cameron, 1973; Melzack and Casey, 1970) have suggested that 
although a wide variety of procedures are capable of reducing pain, 
a more effective means of modifying an individual's perception of a 
stressful situation would be to "tailor" a procedure to meet the 
needs of the specific individual in the specific situation. That is, 
one could use a multifactor approach that enables the subject to 
employ those features of the "treatment package" that are most 
salient for him in the given situation. 

MULTIDIMENSIONAL, COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL ApPROACHES 

FOR PAIN MANAGEMENT-CLINICAL 

Several early studies (Chappell and Stevenson, 1936; Draspa, 
1959; Egbert, Batit, Welch, and Bartlett, 1964) reported the use of 
cognitive behavioral approaches to control pain associated with 
organic syndromes. Chappel and Stevenson employed a treatment 
with 32 peptic-ulcer patients that included: (1) the provision of in
formation in the form of a conceptualization of the relationship be
tween emotions and gastric physiology; (2) suggestion; and (3) 
"directive therapy" (consisting largely of instructions on how to 
change habitual patterns of thinking). This treatment was combined 
with the standard medication and dietary regimen typically em
ployed with ulcer patients. The patients receiving the multidimen
sional treatment were compared to a group of patients who were 
treated exclusively with medication and a controlled diet. At the 
end of a two-month period, only one of the patients receiving the 
multidimensional treatment reported any recurrence of painful 
symptoms while 19 of the 20 control patients had serious recur-
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rences. On a three-year follow-up, 10 of the patients who had re
ceived the multidimensional treatment were symptom-free while 
none of the control subjects were free of recurrences. 

The Chappell and Stevenson study nicely demonstrates how 
cognitive and affective techniques can be combined with more tra
ditional medical treatments. This study underscores the importance 
of providing the patient with a conceptualization of how thoughts 
and feelings contribute to physical symptoms and the provision of 
cognitive-coping skills to help modify maladaptive cognitions. 

Draspa (1959) employed a multidimensional approach with pa
tients manifesting muscular pain of various etiologies. The ap
proach consisted of supportive therapy (reassurances as to the in
nocuous nature of the pain), "insight psychotherapy" (information 
related to the causes of excessive muscle contraction, promotion of 
changes of internal or environmental situations), and relaxation of 
the affected muscles. One hundred and twelve patients receiving 
the multidimensional treatment were compared to a matched con
trol group that received standard physical treatments and a third 
group that received a combined treatment, including the physical 
treatment and the cognitive behavioral training. Draspa reported 
the combined treatment was the most effective approach resulting 
in a significant reduction in reported pain. 

The study conducted by Draspa illustrates again the value of 
combining cognitive behavioral techniques with the more tradi
tional medical procedures. This study also demonstrates the efficacy 
of self-controlled, coping skills that a patient can employ when 
needed. The procedures employed by Draspa built in generalization 
as the patients were encouraged to attend to internal and external 
environmental cues of muscle tension and to utilize the relaxation 
sRills when indicated by their self-monitoring. 

Egbert et al. (1964) reported that surgical patients who were 
taught relaxation, deep-breathing techniques, and bodily maneu
vers designed to make movement more comfortable during the 
postoperative period, and who were provided reassurances by their 
anesthesiologist, required smaller amounts of narcotics following 
surgery and were discharged earlier than a control group of unin
structed patients. The Egbert et ai. study attests to the utility of a 
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multidimensional, skills-training regimen in a more acute situation 
than the Chappell-Stevenson and the Draspa studies. 

Although these studies demonstrate the efficacy of multidi
mensional approaches, the Chappell and Stevenson and the Draspa 
studies have received little attention in the medical-therapeutic lit
erature. The Egbert et al. study, on the other hand, is frequently 
cited, but usually as just another study demonstrating the value of 
preparatory information prior to surgery. Little attention has been 
given to the contribution and value of the self-controlled relaxation 
and breathing exercises or the training in bodily procedures to in
crease comfort. 

We can readily note similarities between the cognitive behav
ioral strategies employed with anxiety-based dysfunctions dis
cussed above and the pain-treatment studies of Chappell and Ste
venson, Draspa, and Egbert et al. Similarities include the role of 
relaxation, self-monitoring, self-instructional training, reassurances 
concerning the innocuousness of the particular target problem, and 
emphasis on the individual's self-control of his thoughts and emo
tions. However, it should be noted that the pain treatments de
scribed above did not employ specific cognitive or behavioral re
hearsal of the various coping skills as did the anxiety-based 
treatments. In addition, in the pain studies the conceptualizations 
and particular information were presented in a didactic fashion with 
little opportunity for the patients to discuss effective utilization or 
implementation of the information. Part of the efficacy of the cogni
tive behavioral, coping-skills approaches employed for anxiety
based dysfunctions has been attributed to the client's opportunity 
to discuss any difficulties and to rehearse and practice the utiliza
tion of the learned skills (Meichenbaum and Turk, 1976). 

These preliminary attempts at the development of multidimen
sional treatments for the amelioration of pain are confined to the 
medical literature. More recently, interest in the development of 
such approaches for pain management has arisen among psycholo
gists. A number of investigators (e.g., Gottlieb, Hockersmith, Kol
ler, and Strite, 1975; Langer, Janis, and Wolfer, 1975; Levendusky 
and Pankratz, 1975; Reeves, 1976; Sachs, Feuerstein, and Vitale, 
1976) have effectively employed cognitive behavioral coping-skills 
training to augment pain tolerance in clinical settings. 
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Langer et al. (1975) reported that they were able to train surgery 
patients to use coping devices such as reappraisal of the anxiety
provoking events, calming self-talk and a cognitiv~ cop.ing (;n

structions to direct attention to the more favorable aspects of the sit
uation) to alleviate postoperative pain. Patients were encouraged to 
engage in these cognitive coping strategies whenever they began to 
feel upset about unpleasant events, or aspects of the surgical experi
ence and/or experienced any pain. Patients receiving the coping
skills training demonstrated marked reductions in requests for post
operative analgesics and sedatives and were rated by nurses as 
manifesting less stress immediately prior to surgery and postopera
tively, compared with subjects who received either no training or 
only preparatory presurgery information. 

A comprehensive treatment program has been reported by 
Gottlieb et al. (1975) at the Casa Colina Hospital for Rehabilitative 
Medicine. Gottlieb and his colleagues have noted the important role 
of such cognitive and social factors as anger, depression, anxiety, 
feelings of helplessness, and social reinforcement in the etiology 
and maintenance of chronic low-back pain. The treatment program 
of the Casa Colina group is comprised of a variety of interventions, 
including traditional medical and psychotherapeutic techniques as 
well as cognitive and behavioral coping strategies: biofeedback 
(EMG, GSR) and autogenic training, psychotherapeutic techniques 
(individual, group, and family therapy), assertion training, behav
ioral treatment of depression (Lewinsohn, 1968), a self-medication 
reduction program, a physical-restoration program (individualized 
exercise program), educational lectures (information about the back 
and how psychophysiological factors playa role in back pain), a 
systematic social reinforcement program for target nondisability be
havior, and a therapeutic milieu designed around relaxation. This 
innovative treatment approach has only recently been developed 
and little data supporting its efficacy has been provided. The pro
gram does appear to hold much promise and makes a significant 
contribution by including the patient's family in the total treatment 
of the pain problem and illness behavior (Pilowksy, 1975). 

Recently, Sachs et al. (1976) reported the successful utilization 
of a multidimensional, cognitive behavioral treatment with eight 
chronic pain patients (pain duration 8 months to 23 years). The 
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treatment developed included the following components: (1) relax
ation; (2) hypnotic training designed to increase duration of focused 
attention; (3) self-monitoring to provide clear and precise phenome
nological descriptions of pain sensation and to identify particular 
thoughts, feelings, and images associated with deeper levels of re
laxation; and (4) cognitive-skills training designed to increase the 
production of thoughts, feelings, and images incompatible with 
features of the pain. Generalization was built into the training by 
encouraging the use of self-controlled pain-incompatible strategies 
in progressively more real-life situations. 

Sachs et al. reported that on a four-month follow-up their pa
tients indicated significant reductions in daily pain intensity, the 
degree to which pain interfered with major life areas (e.g., sleep, 
social activities), life dissatisfaction and suffering, and the percent
age of self-administered pain medications. This study is limited by 
the omission of control groups but the lack of effective prior medi
cal intervention and the magnitude of the changes observed sup
port the utility of this treatment. Note the use of a cognitive behav
ioral approach as a primary treatment for pain management rather 
than as an adjunct to conventional medical interventions. 

In a case study of a sixty-five-year-old male with symptoms 
of chronic abdominal pain, Levendusky and Pankratz (1975) em
ployed a cognitive behavioral, coping-skills treatment approach. 
The patient was taught to control pain through a program of relax
ation, a cognitive coping strategy, and cognitive relabeling. With 
these strategies, the authors report the patient was able to greatly 
reduce his extensive intake of analgesic medications. One particu
larly interesting point to note in this study is the use of the patient 
as a collaborator in the development of personally relevant cogni
tive-coping strategies. This approach can be contrasted to the more 
usual procedure of imposing a particular strategy on the patient. 
Such individualized tailoring of the training might be a useful addi
tion to each of the cognitive behavioral treatments reviewed above 
(d. Meichenbaum and Turk, 1976). 

In another case study, Reeves (1976) combined self-instruc
tional training (Meichenbaum, 1973, 1975) with EMG biofeedback 
for a patient with tension headaches. In this study, Reeves had his 
patient, a twenty-year-old female, collect baseline data on EMG and 
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daily headache activity (emphasizing specification of environmental 
stressors), focus on identifying negative self-statements (thoughts 
and images), trained the patient to replace negative self-statements 
with coping self-instructions (Meichenbaum and Turk, 1976; Turk, 
1975, 1977a), provided the patient with an opportunity to rehearse 
with the coping self-statements, and finally provided biofeedback 
training. Reeves noted that the combined, cognitive behavioral 
treatment reduced headache activity by 66% with no resumption of 
symptoms on a six-month follow-up. The value of combining the 
behavioral technique of biofeedback with cognitive coping strat
egies is illustrated by this study. 

One common factor present in each of the cognitive behavioral, 
coping-skills treatment approaches for the management of pain re
viewed is that the patient is provided with training in the use of a 
number of different coping skills that are self-controlled. This un
derlying feature can be compared with the traditional medical inter
ventions, which require the patient to be a passive, "helpless" re
cipient. In chronic conditions where conventional treatments are 
unsuccessful in controlling pain (e.g., low-back pain, rheumatoid 
arthritis) or likely to lead to iatrogenic complications (e.g., analgesic 
nephritis, narcotic addiction) as well as in instances of less intense 
pain (e.g., dental procedures, endoscopic examinations), the active 
participation of the patient, employing self-controlled coping skills, 
seems appropriate. 

While clinical and clinical-case studies such as those reviewed 
here are encouraging, controlled, empirical laboratory investiga
tions and replications are needed to support the therapeutic value 
of specific interventions. Some beginning in this direction has been 
initiated by several investigators (Horan et al., 1977; Turk, 1975, 
1977a) who have conducted laboratory investigations of cognitive 
behavioral, coping-skills treatments for the enhancement of toler
ance for laboratory-produced pain. 

MULTIDIMENSIONAL COPING-SKILLS FOR PAIN MANAGEMENT

LABORATORy-ANALOGUE STUDIES 

The most extensively examined cognitive behavioral, skills
training approach for management of laboratory-produced pain is 
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stress inoculation (Horan et al., 1977; Turk, 1975, 1977a). This 
treatment regimen has consistently demonstrated attenuation of 
pain and thus a detailed elaboration seems appropriate. 

Stress Inoculation-A Coping-Skills Treatment for Pain Manage
ment. Although stress inoculation was originally designed to mod
ify the behavior of neurotic clients, the procedure poses an impor
tant analogue for research on stress in general, and specifically for 
research regarding the cognitive behavioral management of pain. 
The stress-inoculation procedure explicitly teaches the subject to 
cognitively cope, by such diverse means as using distractions, self
instructions, relaxation, altering attributions and self-labels, imag
ery rehearsal, and shifting attention. Thus, when confronting a 
stressful situation, each subject can employ one or more of a 
number of strategies, whichever are most helpful for him. Here, 
one can note that the subject is provided with a number of skills, 
along with elaboration and extension of the strategies that he brings 
to the situation. No strategy is imposed upon the subject, but he is 
made aware that a number are available and is encouraged to "try 
them on." Armed with a variety of strategies and an understanding 
of why he responds in a specific manner, the subject is prepared to 
employ the techniques that he feels are most applicable in the situa
tion. 

The stress-inoculation procedure is a coping-skills approach 
that trains subjects in a variety of techniques, which can be em
ployed differentially across situations and across individuals. Such 
an approach has been lacking in the studies attempting to enhance 
pain tolerance by a specific strategy. 

The first attempt to employ the stress-inoculation procedure to 
enhance tolerance for pain was conducted by Turk (1975). In that 
study, aversive stimulation was produced by the submaximum ef
fort tourniquet technique (Smith, Egbert, Markowitz, Mosteller, 
and Beecher, 1966). This procedure involves the inflation of a 
blood-pressure cuff at a high level (240 mm Hg) followed by a mod
erate amount of exercise by that arm (squeezing a hand dynamome
ter). The intense pressure produced by the inflation of the cuff 
serves to block the brachial artery and consequently the flow of 
blood to the lower arm and hand. The exercise serves to deplete the 
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available oxygen producing muscle ischemia and subsequently a 
steadily intensifying, aching pain. 

The format of the skills training developed by Turk (1971;) and 

Turk and Meichenbaum (1976) was analagous to that of the stress
inoculation paradigm of Meichenbaum and Cameron (1973) de
scribed above. As in the Meichenbaum and Cameron study, the 
training began with an educational phase. Recall that in the Mei
chenbaum and Cameron study, with phobic clients, a Schachterian 
explanation of emotion was provided for the subjects to concep
tualize their stress reactions and to provide the logic for the treat
ment procedures employed. In the Turk (1975) study, the gate
control theory of Melzack and Wall (1965, pain experience 
composed of three components: sensory-discriminative, motiva
tional-affective, and cognitive-evaluative) served a similar function. 
Following this educational phase, Turk proceeded to describe the 
various coping techniques that the subject could employ to handle 
each of the components of the pain experience (skills-acquisition 
phase). 

First, the subjects were informed that they could control the 
sensory input or sensory-discriminative component of pain by such 
means as physical and mental relaxation and by attending to slow, 
deep breathing. The work on "natural childbirth" (Dick-Read, 1959) 
was offered as an illustration of how expectations concerning pain 
increased anxiety, in turn fostering muscle tension, leading to more 
pain and consequently more anxiety in a vicious cycle. The sugges
tion was offered that this cycle could magnify the perception of any 
noxious sensation but the cycle could be interrupted by the imple
mentation of relaxation exercises and controlled breathing (e.g., 
Paul, 1966; Meichenbaum, 1973). 

Next, subjects were informed that the motivational-affective 
component of pain included the feelings of helplessness and ab
sence of control that frequently accompanied experience of an aver
sive stimulus. The suggestion was made that these feelings could be 
"short-circuited" by the individual engaging in a number of cogni
tive coping strategies. The strategies included: 

1. Attention diversion-focusing attention on things other than the ex
perimentally induced pain. For example, doing mental arithmetic or 
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attending to cues in the environment such as the ceiling tiles, cloth
ing, etc. 

2. Somatization-focusing attention on bodily processes or bodily sen
sations including the experimentally induced pain. For example, 
watching and analyzing the changes in the part of the body receiving 
the intense stimulation. 

3. Imagery manipulations-changing or transforming the experience of 
pain by means of fantasy: 

a. Imaginative inattention in which the individual ignores the ex
perimentally-induced pain by engaging in "goal-directed fan
tasy," which, if real, would be incompatible with the experience 
of pain. For example, lying on a beach on a pleasant day. 

b. Imaginative transformation of pain in which the individual in
cludes the experience of pain in the fantasy, but transforms or in
terprets these sensations as something other than pain or mini
mizes the sensations as trivial or unreal. For example, imagining 
that the part of the b(}dy receiving the sensations is numb as if it 
had been injected with Novocain, or imagining that only one of 
the many sensations was actually being received while ignoring 
the others. 

c. Imaginative transformation of context in which the subject in
cludes the pain in the fantasy, but now transforms the context or 
setting in which the pain occurs. For example, imagining that one 
is a spy who has been shot in the arm and who is being chased by 
enemy agents in a car down a winding mountain road. (Knox, 
1972) 

Turk presented the subjects with each of the cognitive coping 
strategies that was mentioned in the strategy-specific studies dis
cussed previously, allowing for individual preferences. The subjects 
were encouraged to select from these strategies in a "cafeteria 
style." Subjects were also encouraged to develop a "plan" to deal 
with the pain and especially to employ such coping techniques at 
"critical moments" when the pain seemed most unbearable. 

Control of the cognitive-evaluative component of the pain ex
perience was addressed by conceptualizing the aversive situation as 
consisting of several phases: preparing for the noxious stimulation, 
confronting and handling the unpleasant sensations, coping with 
feelings at critical moments, and self-reflection. The importance of 
the subjects' thoughts, feelings, self-statements, and images at each 
of these stages was underscored. In collaboration with the trainer, 
the subjects generated lists of self-statements or self-instructions 
that could be emitted at each of the phases of the stress situation. 

The stress-inoculation training, where subjects are exposed to a 
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variety of cognitive and behavioral coping strategies, can be con
trasted with most studies designed to enhance tolerance for pain. 
As was noted, the pain literature is replete with exaznples of studies 
in which the investigator chooses one specific coping strategy and 
then compares its effectiveness with a no-treatment control group 
(e.g., Chaves and Barber, 1974; Horan and Dellinger, 1973, Kanfer 
and Goldfoot, 1966). In the skills-training procedure employed by 
Turk, the subject became a collaborator, helping to generate from 
his own experience and with the advice and support of the trainer, 
an individually tailored coping package. The subject could pick and 
choose from the array of cognitive and behavioral techniques a 
sequence of coping strategies to be employed in a posttraining nox
ious situation. 

Whereas in the stress-inoculation training employed by Mei
chenbaum and Cameron (1973) the application included exposure to 
a real stressor (viz., electric shock), in the Turk (1975) study the 
application phase was conducted by means of mental rehearsal and 
role-playing, two widely used behavioral techniques. In order to 
review and consolidate the training procedure, subjects were asked 
to imagine themselves in stressful situations, including the ische
mic pain situation they had experienced during the pretraining 
trial. The subjects were asked to imagine how they would use the 
variety of coping techniques (e.g., stages of stress experience, self
statements, imagery, attention-diversion, relaxation). Such mental 
rehearsal can be viewed as the subject providing himself with a 
model of how he should behave in a stressful situation, what Sarbin 
(1972) called muted role-taking. Prior research (Kazdin, 1973, 1974; 
Meichenbaum, 1971, 1972) has indicated that one can enhance the 
therapeutic value of such covert modeling procedures by having the 
subject imagine himself faltering, experiencing anxiety, and then 
coping with these feelings of inadequacy. In this way the trainer 
anticipated the thoughts and feelings his subject was likely to expe
rience in the real-life situation, and by including them in the men
tal rehearsal process they later assume a deja vu quality. The sub
ject's anxiety, tenseness, negative self-statements, self-doubts, etc., 
become something he was prepared for: they were the cues, the 
reminders, to use the coping procedures. Thus in the mental re
hearsal procedure, the skills-training subjects were encouraged to 
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include any failings, self-doubts, or anxiety and to then see them
selves coping with these. 

In order to further consolidate the coping strategies, subjects 
were asked to role-play giving advice to a novice subject on how to 
cope with stress, specifically with the experience of pain. The 
trainer assumed the role of the novice subject, while the subjects 
played the role of trainers. Turk (1975) states that the role-playing 
was designed to have the subjects improvise for, according to re
search on attitude change (Hovland, Janis, and Kelley, 1953), in 
such situations the subject will ". . . think up exactly the kinds of 
arguments, illustrations and motivating appeals he regards as most 
convincing. In this way, the subject 'hand tailors' the content of his 
role in such a manner as to account for the unique motives and 
predispositions of one particular person, namely, himself" (Turk, 
1975, p. 193). 

Thus prepared with one hour of skills training, male college 
students underwent a posttraining trial on the ischemic task. Turk 
(1975) reports that on the pretraining trial the subjects in the skills
training groups were able to tolerate the intense stimulation for a 
mean of 17 minutes; while on the posttraining trial they tolerated 
the ischemic pain for a mean of 32 minutes, a significant increase 
(p < .002). An attention placebo group increased tolerance from 18 
minutes on the pretraining trial to 19 minutes on the posttraining 
trial. The 15-minute improvement in tolerance demonstrated by the 
stress-inoculation training group is particularly impressive when 
one learns that Smith, Chiang, and Regina (1974) found that sub
jects' tolerance for ischemic pain was enhanced by only 5 to 10 mi
nutes following the administration of 5 mg of morphine. 

In a more recent study, Turk (1977a) extended and replicated 
the earlier results substantiating the relative efficacy of the stress
inoculation training. In this latter study, the training was increased 
to 31/2 hours with the addition of expanded training in the use of re
laxation, imagery rehearsal, and attentional focusing, as well as ex
posure to a novel stressor (the cold pressor task). Table I contains an 
outline of the expanded-stress-inoculation training. 1 In this study 
(Turk, 1977a), not only was the relative efficacy of the stress-

1 A detailed training manual is available from the author (Turk, 1977b). 
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF TRAINING a 

1. Conceptualization of the "pain experience" with two components: the sensory 
input and the reactions of the individual to that sensory input. Each of these two 
components can be brought under the individual's control. 

2. Relaxation can be employed to reduce the sensory input. Focus on: 
A. Tensing and relaxing the various muscles that receive the intense stimula

tion 
B. Slow, deep breathing, with 3--5 seconds holding, and 5 seconds exhaling 
C. Thinking of pleasant or relaxing words or pictures while exhaling, for ex

ample, the word "calm," or a picture of a feather gently floating 
3. Attention-diverting coping strategies. Note: 

A. One cannot focus on more than one thing fully at anyone time. 
B. A person can select what he will focus his attention upon and what to 

exclude from his attention. 
C. A variety of different coping strategies are available for a person to employ 

at various times in a stressful situation. One can switch from one strategy to 
another as often as he wishes. 

D. Types of coping strategies: 
(1) Focusing attention on physical characteristics of the environment. For 

example, counting the ceiling tiles, studying the construction of some
thing in the room, studying articles of clothing. 

(2) Focusing attention on various thoughts. For example, doing mental 
arithmetic, making a list of all the things you have to do over the 
weekend, thinking of and singing the words of various songs you 
recall. 

(3) Focusing attention on the part of the body receiving intense stimula
tion. For example, analyzing the sensations in one part of the body and 
comparing them to another part, analyzing the intense stimulation as if 
preparing to write a biology report regarding the sensations experi
enced' studying the sensations and physical changes and comparing 
them to the feelings and changes noted at other times when you have 
experienced intense stimulation. 

(4) Imaginative inattention. Ignoring the intense stimulation by engaging 
in a mental image, which if real, would be incompatible with the expe
rience of pain. For example, imagining yourself enjoying a pleasant 
day on the beach, at a party you recently attended during which you 
had a lot of fun, or spending an enjoyable afternoon with your girl 
friend. 

(5) Imaginative transformation of pain. Interpreting the sensations you are 
receiving as something other than pain, or minimizing those sensa
tions as trivial or unreal. For example, visualizing and thinking about 
the part of the body receiving the intense .stimulation as having been 
filled with Novocain and feeling the numbness produced, seeing or pic
turing yourself as the "6 million dollar man," whose limbs are mechani
cal and capable of great feats of strength but incapable of experiencing 
pain, imagining the part of the body receiving the intense stimulation 
as being made of rubber and thus unable to feel pain, and considering 
all the implications of what it would be like to have a rubber limb. 

(continued) 
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF TRAINING (continued) 

(6) Imaginative transformation of context. Picturing an image or mental 
scene in which the intense stimulation received is different from the 
actual situation. That is, you are aware of the sensations but you picture 
them arising in a different context. For example, picturing yourself as 
James Bond having been shot in a limb, driving a stick-shift car while 
being chased by enemy agents, picturing yourself receiving an injury in 
a hockey or football game but continuing to play despite the injury, 
visualizing yourself receiving an injury while on a date and not want
ing to let your girl friend know that you are hurt. 

E. Coping strategies that employ visual images are like mental pictures that can 
be related to a wide variety of situations. The greater the degree of involve
ment, absorption, and vividness of the image, the more effective such 
strategies are in coping with a stress. 

4. Self-instructional training. Self-instructional training involves breaking a stress
ful situation down into three phases with self-reflection throughout the situa
tion. The phases are: 
A. Preparing for the intense stimulation before it becomes too strong. Self-in

structions and statements that can be made at this phase include: 
(1) What is it I have to do? (viewing the situation as a problem that you 

can do something about). 
(2) I can develop a plan to deal with it (preparing oneself by making a plan 

or mental outline of how you will deal with the sensations when they 
arise). 

(3) Just think about what I have to do (focusing on what the situation 
requires). 

(4) Think of the things that I can use to help cope (review all the strategies 
that you know and that may be helpful). 

(5) Don't worry; worrying won't help anything (use any anxiety or worry 
as a cue to remind you to focus on what you have to do). 

(6) Remember, I can shift my attention to anything I want to (reassure 
yourself about your ability to employ various coping strategies). 

(7) When I use mental imagery, I'll see how vivid I can make the scene 
(review various aspects of the different images and strategies that can 
be used). 

B. Confronting and handling the intense stimulation (self-instructions and 
statements that can be made at this phase include): 
(1) I can meet this challenge (view the situation as a challenge that you 

deal with). 
(2) One step at a time, I can handle the situation (don't do everything at 

once and don't be overwhelmed; rather, use each of the skills you have 
learned). 

(3) Just relax, breathe deeply, and use one of the strategies (review and 
use any of the strategies that you have outlined in your plan for cop
ing). 

(4) I won't think about any pain, just about what I have to do (focus your 
attention on the task at hand and what you can do right now to help 
you cope). 

(5) I'm feeling tense; that can be an ally, a cue to switch strategies and to 
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take some slow deep breaths (expect to feel tense at times; that's not 
unusual, but use your tenseness as a cue to relax and to review which 
strategy to employ next). 

(6) Remember, I can switch back to some strategies that I used before but 
switched from (there is no reason why you can't return to some strat
egies already used). 

C. Coping with thoughts and feelings that arise at critical moments (when you 
notice that the intensity of the sensations seems to be increasing or you 
think you can't go on anymore). Self-instructions or statements that can be 
made at this phase include: 
(1) When I feel any pain, just pause, keep focusing on what I have to do 

(keep in mind the task at hand and what you have to do). 
(2) Don't try to eliminate the pain totally, just keep it manageable (remem

ber, you expected to detect some intense stimulation, but don't over
react and make things worse). 

(3) I knew the sensations would rise; just keep them under control (don't 
magnify the intensity of the sensations you experience). 

(4) Remember, there are a lot of things I can do; I can keep things under 
control (you have been taught a number of different strategies that will 
help you keep the intense stimulation under control). 

(5) Things are going pretty bad; I can't take any more--just pause; don't 
make things worse. I'll review my plan of strategies to see what I can 
switch to (sometimes you may have unpleasant thoughts or feelings; 
use those as cues to review the strategies available for you to use). 

(6) My arm looks terrible; things are falling apart; I better stop-relax. I 
can focus my attention on something else; keep things under control (if 
you find yourself focusing on unpleasant sensations or thoughts, re
member you can choose what you will focus your attention upon). 

D. Self-reflection and positive self-statements. Throughout the three phases 
outlined above you might evaluate your performance. For example, how am 
I doing, that worked pretty well, etc. Remember, people frequently criticize 
themselves but rarely praise their behavior. Throughout a stressful situation 
evaluate how you are doing. If you think you should be doing better you 
can use that as a cue to try different strategies. If you are doing well you 
should give yourself a "pat on the back." Self-reflective statements that 
might be used throughout a stressful situation: 
(1) That's it. I've outlined what I have to do, what strategies I can use and 

which ones I will switch to. 
(2) I'm doing pretty well; it's not as hard as I thought. 
(3) I'm doing better at this all the time. 
(4) I won't let negative thoughts interfere with using my plan. 
(5) Wait until I tell the trainer which things worked best. 
(6) I knew I could handle it; I'm doing pretty well. 
(7) I'm doing better than I expected; wait until I tell my mother. 

5. The attention-diverting coping strategies and the self-instructional training can 
help you deal with the reactive component of the "pain experience." Thus, by 
also using relaxation to deal with the sensory input, along with the coping strat
egies and self-instructional training, you will be able to enhance your pain toler
ance and alter your perception of intense stimulation. 

a From Turk (1977a). 
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inoculation training confirmed, but generalization of the training to 
the novel, cold pressor stress was also demonstrated. 

Horan et al. (1977) have provided an additional replication of 
the efficacy of the stress-inoculation procedure. In their study, 
Horan, et al. extended the Turk results by employing both male and 
female subjects as well as male and female trainers. This study was 
designed to examine the contribution of several components of the 
training (i.e., the initial conceptualization, exposure to multiple 
stressors, and the coping-skills training). The results of the Horan et 
al. study indicate that neither the initial conceptualization, or re
peated exposures to a stressor were sufficient to increase tolerance 
times, while the combined stress inoculation significantly enhanced 
tolerance and also reduced the amount of discomfort reported by 
the subjects. 

These authors did note that the stress-inoculation training did 
not generalize to a novel stress situation. The generalization task 
used in this study, however, was the pressure algometer test. Since 
maximum tolerance time on this particular task is quite brief (usu
ally 1 to 2 minutes) as compared with 5 minutes on the cold pressor 
task and 55 minutes on the ischemic task, a possible explanation for 
the failure to demonstrate generalization may be that this brief ex
posure did not afford the subjects sufficient opportunity to employ 
the various cognitive and behavioral coping skills. The question of 
generalization requires further investigation before any firm conclu
sion can be made in this regard. The inconsistent results regarding 
generalization of the training suggest that, at least at the present 
time, training should be directed toward coping with the type of 
pain that patients are most likely to experience. 

A major issue in any laboratory analogue study concerns the 
external validity of the procedure; that is, the degree to which re
sults generalize to other populations, behaviors, and settings. The 
laboratory procedures employed in the stress-inoculation studies 
reviewed above (Horan et al., 1977; Turk, 1975, 1977a) attempted to 
simulate clinical pain as well as can be achieved in the laboratory. 
Beecher and his colleagues (Beecher, 1966; Smith et al., 1966) dem
onstrated that the submaximum effort tourniquet technique em
ployed in the two Turk studies (1975, 1977a) produces a dull, ach
ing, slowly mounting pain that most closely approximates 
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pathological pain. Sternbach (1974) reports that this technique 
mimics the duration and severity of somatogenic pain producing 
the marked autonomic changes that frequently accompany pain of 
pathological origin, and Clark and Hunt (1971) have suggested that 
ischemic and cold pressor stress [utilized in the Horan et al. (1977) 
and Turk (1977a) studies] are the best laboratory analogues to the 
pain encountered in clinical settings. The questions of external va
lidity can only be resolved by further research with clinical-pain 
populations. 

CONCLUSION 

When compared with single-treatment strategies, whether 
medical or psychological, multidimensional approaches appear to 
offer a promising and pragmatic approach to teach the control of 
pain. The use of training regimens that employ the various cogni
tive and behavioral strategies and coping-skills training described 
above should prove to be a valuable adjunct to traditional pain 
treatments. In particular, the comprehensive stress-inoculation pro
cedure is viewed as a promising tool to be added to the clinician's 
armamentarium. 
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The Clinical Implementation 
of Behavior Change 

Techniques 
A COGNITIVELY ORIENTED CONCEPTUALIZATION 

OF THERAPEUTIC "COMPLIANCE" 
AND "RESISTANCE" 

ROY CAMERON 

Consider the following situation: Two clients present what appear 
to be highly similar problems related to interpersonal anxiety. The 
assessment suggests that each of the two clients is experiencing 
anxiety in a wide variety of situations, and it seems appropriate to 
train anxiety-management skills. To accomplish this, stress-inocula
tion training (Meichenbaum, 1975a; Meichenbaum and Cameron, 
1973) is initiated with both clients. We have, then, two clients who 
present with highly similar problems, both of whom receive the 
same sort of therapy. One of the clients quickly masters the anxiety
management skills. He gradually begins to report enthusiastically 
that he is no longer experiencing debilitating anxiety and, in due 
course, terminates treatment with his problem resolved. You have, 
no doubt, already anticipated what happens with the second client. 

ROY CAMERON. Department of Psychology, University of Saskatchewan, Saska
toon, Saskatchewan, Canada S7N OWO. 
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Although the specific intervention that was employed has worked 
successfully with other similar clients in the past, in this instance it 
fails miserably. The client does not do homework assignments, 
begins to miss appointments, and eventually disappears altogether 
(frequently to the great relief of the therapist). 

Although many cognitive behavioral "techniques" have been 
developed for treating a broad spectrum of clinical problems, any
one actively engaged in clinical work recognizes that there is an 
"art" to successfully implementing such techniques in clinical situa
tions. It is generally recognized that "nonspecific" or "technique
independent" factors influence the course and outcome of therapy. 
The practical problem is to identify these "technique-independent" 
factors so that we can systematically attend to them, avoiding po
tential pitfalls and capitalizing on "nonspecific" factors that may 
promote therapeutic change. 

There is, of course, an extensive literature dealing with the role 
of nonspecific factors in therapeutic endeavors of all sorts. Jerome 
Frank's Persuasion and Healing (1961) and Arthur Shapiro'S (1960, 
1971) fascinating reviews of the literature on placebo effects, for in
stance, are classic contributions to the psychotherapy literature. Be
haviorally oriented therapists are becoming increasingly concerned 
with the "art" of their clinical work and with the technique-in
dependent factors that influence therapeutic processes (e.g., David
son, 1976; Davison, 1973; Goldfried and Davison, 1976; Goldstein, 
1962, 1975; Goldstein, Heller, and Sechrest, 1966; Gottman and 
Leiblum, 1974; Lazarus. 1971, 1976; Meichenbaum, 1975b, 1976, 
1977). Nonetheless, Wachtel has suggested recently that behavior 
therapists might find it profitable to devote even more attention to 
factors that affect therapeutic compliance and resistance: 

The issue of resistance. . . is an important topic and one that has been 
insufficiently addressed in the behavior therapy literature. Whether the 
term "resistance" is accepted or not, most practicing behavior thera
pists will acknowledge the not infrequent occurrence of behaviors that 
run counter to the desirable course of therapy. Much of the clinical skill 
of the behavior therapist involves figuring out how to enlist the pa
tient's cooperation in carrying out the therapeutic assignments they 
have agreed upon. (Wachtel, 1977, pp. 187-188) 

The present chapter presents an attempt to view the issue of 
therapeutic compliance and resistance to behavioral interventions 
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from a cognitive point of view. It is not a detailed review of the lit
erature, nor a report of empirical findings. Rather, it is an out
growth of clinical experience based on post hoc analyses of success
ful cases and "postmortems" of clinical failures. Most of my own 
clinical work is with adults (especially psychosomatic patients) and 
the content of the present chapter will reflect this. Readers who 
work primarily with children are encouraged to read the third 
chapter of Meichenbaum's (1977) recent book. 

The following analysis of therapeutic compliance and resistance 
is concerned primarily with the cognitions the client has regarding 
the therapeutic process per se. There is an underlying assumption 
that "one thing psychologists can count on is that their clients will 
talk, if only to themselves; and not infrequently, whether relevant 
or irrelevant, the things people say to themselves determine the rest 
of the things they do" (Farber, 1963, p. 196). Cognitivelyoriented 
behavior therapists have committed themselves to this notion that 
the cognitive processes of their clients contribute to their presenting 
problems, and as the present volume attests, have been quite in
ventive about developing intervention strategies designed to facili
tate therapeutic change by changing those maladaptive cognitions. 
However, the thesis of the present paper is that it may be produc
tive to focus not only on our client's cognitions vis-a.-vis his pre
senting problem, but also on his cognitions about the therapeutic 
process per se. Meichenbaum has recently called upon therapists to 
"be concerned not only with the client's self-statements and attribu
tions concerning his presenting problems, but also with those con
cerning the therapy process ... " (Meichenbaum, 1977, p. 222). 
The following is an attempt to construe the important issues of ther
apeutic compliance and resistance in terms of the client's cognitions 
as they relate to the therapeutic process. Simply stated, the sugges
tion is that "negative" cognitions regarding the therapeutic process 
result in "resistance," while "positive" cognitions about the thera
peutic process promote therapeutic compliance. Thus, the general 
notion is that to the extent that the therapist arranges things in a 
way that increases "positive" cognitions, and reduces "negative" 
cognitions about the therapeutic process, he increases the likelihood 
that his intervention, whatever it is, will be successful. 

From this point of view, the important issues of therapeutic 
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compliance and resistance reduce to two key questions. What sorts 
of cognitions regarding the therapeutic process would facilitate 
therapeutic change (and, conversely, what sorts of cognitions would 
impede or preclude change)? If we can answer this first question, 
we are immediately faced with a second: What can we do to ensure 
that our clients' cognitions about the therapeutic process are posi
tive rather than negative? These are the basic questions to be ad
dressed in the present chapter. Although these questions are un
doubtedly important, the suggestions provided below are offered 
tentatively, with a recognition that they are far from complete and 
unsubstantiated by sound empirical data. 

After a client is referred to us and therapy is initiated, the ther
apeutic process evolves through a series of stages (e.g., Gottman 
and Leiblum, 1974; Meichenbaum, 1975b, 1976, 1977). For present 
purposes, therapy will be construed as moving through three 
phases. We must quickly begin to establish a "therapeutic alliance," 
or cooperative working relationship, with the client. We go 
through a problem-formulation phase, during which therapist and 
client develop a shared conceptualization of the problem. We then 
move into an intervention phase. This division of the therapeutic 
process is done for heuristic purposes with the recognition that it is 
quite artificial and arbitrary; in reality, the various therapeutic ac
tivities described tend to blend into one another. There appear to 
be specific cognitions related to therapeutic compliance and resis
tance associated with each stage of therapy. Therapeutic movement 
may be facilitated or impeded by the client's cognitions about the 
process at any stage: at the referral stage, the stage of developing a 
therapeutic alliance, the problem-formulation stage, or the interven
tion stage. The remainder of the chapter will be devoted to a dis
cussion of factors that may affect compliance and resistance at each 
stage of the therapeutic process. 

THE REFERRAL STAGE 

We are more likely to be successful with a client who comes to 
us with belief that he will improve than we are with a client who is 
more pessimistic (Frank, 1961; Lefcourt, 1976; Seligman, 1975). 
Goldstein's (1962) work suggests that positive expectations facilitate 
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therapy, although the relationship between expectancy and im
provement may be curvilinear. In short, it will be advantageous if 
we can arrange things so that clients come to us with positive but 
realistic expectations for improvement. 

Frequently the clients who come to us are referred by members 
of other professions. The nature of the referral process may have a 
marked effect on the expectancies of the client, and thus on the 
course and outcome of therapy. The first key factor in shaping the 
client's expectations is the perception that the referring agent has 
regarding the psychologist and his treatment approach. Related to 
this is the referring agent's motivation for making the referral. Both 
the referring agent's perceptions of psychological treatment and his 
motivation for making the referral may well be transmitted to the 
client. If his perceptions of the psychologist are positive and real
istic, and he is making a referral because he genuinely believes that 
the psychologist can help his patient, the latter is likely to come to 
the psychologist in an optimistic, nondefensive, cooperative frame 
of mind. Unfortunately, this is often not the case. All too often 
when another professional makes a referral to a psychologist, he 
does so as an act of desperation. He doesn't really expect the psy
chologist to help-he may even think the case hopeless and psy
chologists quacks-but he doesn't know how else to dispose of the 
person. The psychologist is likely to have much more difficulty with 
a client referred in this context. The person tends to be unenthu
siastic, pessimistic, defensive, and very difficult to "hook." Psy
chologists may realize substantial clinical dividends if they invest 
the time and effort required to cultivate relationships with referring 
agents by providing information about the nature of the therapy, 
the rationale underlying it, its limitations, data pertaining to its ef
fectiveness, and prompt feedback on all cases referred. The goal is 
to have the referring agent making appropriate referrals for positive 
reasons; he anticipates his patient will be treated competently by 
someone who can help. These are the attitudes we want transmitted 
to clients being referred to us. 

Perhaps an (admittedly extreme) example will illustrate the po
tential importance of these issues. Several years ago, when I was 
working in another setting, a chronic low-back pain patient was re
ferred for assessment and possible treatment. The referral slip 
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tersely indicated "probable hypochondriasis, hysteria, or malinger
ing." The woman was extremely defensive when she came for her 
interview. Eventually, she reported that she had been hospitalized 
for a couple of weeks, during which she went through an extensive 
series of tests. All results were negative. The morning the referral 
was made, she allegedly overheard her physician say to his assis
tant, "What a crock! Get one of the spooks to have a look at her." 
She felt that her physician thought she was crazy, that her pain 
wasn't real. Who would not be defensive and unenthusiastic under 
such circumstances? To acknowledge any psychological distress in 
her life or to show any improvement in response to psychological 
intervention would, in her mind, confirm that her physician was 
correct and cost the patient her dignity. 

This same case illustrates a second factor that warrants atten
tion in some instances. When a person goes to a physician with 
a medical problem (or a problem that the patient, at least, construes 
as a medical problem), the physician's timing of the referral to the 
psychologist can play an important role in determining how the pa
tient will interpret the psychologist's involvement. Imagine yourself 
coming into the hospital for a diagnostic workup for, say, chronic 
low-back pain. Like the woman in the example cited above, you go 
through a frustrating two weeks of extensive, uncomfortable tests, 
all of which prove negative. You then hear that your physician has 
ordered a psychological consultation for you. What thoughts would 
you have about this referral? By its very context, the referral that 
comes after all medical tests have been completed and proven nega
tive implies to the patient that his physician has ruled out a physi
cal basis for the presenting complaints and now believes that the 
person has a psychiatric problem. It is far easier to work with 
clients referred for psychological consultation concurrently with 
other consultations. Hackett (1967) and Gentry and Cameron (1975) 
have previously commented on the importance of timing in making 
such referrals. 

Finally, the client's attitude toward therapy may be affected ad
versely if he interprets the referral process as coercive. It is not un
common for referring agents to "order" clients or patients to see a 
psychologist. If the client values his relationship with the referring 
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agent, he may feel obliged to comply, even though he is resentful 
and defensive. Brehm's reactance theory (J.W. Brehm, 1966; 5.5. 
Brehm, 1976) and Bern's self-perception theory (Bern, 1972; Brehm, 
1976) would both suggest that a client who perceives himself as 
being coerced into therapy is likely to be more "resistant" and less 
committed to therapy. When clients are referred by third parties, it 
may be useful to see the client once in order to create realistic ex
pectancies about therapy, including an explicit message that ther
apy can only be successful if the client is fully committed, since ef
fective treatment requires active cooperation on the part of the 
client. The psychologist can add that since the person was referred, 
he is not sure whether the person genuinely wants treatment him
self, or whether he has felt pressured to seek psychological therapy. 
The person can be asked to think about it, and to call back if he is 
interested in treatment; if he doesn't call, it will be assumed that he 
has decided against treatment at this time. There is still a social 
pressure on the person to enter treatment (although some will, of 
course, opt out). However, the pressure is less salient and the client 
regards therapy as something he has chosen rather than something 
forced upon him. 

To summarize, among clients referred by third parties the na
ture of the referral process may affect the client's initial expectancies 
and attitudes toward therapy, and these expectancies and attitudes 
in tum may influence the extent to which the client is initially com
pliant or resistant. It is quite likely that we can facilitate therapeutic 
compliance by attending to the subtleties of the referral process and 
arranging things so as to promote positive cognitions about treat
ment. Specifically, it may be helpful to "educate" referral agents 
about psychological treatment so that they view psychological ther
apy in positive terms and transmit positive expectancies to poten
tial clients. It can be very profitable to discuss the referral process 
per se with referring agents to ensure that important details (such as 
the timing of referrals) are finessed in a way that enhances the 
client's perception of the referral. And, finally, ensuring that the 
client has an opportunity to "choose" to enter treatment, rather 
than perceiving himself to be coerced into it by the referral process, 
may foster a more positive attitude and increase compliance. 
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ESTABLISHING A THERAPEUTIC ALLIANCE 

Once he has direct contact with the client, the therapist's first 
objective is to begin to establish a therapeutic alliance. That is, he 
wants to ensure that the client perceives him as an ally who can 
help him resolve his problem. From the present point of view, then, 
the therapist should consider what sorts of cognitions would facili
tate or impede the development of a cooperative working rela
tionship. 

There are several sorts of cognitions that interfere with es
tablishing a therapeutic alliance. At the most fundamental level, a 
belief that one's problem is not psychological in nature virtually 
precludes the possibility that the client will regard a psychologist as 
a potential source of help. Psychosomatic patients who are referred 
by their physicians, for instance, almost never regard their prob
lems as psychological. Before he does anything else, the psycholo
gist who is confronted with such a client needs to deal with the 
client's belief that he is irrelevant. If he does not do so, "resistance" 
is both understandable and inevitable. The issue may be broached 
by asking the client whether the referring agent had explained why 
he was asking the client to see a psychologist. The psychologist may 
then provide a clear and reassuring explanation that incorporates 
the explanation of the referring agent. For instance, when I first 
meet chronic pain patients, I generally say something like, "Did 
Dr. X. explain to you why he was asking me to see you? (Often the 
answer is no!) Frequently the pain patients I see are initially a little 
uneasy about seeing a psychologist. Let me assure you that no one 
thinks you are crazy or that your pain isn't real. On the contrary, 
Dr. X. realizes that the pain you are experiencing is severe and that 
it is likely seriously interfering with your life. In order to make sure 
that everything possible is done for pain patients, Dr. X. routinely 
includes a psychological assessment as part of a comprehensive 
workup. What we want to do is find out how your pain is affecting 
your life, since we can often find ways of relieving problems caused 
by the pain. How does your pain affect your life?" This sort of 
introduction enables the client to understand the relevance of a 
psychological consultation, reduces defensiveness and elicits 
cooperation. 
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The belief that the psychologist is an adversary, or the agent of 
an adversary, also precludes the development of a therapeutic alli
ance. This is frequently a source of resistance when individuals are 
referred by courts or seen in other institutional settings. It is also 
common when children and especially adolescents see a psycholo
gist at the insistence of their parents. Psychosomatic patients may 
be wary of the psychologist, believing that he is trying to prove that 
their problem is "all in my head." In many cases, this sort of resis
tance is obvious-the person is overtly negativistic-and the psy
chologist is forced to recognize and deal with the issue. In other 
cases, however, the resistance is much more subtle: The person 
goes through the motions of being cooperative, but nonetheless 
remains extremely guarded. Psychosomatic patients, for instance, 
are not usually overtly resistant; they are often invested in project
ing a healthy, well-adjusted image and ostensibly cooperate with 
the psychologist in order to maintain this image. However, their 
reluctance to speak candidly about psychological and interpersonal 
matters frequently reflects an underlying belief that anything they 
say will be used against them; they are perceiving the psychologist 
as an adversary rather than an ally. The best strategy for reducing 
such resistance seems to be to clearly acknowledge the legitimacy of 
the physical complaint, to note that it must create difficulties in liv
ing, and to suggest that it might be possible to work together to al
leviate any such difficulties. 

A third negative set that often interferes with establishing a 
working alliance is the belief that psychological interventions are 
not effective. A large number of people frankly doubt that mental
health professionals are helpful. Such doubts may result in rather 
perfunctory involvement in the therapeutic process. Unless the 
client raises this concern, it is probably best for the psychologist to 
avoid raising it directly; we don't want to plant misgivings where 
none exist. However, spontaneous comments from the therapist in
dicating that he is optimistic, that he has had good success in treat
ing similar problems in the past, etc., may alleviate some of the 
doubts. In making such statements, it may be useful to allude to 
some of the details the client presents as being particularly good 
prognostic signs when this is reasonable. For instance, it is quite 
common for chronic pain patients to report that their "nerves are 
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bad" and that they find it helpful to get off by themselves to lie 
down or have a hot bath. In introducing relaxation training, the 
psychologist can allude to the fact that the client has felt better after 
relaxing this way as a good prognostic sign. The belief that psycho
logical interventions are not effective is potentially a very serious 
source of resistance if the client has received ineffective therapy in 
the past. In commenting on clients who have experienced unsuc
cessful therapy, Goldfried and Davison (1976) suggest that the ther
apist should emphasize the differences between his approach and 
that of the previous therapist or self-help program in a way that 
gives the client reason to believe that the current approach will be 
more effective. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The therapist and client usually must evolve a shared concep
tualization of the problem prior to intervention (Meichenbaum, 
1975b, 1976, 1977). This process includes two components, namely, 
(a) eliciting information from the client about his problem, and (b) 
"educating" the client so that he comes to view his problem in 
terms that render it amenable to solution. Any client cognitions that 
interfere with candid provision of information or receptivity to an 
appropriate conceptualization of the problem will lead to "resis
tance" to the process of problem formulation. 

A major belief that leads to conscious withholding of informa
tion is the belief that the therapist will disapprove of the client or 
discount his problem if he divulges certain embarrassing informa
tion about himself. The therapist who demonstrates basic interper
sonal skills (Truax and Carkhuff, 1967; Egan, 1975) will behave in a 
way that gradually reduces the client's fears in this regard. It is 
often useful to consider what sorts of disclosures would be most 
threatening for specific clients, to have in the back of one's mind 
the question, What sort of information is likely to be withheld by 
this particular client because it is embarrassing? It is then possible 
to offer "permission-giving" statements to make the material less 
threatening to the client. For example, back pain frequently inter
feres with a person's sex life, and it is not uncommon for such pa
tients to feel uncomfortable discussing this. If the person does not 
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spontaneously broach the subject, the simple statement that it is 
common for back-pain patients to find that the pain interferes with 
their sex lives is often enough to overcome inhibition. 

The belief that the information-gathering process is random 
and aimless will also reduce the level of client cooperation. The 
client who understands how the information that is being solicited 
is relevant to the solution of his problem is likely to provide more 
complete and more pertinent information. If the psychologist com
municates his observations, the rationale for his questions, and the 
hypotheses he is entertaining, the client is better able to compre
hend the process and to respond appropriately. 

The objective of developing a shared conceptualization of the 
problem is also facilitated if the therapist shares his own reasoning 
processes with the client in this way. The client is able to follow the 
therapist's formulation of his problem and to contribute to the con
ceptual process by confirming, elaborating, clarifying, or correcting 
as necessary. When he has contributed in this way to the concep
tualization of his problem, the client is almost certain to "buy into" 
the conceptualization, so there is a firm shared understanding of 
the problem and a solid basis for moving into the intervention 
phase. 

On the other hand, the client is likely to be resistant to at
tempts to educate him if he believes that the therapist is mechani
cally imposing a prefabricated conceptualization upon his problem, 
in a "hard sell" fashion. One of the major hazards of using a "hard 
sell" approach is that the client may easily come to believe that he is 
unable to challenge the therapist's conceptualization. The therapist 
appears to him to be so invested in his point of view that any ques
tioning of the conceptualization would be futile. As a consequence, 
the client may be overtly compliant, but harbor serious reservations 
or misunderstandings that are never dealt with. In order to please 
the hard-sell therapist, the client may engage in much head
nodding even though he doesn't comprehend, may tum in bogus 
homework assignments, and even report counterfeit improvement. 
While it is undoubtedly advantageous for a therapist to be enthusi
astic with clients, clients need to believe that they can honestly 
report lack of understanding, misgivings, or lack of progress. 

In helping the client conceptualize, it may be useful to use met-
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aphors, aphorisms, and simple demonstrations that capture the 
conceptualization in a concise and vivid manner. For instance, I 
sometimes want to communicate to a pain patient that distraction 
can be an effective strategy for coping with pain. This can be tricky 
since it can imply to the patient that I really do not think there is a 
physical basis for his pain, that it is all in his head and if he keeps 
himself busy it will go away. If he interprets me this way, he is 
likely to resist construing distraction as a viable coping mechanism. 
In order to facilitate communication, I often use a demonstration 
and a metaphor. First, I ask the patient to be aware of the sensa
tions in his thighs as he sits in his chair. 1 I note that those sensa
tions are real, and they have a physical basis, but they are not nor
mally experienced because other things occupy his attention. Then I 
suggest that he think of a TV set: he could block out the channel 9 
signal by tuning in channel 11; the channel 9 signal is still there, 
but not being tuned in. I suggest that while his pain signals are 
real, he can learn to "tune them out." Tying the conceptualization 
to an image not only facilitates communication of the conceptualiza
tion, but often serves a "bell ringer" function as well. A number of 
pain patients have reported that they frequently think of the TV 
metaphor when experiencing pain and take appropriate action to 
"tune out." 

INTERVENTION 

Once therapist and client have arrived at a common under
standing of the problem, they naturally progress to the intervention 
phase. The client's cooperation with intervention strategies will be 
facilitated if his private monologue regarding his change attempts is 
dominated by two inter-related themes, namely, "This is working" 
and "I can change." If he becomes caught up in thinking, "This is 
not working" or "I cannot change," his negative self-statements 
may trigger a negative "self-fulfilling prophecy." His negative 
thoughts about the effectiveness of therapy or about his capacity to 
change lead to perfunctory compliance with the therapeutic regi-

1 I am grateful to Ronald Melzack, from whom I learned this simple but often effec
tive demonstration. 
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men, overinterpretation of slow progress and setbacks, and dis
counting of successes, all of which in turn reduce his success and 
thus exacerbate the negative self-monologue. 

The practical problem, then, is to figure out what we can do to 
facilitate positive self-statements and discourage negative self
statements about the change process. The beliefs, "This is working, 
I can do it," are triggered only if the client perceives evidence of 
therapeutic movement. The beliefs, "This is not working, I can't 
change," occur when the client perceives lack of movement or set
backs. The key, then, is to structure therapeutic interventions in a 
way that maximizes the likelihood of success at each stage. This is 
certainly not a novel suggestion. Indeed, the practice of organizing 
therapeutic objectives so that problems are treated in ascending 
order of difficulty seems to be a standard rule of thumb among most 
behavior therapists. Graduating the change process into the smallest 
possible steps and using scales with a broad range to monitor 
change can enhance success experiences and a perception, "This is 
working, I'm on my way." For instance, if we are doing relaxation 
training with anxiety or pain patients, we indicate that the first 
treatment goal is to learn how to relax, to reduce general emotional 
arousal. When relaxation is begun, clients are asked to record their 
tension level on a lO-point scale before and after relaxing. The range 
of the scale is such that some success is virtually certain from the 
outset, and increased skill is reflected in the increasing magnitude 
of pre-post changes as the person becomes more proficient. 

The client's belief that the intervention will work is in jeopardy 
from the beginning if he believes that the intervention proposed is 
not proportional to his problem. For instance, a back-pain patient 
may find it incredible that a simple intervention such as progressive 
relaxation could provide any pain relief when he has had six back 
operations, very major interventions, which were not helpful. If 
there is such a lack of credibility, it is unlikely he will cooperate 
with any conviction or enthusiasm. However, if EMG biofeedback 
is introduced as a vehicle for training muscular relaxation, the 
status of the intervention is boosted; the level of technology being 
brought to bear on the problem may appear more commensurate 
with the problem. Therapeutic compliance may increase if the ther-
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apist chooses and presents interventions in a way that allows the 
client to view them as being sufficiently potent to deal with his 
problem. 

Almost every client experiences periods of slow progress and 
setbacks even though the intervention strategies may have been 
well conceived. As indicated earlier, slow progress and setbacks 
typically result in the client engaging in a negative self-monologue 
about the effectiveness of therapy and his own ability to change, 
and thus lead to "giving up./I There are a number of things that can 
be done to prevent over-reaction to slow progress and setbacks. 
First, the therapist can discuss the time-frame for change with the 
client at the time interventions are begun. Many clients have unre
alistic expectations about how quickly they can change. A person 
who thinks he is going to change in a month well-ingrained pat
terns of interaction acquired over a lifetime is almost certainly 
going to be disheartened by the pace of therapy. Second, structur
ing therapy so that there are a progressive series of specific interme
diate goals rather than a few vague, long-range goals increases the 
sense of progress. Third, anticipating failures and setbacks may 
short-circuit over-reaction to them. The therapist can indicate that 
while these things are normal, people tend to become discouraged 
in response to them, to have doubts about whether therapy will 
work for them or whether they can ever change. In anticipating this 
negative self-monologue, the therapist can note that it is important 
for the client to expect this so that when the negative thoughts 
begin he recognizes them as a normal part of the therapy process 
and doesn't take them too seriously. The therapist can wrap up his 
statement with a suggestion that he has found that simply antici
pating these negative thoughts tended to short-circuit them; the 
client will likely find that when he has such thoughts he will recall 
this conversation and this will make it possible for him to dismiss 
the negative self-talk as normal. It might be noted parenthetically 
that several clients have commented spontaneously that whenever 
they began to think negatively about their ability to change, they 
recalled this discussion and broke out of the negative set. This 
preparation may be followed up by enquiring about negative self
talk in sessions when the client reports setbacks. Occasionally, the 
negative thoughts about the therapeutic process must become the 
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focus of therapy before movement toward other therapeutic goals 
can proceed. 

The therapist is not only concerned with bringing about change 
during the intervention phase, he wants to promote changes that 
will endure after therapy terminates. There are at least two sorts of 
client cognitions that might be expected to contribute to mainte
nance of treatment effects. The first is the belief, "What I have 
learned is a coping skill," versus "I have overcome my problem and 
never expect to experience it again." The second is the belief, "I am 
responsible for the changes I have experienced," versus "My im
provement resulted from external factors." 

In our society, therapeutic agents are epitomized by the physi
cian, and medical treatment is the paradigm of the therapeutic pro
cess. The optimal goal of medical treatment is to completely eradi
cate physical pathology and associated symptoms. It is not 
uncommon for the clients who come to us to have therapeutic ex
pectancies that are based on this model. Specifically, they may ex
pect that if therapy is successful, they will be freed completely from 
anxiety, depression, marital conflict, poor eating habits, or what
ever problem is being treated. In most instances, this is an unrea
sonable expectation. Most of the problems with which clients 
present will in fact be experienced again after treatment, even if 
treatment is successful: anxiety, depression, marital conflict, etc., 
occur in the normal course of almost everyone's life. Maintenance of 
therapeutic gains may be facilitated if the client anticipates that his 
problem will recur after treatment, and that the goal of therapy is to 
provide him with skills to cope with the problem as it recurs, rather 
than to eradicate the problem per se (Meichenbaum and Cameron, 
1973). For instance, in a weight-reduction program we are conduct
ing, we emphasize that what we are training is a method of changing 
eating and exercise habits. We note that while we expect habits to 
change for the better over the term the group is meeting, habits 
frequently shift, and we anticipate that after the group ends, some 
of the new habits may fade and old habits return. This will be 
reflected in weight gain. When the person notes such a relapse, he 
is to use this as a signal that his habit patterns have shifted, and to 
respond by actively monitoring and changing his behaviors using 
the methods he learned in the group. The idea is to anticipate a 
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relapse, and to arrange things so that the relapse triggers active cop
ing. If the client does not anticipate relapse, when it occurs he is 
likely to interpret it as a sign that treatment was not really effective 
after all, and to give up. 

Treatment gains are more likely to be enduring if the client at
tributes positive changes to himself as opposed to external factors 
(Davison, Tsujimoto, and Glaros, 1973; Davison and Valins, 1969; 
Frank, 1976). Conceptualizing therapy as a skill-training process en
courages self-attribution. Detailed post hoc analyses of the client's 
success experiences, during which the client is prompted to articu
late precisely how he facilitated the change, can be valuable for con
solidating self-attributions. 

CONCLUDING STATEMENT 

The issues of therapeutic compliance and resistance are as com
plex as they are important. The objective of this chapter was not to 
make a definitive statement on these issues, but simply to make a 
preliminary attempt to cast them into the same conceptual frame
work many cognitively oriented behavior therapists are using in 
their clinical practice. This attempt was prompted by a conviction 
that our therapeutic work will progress more smoothly if we attend 
to our client's cognitions regarding the therapeutic process, and do 
what we can to ensure these cognitions are facilitative. The author 
recognizes that the ideas presented in this chapter are, in the main, 
not well supported by empirical evidence. Systematic study of tech
nique-independent process variables that may affect the course and 
outcome of cognitive-behavioral treatment would appear to be a 
fruitful direction for research at present. 
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